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Abstract 

This thesis is about early detection of requirements defects. Software-centred systems’ defects can 

cause loss of life, loss of property, loss of data and economic losses. Requirements defects are a major 

source of system defects. The early detection of requirements defects prevents software-centred systems’ 

defects, and thus reduces the various types of losses.  

In the past thirty years, many methods have been developed to detect requirements defects. The most 

prominent methods include inspections, automated static analysis, simulation, formal specifications and 

more recently model-checking. Each method has different strengths and weaknesses. The lack of 

integration of the different detection techniques produces a knowledge gap that causes problems with 

repeatability, scalability, effectiveness, and efficiency of the detection process. This knowledge gap is 

enlarged by the lack of a well-specified defect classification scheme that specifies quality rules, collects 

defects, specifies defect patterns, and classifies the patterns. 

This thesis proposes a framework for early defect detection based on Behavior trees, a representation 

which makes it practical to integrate the various detection techniques. Individual requirements are 

translated one at a time into Requirements Behavior Trees. These Requirements Behavior Trees are then 

integrated into an Integrated Behavior Tree that can be inspected, statically analysed, model checked and 

simulated.  

The framework is based on the hypothesis that if a well-specified defect classification scheme is 

developed and different types of detectors are integrated to detect patterns that suit their capabilities and if 

processes are developed to cover the complete requirements lifecycle, then the framework’s detection 

results will be more effective and more efficient, and the results will be more repeatable and scalable than 

existing methods. 

The framework includes a Behavior Trees defect classification scheme. The scheme defines defect 

patterns for requirements written in English and requirements specified by Behavior Trees. The scheme 

has a variety of defect patterns. Each defect pattern contains the characteristics of a type of defect. Defect 

patterns are grouped together based on the quality rules that they violate.  

This framework and the hypothesis have been tested using four case studies. The results of the case 

studies found that compared to the Perspective-based Reading method and three conventional 

requirements analysis methods the framework proposed was more effective and able to detect a broader 

range of defect types. However, because of the lack of the tool support, the efficiency of the method is still 

questionable. It should however improve with better tool support. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

Difficulties are things that show what men are. 

- Epictetus  

Software-centred systems’ defects cause loss of life, loss of data, and financial losses. The 

Ariane 5 accident, for example, was caused by the complete loss of guidance and altitude 

information. The loss of information was due to specification and design errors in the 

software of the inertial reference system (ARIANE 5 Inquiry Board, 1996, 3.1 Findings). 

More failures and disasters caused by software failures have been recorded in (Glass 1998; 

Bennatan 2000; Poulsen 2004; Charette 2005; Jorgensen et al. 2006; Bourzac 2007; 

Rubenstein 2007).Early detection of requirements defects reduces the losses. Between 65-

85% of system defects can be traced back to defects in the original requirements.1

Early defect detection also saves development costs. The recent NIST (America National 

Institute of Standards and Technology) report estimated the costs of an inadequate 

infrastructure for software testing range from $22.2 to $59.5 billion in U.S alone (RTI, 2002, 

p.ES-3).

  Many of 

the losses could have been prevented if their causes (requirements defects) had been detected 

and removed earlier. 

2

In order to detect requirements defects early, three questions must be answered.  

 These costs exclude those associated with mission critical software systems where 

failure can lead to extremely high costs such as loss of life or catastrophic failure. Early 

detection and removal of the same defect are more cost-efficient than to do so by software 

testing (Baziuk, 1995; Boehm, 1981). Consequently, if defects had been detected early rather 

than later by testing, the $59.5 billion / per year costs can be reduced dramatically.  

1. What are defects? 

2. How can defects be detected? 

                                                        
1 This percentage is quoted after Berry (Berry, 2002, p.16). He quoted this figure from (Boehm, 1981).  
2 This includes testing not only requirement related defects, but also design related defects, implementation related 
defects, and integration related defects. However, if we consider that 65-85% of system defects are caused by 
requirement related defects, it can be concluded that a large portion of the $22.2 to 59.5 billion dollars was spent 
on testing those defects that were caused in original requirements. 



  2 

3. What are the ideal properties of a detection method of quality? 

Answers to the first question should reveal the quality rules that requirements descriptions 

should satisfy.3 Requirements descriptions should have requirements quality, representation 

quality, and use-related quality. Quality rules should be specified for each quality so that 

requirements descriptions can be evaluated against them for defects. In addition, the answers 

to the first question should characterize defects as defect patterns. Defect patterns have three 

types. Form patterns are specifications of the syntactical or structural characteristics of defects. 

“TBD” is a form pattern example. Form patterns can be detected by searching the 

requirements descriptions. Logical meaning patterns are specifications of the formal, semantic 

characteristics of defects. An example is the temporal logic specification of deadlock in 

model-checking. Referring to the formal semantics, a model checker can detect logical 

meaning patterns (Eshuis & Wieringa, 2002, p.257).4

Answers to the second question should describe processes organizing detectors to identify 

defect patterns. The processes should define detection steps for each detector. The common 

steps are to read in a requirements description, to interpret and compare it against defect 

patterns, to assess the comparison results, and to record the location and the type of possible 

defects. The processes should also organize different detectors to identify defect patterns. 

Each detector should inspect those patterns at a stage when the detector can detect them 

efficiently, effectively, and as early as possible. Finally the processes should define steps to 

refine the detection method with learned experiences. 

 Heuristic meaning patterns are informal, 

semantic characteristics of defects that guide inspectors using prior knowledge to find defects. 

“Is the orbiter insertion angle correct?” is such a question. Using domain knowledge can 

answer this question. 

Answers to the third question set up benchmarks to evaluate detection methods. A detection 

method is evaluated by the quality of its defect classification scheme and by the quality of its 

processes and of its detectors, but most importantly by the repeatable, scalable effectiveness 
                                                        
3 In this thesis, I use requirements descriptions to refer to informal requirements documents and formal 
requirements specifications. 
4 Form patterns are different from logic meaning patterns. Logic meaning patterns are formalizable semantic 
characteristics of defects. In order to detect logic meaning patterns, model checkers should refer to the formal 
semantics of the notation representing requirements. In constrast to logic meaning patterns, form patterns, more 
appropriately they should be named as syntactic form patterns, are syntactic or structural characteristics of defects. 
To detect form patterns, automated tools only need to search these syntactic or structural characteristics. It is not 
necessary to interpret the meanings of requirements descriptions by referring to a formal semantics.  
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and efficiency of the detection process. Effectiveness measures the number of defects detected 

and the defect type distribution. Efficiency measures the detection activities’ financial and 

schedule costs. Repeatability measures whether similar effectiveness and efficiency results 

can be repeatedly achieved in different projects by different developers at different places. 

Scalability measures whether similar effectiveness, efficiency, and repeatability results can be 

achieved in real life large projects. 

By specifying a defect classification scheme, by developing tools, and by defining 

processes, a detection method aims to achieve repeatable, scalable effectiveness and 

efficiency of the detection results.  Four types of methods have been developed5

 Each method described in the literature has its own strengths and weaknesses. Heuristic 

meaning patterns can be found only by inspections. Automated tools are efficient to detect 

form patterns. Model checkers detect logical meaning patterns. Formal reasoning assures 

logical completeness, consistency, and correctness. However, no method investigated 

specified quality rules broadly, characterized defects as patterns, and classified defect patterns 

systematically. For example, no method specifies ambiguity patterns of English requirements 

documents except for Berry and others (Berry et al., 2003). One defect taxonomy entry of 

Perspective-Based Reading, for example, is “ambiguous information (A): Information within 

the requirements documents/functional specification is inconsistent with other information in 

the document or ambiguous, i.e. any of a number of interpretations may be derived that 

should not be the prerogative of the designer” (Basili et al., 2005)(defcl.pdf, p.1). The 

description tells what is recognized as ambiguous information. However, it does not say what 

ambiguous information looks like. In order to detect ambiguity, inspectors have to use the 

:inspection 

techniques (Basili et al., 1996; Freedman & Weinberg, 1990; Gilb & Graham, 1993; Knight & 

Meyers, 1993; Martin & Tsai, 1990; Parnas et al., 1985; Radice, 2002; Thelin et al. 2003; 

Travassos et al., 2002), automated tool detections (Fabbrini et al., 2001; William et al. 1997) 

and model checking (Campbell et al., 2002; Chan et al., 1998; Chan et al., 2001; Choi & 

Heimdahl, 2002; Eshuis & Wieringa, 2004; Gnesi et al., 2002; Holzmann, 1997), and formal 

methods (Abrial, 1996; Hoare, 2004; Jones, 1986; Potter et al., 1996; Prowell & Poore, 2003). 

                                                        
5 The scope of literature is more than what I investigated. From hereon, the referents of literature, or literature 
works are those of methods that I investigated. 
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description to assess requirements one by one, which is inefficient and impractical. This 

treatment of ambiguity, compared with Berry and other’s works (Gause & Weinberg, 1989) 

and especially with those works in linguistics (Empson, 1970; Zwicky & Sadock, 1975) and 

computational linguistics (Dowty et al., 1985; James, 1995), is insufficient. 

Moreover, no investigated method defined processes to integrate different detection 

techniques. Inspections are inefficient to find form patterns and logical meaning patterns. 

Automated tools are only effective and efficient to detect form patterns. Model checkers are 

ineffective and inefficient to detect form patterns and heuristic meaning patterns. Formal 

models are supposed to be complete, correct, and consistent (Prowell, 1999).6

The detection effectiveness and efficiency are reduced by the lack of a well-defined defect 

classification scheme and the lack of well-defined processes.

 These detection 

methods complement each other. A process should organize them in a way that each detector 

inspects the patterns that suit its capabilities. In addition, no method defines a process that 

covers the full lifecycle of requirements documents – from drafts, revisions, releases, to 

retirement. And no method defines processes to refine itself by learning from missed 

detections. 

7, 8

                                                        
6 To some, this claim creates the illusion that requirements modeled with formal representations possess these 
properties. It, however, is not so for three reasons. First, Godel (in Heijenoort, 1967) proved the incompleteness of 
formal systems. It means we cannot derive all valid propositions for a logical system. Second, when we develop 
software, complete formality is impossible to achieve (Kneuper, 1997, p.383). To explain the reasons, Kneuper 
further quoted Naur’s expositions – what will be argued here is that in reality the meaning of any expression in 
formal mode depends entirely on a context which can only be described informally, the meaning of the formal 
model having being introduced by means of informal statements (Naur, 1982, p.439).Third, the meanings and 
referents of the formal model and the meanings and referents of the informal English model have never been 
proved being identical. Therefore, even if the formal model possessed those claimed properties, the informal 
English model is still not proved to possess the quality.  

 On one hand, the lack of 

rigorous characterization of defects reduces the detection efficiency.  Without defect patterns, 

detectors need to assess each requirement against defect definitions and rules. For example, 

when the Object-Oriented Reading Technique is used to inspect sequence vs. class diagrams, 

the inspector must verify that the constraints are feasible (Conradi et al., 2003, p.22). If there 

are 100 constraints, inspectors should assess the diagram 100 times. With defect patterns, it is 

unnecessary to assess each requirement. Instead, detectors firstly locate the patterns, and then 

7 A well-defined defect classification scheme is one that broadly specifies quality rules; rigorously characterizes 
defects into defect patterns; and exhaustively and exclusively classifies the defect patterns.  
8 Well-defined processes define steps that use different detectors to detect those defect patterns that can be best 
detected at the earliest possible stage; that cover the whole lifecycle of a requirements document; and that learn 
and improve from missed detections. 
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confirm the existence of a defect. This is more efficient. On the other hand, the lack of 

integration of different detectors limits the detection effectiveness and efficiency because each 

detection method is only effective and efficient to detect particular types of defect patterns.  

As to repeatability and scalability, machine detections are the only ones that can locate 

patterns repeatedly. Inspection and formal reasoning cannot repeat the processes because both 

rely on invisible mental activities.9

The above brief literature review shows, despite a great accumulation of empirical 

knowledge about defects and defect detection, very little has been done to develop a 

framework that specifies quality rules, collects defects, characterizes defects as defect patterns, 

and classifies those defect patterns; that defines processes to integrate inspectors and 

machines, to cover the full lifecycle of requirements, and to learn from missed detections; and 

that can achieve repeatable and scalable effectiveness and efficiency. This thesis aims to 

develop a framework seeking to narrow the knowledge gap. 

 

Before addressing the research scope, I will give an overview of the framework’s context – 

Genetic Design. Genetic design is a system and software engineering method (Dromey, 2001, 

2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d, 2003e, 2004, 2005, 2006). The fundamental assumption of the 

method is that knowledge representation plays a decisive role in system modeling and 

analysis. It differs from other methods in three ways. First, instead of drawing information 

from the natural language requirements to construct a diagrammatic specification, it translates 

the original individual requirements as completely and accurately as possible. It then 

integrates the individual Requirements Behavior Trees translated to produce a single 

Integrated Behavior Tree. The Integrated Behavior Trees can be model checked, simulated, 

and inspected. Second, instead of modeling multiple views of a system with different 

notations, it projects these views from the integrated view. 

The above two features benefit defect detection. By translation10

                                                        
9 For the same set of requirements written in English, more than one valid formal model can be constructed even 
using the same method for the selection of the axioms and the inference rules might be different. 

, the method intends to fill 

10 Approaches for constructing formal models from informal descriptions can be divided into three categories. The 
first is ad hoc. Engineers are given some instructions about the formal models and representations, and then they 
are asked to read the informal descriptions and to produce the formal model. Most structural design (DeMarco, 
1978; Yourdon, 1979), Object-Oriented design and UML based methods (Booch, 1998; Coleman et al., 1994; 
Rumbaugh et al., 1999; Shlaer et al., 1988), and formal methods (Abrial, 1996; Duke et al., 2000; Hoare, 2004; 
Jones, 1986) are in this category. The second is automated/semi-automated generation of the formal model. In this 
category, machines are supposed to process informal descriptions and then to produce a formal model (Abbott, 
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in the gap between informal specification and formal specification. The outcome of the 

requirements process consists of both informal and formal requirements descriptions 

(Fabbrini et al., 2001, p.1). Conventional modeling techniques often construct the model 

through analysts’ reading and interpretation of informal specification. The unrepeatable 

modeling process is described as a miracle (D’Souza & Wills, 1999) that can create 

discrepancies between informal and formal specifications. The discrepancies, if not detected, 

result in an incomplete, inconsistent, or incorrect system being designed and implemented; 

and results in the customer’s intentions being misunderstood and unsatisfied. By translation, 

Behavior Trees intends to preserve and where necessary to clarify the original intention. This 

is a better solution to narrow the discrepancy between informal and formal specifications. 

In addition, the method’s integration strategy overtakes that of conventional methods. An 

integrated view to requirements is critical for understanding the requirements as a whole and 

for verifying integrity of multiple views (Shlaer & Mellor, 1988, p.5), (Nuseibeh et al., 1994, 

p.761), (Egyed & Medvidovic, 1999), (Yourdon, 1989, p.280). Conventional methods often 

produce multiple views first and then intend to integrate them. Multiple views cause the 

existence of a fair amount of redundancy across different views (Egyed & Medvidovic, 1999, 

p.2). In order to verify the integrity of different views, conventional methods often specify 

and verify particular rules that should hold between different views (Campbell et al., 2002; 

Travassos et al., 2002; Yourdon, 1989). Because of the heterogeneous nature of the multiple 

views and the lack of a complete formal semantics, no investigated method can formally 

integrate the views. Unlike conventional methods, Behavior Trees produces an integrated 

view to requirements first. The integration process shows up inconsistencies, incompleteness 

problems, and conflicts. After detecting and removing most of the inconsistencies, 

incompleteness problems, and conflicts, the projected views are more concise and more 

consistent. In addition, the Integrated Behavior Trees structuralize the requirements. The 

structuralized requirements are more understandable than the unstructuralized requirements in 

informal requirements specifications. This benefits the inspection for heuristic meaning 

patterns.  

                                                                                                                                                               
1983; Ambriola et al., 2003; leite et al., 1993; Rolland & Proix, 1992). The third is by translation. SREM (Alford, 
1977, 1985) is an example. 
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Finally, Behavior Trees has a formal semantics. In order to use model checkers to detect 

logical meaning patterns, the modeling notation must have a formal semantics if the 

requirements are to be specified as a Kripke structure (Clarke, 1999,p.14). Because Behavior 

Tree has a formal semantics, model checking is applicable.  

Now I address the scope of the research.The first limit is the coverage of quality rules. 

Although the defect classification scheme specifies different categories of quality rules, only 

some are developed in detail. Second, the scheme is more a framework than a defect 

encyclopedia that collects large number of defects. However, by following the method 

described, a scheme covering more defect types can be built. Third, I have not developed 

tools. I have focused on revealing the relationship between defect patterns and detectors. It 

means I answer what type of detectors should detect which patterns. Fourth, although I could 

cover other requirements descriptions, I have only worked on technical requirements 

documents and Behavior Trees specifications that specify constrained interactions between a 

system and its environment.11

The hypothesis thatI propose is:  

 Finally, because the research is empirical and the conclusion is 

tested inductively, certainty of the conclusion is not claimed. Instead, because the number of 

cases is far from large,I only achieve a certain degree of possibility. This weakens the 

conclusion. 

If a well-specified defect classification scheme is developed, different types of detectors 

are used to detect the defect patterns that suit their capabilities, and processes are 

developed to cover the complete requirements lifecycle; then 

 

the Behavior Trees defect detection framework will detect more types of defects, will be 

more repeatable, and will be more scalable than other techniques that I investigated. 

I claim four contributions: 
 A defect classification scheme wass developed. The scheme classified quality rules 

that defects violate, and characterized defects as defect patterns. 

 A defect detection model was developed. The model threw light on the understanding 

of the defect detection activities.  

                                                        
11 IEEE Std.610 defined those terms – design requirement, functional requirement, implementation requirement, 
interface requirement, performance requirements, and physical requirement (IEEE, 1990). NASA’s Space Shuttle 
Program requirements specifications include management requirements documents and technical requirements 
documents (Administration, 1998, p.ii). 
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 The quality model of detection activities showed the ideal properties of detection 

methods. 

 The developed framework for early defect detection, if used in practice, will detect 

more defects early than other methods do. This will prevent software-centred systems’ 

defects, and thus reduce the losses of life, losses of property, financial losses, and the 

losses of data.  

The thesis has six chapters. They are organized as problem, problem analysis, knowledge 

gap, hypothesis, solution, evaluation, and conclusion. Chapter 2 states and analyzes the 

research problem. By evaluating literatures, chapter 3 justifies the research motivations and 

specifies the research hypothesis. Chapter 4 describes a Behavior Trees defect classification 

scheme and presents the framework. Chapter 5 evaluates the framework proposed. Chapter 6 

concludes the thesis. The appendix describes the classification scheme and gives an example. 
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Chapter 2  Early Defect Detection 

 

“It is far more difficult to be simple than to be complicated;  

far more difficult to sacrifice skill and ease exertion in the proper place,  

than to expend both indiscriminately.” 

– John Ruskin 

This chapter states and then analyzes the research problem. There are nine sections. Section 

one gives definitions before describing the research problem. Section two divides the problem 

into three research questions. 

1. What are defects? 

2.  How can defects be detected? Or which detector should follow what process to 

detect what types of defects at what time? 

3. What are the ideal properties of a detection method of quality? 

Section two then describes a model of detection activities. Sections three to eight discuss 

each part of the model and quality properties. Section nine summarizes the chapter. 

2.1 The Problem of Early Defect Detection 

2.1.1 Definitions 

Requirements12

                                                        
12 Some definitions of “requirements” are (IEEE, 1993, 1990) (Wilson, 1997, p.9) (NASA-STD-2202-93, 1993, 
2001, p.8) (Jackson, 1995, p.169) (Alexander & Stevens., 2002, p.8). Some researchers intend to build formal 
frameworks to clarify requirements. Their works (Gunter et al., 2000) (Parnas & Madey, 1995) contribute to 
clearer understandings of requirements engineering. However, no common agreement has been achieved with 
respect to which model more appropriately defines requirements. 

are the requirement engineers’ understanding of the customer’s intentions, 

of the environment that the system will work in, and of constrained interactions between a 

system and its environment. Requirements also include the understanding of the structure and 

composition of the system. Requirements must be written down so that they can be composed, 
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reflected upon, edited, and transmitted.13

A representation construct is a syntactically distinguishable unit of a requirements 

description. It differs from a syntactical construct of a language or a notation. For example, 

“A customer pushes the button.” is a representation construct. It is a sentence. A sentence is a 

syntactical construct of English. 

 If requirements are written in natural language, the 

document is a requirements document. If the requirements are specified in an artificial 

notation, the specification is a requirements specification. In this thesis, I use requirements 

descriptions to refer to requirements documents and requirements specification.  

A defect is defined as, given some requirements description written in a language or a 

notation, a representation construct is a defect if and only if a rule exists, so that it violates the 

rule. I constructed this definition using the method of genus-differentia (Kisor, 1995, p.15). Using 

the genus-differentia method to construct a definition, I identified the genus of defects and then 

found the differentia of defects. To be more specific, firstly, whenever I said such and such is a 

defect, I was saying one or some representation constructs are defects. Therefore, a defect is 

characterized by one or more representation constructs. This means the genus of a defect is 

representation construct. Secondly, I asked what makes the defect different from other 

representation constructs. After carefully thinking about the differences and comparing examples, 

I concluded that defects violated quality rules, but the other representation constructs did not.  

Therefore, the differentia of a defect is that it violated quality rules. Once I defined genus and the 

differentia of defects, I defined ‘defect’ as above. 

A rule is defined as the statement of some objective knowledge that is used to evaluate a 

representation construct.  

A defect pattern consists of characteristics of a type of defect.  

A defect classification scheme specifies the quality rules and the defect patterns for 

different types of defects.  

A defect detection method defines processes that organize detectors, by referring to the 

defect classification scheme, to inspect requirements descriptions. 

A detector is an inspector, an automated tool, a model checker, or a simulator that refers to 

                                                        
13 Requirements documents are often textually expressed. Contrasted with vocally articulated discourse, written 
texts can be composed, reflected upon, edited and transmitted (Lyons, 1977, p.69-70).  
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the defect classification scheme and follows the inspection process/algorithm to inspect the 

requirements descriptions. As a result of the inspection, the detector produces the defect 

report.  

Before discussing things further, I will give an example of a defect. 

In the ABC Video System Specification (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video Case), functional 

requirements 1 and 18 are given as follows: 

Requirement Descriptions 

Functional Requirement 1 

Description: In the initial state of the video system the main menu is displayed. From the 

main menu the clerk can choose one of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape 

2. Return tapes 

3. Insert new customer 

4. Insert new video 

5. Change customer data 

6. Change video data 

7. Delete video 

8. Delete customer 

9. Exit 

Input: Employee chooses one option. 

Processing: Process the selected item.  

Output: Display the menus for the selected item. 

… (Functional Requirements 2-17) 

Functional Requirement 18 

Description: Only managers can delete customers or video. 
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Input: Manager enters account number of video or customer. 

Processing: Deleting video or customer. 

Output: Display if the data was deleted.  

These two functional requirements are not mutually satisfiable. If requirement 1 

corresponds to the customer’s intention; then if the clerk selects seven or eight, the system 

should display the menu for deleting a video record or a customer record. If, on the other hand, 

requirement 18 corresponds to the customer’s intention, the system must not allow the clerk to 

delete a customer record or a video record. These two requirements cannot both be jointly 

satisfied. 

Analysis 

In this example, the two sentences are in an English requirements document (ABC Video 

System Requirements Specification). The semantics of the two sentences are evaluated as 

being a requirements defect. The evaluation rule is that all requirements must be mutually 

satisfiable and every pair of requirements must therefore be mutually satisfiable. In this case, 

requirement 1 and 18 cannot both be satisfied. 

2.1.2 The Research Problem 

The research problem is: 

In the context of the requirements communication process, given some requirements 

descriptions, at the earliest possible stage, under the allocated resources, a detection method 

should answer: What are the possible defects with these requirements descriptions; How 

should defects be detected; and How can early defect detection be made repeatable, scalable, 

effective, and efficient in different detection situations?14

To solve this problem, in the past thirty years or so, various solutions have been proposed. 

After analysing how the problem should be tackled, I will compare and evaluate the literature 

in chapter three.  

 

                                                        
14 Generally, early defect detection is an identification problem. Such identification problems arise in biology, 
medical diagnosis, machine trouble-shooting, and numerous pattern recognition applications (Moret, 1982, p.596). 
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2.2 A Model of Defect Detection Activities 

2.2.1 The Model 

How should defects be detected? Answers to this question specify which detector should 

follow what process to detect what types of defects at what time. I developed a model to 

describe the activities involved in defect detection. To develop the model, I firstly did a number of 

experiments. One experiment was described previously (see section 2.1.1). When I did the 

experiment, I observed my activities and constructed the model based on my observations. For 

instance, if I needed to detect that requirement 1 and requirement 18 cannot be mutually 

satisfied (see Section 2.1.1), I had to: 

  get the requirement descriptions,  

  know what will make two requirements be mutually satisfiable,  

 follow certain steps to inspect the requirements, and  

  report that requirement 1 and 18 cannot be mutually satisfied after I found the defect. 

In this example, the critical elements are: the detector (I), the knowledge of what will make 

two requirements be mutually satisfiable, the inspection steps, and the defect report. I used the 

knowledge and followed the steps to inspect the requirements descriptions. As a result of the 

detection, I produced the defect report. Figure 1 describes these elements diagrammatically.    
Defect Detection Activities

ABC Video System
Specification

knowledge of what makes two
requirements not mutually
satisfiable, e.g., be logically
inconsistent

IInspection steps

Defect Report

 

Figure 1: How I detect a defect 

Figure 1 shows how an inspector would inspect the requirements specifications. However, 

if the requirements specifications of a large project are inspected, the management should 

organize many inspectors to inspect the requirements specifications and coordinate their 

detection activities. To coordinate the detection activities, the manager would need to appoint 

each inspector to inspect certain requirements specifications. After the defects were found, the 
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manager would also need to assign the defects to analysts who should analyse the cause of the 

defect and remove the defect. Finally, to continually improve the whole defect detection 

practice, the management should refine the above detection activities by accommodating the 

experiences learned from the mistakes made.  

 To consider a detector’s detection activities, the management activities, and the quality 

measurements, I developed a model of detection activities (Figure 2). The model has four 

parts: requirements modeling and analysis activities, management activities, defects detection 

activities, and quality measurements. 

Defect Detection Activities
Requirement Documents
/ Specifications

Defect Classification
Scheme-Defect PatternsDetector.Processes

.Algorithms

Defect Report

Initiation
Select Detector
. Feed in (Requirement Document,
Process, Defect Patterns)

Follow up Activities
. Results Analysis
. Defects Removal

Refinement
. Refine (Initiation, Requirement
Documents, Process, Detector, Defect
Patterns, Defect Reports, Follow Up
Activities, Refinement Activities)

Management Activities

Requirements Modelling and Analysis Activities
(Concepts, Notation, Processes, Tools)

Quality Measurements
 

Figure 2: a Model of Defect Detection Activities 

Requirements modelling and analysis activities are the contexts. A requirements modelling 

and analysis method has four parts 15

Management activities connect requirements modelling and analysis activities with 

detection activities. The initiation activity requires different detectors to detect defect patterns. 

The follow up activities analyse the defect reports and remove defects. The refinement 

activities refine each part of the model. 

: a set of concepts conceptualizing requirements, a 

notation representing the requirements, a set of processes using the notation and the concepts 

to represent requirements, and tools assisting the modelling and analysis activities. 

The detection activities detect defects in requirements descriptions. Defect detection 

activities have five parts: the requirements descriptions that should be detected, the defect 

                                                        
15 Booch (Booch, 1998, p.23) stated that each software design method includes notation, process, and tools. Harel 
and Politi stated four elements: concepts, notation, process, and tool (Harel et al., 1998). These two views are the 
same because a notation must have an ontology system to conceptualize the ideas or phenomena. 
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classification scheme that specifies quality rules and defect patterns, the process or algorithm 

that defines the detection steps, the detectors that detect the requirements descriptions by 

referring to the process and the defect classification scheme, and the defect reports that are the 

results of the detection activities.  

2.2.2 Relationships between Elements of Detection Activities 

After performing experiements and thinking about the relationships carefully, I concluded 

that the elements of the detection activities are internally related (Figure 3). The types of 

requirements descriptions determine what defect classification scheme should be used. The 

classification scheme specifies defect patterns in terms of the language or the notation 

representing requirements. For example, if requirements are written in German, ARM’s 

indicators (Figure 20, p.54) are inapplicable directly to check the requirements descriptions 

because these indicators are English words/phrases. Moreover, for requirements defects, the 

conceptual framework of the language or the notation determines the types of requirements 

defects. The classification scheme of OORT cannot be used directly on a requirements 

specification written in SCR (Software Cost Reduction) because SCR has a different 

conceptual framework to model requirements. Therefore, the language or the notation 

representing requirements decides what classification scheme should be used. What process 

should be used is decided by the defect patterns and the types of requirements descriptions.16

                                                        
16 It means whether the requirements descriptions are informal requirements documents or formal requirements 
specifications.  

 

Because the detection of heuristic meaning patterns cannot be automated, inspection should 

be used. Form patterns and logical meaning patterns can be efficiently detected by automated 

tools and model checkers separately, therefore algorithms should be developed. The above 

three factors determine what detectors should be used. If model checkers are inapplicable, 

inspectors should detect meaning patterns. If the detection process is computable, automated 

tools should detect form patterns. These four factors (types of requirements descriptions, 

defect classification scheme, processes, and type of detectors) determine what will appear in 

the requirements defect reports. 
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Requirement Document

Defect Classification
Scheme-Defect Patterns

Process/Algorithms

One factor deciding
the answers to the
question - what
defect patterns shall be detected?

The types of defect patterns are one factor deciding
the answers to the
question - what process/algorithm shall be used to
detect the pattern?

Detector

The type of process/algorithm is one actor deciding
the answers to the
question - what types of detector should be used to
detect these defect patterns with reference to the
process/algorithm?

Potential Defect Report

Except for the availability
of resources, these
four factors decide
what are in the
requirement defects
report.

They also decide the
effectiveness, efficiency,
scalability and repeatability
of a detection method.

 

Figure 3: Relationships between Detection Activities 

 To sum up this subsection, a defect detection method should specify the following 

interrelated elements: 

1. the context in which the method can be employed, which is the precondition for 

using the detection method, 

2. the types of requirements descriptions that the detection method is capable of 

inspecting, 

3. the defect classification scheme that specifies what defects are, 

4. the types of detectors that should be used, and 

5. the processes that specify which detector should follow what steps to detect what 

types of defects in which type of requirements descriptions at which stage of the 

analysis. In addition, the processes should also specify what steps should be 

followed to use missed detection experiences to refine the detection method.  

The remaining contents of this chapter describe the model in detail with respect to types, 

properties of each part, and quality properties of each part of the method. 

2.3 Requirements Descriptions 

2.3.1 Requirements Communication Process 

Requirements descriptions are intended to communicate requirements. To make the 

requirements communication process apparent, I first investigated an example from my real-life 
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development experience. A global mining company has experienced difficulties when using its 

existing information system for gathering and managing inventory data relating to a large number 

of stock items. After investigating the business process, the company prepared an informal 

requirements document that specified the current procedures and its optimal inventory information 

profile. For instance, the existing catalogue system may need to be changed so that it is compatible 

with that of NATO. The informal requirements document then was sent to the contractor who had 

been employed to make the necessary changes to the existing system. The contractor analysed this 

document and produced the requirements document(s) that specify, among other details, how the 

new system should interact with its users. Often, such requirements document(s) would be 

described using a formal/semi-formal notation such as UML. These requirements document(s) are 

ultimately to be handed over to the designers who will produce the detailed designs. The detailed 

designs are finally implemented and tested.   

I generalized the above process and used a diagram to describe it (Figure 4). In the outline of 

the process, the oval area represents a problem domain, here specified as the global mining 

company. Customers require that the phenomena of this domain are addressed. In the above 

example, the company’s intention was to have access to and to manage its stock information. 

The customers’ understanding of their own needs is the customers’ intentions. In the 

requirements elicitation process, the customer’s intentions are prescribed in informal 

requirements documents. The informal requirements documents also specify a system’s 

constrained interactions with its environment. After analyzing the informal requirements 

documents, the analysts produce formal requirements specifications in the analysis process. 

Given the formal requirements specifications, ideally, the design and implementation 

activities should produce a system that satisfies the constrained interactions specified in 

requirements specifications. These constrained interactions should in turn satisfy customers’ 

needs.17

                                                        
17 This communication process is sequential. In practice, there are iterations. Requirements engineers may jump 
between the problem domain, intentions, informal requirements documents, and formal requirements specifications. 
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Perceivable Entities,
Activities, States,Processes,

Properties, Relationships

Problem Domain
Informal
Requirements Documents

Satisfy
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Customers' Intentions
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System and
Environment
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Formal Requirements
Specifications

Requirements

Customers' Intentions
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Elicitation
Process

Constrained interactions between the system and the environment
produce physical phenomena
that satisfy customers' intentions.

Intentions

Customers

Designers

Requirements

Implemented
System  

Figure 4: Requirements Communication Process 

2.3.2 Quality Properties 

The requirements communication process uses both informal requirements documents and 

formal specifications. Requirements information is represented informally to capture 

customers’ needs. It is then formalized to eliminate the problems with information 

representation, which may involve misrepresentation and is open to misinterpretation. Defects 

may be present in or injected into the informal requirements documents, and they may be 

injected into the formal requirements specifications when they are converted from the 

informal to formal. If defects are detected in only informal or formal requirements 

descriptions, they may exist in another as well. Thus, an ideal detection method should detect 

defects in: 

. informal English requirements documents, 

. formal requirements specifications, and 

. the relationship between them. 

2.4 Rules 

This section describes three sources where defects are introduced into the requirements 

communication process. It then presents the quality properties of the requirements 

communication process.  
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2.4.1 Defect Sources 

The first stage at which defects can be introduced is in the formulation of the customers’ 

intentions. Because of the customers’ imperfect understandings to their needs, the customers 

may have incomplete, inconsistent, or inappropriate intentions. Moreover, the elicitation and 

representation process may capture the customers’ intentions incompletely, inconsistently, or 

inaccurately. The problematic capture of the customers’ intentions may be caused by the 

elicitation techniques employed, the inherent communication difficulties, the language of 

communication used, or the process employed. The defects introduced at these two stages are 

requirements defects.  

In addition, the language and notation used may introduce defects. Each language or 

notation has its own merits and weaknesses. The weaknesses may cause defects. The inherent 

ambiguities and vagueness of natural language descriptions are examples. Another example is 

the poor understandability of formal notations. 

Finally, the process selected to create a formal specification out of the informal 

requirements documents may introduce defects. The importance of establishing a seamless 

relationship between specification models has been discussed in (D’Souza & Wills, 1999) 

(Egyed et al., 1999) (Paige & Ostroff, 1999). Mostly because of the lack of a formal, yet 

comprehensible, representation of the requirements, the process specifying the formal 

specifications is often loosely defined or undefined. D’Souza and Wills described this practice 

as a miracle (D’Souza & Wills, 1999). The miracle leads to the discrepancy between the 

requirements of informal document and the requirements of form specification. The 

discrepancy means what the customers validate differs from what the designers understand. 

Consequently, the designed and implemented system may satisfy customer’s intentions 

incompletely, inconsistently, and incorrectly. 

2.4.2 Quality Properties of Requirements Communication 

Process 

To prevent defects from the above three sources, the requirements descriptions should: 
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Q1. have requirements quality. If the design and the implementation satisfy the 

requirements accurately and completely, the customers’ intentions should be satisfied. 

To achieve requirements quality, the requirements should satisfy the particular quality 

rules that will be discussed in the next subsection.. 

Q2. have representation quality. This means the requirements should be communicated 

accurately, completely, and consistently. To achieve representation quality, both the 

notation used and the process of specifying formal specifications should satisfy 

particular quality rules. These rules are further discussed in Section 2.4.4.  

Q3. facilitate different uses. This means the requirements descriptions should 

communicate requirements in a way that they ease requirements analysis, 

requirements change, requirements validation and verification, requirements testing, 

and requirements reuse. To have this quality, the requirements descriptions should 

satisfy particular rules. Some of them will be discussed in Section 2.4.5. 

To assure the quality of the requirements communication process, quality rules must be 

developed so that we can verify and validate the requirements and requirements descriptions 

against the rules.  

2.4.3 Rules for Requirements Quality 

Here I identify a set of rules for assuring requirements quality. These rules have two 

limitations. First, the categories are by no means exhaustive. The complete set of rules should 

contain all known knowledge. It is impossible for any one project to organize them 

completely. However, I have specified those rule categories relevant to the software 

engineering field. Second, even in a single category, the rules are not exhaustive. An initial 

rule framework is proposed that future work can build on.  

I divide the rules for requirements into two categories: 

Q1.C1. pragmatic rules. Pragmatic rules are statements of knowledge that are from 

the outside world, i.e., from outside the requirements.18

                                                        
18 The meaning of pragmatic and semantic is from the Feldman and Liddy’s suggestions that in order to understand 
natural languages, it is important to be able to distinguish among the following seven interdependent levels, that 
people use to extract meaning from text or spoken languages: i) phonetic or phonological level that deals with 
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Q1.C1.1. subjective pragmatic rules. Only those who provide these rules can 

assess whether requirements invalidate them. For example, when a customer 

validates the requirements and complains that the system seems odd without 

being able to articulate further which part seems odd. This is a subjective 

pragmatic validation of the requirements. This category intends to 

accommodate defects that only customers can subjectively detect.  

Q1.C1.2. objective pragmatic rules. Violations of these rules can be justified 

objectively and repeatedly through experiments, measurements, or 

observations. Because these rules are objective and are from outside of the 

requirements, they are objective pragmatic rules.I further divide objective 

pragmatic rules as:  

Q1.C1.2.1. domain-knowledge-dependent objective pragmatic rules. These rules 

are particular to an application domain. For example, Bernoulli’s 

principle (Clancy, 1975, see Section 3.4) is a rule applicable to 

aerodynamics that should be checked for requirements of an aircraft 

system. It, however, is not applicable to an inventory management 

system. 

Q1.C1.2.2. domain-knowledge-independent objective pragmatic rules. These 

rules are applicable to most application domains. For example, the 

classical laws of logic (Latta & Macbeath, 1929) are rules applicable 

to the requirements of all domains. These classical laws of logic are: 

Q1.C1.2.2.1. laws of classical logic 

Q1.C1.2.2.1.1.  law of identity   

Q1.C1.2.2.1.2. law of excluded middle   

Q1.C1.2.2.1.3. law of no conflict 

Q1.C1.2.2.1.4. law of negation  

                                                                                                                                                               
pronunciation; ii)morphological level that deals with the smallest parts of words, that carry a meaning, and suffixes 
and prefixes; iii) lexical level that deals with lexical meaning of words and parts of speech analyses; iv) syntax 
level that deals with grammar and structure of sentences; v) semantic level that deals with the meaning of words 
and sentences; vi) discourse level that deals with the structure of different kinds of text using document structures; 
and vii) pragmatic level that deals with the knowledge that comes from the outside world, i.e., from outside the 
contents of the document (Feldman & Liddy, 2001). 
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Q1.C1.2.2.2. satisfaction of intentions 

Q1.C2.2.2.2.1.  physical basis of customers’ intentions. The 

physical phenomena that are the referents of customers’ 

intentions should be checkable via experiments, 

measurements, or tests.  

Q1.C2.2.2.2.2. physical basis of requirements. The physical 

phenomena that are referents of requirements should be 

checkable via experiments, measurements, or tests.  

Q1.C2.2.2.2.3. intention satisfaction rule. The relationship 

between the requirements and customers’ intentions should 

be that the former are sufficient and necessary to satisfy the 

latter. This relationship should be checkable via experiments, 

measurements, or tests.  

Q1.C1.2.2.3. temporal logic rules  

Q1.C1.2.2.4. probability logic rules  

Q1.C1.2.2.5. spatial logic rules  

Q1.C1.2.2.6. condition logic rules  

Q1.C1.2.2.7. aggregation logic rules  

Q1.C1.2.2.8. classification logic rules 

Q1.C1.2.2.9. dependency logic rules  

Q1.C2. semantic rules. These rules are statements of knowledge that are from the 

requirements.  

Q1.C2.1. various quality properties that should be satisfied by the system. 

Safety, security, dependability, and reliability are examples. These rules are 

specified in the requirements descriptions. They are also treated as constraints 

on a system, on a component, on a behavior, or on a state. For instance, in the 

defect example given in 2.1.1, p.9, requirement 18 stated that only managers 

can delete a customer’s record or a video’s record. This statement is a system 

property rule that should be checked for violations. The quality property rules 

can be further divided as: 
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Q1.C2.1.1. safety rules  

Q1.C2.1.2. security rules 

Q1.C2.1.3. dependability rules  

Q1.C2.1.4. reliability rules  

Q1.C2.1.5. performance rules 

Q1.C2.1.6. other quality rules specified in the informal requirements 

documents. 

2.4.4 Rules for Representation Quality 

I divide rules for representation quality as: 

Q2.C1. grammar rules. Each representation construct should follow the grammatical 

rules defined in the language or the notation.  

Q2.C2. identical referents: Each representation construct should refer to an identical 

referent in the phenomena of the problem domain. Requirements describe factual 

information. Although some representation constructs in requirements descriptions 

are used for the benefit of conceptualization and reasoning, they should be 

traceable to factual information by following explicitly specified rules. In informal 

requirements documents, violations of this rule are synonymy and polysemy. 

Synonymy means that two syntactically different representation constructs 

corresponding to the same requirements. For example, in the ABC video system 

(Basili et al., 2005), “employee” and “clerk” may refer to those who are working in 

the ABC shop. Polysemy means that a syntactically identical representation 

construct refers to different requirements. For example, in the sentence, “the clerk 

opens the door”, “door” may refer to the door of the ABC video store, the 

microwave oven door, the cabinet door, or a requirements management tool called 

“DOORS”. 

Q2.C3. rules for the relationship between the requirements of the informal and formal 

requirements descriptions. In this category are rules that, if followed by the 
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specification, should minimize the discrepancy between these two versions of the 

requirements. 

Q2.C3.1. insufficient satisfaction. This means the requirements captured in the 

formal specifications are insufficient to satisfy the requirements captured in 

the informal requirements documents.  

Q2.C3.2. unnecessary satisfaction. This means some requirements captured in 

the formal specifications are unnecessary to satisfy the requirements captured 

in the informal requirements documents. 

2.4.5 Rules for Requirements Use-Related Quality 

Different users of requirements have different expectations as to the representation and to 

the structure of requirements descriptions. Quality rules should be developed to satisfy each 

expectation. These rules are the objective knowledge that requirements descriptions should 

satisfy so that requirements can be changed, verified, validated, read, understood, and tested 

effectively and efficiently. This currently has not been done. It is a possible direction for 

future research. However, it is foreseeable that the following categories can be studied:  

Q3.C1. changeability related rules  

Q3.C2. verifiability related rules 

Q3.C3. validation related rules 

Q3.C4. readability related rules 

Q3.C5. understandability related rules 

Q3.C6. testability related rules. 

Figure 5 summarizes the quality principles and rules. 
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Rules
Q1. Rules of Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Use Quality

Q1.C1 Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.1 Subjective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C1.2 Objective Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.2.1. Domain Knowledge Dependent Objective Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.2.2. Domain Knowledge Independent Objective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C2 Semantic Rules

Q1.C2.1  System Property Rules

Q1.C2.1.2  Safety Rules
Q1.C2.1.1  Security Rules

Q1.C2.1.3  Dependability Rules
Q1.C2.1.4  Reliability Rules
Q1.C2.1.5  Other Quality Rules
that are specified in English
requirements documents.

Q1.C1.2.2.2  Satisfaction of Intention

Q1.C2.2.1  Physical Basis of Customers' Intentions
Q1.C2.2.2  Physical Basis of Requirements
Q1.C2.2.3  Intention Satisfaction Rule

Q1.C1.2.2.3 Temporal Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1 Classical Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.4 Probability Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.5 Spatial Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.6 Condition Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.7 Aggregation Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.8  Classification Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.9 Dependency Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1.1. Logic Completeness
Q1.C1.2.2.1.2. Logic Consistency
Q1.C1.2.2.1.3. Logic Correctness

Q2.C1 Grammar Rules

Q2.C2 Identical Referents

Q2.C3 Rules for Relationship between
Informal English Requirements Documents
and Formal Behavior Trees Specification

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Rules
Q3.C2 Verifiability Related Rules
Q3.C3 Validation Related Rules
Q3.C4 Readability Related Rules
Q3.C5 Understandability Related Rules
Q3.C6 Testability Related Rules

Q2.C3.1 Insufficient Satisfaction
Q2.C3.2 Unnecessary Satisfaction

 

Figure 5: Quality Rule’s Category Structure 

2.5 Defect Classification Scheme 

2.5.1 Detecting Defects Using Rules 

Theoretically, we can detect defects by evaluating each representation construct against the 

associated quality rules. Using rules to detect defects, however, is inefficient. For example, 

the microwave oven system’s requirements have seven requirements written with 8 sentences 

(142 words) (Appendix B, p.366). If a detector justifies each word and each sentence against 

rules, say twenty rules with each construct, the detector needs to justify 3000 times 

((142+8)*20). To improve the detection efficiency, we should characterize defects as patterns 

wherever possible. The defect patterns specify the syntactical, structural, or meaning 

characteristics of different types of defects. For instance, to assess whether “a system should 

have enough response time” is vague, we should specify that “enough” is a potentially vague 

construct.  
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2.5.2 Characterization Methods 

Defect patterns can be developed inductively and deductively. Inductively we can collect a 

large number of defects that violate a rule, and then identify their common characteristics. 

Deductively, we can analyze how a rule could be violated and what the characteristics of the 

violation would be. These characteristics can then be tested in real-life cases. For instance, a rule 

that requirements should satisfy is that any two specified requirements should be mutually 

satisfiable (see Section 2.1.1.). An inspector followed this rule when inspecting the requirements 

of the ABC video system (Basili et al., 2005) and ascertained that requirements 1 and 18 violated 

this rule because they cannot be mutually satisfied. The management can then send this defect to 

an analyst who can categorize it and characterize it as a pattern. This process is one that 

characterizes the defects inductively.  

Additionally, the analysts could directly analyse this rule and specify possible violations of the 

rule. These violations can also be categorized and characterized as patterns. This process is one 

that characterizes the defects deductively. Figure 6 summarizes the processes of these two 

characterization methods. 

Rule r

Informal English
Requirements
Document/Form
al Requirements
Specification

Defect Detection

Defects that violate r

Collect Defects
Characterize

Defects

Defect Patterns that
violate r

Inductive
Characterization

Analyze Possible
Violations;

Characterize Violations

Deductive
Characterization

Future
Defect Detection

Refine

 

Figure 6: Defect Characterization Methods 

2.5.3 Defect Pattern Types 

By induction and deduction, we can characterize defects connotatively or denotatively. 

Connotative characterization specifies one or more properties of the defects. These properties 

are the meaning patterns of defects. Meaning patterns include logical meaning patterns and 
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heuristic meaning patterns.  

. Heuristic meaning patterns are questions about the informal semantic characteristics of 

defects. They remind inspectors using knowledge in their heads to search for defects. 

For example, when the Object-Oriented Reading Technique is used to inspect sequence 

vs. class diagrams, the inspector must verify that the constraints are feasible (Conradi 

et al., 2003, p.22). This specification describes a property of constraints, namely 

feasibility. An infeasible constraint is a defect. The heuristic meaning pattern is a 

question – “is the constraint feasible?” 

. Logical meaning patterns are specifications of formal semantic characteristics of 

defects. Requirements model checking methods detect logical meaning patterns (Alur 

et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2002; Choi & Heimdahl, 2002; Eshuis & Wieringa, 2004; 

Felty & Namjoshi, 2003; Shrotri et al., 2003). A model checking method specifies 

temporal properties of behaviors with a temporal logic. Detectors verify whether the 

requirements have these properties. If requirements fail to satisfy a property, counter 

examples are given. The causes of counter examples are defects.  

We can also denotatively characterize defects by describing their syntactical or structural 

characteristics. The syntactical or structural characteristics are form patterns. For example, 

when Automated Requirements Measurement (William et al., 1997) is used to inspect English 

requirements documents, the words “adequate” and “easy” are syntactical characteristics of 

ambiguous statements. 

2.5.4 Defect Patterns and Defects 

Defects patterns indicate defects, but are not defects. A defect pattern either implies the 

existence of a type of defect, or it does not. Therefore, there are two relationships between them 

and they are set out below: 

1. A defect pattern implies the existence of a type of defect. This relationship means 

the pattern reflects the nature of the type of defect and the existence of the pattern confirms 

the existence of this defect. 

2. A defect pattern does not imply the existence of a type of defect. This 
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relationship means the pattern does not reflect the nature of the type of defect and the 

existence of the pattern is not an indicator of the existence of the defects. 

Based on an assessment of the degree to which a pattern reflects the nature of a type of defect, I 

can divide the first relationship (the pattern implies the existence of a type of defect) into three 

subtypes as follows.  

1. A defect pattern necessarily implies the existence of a type of defect. This 

relationship means that although the pattern partially reflects the nature of a type of defect, 

it contains some characteristics that are not necessary for the defect to exist.  

2. A defect pattern sufficiently implies the existence of a type of defect. This 

relationship means that although the pattern completely reflects the nature of the type of 

defect, it contains some characteristics that are not necessary for the defect to exist.  

3. A defect pattern necessarily and sufficiently implies the existence of a type of 

defect. This relationship means that the pattern completely reflects the nature of the type of 

defect and that the pattern only contains characteristics that are necessary for the defect to 

exist.   

Table 1  summarized the relationships.19

Table 1: Relationship between Defect Patterns and Defects 

 

No. Relationship Explanation 

1 Do not imply The patterns fail to reflect the nature of a type of defect. The existence of 

patterns does not indicate the existence of the type of defect. 

2 Necessarily imply The patterns partially reflect the nature of a type of defect. The existence 

of patterns may indicate the existence of the type of defect. 

3 Sufficiently imply The patterns reflect the nature of a type of defect. The existence of 

patterns indicates the existence of the type of defect. However, some 

defects do not have all the characteristics. 

4 Necessarily and 

sufficiently imply 

The patterns concisely reflect the nature of a type of defect. The 

existence of the patterns indicates the existence of the type of defect.  

In order to detect defects efficiently and effectively, relationship 4 is ideal. If patterns 

necessarily and sufficiently imply defects, the detectors only search for the patterns. 

Whenever a pattern is found, a defect is found.  Relationship 3 is less ideal. If patterns only 
                                                        
19 Improving the relationship between defect patterns and defects is critical for minimizing false positives. A false 
positive means that the defect patterns do not indicate the existence of defects. In other words it means the defect 
characterization is too weak. 
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sufficiently imply defects, the detectors search for the patterns. However, incomplete 

detections may occur because the characteristics are too strong and some defects may display 

some but not all of the characteristics. Relationship 2 is half way towards characterizing a 

defect. If a type of defect is necessarily but insufficiently characterized, the detected patterns 

may not indicate the existence of defects. We have to collect more information and then to 

confirm the existences of defects. The additional work of collecting and confirming other 

facts can usually only be done manually, which is costly. Relationship 1 is an undisciplined 

way of detecting defects. With this relationship, although defect patterns are detected, the 

defects themselves remain undetected. In addition, the nonexistence of patterns does not 

imply the nonexistence of defects.  For example, the abbreviation “TBD” is often used as an 

indicator of incomplete requirements. However, to be effective, the authors of a requirements 

document must use “TBD” to mean “to be determined”. Otherwise, if the authors use “TBD” to 

mean “Track Before Detect” (Freedictionary, 2008), the inclusion of “TBD” in the requirements 

document can not mean incomplete requirements unambiguously. 

These four relationships are interrelated. While we have only surface understanding of a 

type of defect, most likely the patterns will partially indicate the defects. Consequently, 

misdetections will occur. However, if the misdetections are used to enhance our 

understandings, and if the enhanced understandings are used to refine the patterns, then the 

patterns should indicate the defects more precisely and accurately, i.e. a stronger specification 

of the rule or pattern. Consequently, misdetections of this type of defect will be reduced and 

detection effectiveness will be improved.  

2.5.5 The Structure of a Defect Classification Scheme 

Figure 7 gives the hierarchical structure of a defect classification scheme. The scheme 

includes the language and the notation used to represent requirements in the requirements 

communication process. Each language or notation’s syntactical constructs are specified. For 

example, the syntactical constructs of English are lexicon, sentence, and paragraph. Each 

syntactical construct shall have requirements quality, representation quality, and use-related 

quality. These qualities are specified by quality rules. These quality rules are applied on each 
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syntactical construct. Defects violating each rule are under each quality rule. These defects 

should be characterized as form patterns or meaning patterns. 

A Defect Pattern Classification Scheme

Language/Notation
Syntax Constructs

Requirements Quality

Representation Quality

Quality Rule

Violations(Defects)
Characterization (Defect Patterns)

Form Pattern

Meaning Pattern
Heuristic Meaning Patterns

Logic Meaning PatternsQuality Rule

Violations(Defects)
Characterization (Defect Patterns)

Form Pattern

Meaning Pattern
Heuristic Meaning Patterns

Logic Meaning Patterns  

Figure 7: the Structure of Defect Classification Scheme 

2.5.6 Quality Properties of the Defect Classification Schemes 

I propose three categories of quality criteria to evaluate a defect classification scheme. The 

first is the coverage. The coverage of a classification scheme measures what types of defects 

are specified. The coverage of defect types is one of five factors determining the detection 

effectiveness. 20

Figure 8

 If a type of defect is not specified in the scheme, it is unlikely that the 

detectors will find this type of defect. For example,  shows some inspection questions 

of Perspective-Based Reading (Basili et al., 2005). In this question list, if the question “Are 

all interfaces specified and consistent?” is not specified, incomplete interfaces are likely to be 

undetected because inspectors may not realize the needs of inspecting the incomplete 

interfaces.  

                                                        
20 The other four are the types of detected requirements descriptions, the precision of processes, the objectivity of 
detectors, and the allocated resources.  
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1. Are all the necessary objects (data, data structures, and functions) defined?
2. Are all the interfaces specified and consistent?
3. Can all data types be defined (e.g., are the required precision and units specified)?
4. Is all the necessary information available to do the design? Are all the conditions
    involving all objects specified (e.g., are any requirements/functional specifications
    missing)?
 5. Are there any points in which you are not clear about what you should do because
    the requirement/functional specification is not clear or not consistent?
 6. Does the requirement/functional specification make sense from what you know
    about the application or from what is specified in the general description/introduction?  

Figure 8: an Example Inspection Questions (Adapted from (Basili et al., 2005) des.ps, p.1) 

The coverage can be further divided into three subcategories:  

. coverage of requirements description types. What types of requirements 

descriptions does the scheme cover? 

. coverage of syntactical constructs. For each language or notation, what types of 

syntactical constructs does the scheme cover? 

. coverage of rules. For each syntactical construct, what quality properties does the 

scheme cover  

 requirements defect types: What types of requirements defects does the 

scheme cover? 

 coverage of representation defect types: What types of representation defects 

does the scheme cover?  

 coverage of use-related defect types: What types of use-related defects does 

the scheme cover? 

The second category of criteria is about defect characterization. Whether the defects are 

characterized as form patterns or meaning patterns affects the efficiency of detection (see 

Section 2.5.2, p.26). Finally, the objectivity of the scheme is a factor affecting the 

repeatability of the detection process and of the detection results. If defects are specified too 

weak, the understanding of what defects are relies on detectors’ interpretations. To the same 

requirements descriptions, at different times, in different places, different detectors, even the 

same detector, may produce different interpretations. Consequently, the detection process and 

the detection results are unrepeatable, which undermines the reliability of the detection 

method. I can use the question “all interfaces specified are consistent?” as an example. Using 

this question to detect defects, inspectors should use their prior knowledge to assess the 
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requirements. If the inspectors understand the interfaces completely, the detection will be 

effective. However, no inspectors can understand a large system’s interfaces completely. 

Indeed, no indicators show what inspectors’ know because the knowledge is in their heads.  

The third category of criteria is defect classification. Collected and characterized defects 

should be exhaustively and exclusively classified so that the knowledge about defects can be 

ordered and organized. Without such a classification, it is difficult to know what has been 

detected and what has been undetected. For example, in Perspective-based Reading (Figure 9), 

defects are classified into the five categories as shown below. The miscellaneous (M) category 

is open ended. Inspectors will not know what types of undetected defects are not included. 

 

Figure 9: Perspective-Based Reading's Classification Scheme (Adapted from (Basili et al., 2005)) 
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2.6 Detectors 

2.6.1 Types 

Inspectors, automated tools, and model checkers are the main detectors. Each is effective 

and efficient at detecting particular types of patterns. Inspectors are engineers and customers 

who can detect heuristic meaning patterns.  

However, inspectors are subject to the limitations that apply to  human-problem solving 

capabilities as these have been summarized by Robertson (Robertson, 2001,p.28). Robertson’s 

theory concerns the psychological aspects of problem solving and I applied it to the requirements 

inspection area. This enabled me to elicit the implications for software inspection procedures. The 

implications are outlined in the following five paragraphs. 

1. The capacity of an inspector’s working memory is limited. An inspector can only 

retain a limited number of requirements in his/her working memory at any one time. 

Consequently, sequential reading techniques will be ineffective where for the 

requirements of large systems are concerned because the size of the requirements in 

such cases is larger than the capacity of any inspector’s working memory. Figure 10 

shows the process involved. An inspector reads in several paragraphs at a time, 

interprets the paragraphs, and finally loads the requirements into working memory 

for analysis. Because of the size limitations, only parts of the requirements are 

visible. Defect patterns in the loaded requirements are detected. However, the 

patterns relating to the requirements in the invisible areas remain undetected. When 

the inspector reads in other paragraphs, the invisible areas move. A pattern is 

detected only when all related entities, activities, or properties are simultaneously in 

the visible area at a particular point in time so that the inspector can analyse them. 

What aggravates this problem is that because inspections are mental activities, the 

inspection path is invisible externally and is unrepeatable. Consequently, there are no 

indicators available to reveal what has been analysed and what has not21

                                                        
21 Asking inspectors to answer a few questions might be helpful. However, I need to explicitly point out the 
difference between answering questions in the context of requirements inspection and answering questions in the 
context of reading tests. In reading tests, the standard answers can indicate the reading effectiveness. In 

.     
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Reading/
Interpretation

Reading/
Interpretation

Inspector
Loaded Requirements X

into Working Memory

The size of requirements is larger than the
storage capacity of working memory.
Previously stored requirements are washed
away by new requirements

Inspector
Loaded Requirements Y

into Working Memory

Defects relating to requirements X
and requirements Y may not be
detected.

 

Figure 10: Implications of an Inspector’s Limited Working Memory for Detection Effectiveness 

2. An inspector’s ability to encode information is limited. The inspector may be unable to 

recognize what aspects of a task are relevant and he/she may not have the capability to 

encode all the information coming through the senses at any one time. After interpreting 

a requirements construct, an inspector can only take in some of the requirements at any 

one time, and the remaining parts are omitted. Defects relating to these omitted 

requirements remain undetected. This limitation further affects the inspection 

effectiveness adversely. Figure 11 shows the effects of inspectors’ limited information 

encoding capabilities. The circle areas indicate the unrecognized requirements and defect 

patterns relating to them will remain undetected. Again, the invisible nature of inspection 

process makes it difficult to know which areas are unrecognized and will be left 

undetected22

                                                                                                                                                               
requirements inspection, unlike reading tests, there are no standard answers.  

.   

22 Gause (Gause et al., 1989) stated this problem.  
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Reading/
Interpretation

Inspector
Omitted Requirements Z

Defects relating to requirements Z
may not be detected.Requirements X, Y,

Z  

Figure 11: Implications of an Inspector’s Limited Information Encoding Capabilities 

3. An inspector’s ability to store information is limited because at any one time, what 

he/she stores in his/her present memory can suffer interference from memories laid down 

later or may be distorted as a result of pre-existing expectations. Consequently, an 

inspector may misunderstand the requirements, an outcome that implies that he/she 

inspected may not be the requirements that were actually specified. This may leave the 

patterns relating to distorted requirements undetected. Figure 12 provides an example.  It 

shows that when the inspector reads page x, he/she may remember the requirements 

specified as being, for example, that some functionalities of the system can be accessed 

only via a particular remote workstation. However, when the inspector reads, say, page 

x+50, he/she has the impression that the requirements specified that, for example, the 

system can be accessed via a public network. Consequently, a defect such as “the user 

can access the system using his/her laptop” could be easily missed and left undiscovered.   
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Reading/
Interpretation

Reading/
Interpretation

Inspector
Remember function x can be accessed
via a specific remote workstation only

The inspector's memory was
distorted in line with prior expectations.

Inspector
Remember function x can be
accessed via the public network

Defect Not Detected: the user accessed the system
using his laptop.  

Figure 12: Implications of an Inspector’s Limited Information Storing Capability 

4. The inspector’s ability to retrieve information is limited. Human memory is fallible. 

Although requirements might be memorized, an inspector may forget them later on. 

AAn inspector’s ability to retrieve information is limited because the recall facility of the 

human memory is fallible. Hence, although some specific requirements might be 

memorized, the inspector may forget them later on. As a result, those defects relating to 

forgotten requirements will remain undetected. Figure 13 provides an example. It shows 

that when the inspector reads page x, he/she may remember the requirements specified as 

being that, for example, some functionalities of the system can be accessed only via a 

specific remote workstation. However, when the inspector reads, say, page x+50, he/she 

forgets this requirement. Consequently, a defect such as “the user can access the system 

using his/her laptop” could be easily missed and left undetecteds a result, those defects 

relating to forgotten requirements remain undetected.  
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Reading/
Interpretation

Reading/
Interpretation

Inspector
Remember function x can be accessed
via a specific remote workstation only

The inspector forgot this requirement.

Defect Not Detected:
the user accessed the system
using his laptop.

 

Figure 13: Implications of an Inspector’s Limited Information Retrieving Capability 

5. An inspector’s ability to maintain optimum levels of motivation and arousal is limited. 

Inspectors are inclined to become bored and tired and they are affected by their physical, 

emotional, and spiritual states. Any of these mental conditions can influence heir 

detection performance and render an inspection unrepeatable. This means that the same 

inspector concerned may sometimes leave defects undetected. 

An alternative method is to use automated tools. They are programs that can read in 

representation constructs, and then detect form patterns. Because they use pattern-matching 

algorithms to detect defects, the detections are efficient and repeatable. However, they are 

only effective for form patterns. An example is ARM that can only identify those patterns 

specified as indicators. 

In addition, model checkers can also be used. They are programs that can interpret the 

requirements specifications written in a notation with a formal semantics. The properties 

written with a temporal logic are verified in the interpreted requirements. The failure to satisfy 

a property points to a requirements defect. They are effective and efficient for temporal 

properties of behaviors. However, they are ineffective for form patterns and heuristic meaning 

patterns. For very large systems they may take too long. 
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2.6.2 Quality Properties of Detectors 

Because each type of detector is good at detecting particular types of patterns, ideally a 

detection method should use detectors to inspect those patterns that suit their capabilities. If 

only inspectors are used, form patterns may remain undetected or be detected inefficiently, 

while defects relating to temporal properties will remain largely undetected because no 

inspector can search as many states as a model checker does. If only automated tools are used, 

the meaning patterns will possibly be undetected because they can detect only those pre-

specified form patterns. If model checkers are used only, the other two types of defect patterns 

will be undetected because model checkers are only effective for logical meaning patterns. 

Therefore, detectors should be evaluated by asking two questions. 

. What types of detectors are used? 

. Is each type of detector used to detect those patterns that suit its capabilities? 

2.7 Detection Processes 

2.7.1 Types 

I specified three types of detection processes. The first defines steps to detect a 

representation construct.  Figure 14 shows the common steps. A detector initiates the process 

by justifying whether there is an undetected representation construct. If there is, the detector 

will read in one construct. The detector will search the defect patterns in the construct before 

interpreting the search results. If the results are possible defects, the detector will record the 

location and the defect type. If all representation constructs are detected, the detector will end 

the process. 
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Detector: Retrieve the construct

Detector: Read in one construct.

Requirements Descriptions

Defect PatternsDetector: Search for Defect
Patterns

Detector: Interpret  Results Interpretation Rules

Detector: Record Possible Defects

Detector: Are there any
representation constructs that have

not yet been detected?

Detector: Detection Finished

Yes

No

 

Figure 14: a Single Detector’s Detection Steps 

Figure 15 shows the second process that inspects a requirements description. The process 

starts with a requirements description. The process ends when the requirements description is 

inspected. Three types of detection method are used. Automated tools firstly inspect form 

patterns. Inspectors and customers confirm the results. Then requirements engineers remove 

the confirmed defects. Before passing the description to the next detection phase, the 

automatic tools will re-inspect the description. The re-inspection makes sure that no form 

patterns are introduced while engineers remove defects. This process continues until no 

defective form patterns are found. The model checkers then inspect for logical meaning 

patterns. The remaining steps are similar to the steps of automatic tools. The only difference is 

each time after the use of a model checker, the process rolls back to the use of automated tools. 

The reason for doing so is that removing detected defects might introduce new defects that 

show form patterns. If we do not roll back to the use of automatic tools, the newly introduced 

form pattern defects might be undetected. The last step is inspection. It is used to detect 

heuristic meaning patterns. The inspection steps are similar to the steps of a model checker. 

However, when an organization uses inspections, it should address the inspection process that 
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has been studied widely and also should use a benchmarking method to measure the 

inspection performance. A good starting point for such a benchmarking method was 

developed by Wohlin and others (Wohlin et al., 2002). 

Requirements
Descriptions

Detection
Ends

Inspected
Requirements
Descriptions

Static Detection Machines
Detect D

syntactic/structural defect
patterns

Customer/Inspector
Confirm defects

Domain Knowledge

Requirements Engineer
Remove Defects

Domain Knowledge

Dynamic Detection Machines
Detect D

run time logic defect patterns

Customer/Inspector
Confirm defects

Domain Knowledge

Requirements Engineer
Remove Defects

Domain Knowledge

Static Detection Machines
? More Requirements

Description Construct D?

Inspector
?Defect Pattern Found?

Inspector
?Defect Pattern Found?

Inspector
Detect D

Heuristic Questions

Customer/Inspector
Confirm defects

Domain Knowledge

Requirements Engineer
Remove Defects

Domain Knowledge

Inspector
?Potential Defect Found?

 

Figure 15: the Process of Detecting Defects in a Requirements Description 

Figure 16 shows the third process for inspection after parts of a requirements descriptions 

are changed. Re-inspection adds a step before the second process. This step evaluates affected 

representation constructs, which are the inputs to the second process. 
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Changed
Requirement
Descriptions

Representation
Constructs
that need
re-inspection.

Process Two

Engineer: Evaluate Affected
Representation Constructs

 

Figure 16: the Redetection Process 

Finally, a process should be specified to refine the detection method (Figure 2, p.14). Once 

a misdetection occurs, the mistakes should be analyzed for future reference. The experiences 

can then be used to refine the detection method. 

2.7.2 Quality Properties of the Detection Process 

For each type of detector, 

. a process should be specified; 

. the specified process should define the necessary steps to detect defects; and 

. the detection steps should be repeatable.  

To detect defects in a project’s requirements descriptions, 

. a process should be specified; 

. the specified process should cover the lifecycle of a requirements description; 

. the specified process should integrate different detectors to detect different 

patterns; 

. the specified process should detect the patterns that are specified in the defect 

classification scheme; 

. the sequence of detection should always be from formal to informal. This means 

form patterns should be removed before meaning patterns are detected. The 

reason for this order is by removing form patterns with automated tools first; 

inspectors will be less distracted by these defects and can focus on inspecting 
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meaning patterns. For meaning patterns, machine detection should always be 

used before inspections; and  

. the process should be repeatable.  

To re-inspect defects in a project’s requirements descriptions, 

. a process should be specified; 

. the specified process should cover the steps from making changes, identifying 

affected representation constructs, to detecting identified representation 

constructs; and 

. those criteria applicable to process two. 

To accommodate learned experiences,  

. a process should be specified;  

. the specified process should define the necessary steps to refine the 

classification scheme, the processes, the detectors, and even the requirements 

documentation and specification process; and 

. the process should be repeatable.  

2.8 Detection Results  

2.8.1 Quality Properties of Detection Results 

Besides the quality properties for detection activities’ elements, four quality properties are 

expected for the detection results as a whole: effectiveness, efficiency, repeatability, and 

scalability.  

Effectiveness measures how many defects are detected and what the defect type 

distribution is.23

Efficiency measures the detection cost and schedule. Detection efficiency is important as 

early detection activities are constrained by the available resources. There is no perfect 

software requirements specification (Davis, 1993,p.194). The quality of requirements 

  

                                                        
23 Some researchers grant a severity level of defects to each detected defect (Conradi et al., 2003) (p.4) (NASA-
STD-2202-93, 1993, 2001) (p.19). Because of the lack of an objective basis to distinguish between levels – 
“serious”, “invalidate”, “not serious”, “major”, and “minor”, I did not consider the severity. 
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documents can always be improved by spending extra resources. A boundary, therefore, 

should be drawn to limit the detection efforts. Requirements engineering amounts to only 10-

15% of the overall cost of system development (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.4). 24

Repeatability measures whether the same effectiveness and efficiency can be achieved with 

other requirements descriptions. Repeatability is a key indicator of a technique’s maturity. If 

similar effectiveness and efficiency are not achieved, it is uncertain how effective and 

efficient the detection results will be in future. In other words, the detection results are 

unreliable. On the other hand, if similar effectiveness and efficiency are achieved, we will 

gain confidence that the method will detect a certain number of defects with a certain degree 

of efficiency in future detection activities. Moreover, scalability measures whether the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and repeatability can be achieved with requirements descriptions of 

different sizes. In real life cases, the size of a requirements description is much larger than 

that of a textbook case. If repeatable effectiveness and efficiency are not scalable, the value of 

a detection method is undermined because the challenge of the early defect detection problem 

is to detect defects in large and complex systems’ requirements descriptions.  

 Early detection 

activities should consume less than this amount because requirements engineering also 

consists of other activities – elicitation, description, specification, analysis, and maintenance 

activities. 

2.8.2 A Quality Model of Detection Activities 

Figure 17 summarizes the proposed quality properties. 

                                                        
24 Davis (Davis, 1994) (p.1047) stated that for critical applications, preliminary design might consume 25 to 30 
percent of total project resources. A project team certainly cannot afford to spend that amount of money during the 
requirements stage, especially not before project members know what system they are going to build (i.e., before 
there is any software requirements specification). 
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Figure 17: a Quality Model of Detection Activities 
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2.9 Summary 

This chapter specifies and then analyzes the research problem. “defect” is defined as: given 

a requirements description that is written in a language or a notation, a representation 

construct is a defect if and only if a rule exists, so that the representation construct being a 

part of the requirements description violates the rule. The research problem is: In the context 

of requirements communication process, given some requirements descriptions, at the earliest 

possible stage, under the allocated resources, what are the possible defects with these 

requirements descriptions; how can defects be detected; and how can repeatable and scalable 

effectiveness and efficiency be achieved in different detection situations? 

Defects are introduced into the requirements communication process through three sources: 

the elicitation, the representation, and the process of specifying the formal requirements 

descriptions. In order to improve the quality of the communication process, the process shall 

have requirements quality, representation quality, and use-related quality. Each quality aspect 

is specified with quality rules. Violations of these rules are defects. 

Using quality rules to detect defects is inefficient. Defects should be characterized 

inductively and deductively as meaning patterns or form patterns. Form patterns are 

syntactical or structural characteristics of defects. Meaning patterns are the semantic 

characteristics of defects. If the semantic characteristics can be specified with a logic, they are 

logical meaning patterns that can be detected by model checkers. If the semantic 

characteristics cannot be formally specified, heuristic questions should be used to specify the 

patterns. A defect classification scheme should be developed to specify quality rules and 

organize defect patterns. The scheme has a structure of language and notation-syntactical 

constructs-quality aspect-quality rules-defects-defect patterns. 

Different detectors are good at detecting different patterns. Automated tools can find form 

patterns, and model checkers can identify logical-meaning patterns. Inspectors can detect 

heuristic meaning patterns. A detection method should use different detectors to detect the 

patterns that suit their detection capabilities.  

Detection methods should be assessed by the quality of each element, but most importantly 

by whether the detection results are repeatable, scalable, effective, and efficient. 
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Chapter 3  Knowledge Gap and Hypothesis 

If language is not correct, then what is said is not what is meant;  

if what is said is not what is meant, then what ought to be done remains undone. 

– CONFUCIUS  

This chapter justifies the research motivations by evaluating the literature against the 

proposed quality model. Then by comparing conventional diagrammatic notations, formal-

textural notations, and Behavior Trees, it explains why detecting defects in Behavior Trees 

specifications could be more effective if a detection framework is developed.  

There are eight sections. Section one gives an overview of the literature. Sections two 

through four evaluate the literature. Section five describes other related work and then reveals 

the knowledge gap. Section six discusses diagrammatic notations and formal-textual notations 

with respect to: 

. the expressive power,  

. whether there is a rigorous, traceable, and checkable process to construct the 

diagrammatic or formal specifications based on the informal requirements document, 

. whether the specification provides an integrated view to requirements, and 

. whether the notation has formal semantics.  

Section seven describes Behavior Trees and shows how specification and analysis of 

Behavior Trees may improve the detection effectiveness if a detection framework is 

developed. Section eight summarizes this chapter. 

3.1 Overview 

At least four conventional methods are used to detect defects: inspections, model-checking 

methods, automated tools, and formal methods. The first detection methods, inspections, 

detect heuristic meaning patterns. “Inspection” refers to the examination of a product by 

following a prescribed, systematic process that is intended to determine whether the product is 

fit for its intended use (Parnas & Lawford, 2003, p.2). Requirements inspection techniques 
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can inspect informal requirements documents (Laitenberger & DeBaud, 2000) 25 , 

diagrammatic requirements specifications (Hungerford et al., 2004) (Travassos et al., 1999)26

The second detection method detects logical meaning patterns. Model-checking methods 

verify finite state concurrent systems (Clarke, 1999, p.3). A model-checking method is a 

technique for verifying that a system satisfies its specification by (i) representing the system 

as a Kripke structure(Clarke, 1999,p.14), (ii) writing the specification in a suitable temporal 

logic, and (iii) algorithmic checking that the Kripke structure is a model of the specification 

formula(Clarke et al., 2001,p.176).

, 

and formal specifications (Porter et al., 1994) for defects. 

27  Currently the model-checking methods can check 

reasonably large-scale systems. 28

The third method uses automated tools to detect form patterns. ARM (Automated 

Requirements Measurement) (William et al., 1997) and QuARS (Fabbrini et al., 2001) are 

examples. These tools examine the informal requirements specifications for quality indicators 

specified previously, which designate the existence of defects.  

 However, because of the state explosion problem, many 

realistic systems are still too large to be handled (Clarke,1999, p.10). The checking of 

software requirements has been studied in recent years. Sreemani and Atlee. conclude that 

checking a reasonably large specification is feasible (Sreemani & Atlee, 1996, p.86). Some 

model-checking methods have been used to analyze diagrammatic requirements specifications 

(Alur et al., 2003; Campbell et al., 2002; Choi & Heimdahl, 2002; Choi et al., 2002b; Eshuis 

& Wieringa, 2004; Felty & Namjoshi, 2003; McUmber & Cheng, 2001; Shrotri et al., 2003).  

Finally, formal methods can prove logical completeness, consistency, and correctness of a 

formal specification. Formal methods are a family of specification and analysis methods.29

                                                        
25 Reading is the technical aspect of inspection. Checklist-Based Reading (Gilb & Graham, 1993) was not listed. It 
can also be used to inspect requirements documents.  

 

26 The original title of OORT is “Reading Techniques for OO Design Inspections”. Travassos et al. (Travassos et al., 
2002, p.1) gives the following examples for design defects: problems of correctness and completeness with respect 
to the requirements, internal consistency, or other quality attributes. To OORT, requirements specifications include 
requirements descriptions (English) and Use-cases. However, what OORT states as high-level design (class 
diagrams, class descriptions, state machine diagrams, and interaction diagrams) can be treated as requirements 
specification. 
27 Model-checking methods verify the absence rather than the presence of a property. 
28 SMV took less than a second to check over 43,600 reachable states (Sreemani et al., 1996, p.86). The largest 
number of reported states that I have found is 10120 states (Burch et al., 1990). This number is quoted in (Clarke et 
al., 2001, p.177).  
29 The World Wide Web Virtual Library provides abundant references to formal methods (Net, 2005). In the list, 93 
entries were listed (including two empty entries 15, 84 as well as 56 for Model Checking, and 64 for Petri Nets). 
Model-checking methods can be largely automated, but they only work on finite state models. Those axiom-proof 
methods can often only be performed manually and theoretically work on infinite state models. I treat model-
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One question that formal reasoning answers is: ‘How can I be sure that my specification 

really does have the properties I require?’ (Potter et al., 1996, p.217). Formal methods firstly 

specify requirements with certain formal representations. Then they check the specification’s 

properties by proving that the specification satisfies particular theorems.  

3.2 Informal English Requirements Documents 

3.2.1 Perspective-Based Reading (PBR) 

Perspective-Based Reading includes a family of reading techniques. A few experiments 

report conflicting findings as to the techniques’ effectiveness. Shull et al. explains how 

Perspective-Based Reading can improve detection efficiency (Shull et al., 2000). They state 

that Perspective-Based Reading detects 35 percent more defects than nondirected reviews 

(Boehm & Basili, 2001, p.136). Lanubile and Visaggio’s experiment, however, does not 

support previous findings that Perspective-Based Readings improve detection effectiveness 

with respect to nonsystematic reading techniques (ad hoc, checklist based reading) (Lanubile 

& Visaggio, 2000, p.1). Moreover, their findings do not support the claim of scenario-based 

reading, which states that the coordination of distinct and specific scenarios achieves a higher 

coverage of documents (Lanubile & Visaggio, 2000, p.22). The following contents of this 

subsection evaluate Perspective-Based reading with respect to its detected requirements 

description types, its defect classification scheme, its detection process, its detectors, and its 

detection results.  

Perspective-Based Reading can inspect informal and formal requirements descriptions. 

However, only OORT uses it to inspect both informal requirements documents and some 

UML diagrams. 

Detected Requirements Description Types and Defect Classification Scheme 

The Perspective-Based Readings’ defect taxonomy is based on the IEEE definition (IEEE 

830-1984) of necessary attributes of good requirements documents (Shull et al., 2000, p.77). 

                                                                                                                                                               
checking methods separately from the axiom-proof methods. I also treat Petri Nets separately. Petri nets are more 
an analysis tool than a modeling tool. Unlike formal axiom-proof methods, Petri nets have no systematical 
guidance to guide the modeling process.  
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The following taxonomy is adapted from the Perspective-Based Reading Training package 

(Figure 18). 

 

Figure 18: Perspective-Based Reading Defect Classification Scheme (Adapted from (Basili et al., 

2005)) 

This scheme has four drawbacks. First, the scheme implicitly assumes: 

. The inspectors have the knowledge to assess whether requirements defects exist.  

. The inspectors can and will use this knowledge to assess the requirements.  

These assumptions, unfortunately, are false because people’s knowledge is disordered, 

vague, uncertain, random, and ignorant (Sowa, 2000, p.348). That unspecified knowledge 

suffers inconsistencies (Sowa, 2000, p.349). In order to deal with the problem, the knowledge 

should be organized explicitly as rules. Consequently, it is possible to answer what rules have 

been used to assess the requirements and whether they have been used accurately. However, 

the Perspective-Based reading technique does not:  

. discuss the inspectors’ knowledge,  

. organize and specify the knowledge,  

. study how the knowledge should be used, or 
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. verify whether the inspectors use particular knowledge to inspect which 

requirements.30

Without ordering the knowledge as rules, the effectiveness of detection is limited, 

unpredictable, and unrepeatable. An example question could be “have any of the necessary 

inputs been omitted?” This question does not inform the inspectors what inputs are, what 

necessary inputs are, or how inspectors should find necessary inputs that are omitted. 

Inspectors have to use whatever they know to read, to interpret, to assess, and to answer the 

questions, which is unrepeatable, unpredictable, uncheckable, and unreliable. 

   

The second drawback with the scheme is its subjectivity of the questions (Figure 19).  

 

Figure 19: an Example of Perspective-Based Reading Questions (Adapted from (Basili et al., 

2005) Test_train.pdf,p.5) 

The meanings of “make sense”, “general”, “all”, “necessary”, “correct”, “any”, and 

“appropriate” depend on the inspectors’ subjective understanding and judgements. This shifts 

the responsibility of answering what requirement defects look like from the method 

developers to the method users. For instance, to answer the question, “Have any of the 

necessary inputs been omitted?” inspectors may have to guess.  

Another example of the subjective, unrepeatable, unpredictable, and uncheckable 

inspection is given for the following requirement: 

Functional Requirement 3 

. Description 

The system keeps a rental transaction record for each customer giving out information 

                                                        
30 The verification of the inspection process has also been suggested by the Ariane 5 accident enquiry board. The 
recommendation is “R9 Include external (to the project) participants when reviewing specifications, code and 
justification documents. Make sure that these reviews consider the substance of arguments, rather than checking 
that verifications have been made (ARIANE 5 Inquiry Board, 1996, p.11)”. 
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and currently rented tapes for each customer. (Basili et al., 2005) (Video.pdf, p.8) 

Perspective-Based reading reported one defect with this requirement description (Table 2). 
Defects 

Defect # Page Class Description 

3 8 O FR3: What is a “transaction record”? 

Table 2: an Defect Example of Perspective-Based Reading (Adapted from (Basili et al., 2005), 

des_e5.pdf) 

Our analysis of this defect report is:  

1) The defect description should read “FR3: What is a ‘rental transaction record’?” instead 

of ‘transaction record’.  

2) Using the same criteria, I ask what “information” is.  

3) I would also like to know under what conditions, at what time, or when what happened, 

who will give out information to whom, by what methods, with what performance.  

4) I might want to know under what conditions, at what time or when what happened, who 

will give out tapes currently rented to each customer by what methods with what performance?  

To me, 2), 3), and 4) are defects as well. However, they are missing in the original defect 

reports. 

The third drawback is that this scheme does not characterize defects as form patterns and 

logical meaning patterns although it would be possible to do so. The scheme only 

characterizes defects as heuristic meaning patterns. Figure 19 (previous page) gives an 

example of the question set for the test perspective (Basili et al., 2005) (Test_train.pdf, p.5). 

To inspect inputs, inspectors should answer these five questions on each input, which is 

inefficient. On the other hand, form patterns are not used. For example, “sufficient”, “high 

quality”, and “quickly” are vague words. These words are form patterns of an ambiguous 

lexicon, and can be detected by searching the document with an automated tool. If they are 

not characterized as form patterns, the detection will be inefficient and unreliable for different 

inspectors. The Perspective-Based Reading method’s descriptions of ambiguous information 

are that “information within the requirements documents/functional specification is 

inconsistent with other information in the document or ambiguous” [sic]. To tell whether a 

requirement is ambiguous, readers need to assess whether it is inconsistent with any other 
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requirement. For example, for a document of ten requirements, the inspectors need to 

compare and to assess fifty-five times. For a large system, the document may contain 

thousands of requirements. The number of comparisons would exhaust the limited resources 

quickly.31 32

Finally, the scheme is not exclusive. The authors of this list noticed this and wrote, “one 

defect may fit in multiple classes” at the bottom of the list (See 

 In addition, logical meaning patterns such as deadlock can be better detected by a 

model checker. Without using a model checker, deadlock will be undetected because few 

inspectors can search so many states as a model checker does efficiently.  

Figure 18, p.49). 

Perspective-Based Reading uses two types of processes. The first are activities developing 

questions and scenarios for a particular perspective. The second are activities that inspectors 

follow. According to (Basili et al., 2005) (Form E4), the inspection activities have the 

following steps:  

Detection Processes 

. checking if they have the needed materials,  

. marking reading scenario on the report,  

. entering the time of start,  

. highlighting each defect,  

. noting the defect in a defect-report form,  

. marking the defect number,  

. entering the time of finishing, and  

. estimating the percentage of defects that readers think they have detected.  

This detection process is defined loosely. The above detection activities jump from entering 

the time of start to highlighting each defect, and the critical step of detecting defects is 

missing in the inspection activities. Without an explicitly defined defect detection process, 

these activities, being mental processes of human beings, are invisible, unrepeatable, 

uncheckable, and unreliable. The Ariane 5 accident enquiry board has observed this problem 
                                                        
31 Some good examples of the consequences of requirements ambiguity can be found in (Deming, 2000) 
(Operational Definition) (Gause et al., 1989). 
32 The list itself is ambiguous. For instance, in the question “to find all possible instances of defect classes, “All” is 
problematic. The list is also vague. Words such as “necessary”, “prerogative”, “some”, and “general” are vague. In 
Shull et al.’s works (Shull et al., 2000) (table 1), six types of defects are defined: missing information, ambiguous 
information, inconsistent information, incorrect fact, extraneous information, and miscellaneous defects. The latest 
Perspective-Based Reading training material package (Basili et al., 2005) (Form E2), however, does not define 
inconsistency. 
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and recommended making sure that these reviews consider the substance of arguments, rather 

than check that verifications have been made (ARIANE 5 Inquiry Board, 1996, p.11). 

Because inspections are inherently mental activities, this recommendation is difficult to 

implement. 

Perspective-Based Reading does not integrate automated tool detection and a model-

checking method. The reading activities are manual processes without using tools.

Detector and Detection Results 

33

3.2.2 Automated Requirement Measurement (ARM) 

 This 

method can detect informal and formal requirements descriptions; however, because the 

defect classification scheme does not specify knowledge as quality rules, because defects are 

characterized only as heuristic meaning patterns, and because inspections are naturally mental 

activities, this method’s effectiveness is unpredictable, unrepeatable, and unreliable. Because 

the defects are characterized only as heuristic meaning patterns, and because no automated 

tools and model checkers are used, the efficiency of this method is questionable.  

ARM is an automated tool that inspects requirements documents. Currently ARM 2.1 can 

inspect English and French requirements documents. However, it is ineffective for formal 

specifications (Wilson, 2005).  

Detected Requirements Description Types and Defect Classification Scheme 

The desired quality characteristics of ARM have evolved from the DOD standard and IEEE 

Std 830-1993. For ARM, a good specification should be complete, consistent, correct, 

modifiable, ranked, traceable, unambiguous, and checkable. Figure 20 shows ARM’s 

indicator classification.  

                                                        
33 It does not even use a grammar checker to search for grammar mistakes. 
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Desired SRS Attributes
  . Complete, Correct
  . Consistent, Modifiable
  . Ranked, Traceable
  . Unambiguous, Verifiable

Specification Statements Indicators Entire Requirements Indicators

Imperatives
 . Shall
 . Must/Must not
 . Is required to
 . Are applicable
 . Responsible for
 . Will
 . Should

Continuances
 . Below
 . as follows
 . following
 . listed
 . in particular
 . support

Directives
 . figure
 . table
 . for example
 . note

Options
 . can
 . may
 . optionally

Weak Phrases
 . adequate
 . as a minimum
 . as applicable
 . easy
 . as appropriate
 . be able to
 . be capable
 . but not limited to
 . capability of
 . capability to
 . effective
 . if practical
 . normal
 . provide for
 . timely
 . tbd

Size
 . lines of text
 . imperatives
 . subjects of
   specification
   statements
 . paragraphs

Text Structure
 . Hierarchical Shape
 . Pyramidal Shape
 . Hour-Glass Shape
 . Diamond Shape

Specification Depth
. The number of
imperatives at
each of the
documents levels
of text structure.

Readability Statistics
. Flesch Reading Ease Index
. Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Index
. Coleman-Liau Grade Level Index
. Bormuth Grade Level Index  

Figure 20: the Structure of ARM Standard Indicators 

There are two types of indicators. The first type includes indicators for individual 

specification statements, which are classified as imperatives, continuances, directives, options, 

and weak phrases. The second type includes indicators for the entire documents. The 

document level indicators include size, text structure, specification depth, and readability. 

The scheme’s main drawback is its narrow coverage. The limited number of indicators 

restricts the effectiveness of detection. For example, I used ARM 2.1 to evaluate the ABC 

video system requirements specification (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video Case). Table 3 

summarizes the results of my evaluation. “must”, “will”, and ”be able to” are indicators of 

defects in the ABC video requirements specification. Many requirements defects such as 

inconsistency (see Section 2.1.1, p.9) remain undetected.34

                                                        
34 ARM detects whether requirements are written correctly instead of detecting whether the correct requirements 
are written (William et al., 1997, p.2). Indeed, ARM provides a method of detecting form patterns. If these patterns 
are well derived and characterized, ARM can also detect those requirements defects that are denotatively specified 
as form patterns (see Section 

  

2.2.1 p.13).  
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Table 3: the Results of Using ARM 2.0 on ABC Video System Specification 

Imperative Occurrence Option Phrases Occurrence 

Must 8 Can 18 

Will 27 May 1 

Should 5 Weak Phrase Occurrence 

Continuance Occurrence Be able to 1 

And 22 Timely 1 

: 2 Numbering Structure 

Directive Occurrence Depth  Occurrence 

i.e. 1 1 32 

For example 1 2 12 

Table 8 3 8 

To remedy the narrow coverage, ARM 2.1 allows users to create indicators. When the users 

select the command “create indicators”, they should enter the indicators (Figure 21). The tool 

informs that the indicators should be typed exactly the way it is to be found in the document. 

However, the users are not informed as to what words and phrases indicate the requirements 

quality. To establish a relationship between the requirements quality and the indicators is the 

key to the defect detection problem. Unless this problem is resolved satisfactorily, the 

indicators will be of low quality, which results in low detection effectiveness.  

 

Figure 21: Screenshot of Creating ARM Indicators 
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Detection Process 

ARM can inspect informal requirements documents automatically. ARM scans the 

documents line by line, word by word for the indicators defined previously. After the scanning, 

ARM produces a summary report, a detailed imperative report, and a detailed weak phase 

report (William et al., 1997, p.7). These reports describe the positions of the indicative words 

and weak phrases. Inspectors should review these requirements descriptions in detail to 

determine the source of their weakness.I used ARM 2.0 to inspect the Space Shuttle Flight 

and Ground System Specification (Administration, 1998). Figure 22 is part of the defect report 

produced. With this defect report, inspectors need to go to line 3331 to assess whether the 

sentence “The Space Shuttle Flight Vehicle SHALL be capable of operating within the 

payload range” is a defect. Compared with inspections, the process, being an automated 

pattern searching process, is repeatable and checkable. 

 

Figure 22: an Example of ARM2.0 Defect Report 

ARM uses both automated tools and inspectors. The automated tools identify form patterns, 

and then inspectors confirm the defects. However, unlike Perspective-Based Reading, the 

ARM inspectors are not responsible for inspecting heuristic meaning patterns. They only 

justify whether the form patterns detected indicate defects. Moreover, ARM does not use 

model checkers. Consequently, logical meaning patterns may possibly remain undetected.  

Detectors and Detection Results 

ARM, as an automated tool, can achieve repeatable and scalable effectiveness and 

efficiency.35

Figure 20

 However, the effectiveness is limited to a very small number of defects indicated 

by the indicators ( , p.54). Without addressing the central problem of establishing 

relationships between requirements quality and indicators, the tool will merely be a text 

comparison program. 
                                                        
35 I applied ARM2.0 to search one book of NASA’s Space Shuttle Flight and Ground System requirements (310 
pages, 92,423 words, Microsoft Word Format). ARM analysed the document in less than 15 seconds. In this test, 
ARM works in a PC with 2.8GHZ CPU and 1 G RAM. However, inspectors need to assess the defects. Therefore, 
the efficiency will be reduced if both the 10-second and the inspection time are considered.  
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3.3 Diagrammatic Requirements Specifications 

3.3.1 Object-Oriented Reading Technique (OORT) 

 

Detected Requirements Description Types and Defect Classification Scheme 

Requirements
Descriptions Use-Cases

Class Diagrams Class
Descriptions

State Machine
Diagrams

Interaction
Diagrams

Requirements
Specification

High Level
Design

(sequence diagrams)
Techniques for vertical
reading
Techniques for horizontal reading  

Figure 23: the OORT Reading Techniques and Inspected Artifacts ((Travassos et al., 2001) p.4, 

Figure 2) 

OORT supports the reading of different UML diagrams (Figure 23). It inspects the defects 

of each diagram and the consistency among different diagrams.  

OORT’s defect classification scheme (Figure 24) is based on Perspective-Based Reading’s 

defect taxonomy (Figure 18, p.49).  

 

Figure 24: the OORT Defect Classification Scheme (Adapted from (Travassos et al., 2002) p.3, 

Table 1) 

As I have discussed, the taxonomy of OORT does not specify the quality rules explicitly 
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and systematically. Instead, the inspectors’ general domain knowledge is applied to detect 

defects. Rombach and others’ research results found that the quality of the Checklist (defect 

classification scheme) used may have a great impact on the defect detection rate of their 

technique that is, an inspection method inspecting ER-models (Rombach et al., 2003). I 

believe this finding applies for OORT as well. In addition, the classification is subjective and 

nonexclusive.  

OORT’s defect classification scheme shares these drawbacks. I give two examples to show 

this. To inspect class descriptions vs. requirements descriptions, the first step is to underline 

each noun with a blue pen and each verb with a green pen. After that, the inspectors should 

inspect requirements following the instructions in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25: an OORT Inspection Question 

The descriptions tell the inspectors that they should make sure the semantic meaning of the 

function in the requirements and high-level design is the same, make sure the classes receive 

the right information for accomplishing the required behavior, and make sure feasible

The second example is that in OORT, ambiguity means that a concept’s representation in 

 results 

are produced. The descriptions tell the inspectors what should be ensured without telling them 

how to do so. The inspectors are not informed as to what the right information is and what 

feasible results are. Externally, it is unclear and uncheckable what knowledge or criteria have 

been used to assess whether certain information is right or whether certain results are feasible. 

This problem is especially serious when the inspectors report there are no defects, because if 

the inspectors report possible problematic requirements, we can further test this; however, if 

the inspectors assess it is free of defects, we can not be sure whether the inspection really 

indicates a defect-free specification since it is unclear what criteria have been used to back up 

the conclusion. 
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the design is unclear. Using this description to detect ambiguities, inspectors have to examine 

each representation and then ask, “What concept does this representation describe, and is it 

unclear?” The requirements document of large systems often amounts to thousands of pages. 

It is impractical to ask this question for each requirement.36 

OORT provides specific inspection steps. 

Detection Process 

Figure 26 gives the steps for reading class 

diagrams against requirements description.  

 

Figure 26: OORT Steps of Reading Class Diagram vs. Requirements Description 

If I follow these steps to inspect their example (Travassos et al., 2002), after executing 

steps A, B, and C, I get the description as shown in Table 4. I notice that if the steps are 

followed rigorously, 43 out of 86 words are highlighted as nouns and verbs. After that, the 

underlined nouns and verbs should be checked against the class diagram. For a large system’s 

requirements document, it may be impractical to highlight thousands of words and compare 

them against the UML diagrams.  

Table 4: an Example of OORT Inspection Process 

Requirement Description 

A customer has the option to be billed automatically at the time of purchase (of gas, car 

maintenance or parking spots) or to be sent a monthly paper bill. Customers can pay 

via cash, credit card or personal check. Gas Station services have a fixed price (gas: 

US$ 1.09 gallon, car maintenance: US$ 150.00 and parking spot: US$ 5.00 per day

                                                        
36 This might be said to be done by using other reading techniques. However, I did not find serious treatment of 
ambiguities in their families of reading techniques (Shull et al., 1999) (p.2, Figure 1).   

). 
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The tax is 5% added to the final price of the purchase. Sometimes, the Gas Station owner 

can define discounts to those prices. 

A weakness with OORT’s detection activities is that OORT does not use different detectors 

to detect different patterns. It does not provide a satisfactory level of automated support that 

should be provided for such techniques (Travassos et al., 2001, p.13). The previous example 

shows that inspectors need to use a blue pen to underline each noun and a green pen to 

underline each verb. If inspectors follow this step rigorously to examine large system’s 

requirements, for example NASA’s Space Shuttle System Flight and Ground System 

requirements specification (399 pages), it may take several days to underline the document 

and more days to compare with class diagrams. In addition, without using model checkers, 

logical meaning patterns are unlikely to be detected effectively and efficiently. 

Detectors and Detection Results 

The effectiveness of OORT is limited by the nature of UML diagrams. The challenge with 

using UML is that, given the large number of diagrams (11 or more), the lack of formal 

semantics for the diagrams or their lack of integration prevents rigorous and automated 

analysis of the diagrams (Campbell et al., 2002, p.264). Furthermore, without rigorous 

development processes, users can potentially create diagrams that contain inconsistencies, 

ambiguities, and other types of errors that cannot be detected by syntax-oriented editing or 

analysis utilities (Campbell et al., 2002, p.264). In addition, because OORT is an inspection 

method without specifying knowledge as quality rules, the effectiveness of OORT is 

unpredictable, unrepeatable, and unreliable. Because the defects are only characterized as 

heuristic meaning patterns, and because no automated tools and model checkers are used, the 

scalability of the efficiency is questionable. 

3.3.2 Model Checking UML Diagrams 

Campbell’s work aimed to attach formal semantics to a subset of UML diagrams 

(Campbell et al., 2002; McUmber & Cheng, 2001). Tools then automatically analyze the 

structural and behavioral aspects of the models. 

Overview 

Figure 27 shows the framework. 
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Figure 27: the Framework of Campbell and Other's Work (Campbell et al., 2002, p.266, Fig.1) 

The method’s defect classification scheme is organized unsystematically. The method 

intends to detect structural errors and behavioural errors. Structural errors deal with syntactic 

and static layout inconsistencies (Campbell et al., 2002, p.268). After analysing the published 

paper, I found structural errors are divided into two types: 

Defect Classification Scheme 

. Intra-diagram analysis: 

_ Missing start states, 

_ Missing state diagrams, and 

_ Deadlock. 

. Inter-diagram analysis: 

_ The use of an instance variable in a state diagram without that variable being 

declared as an attribute in the corresponding class, and 

_ The use of a signal/message on a transition in a state diagram that no object 

sends. 

The detected errors violate predefined rules. However, I only find five rules. I do not find 

rules that check other aspects of UML class diagrams and state diagrams. Although this 

method verifies temporal properties based on prose (English) requirements (Campbell et al., 

2002, p.267, Section 2.2.3), the method does not say what temporal properties should be 

checked. This causes the problem as highlighted by Chan et al. that model checking (or any 
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form of property verification) is of no use if we do not know what properties to check (Chan 

et al., 1998, p.516).37

Moreover, the coverage of the method’s defect classification scheme is narrow. Defects 

relating to English requirements documents are completely excluded. The defects introduced 

when we build the UML diagram are not touched. Representation quality and use-related 

quality are excluded. Furthermore, the method also mentions using simulation to validate 

behavioral requirements or scenarios (Campbell et al., 2002, p.267, Section 2.2.1).  However, 

I do not ascertain how the method specifies the scenarios used in the simulation. In the paper, 

the given case shows that simulation found one defect. However, it is not known what rules 

were used to justify the defect.  

 

Another drawback with the defect classification scheme is that it does not characterize 

defects as form patterns wherever possible. Consequently, even if these patterns are detected, 

the detection will be inefficient. Heuristic meaning patterns will also remain undetected 

because inspections are not used.38 

Commands

UML
Models

Prose
requirements

HIL
Specifications Hydra

VHDL /Promela
Specification

Analysis
Tools

User
Temporal
properties

MINERVA

Manually Translation Automatically

Analysis Results

Detection Process 

 

Figure 28: Representation Changes of Campbell’s Model Checking Method 

                                                        
37 The properties that can be checked with model checkers are limited. Uchitel and others check for process 
divergence, deadlock, safety, liveness (Uchitel et al., 2003). Chan and others (Chan et al., 1998, p.516) proposed 
four suggestions to rectify the problem. Their original descriptions are: Model checking (or any form of property 
verification) is of no use if we do not know what properties to check. Finding a set of properties with good 
coverage can also increase our confidence in the correctness of the specification. A number of approaches can be 
used to address this complex question. The specification may already state some properties that are supposed to 
hold. Jaffe and others (Jaffe et al., 1991) described a number of properties that should be satisfied by specifications 
(at least those with a safety-critical component): determinism, completeness, etc. We also believe that certain 
domain specific properties like output agreement are applicable across many applications. Some other software 
analysis problems, such as deviation analysis (Reese et al., 2003), can be posed as model-checking problems. 
Some properties to check may arise in the field. For example, pilots have reported anomalous behavior that they 
observed while using some versions of TACS II. Such anomalies could be checked against the specification, and 
one may determine if the problem is in the specification, in the implementation, or in the report itself.  
38 It is impractical to characterize domain-knowledge-related defects exhaustively. However, a category should be 
kept for them so that inspections can be applied on this category. 
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The detection process has two steps: specification and checking. Figure 28 shows the 

specification process. Requirements are represented with four representations: 

EnglishUMLHILPromela. The authors’ case shows the step of constructing UML as 

follows “after discussing prose requirements with project engineers, we created an initial 

model (UML class and state diagrams)” (Campbell et al., 2002, p.271). Because the authors 

do not provide details about the prose requirements, it is unclear whether the UML diagrams 

are traceable to the prose requirements. However, the relationship is untraceable between the 

UML diagram and the project’s overview that the authors included in the paper. For example, 

in the class diagram (Figure 29, those methods indicated by “?”), the car’s methods are not 

included in the project overview. The paper published does not provide further prose 

requirements, which begs the question where these methods come from. The direct 

consequence is that it is not known whether the subsequent work inspects the requirements 

that have been validated by customers or processing the requirements that are understood by 

the UML diagram drawers. 

?

?
??

?

"?" means the method was not specified in the prose requirements.  

Figure 29: Campbell's UML Class Diagram Example (Adapted from (Campbell et al., 2002) 

p.271, Figure 4) 
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After the authors draw the UML diagrams from the prose requirements, the UML diagrams 

are translated to HIL (a textual representation of UML). No steps are described with respect to 

how they are translated or whether the diagrams are translated manually or automatically.39 If 

they are translated automatically, it means the formal semantic to these diagrams should be 

specified. However, I did not find the formal semantics for the UML diagrams. If they are 

translated manually, it is necessary to provide rigorous steps so that verification of the 

translated specification is possible. I do not find these steps. Once the UML diagrams are 

translated into HIL representations, the Hydra system reads in the HIL requirements 

specifications and automatically generates the VHDL and Promela specifications 

corresponding to a collection of UML diagrams (Campbell et al., 2002, p.266).40 MINERVA 

highlights inconsistencies between diagrams41, and model checkers check temporal properties 

against the model. 

The method uses different tools. MINERA

Detectors and Detection Results 

42

Overall, this method is effective for some form patterns (inconsistencies between the UML 

class diagrams and state diagrams). It is also effective for logical meaning patterns. In 

addition, the simulator may assist the customers to validate the requirements.

 and Hydra detect structural errors between 

class diagram and state diagram. A simulator is said to assist validation. SPIN checks 

temporal properties of behaviors. Although inspectors confirm results detected, they are 

excluded from detecting heuristic meaning patterns.  

43

                                                        
39 When I use model checkers, the translation from the informal model to formal textual specification is where 
most problems are introduced.  

 However, it is 

ineffective at inspecting defects in English requirements documents, and for heuristic 

meaning patterns. Compared to OORT, this method will be more efficient to detect logical 

40 Literately, here, the requirements that are described with target language do not correspond to a collection of 
UML diagrams. They correspond to the requirements that are described with HIL. The relationship between HIL 
description and UML diagrams, if it is checkable, is not verified. 
41 The full description of the authors are that MINERVA visualizes analysis results within UML diagrams, 
including highlighting inconsistencies between diagrams, animating state diagrams, creating and animating 
collaboration diagrams (which depict the paths of communication, or links, between objects that exchange 
message) and creating sequence diagrams (Campbell et al., 2002, p.266). (Italics are from the original texts.). I 
select highlighting inconsistencies between diagrams for only this is precisely related to defects detection. Other 
functions, for example, animating state diagrams without corresponding analysis techniques do not provide too 
much assistance. 
42 MINERVA stands for Metamodel-based Intuitive Editors with Reports and Visualization of Analysis. The 
authors stated that it has the following capabilities: graphical construction of syntactically correct UML diagrams; 
graph-oriented consistency checks within UML diagrams; and visualization within UML diagrams of consistency-
checking results, simulation traces and paths of execution that lead to errors (Campbell et al., 2002, p.266). 
43 Although I do not find the trace of simulator, the authors do state that they could use a simulator.  
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meaning patterns and some limited form patterns. Finally, it is worth examining how the 

method translates the UML diagram to HIL specification. If the translation is manual, I should 

examine carefully how the method narrows the possible discrepancies between English 

requirements documents, UML diagrams, and HIL specifications.  

The scalability of the effectiveness and efficiency is questionable. SPIN, like other model 

checkers, is limited by the state explosion problem. Many realistic systems are still too large 

to be handled by model checking (Clarke, 1999, p.10). The authors also do not address the 

following problems: 

_ How should the engineers construct UML models for real-life large systems? The 

paper describes the process as “after discussing prose requirements with project 

engineers, I created an initial model that supports the main functionality of the 

system in the absence of exceptional behavior (Campbell et al., 2002, p.271)”. This 

practice is an example of what D’Souza and Wills described as a miracle (D’Souza 

& Wills, 1999).  

_ How should the engineers translate UML diagrams to HIL specifications? 

_ Finally, how engineers should deal with the state explosion problem that limits the 

applicability of today’s model checkers?  

3.4 Formal Textual Requirements Specifications 

3.4.1 Object Z 

This subsection aims to describe how Object Z proves the existence of a property (Duke & 

Rose, 2000). To specify and to analyze a system, Object Z has two steps: specification and 

analyze by proof. The specification starts from informal descriptions. An example description 

of the game tic tac toe is as follows: 

Overview 

. The game involves two players and a board. For convenience, the players will be 

called black and white.  

. The board consists of nine positions in a 3-by-3 array. 
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. Initially the board is clear, i.e. all board positions are unoccupied. 

. The players taken turns to move, where a move consists of a player occupying an 

unoccupied board position, thereby adding to their collection of occupied 

positions. 

. The first player whose occupied positions include three positions in a vertical, 

horizontal, or diagonal line (i.e. three in a line) is the winner. 

. The game is drawn if all positions are occupied and no player has three in a line. 

(Duke & Rose., 2000,p.64) 

Three classes are specified for this problem: board, active players, and the tic tac toe game. 

Each class consists of data and operations that model a player. Figure 30 specifies the 

PassiveBoard class. It has two variables: wpson (white player’s position) and bpson (black 

player’s position). These two positions are position lists. The initial values of these two 

positions are empty. Two operations are defined for a board: add a position of black player 

and add a position of white player. These two operations update the position lists. 

 

PassiveBoard

 bposn, wposn:  Posn  bposn =
 wposn =

INIT
 

    (wposn)
  p? : Posn

 wposn' = wposn {p?}

addToWhite
    (bposn)
  p? : Posn

  bposn' = bposn {p?}

addtoBlack
 ∆ ∆

 ∅
 ∅

 ∪ ∪
 

Figure 30: the Class PassiveBoard (Adapted from (Duke & Rose, 2000, p.66)) 

After the specification, structural induction is used to prove whether the game is over: 

either the game is drawn or there is exactly one winner. The actual proof process covers two 

pages (Duke & Rose, 2000, p.96-98). 

Although Object Z is effective for logic defects, its effectiveness has four limitations. 

Firstly, Object Z, as a formal reasoning method, is effective if the quality properties verified 

are specified systematically. Because the number of rules (invariants) is large or even infinite, 

Detection Effectiveness 
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it is impractical to prove all rules exhaustively.44 As a result, deciding what rules should be 

checked or what properties the system should have is critical. Object Z, like other formal 

methods investigated, has no systematic methods of answering this question. In other words, 

it does not say what rule should be specified and be verified.45 Like inspections, answers to 

this question are from experience and from the prior knowledge, which is unrepeatable, 

unreliable, uncheckable, and unpredictable.46

The second limitation is that Object Z does not specify quality rules that unformalizable 

requirements shall have. Not all subjects are equally amenable to formalization (Sowa, 2000, 

p.356). Customers’ satisfactions can only be assured by validation. In order to guide the 

inspections, quality rules should be specified to validate these unformalizable requirements. 

However, I do not find that Object Z specifies these rules. Without specifying these rules, it is 

unlikely that these defects could be detected.  

  

Moreover, Object Z specifications are built from informal English requirements documents 

but do not detect defects in them. The ambiguities and vagueness in informal requirements 

documents remain undetected.  

Finally, although Duke and Rose discussed the semantic issues of Object-Z, no formal 

semantics is found. Consequently, model-checking methods may not be applicable.47 

Object Z’s efficiency is questionable.

Detection Efficiency 

48 Object Z does not discuss the use of tools. Formal 

reasoning, as a human creative activity, is manual. The reasoning processes are intellectual 

activities. It largely relies on the analysts’ capabilities to observe and to identify the reasoning 

paths, which is time consuming.49

                                                        
44 The original statements are that “The specification of a system can be extended to include any invariant property 
as a class invariant; however, as there may be many (even infinitely many) such invariant properties, it would be 
cumbersome (or even impossible) to attempt to include them all as class invariants (Duke et al., 2000, p.94)”. 

 When I take into account the fact that requirements often 

change, the efficiency and scalability of formal reasoning become questionable for the formal 

45 Mostly properties reasoned are safety and liveness (Duke et al., 2000, p.103). 
46 Chan observed this difficulty and proposed four suggestions to rectify the problem (Chan et al., 1998, p.516).  
47 Because Object Z is well formed, to formalize Object Z’ semantic might be possible. However, I did not go too 
deep to explore this issue. 
48 Ramamoorthy and Bastani stated that automated program proving techniques are still not practical for realistic 
programs. Manual proofs are lengthy, tedious, and error-prone (Ramamoorthy & Bastani, 1982, p.354).  
49 Gries and Schneider (Gries & Schneider, 1993) described their experiences of proof. Indeed, for any person who 
has experiences of proving will understand the difficulty of finding the most concise path to establish the truth or 
to deny the truth of a proposition. There are no predefined rules to guide the construction of the reasoning structure. 
In most cases, intuition and observation are the only guidance.  
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reasoning process is a manual time-consuming reasoning process.  

The detection effectiveness is not repeatable in different projects. The reason is that Object 

Z does not specify the quality rules systematically. Consequently, it is uncertain at this 

particular time and for this particular system, that a particular person has the particular 

knowledge of the quality properties that the requirements should satisfy. In addition, it is 

uncertain whether this particular person states this particular knowledge, and whether the 

particular knowledge stated is understood by that particular requirements engineer accurately 

at this particular time. If these things are uncertain, we cannot be certain that some particular 

requirements defects are not in the Object Z specification. If we do not know what should be 

checked so that the system will be of particular quality, or if what we know is insufficient, 

then no matter how logically complete the Object Z specification is, and no matter how 

rigorous the formal reasoning process is, the system may still have quality defects. The fact is 

that we do not reason about those properties because we do not know that they should be 

reasoned about. 

Detection Repeatability 

3.4.2 Scenario Based Reading 

Porter and others developed Scenario-Based Reading (Porter et al., 1994) to inspect SCR 

(Software Cost Reduction) requirement specifications. Several experiments compare it with 

other reading techniques (Fusaro et al., 1997; Miller et al., 1998; Porter & Votta., 1998; 

Sandahl et al., 1998). Figure 31 gives the defect scenarios.  
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Scenarios

A. Data Type Consistency Scenario

B. Incorrect Functionality Scenario

C. Ambiguities or Missing Functionality Scenario

1. Identify all data objects metioned
in the overview.
(a) Are all data objects mentioned in
the overivew listed in the
external interface section?

2. For each data object appearing in the external interface section
determine the following information:
. Object name:
. Class
. Data type:
. Acceptable values: Are there any constraints, ranges, limits for the values of the object
. Failure Values: Does the object have a special failure value?
. Units or rates:
. Initial Value
(a) Is the object's specification consistent with its description in the overview?
(b) If object represents a physical quantity, are its units properly specified?
(c) If the object's value is computed, can that computation generate a non-acceptable balue?

3. For each functional requirement identify all data object references:
(a) Do all data object references obey formatting conventions?
(b) Are all data objects referenced in this requirement listed in the input or output sections?
(c) Can any data object use be inconsistent with the data object's type, acceptable values,
failure value, etc.?
(d) Can any data object definition be inconsistent with the data object's type, acceptable values,
failure value, etc.?

1. For each functional requirement identify all input/output data objects.
(a) Are all values written to each output data object consistent with its intended function?
(b) Identify at least one function that uses each output data object.

2. For each functional requirement identify all specified system events:
(a) Is the specification of these events consistent with their intended interpretation?

3. Develop an invariant for each system mode (i.e. Under what conditions must the system
exit or remain in a given mode)?
(a) Can the system's initial conditions fail to satisfy the initial mode's invariant?
(b) Identify a sequence of events that allows the system to enter a mode without satisfying
the mode's invariant.
(c) Identify a sequence of events that allows the system to enter a mode, but never leave (deadlock).

1. Identify the required precision, response time, etc. for each functional requirement.
 (a) Are all required precisions indicated?

2. For each requirement, identify all monitored events.
  (a) Does a sequence of events exist for which multiple output values can be computed?
  (b) Does a sequence of events exist for which no output value will be computed?

3. For each system mode, identify all monitored events.
  (a) Does a sequence of events exist for which transitions into two or more system mode
   is allowed?  

Figure 31: Scenario-Based Reading Detection Scenarios (Compiled from (Porter et al., 1995, 

p.574-575) 

These scenarios and questions are developed specially for requirement specifications 

organized as the format suggested by IEEE Std. 1028 – 1988. The taxonomy is tailored for 

those modeling constructs used in SCR.  

Although the experiments show the proposed reading techniques are effective, the 

effectiveness is questionable. This reading technique is in the category of inspection methods. 

Because only questions (e.g.” Are all required precision indicated?”) are used to inform 

inspectors, like other inspection techniques, I am uncertain what knowledge is used to justify 

Detection Effectiveness 
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this aspect. The detection effectiveness of SCR was worsened by the fact that there is little 

work done on how to develop checklists in an efficient way and also how to best support 

different scenarios when using scenario-based techniques (Aurum et al., 2002, p.150).  

Finally, because it only characterizes defects as heuristic questions, it is questionable 

whether the detection of form patterns will be efficient and whether logical meaning patterns 

will be detected. For example, the deadlock entry (B.-3-(c)) included the following sentences: 

“Identify a sequence of events that allows the system to enter a mode, but never leave 

(deadlock)”. This entry defines deadlock. However, for complex systems, I am not sure that 

inspectors will be able to identify deadlocks in this way.  

Because no tools assist the detection process, the detection efficiency is questionable. An 

example of a defect report form is shown in 

Detection Efficiency 

Figure 32. Without using automated tools and 

model checkers, the detection is likely to be inefficient.  

 

Figure 32: an Example of Defect Report Form of Scenario-Based Reading (Porter & Votta, 1998, 

p.11)  

3.5 Other Related Work and the Knowledge Gap 

3.5.1 Other Defect Classification Schemes 

IEEE Std.830-1993 (IEEE, 1993, p.5) characterizes a good software requirements 
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specification as being correct, unambiguous, complete, consistent, ranked for importance 

and/or stability, checkable, modifiable, and traceable. Those descriptions failing to satisfy 

requirements specifications are defects. The defects are not characterized further as defect 

patterns. 

Another standard, NASA standard 2202, classifies defects by severity and type. With 

respect to severity, there are major defects and minor defects. As to type, they are defects with 

data, requirements compliance, interfaces, logic, standards compliance, performance, and 

readability ((NASA-STD-2202-93, 1993, 2001, p.19-20). Recently, Hayes (Hayes, 2002) 

produced a report for NASA. The first task of the project was to select a known fault 

taxonomy. The author compiled a taxonomy from existing resources. The taxonomy covers 

various requirements. Nevertheless, neither the Standard 2202 nor Hayes’ work characterized 

defects as defect patterns. 

Jaffe et al. (Jaffe et al., 1991) define a set of criteria that should be satisfied by state-based 

process control system specifications. These criteria are further extended to over 60. Leveson 

(Leveson, 2000) studied how these criteria can be enforced in the syntactical and semantic 

features of a specification language. The idea of building the criteria into the language 

constructs is the first line of defense for detecting defects. This enforces the defect detection 

in the specification and analysis process, which was criticized as distracting the analysts and 

the designers by Martin and Tsai (Martin & Tsai, 1990). 

Boehm and Hoh (Boehm & Hoh, 2001) have published an initial experiment using 

QARCC (The Quality Attribute Risk and Conflict Consultant) to identify software-quality 

requirements conflicts. Their work uses the Win-Win model to identify the quality 

requirements conflicts. This work is the only work that I found that detects quality 

requirements conflicts. No updated work has been found in this area of research. 

Cox (Cox, 2002; Cox et al., 2004) developed a checklist to inspect use case descriptions 

(Figure 33). This classification is intended to be used to inspect the coverage, cogent, and 

consistency of the use case descriptions. This classification contributed to the inspection of 

use case descriptions. The fundamental difficulty of inspecting use case descriptions is that 

because they are written in natural language it is notoriously difficult to disambiguate such 

descriptions including use case descriptions. Fortunately, Keith et. al’s recent publications 
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(Phalp et al., 2007) showed the intentions to address this difficulty. The latest update of this 

research showed the research still focused on inspecting use case descriptions and did not 

expand to other elements of use cases and other UML diagrams.  

 

Figure 33: Derivation of the Checklist (adopted from (Cox et al., 2004, Table 1, p.213) 50

3.5.2 Other Defect Detection Methods 

 

SREM (Software Requirements Engineering Methodology) (Alford, 1977, 1985) includes 

an approach to specify testable functional and performance requirements, a requirements 

statement language (RSL), the requirements engineering and validation system (REVS), and a 

set of steps for generating and evaluating the software requirements utilizing RSL and REVS 

(Alford, 1977, p.61). The REVS validates problems or defects in different stages when 

requirements are written and analyzed. Figure 34 gives an overview of the methodology. This 

method integrates review and simulation to validate both the functional and performance 

problems with requirements. It integrates machine and human inspections. It does not cover 

                                                        
50 The references of this figure came from Cox and other’s original paper (Cox et al., 2004).  
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ambiguities with the English requirements documents. Moreover, it does not detect those 

defects relating to temporal properties of behaviors. An experiment is reported about the 

scalability of SREM on large embedded computer systems (two Air Force systems) (Scheffer 

et al., 1985). The conclusion is that in general, SREM is an effective vehicle for specifying 

and analyzing the software requirements for large embedded computer systems. However, no 

further material on SREM seems to have been published after 1985. 
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Figure 34: Overview of SREM Steps  (Adapted from (Alford, 1977, p.63, Fig.5)) 

Heimdahl and Leveson (Heimdahl & Leveson, 1996) developed a method for 

automatically analyzing formal, state-based requirements specifications for some aspects of 

completeness and consistency. Requirements are firstly written with RSML (Requirements 

States Machine Language) (Nancy et al., 1994).51

                                                        
51 It is surprising that the authors express requirements directly to RSML without going through English. This is 
the only practice that I found. 

 A simulator is constructed to interpret and 

to execute the specification. Some aspects of completeness and consistency can be detected 

with the simulator. The method is used to specify and to analyze TCAS II requirements 

specification. The authors report that although the TCAS specification effort was originally 

planned to be experimental only, the government/industry groups responsible for TCAS II 
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liked RSML so much that the specification was adopted as the official FAA TCAS II System 

Requirements Specification (Heimdahl & Leveson, 1996, p.371). In the 1996 paper, the 

authors stated that their method differs from model checking in that it performs the analysis 

directly on a high-level requirements model without generating a global reachability graph. 

Thus, the analysis is both conceptually simple and eliminates the problem with state-

explosion problem (Heimdahl & Leveson, 1996, p.364). Subsequent publications show the 

authors develop model checking techniques for RSML models (Choi & Heimdahl, 2002), the 

authors’ work does not cover ambiguities with English requirements documents. I am unsure 

whether RSML specifications can be used directly as contracts in large system development 

and can be understood directly by customers. Moreover, the work does not cover pragmatic 

defects. 

Wohlin and Aurum (Wohlin & Aurum, 2003) did an experiment to inspect ER diagrams. 

Although the experiment was done in class, the research did extend the use of inspection to a 

new area. The paper concluded that using tailored checklists for ER-diagrams is most likely 

an effective way of finding many defects that otherwise slip through later phases. However, 

the paper assumed that the business rules have no defects, which does not reflect the real 

practice. Instead the informal requirements specifications contain many defects. In addition, it 

would be interesting to see what the checklist would look like if it was generated from the 

data dictionary of tens of thousands lines that is the size I experienced in my real life 

development experience.  

SCR (Software Cost Reduction) (Heninger, 1980) was a requirements method originally 

developed by Parnas, Heninger, and other researchers. It uses a tabular notation to represent 

the required behavior of a software system to make the requirements understandable to 

practitioners (Heitmeyer et al., 2007, p.607). Recently, the method provided a toolset of ten 

tools to edit and to analyse SCR specifications (Heitmyer et al., 1997; Heitmyer et al., 1998; 

Heitmeyer et al., 2005).  It was reported that the tools can use a model checker to check SCR 

specifications and to simulate the specification. However, like RSML specifications and other 

formal specifications, the SCR method does not address how to construct the SCR 

specifications from the informal requirements specifications. It also does not cover 

ambiguities with English requirements documents. I am unsure whether SCR specifications 
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can be used directly as contracts in large system development and can be understood directly 

by customers.  

Berry and Kamsties (Berry & Kamsties, 2005)(Berry et al., 2003) investigate natural 

language requirements ambiguities and describe methods of detecting ambiguities. Their work 

contributes to the investigation and classification of ambiguities in natural language 

requirements documents. It does not extend to cover formal requirements specifications. In 

addition, even in the category of ambiguity, they did not address some subcategories of 

ambiguities such as lexicon ambiguities and word sense ambiguity. What they propose are 

some heuristics that may guide inspectors to find ambiguous defects.  

In language studies, natural language ambiguities have being studied for a long time. 

Among others, Zwicky and Sadock (Zwicky & Sadock, 1975) describe a number of tests that 

linguists have used to distinguish ambiguity from lack of specification. Their work represents 

an attribute of theoretical studies of linguistics ambiguities – the exploration of the theoretical 

basis of ambiguities. Their research results are used widely on the area of natural language 

processing (Inman, 2005). James (James, 1995) provides a thorough discussion on the issue of 

natural language understanding. In his book, techniques for disambiguating different types of 

ambiguities are introduced (syntax ambiguities, semantic ambiguities (logic form ambiguities), 

pragmatic ambiguities, and discourse ambiguities). Beaver (Beaver, 2004) introduces different 

techniques to differentiate ambiguities, entailments, implications, and presuppositions. These 

disambiguation studies provide important and necessary sources for the disambiguation 

techniques. 

CIRCE (Cooperative Interactive Requirements-Centred Environment) was developed in 

the University of Pisa by a group of researchers. Their work focuses on developing an 

environment to generate and validate graphical models from the natural language statements 

describing the domain and the requirement (Ambriola & Gervasi, 2003, p.65). Fabbrini and 

others described a linguistic quality model of natural language (Fabbrini et al., 1998). The 

model links quality types to detection activities. However, it is a high-level classification of 

quality types for natural language requirements documents. The classification is not extended 

to patterns. 

The most recent development of the CIRCE project is described in (Ambriola & Gervasi, 
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2003). CIRCE requires requirements engineers define a glossary and use controlled natural 

language to specify requirements. Once the documents are written, a parser is said to parse the 

documents, as well as to generate and validate UML diagrams. The validation works in two 

ways. It verifies that the requirements satisfy a number of intra-model and inter-model 

consistency properties. 52

Petri Net theory and its variations can be used conventionally as an auxiliary tool of 

analysis. In this way, the system is specified with a representation. A Petri Net model is 

created from the specification, and analysis techniques are applied on the Petri Net model. 

More radically, Petri Net can also be used to specify the system directly (Peterson, 1981, p.4). 

Here, I investigate the first use of Petri Net theory. Petri Nets are good at modeling systems of 

distributed control with multiple processes being executed concurrently in time (Peterson, 

1981). The Petri Nets, as an analysis tool, is useful for finding defects relating to control flow, 

multiple threads, concurrency, and real time properties. Although it is said that Petri Net can 

be used directly to model a system, it is unlikely that it can be used directly on a requirements 

elicitation process to collect and to organize the requirements.

 Because CIRCE abstracts information from the documents, it is 

more about inspecting the UML diagrams instead of natural language requirements 

documents. 

53

Testing is a critical method for detecting defects. Testing is criticized with respect to its late 

detection phase and the narrow defect coverage that can be tested. Assurance of software 

quality with testing alone is not enough since its effect comes late in development and is 

rather costly (Biffl & Halling, 2003, p.385). The coverage of testing is another aspect

 The Petri Net models are 

more often constructed from natural language requirements documents or from other formal 

models. As a result, Petri Net models are not applicable for detecting most ambiguities in 

English requirements documents. In addition, Petri Net models cannot detect heuristic 

meaning patterns. 

54

                                                        
52 CIRCE’s report does not indicate what properties will be checked. A cross reference (Section 5.1.3) is described 
(Ambriola et al., 2003, p.58). Section 5.1.3 (page 37), however, does not describe anything more than a general 
description with one paragraph (ten lines of text). 

 that 

has been criticized. In simulation-based verification, users are faced with the challenge of 

53 This can be viewed as the first model of the system. Uchitel et al. (Uchitel et al., 2004, p.37) also mention the 
differences between modeling power and analyzing power. 
54 The 5 th recommendation made by Ariane5 Inquiry Board is to review the test coverage of existing equipment 
and extend it where it is necessary (ARIANE 5 Inquiry Board, 1996, p.12). This recommendation was made for if 
the test/simulation coverage of Ariane5 were wider, the loss could have been avoided. 
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maximizing test coverage while minimizing testing costs (Ratsaby et al., 2002, p.41). The 

coverage of testing means only a few hundred test cases can be built and executed under most 

budgets.55

3.5.3 Knowledge Gap 

 For a system with 20 inputs, Kuhn et al. (Kuhn et al., 2004, p.418) state, the test 

cases would cover less than a fraction of one percent (< 1015) of the possible cases. Several 

methods have been applied to try to identify those states covered. Kuhn (Kuhn et al., 2004) 

reports software failures in a variety of domains were caused by combinations of a few 

conditions, and they pose the possibility of using a form of “pseudoexhaustive” testing to test 

the reliability of certain classes of software. Their work is a preliminary idea and needs more 

exploration. Hines (Hines, 2001, p.4), on the other hand, states testing should be used to 

demonstrate the absence of defects, not to identify defects inserted in earlier phases. 

Figure 35 summarises evaluation results of previous sections. 

                                                        
55 Ramamoorthy and Bastani state that exhaustive testing is ruled out by the large number of possible inputs 
(Ramamoorthy & & Bastani, 1982, p.354).  
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Figure 35: Summary of Comparison Results 
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The evaluation shows that: 

Ideally, a defect classification scheme, which answers what defects are, should cover 

defects with English requirements documents and with formal requirement specifications. It 

should also explicitly specify and systematically organize knowledge as quality rules. 

Moreover, it should characterize defects as defect patterns, and classify these patterns. The 

literature, however, often addresses only one category of defects. Inspections are the only 

ones effective for heuristic meaning patterns, while Model checkers are effective and efficient 

for logical meaning patterns. Automated tools are effective and efficient only for form 

patterns. Formal reasoning often omits defects in informal requirements documents. In 

addition, none of these methods explicitly specified and systematically organized knowledge 

as quality rules. The narrow coverage of defect types limits the effectiveness of a detection 

method. 

Ideally, answers to how to detect defects should define processes specifying the steps or 

algorithms for each type of detector, organizing different detectors to detect those patterns 

which suit their capabilities, covering the whole lifecycle of requirements descriptions, and 

refining the defect classification scheme and processes by using experience learned from 

misdetections. The literature, however, often uses only one type of detector. In addition, few 

cover the whole lifecycle of requirements descriptions and refine the defect classification 

scheme and the processes. Without using different detectors to find those patterns that suit 

their capabilities, the effectiveness and efficiency of a detection method is limited. 

Ideally, the effectiveness and efficiency of detection results should be repeatable or close to 

repeatable so that a detection method can be relied upon. In practice, except for automated 

tools, inspections and formal reasoning are not repeatable. The unrepeatable effectiveness and 

efficiency of a detection method undermines the reliability of the detection method for its 

performance is unpredictable.  

Ideally, requirements detection methods should be scalable. Except for ARM and QuARS, 

other methods do not show the capability of processing requirements documents of the size of 

the NASA Space Shuttle Program without affecting the detection effectiveness. 

Consequently, although each method has its merits, in order to make progress in solving 

the early defect detection problem, we still need a defect classification scheme that: 
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. covers both English requirements documents and formal requirement 

specifications, 

. explicitly specifies and systematically organizes knowledge as quality rules, 

. characterizes them into defect patterns, and  

. classifies defect patterns more exhaustively and exclusively.  

We also need a method that defines processes: 

. to regulate the detection activities of different types of detectors,  

. to organize different detectors to detect those defect patterns that suit their 

capabilities, 

. to cover the whole lifecycle of requirements descriptions, and 

. to refine the method by accommodating experiences that are learned from missed 

detections. 

Finally, we also want the detection effectiveness and efficiency to be: 

. repeatable, and 

. scalable. 

Our research objective is to narrow this knowledge gap. The next section compares 

diagrammatic notation, formal-textual notation, and Behavior Trees (Dromey, 2001, 2003a, 

2003b, 2003c, 2003d, 2003e, 2004, 2005, 2006). It then shows how Behavior Trees provide 

better opportunities to narrow the knowledge gap. The research hypothesis is stated at the end 

of next section.  

3.6 Evaluation of Diagrammatic and Formal Notations 

3.6.1 Notation Features and Defect Detection 

The features of different notations affect the efforts required to narrow the knowledge gap 

mentioned above. Firstly, a notation’s expressive power affects the detection effectiveness. If 

a notation cannot specify the temporal properties of behaviors, the defects relating to the 

temporal properties of behaviors may not be detected. Therefore, to improve the defect 

detection effectiveness, a notation should have enough expressive power to represent 
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requirements. 

Secondly, a loose process of specifying the formal requirements reduces the detection 

effectiveness. If the process is defined loosely, the relationships between the formal and 

informal requirements are difficult to be validated. If their relationships are not validated, 

what is designed and implemented may not be what the customers need.56

Thirdly, the notation should be able to specify an integrated view of requirements. 

Conventionally, multiple views specify different aspects of requirements.

 Consequently, even 

if the requirements that are specified formally are completely, consistently, and accurately 

satisfied, the customers’ needs captured in the informal requirements documents could still 

fail to be satisfied. Therefore, a notation that benefits the defect detection effectiveness should 

have rigorous, traceable, and checkable processes to specify the formal requirements.  

57 However, multiple 

views cause the existence of a fair amount of redundancy across different views (Egyed & 

Medvidovic, 1999, p.2). They also cause inconsistencies between different views. In order to 

remove the redundancies and to maintain view integrity, an integrated view to requirements is 

critical. In addition, an integrated view to requirements is important to prevent requirements 

failures (Shlaer & Mellor, 1988, p.5). 58 Figure 36  gives an example of the inconsistency 

between UML sequence diagram and class diagram. In this example, one constraint of the 

credit card system is that it should respond to a request for payment authorization in less than 

thirty seconds. This constraint is captured in the class diagram. Another constraint, constraint 

1, is that the gas station owner should request for a new payment type if  

. the credit card’s payment authorization takes more than 30 seconds(or equal to 30 

seconds),  

. or if the payment authorization fails, and  

. if the payment time is now.  

This constraint, however, is not captured in the UML class diagram. A discrepancy is 

created between these two diagrams. This discrepancy, if not captured, could cause system 
                                                        
56 Figure 40 gives an example that clearly demonstrates the problem (p.89). In the example, the original 
requirements described that the system should maintain staff records for creative and administrative staff. 
Comparatively, the use case diagrams specify that the system should maintain records for all staff including 
accountants and computer manager.  
57 Rechtin and Maier states six views: purpose/objectives, data, performance, form, managerial, and behavior 
(Rechtin & Maier, 1997, p.122).  
58 A few researchers have addressed the importance of having an integrated view to requirements (Nuseibeh et al., 
1994,p.761), (Egyed et al., 1999), (Yourdon, 1989, p.280), (Rechtin & Maier, 1997, p.171). 
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defects.  

Inconsistency between
the sequence diagram
and class diagram.
In the sequence diagram,
both constraints 1 and 2 are
captured. However, in
UML class diagram, only
constrain 1 is captured.

UML Sequence Diagram

UML Class Diagram
Constraint 1

Constraint 2

 

Figure 36: an Example of Inconsistency between UML's Diagrams (Adapted from (Conradi et al., 

2003, p.18)) 

Finally, the notation representing requirements should have a formal semantics. Logical 

meaning patterns can be detected better with model checkers. In order to use model checkers, 

the requirements should be specified formally as a Kripke structure. This requires the notation 

to have a formal semantics. Otherwise, another notation with formal semantics should be used 

to specify the requirements that are represented informally. In most cases, the process of 

producing the formal specification would introduce discrepancies between the informal and 

formal requirements specifications.  

To sum up, in order to narrow the knowledge gap, ideally the notation used to specify the 
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formal requirements should have enough expressive power to capture requirements, have a 

rigorous, traceable, and checkable process to specify the requirements formally, produce an 

integrated view, and have formal semantics. These four features are used to evaluate 

conventional diagrammatic notations and formal notations.  

3.6.2 Diagrammatic Notations  

The fundamental difference between diagrammatic and sentential representations is that the 

diagrammatic representation preserves explicitly the information about the topological and 

geometric relations among the components of the problem, while the sentential representation 

does not. A sentential representation may, of course, preserve other kinds of relations, for 

example, temporal or logical sequence (Larkin & Simon, 1995, p.70). Moreover, Larkin and 

Simon (Larkin  & Simon, 1995, p.107) summarized the reasons for a diagram being superior to 

a verbal description for solving problems as: 

Expressive Power 

. Diagrams can group together all information that is used together, thus avoiding large 

amounts of search for the elements needed to make a problem-solving inference. 

. Diagrams typically use location to group information about a single element, avoiding 

the need to match symbolic labels. 

. Diagrams automatically support a large number of perceptual inferences, which are 

extremely easy for humans. 

These advantages hold for most diagrammatic representations representing requirements, 

and are often used as evidence to support the necessity of representing requirements with 

diagrammatical representations (Hungerford et al., 2004, p.83). I, however, should point out 

their limitations. In Larkin and Simon’s arguments, they focus on the perceptual and 

reasoning benefits of diagrammatical representations. They did not discuss the encoding 

process – the process of describing requirements with diagrams. Instead, their initial problems 

are described in English (Larkin  & Simon, 1995, p.77 Pulley Problem). For requirements 

representations, the encoding process is as important as decoding and reasoning process 

because, as I revealed before, the requirements communication process involves describing 

and prescribing requirements both informally and formally(see Section 2.3.1, p.16).  
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As formal representations, diagrammatic representations are not sufficiently self-

explanatory to describe entities, properties, and behaviors. In other words, they do not have 

their own lexicons. Instead, direct labelling, the use of natural language words and the use of 

formal symbols, are integrated into the diagrams.59

Figure 37

 Direct labels are characters used in the 

diagrammatic representations to either establish relations between the diagrammatic objects 

(geometric shapes or pictorial images) and the physical or conceptual entities in the 

requirements. They are also used to represent the diagrammatic objects in reasoning. Larkin 

and Simon’s pulley problem ( , left) is an example of the first use of direct labels. 
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Right: Example of Nonfunctional Requriements graqph.  

Figure 37: Examples of Direct Labeling in Diagrammatic Representations ( Right Diagram 

Adapted from (Cysneiros & Leite, 2004, p.335), Left Diagram Adapted from (Larkin & Simon , 

1987, p.77)) 

In the diagram, symbols “A”, “B”, and “C” are used to refer to the pulleys which are 

represented by the diagrammatic objects (a small dark circle at the middle of a bigger 

transparent circle). When they solve the problem, they actually shift to the symbolic 

representations and English descriptions (Larkin  & Simon, 1995, p.82-85). The data structure 

for the pulley problem is described as (Larkin  & Simon, 1995, p.82-85): 
   (Weight a)(Rope b) (Rope c) (Pulley d) 

(1a.1)  (hangs a from b) 

(1a.2  (pulley-system b d c) 

                                                        
59 The same phenomenon can be found in other visual representations, for example landscape architectures (Tufte, 
1997, p.17, Humphry Repton’s Landscape).  
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   (Weight e) 

(1b.1)  (hangs e from c) 

   (Rope f)(Pulley g)(Rope h) (Pulley i)(Rope i) 

   (Rope k)(Rope l)(Ceiling m) 

(2a.1)  (hangs d from f) 

(2a.2)  (pulley-system f g h) 

(2a.3)  (pulley-system h i j) 

(2b.1)  (hangs g from k) 

(2b.2)  (hangs k from m) 

(3a.1)  (hangs i from m) 

(3a.2)  (hangs l from i) 

(3b)  (hangs e from l) 

(4.1)  (value a l) 

The right diagram (Figure 37) uses English words to establish relationships between the 

nodes (a grey circle with a character “s” in the middle) and the requirements. Without the 

English words, the nodes will only represent limited information. 

Add a new staff
member

Staff Management

Accountant  

Figure 38: an Example of Using Direct Labels in Use Case Diagram (Adapted from (Bennett et 

al., 2002, p.151-151, Figure A2.1)) 

Besides direct labelling, in UML diagrams, informal English descriptions are also used 

directly to express requirements. For example, Figure 38 shows part of the use case diagram 

of a staff management system. The oval in the diagram is the use case in which labels express 

the accountant’s activity – add a new staff member. In this diagram, direct labels such as 

“accountant” are used. However, using direct labels is insufficient to express the requirements. 

As a result, informal English descriptions are used to explain each use case (Table 5). In other 

UML diagrams (modified use case diagram, p.155; Collaboration diagram, p.202; class 

diagram, p.203), direct labels and informal English descriptions are also employed to 

represent requirements. 

Table 5: UML Use Case Diagram-Actors Description (Adapted from (Bennett et al., 2002, p.150)) 

Actor Description 
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Accountant The accountant works in the Accounts departments and is responsible 

for the major resourcing issues for campaigns including staffing and 

related financial matters. 

Therefore, I conclude that the diagrammatic notations investigated are connected with 

English at the lexicon level and are good at structuralizing and visualizing relationships. This 

implies that the diagrammatic specifications of requirements should detect lexicon defects 

such as lexicon ambiguity and vagueness of English as well as other defects. 

All investigated diagrammatic specification methods build the requirements specifications 

from informal English documents or descriptions.

From Informal to Formal 

60 However, none specifies how to build the 

specifications. 61

1. To record details of Agate’s clients and the advertising campaigns for those clients. 

(Subentries are omitted.) 

 The lack of rigorous, traceable, and checkable process to guide the 

specification process could introduce defects. For example in the Agate case (Bennett et al., 

2002), the informal English requirements descriptions consist of three pages (p.84-86). The 

end of the descriptions summarizes requirements as: 

2. To provide creative staff with a means for recording details of ads and the products 

of creative process that leads to the development of concepts for campaigns and 

adverts. 

3. To record details of all staff in the company 

o To maintain staff records for creative and administrative staff.  

o To maintain details of staff grades and the pay for those grades. 

o To record which staff is on which grade. 

o To calculate the annual bonus for all staff.  

4. Non-functional requirements. (p.86-87)  

Correspondingly, each entry of the above list is mapped to a use case. Table 6 gives an 

example of the mapping process.  

                                                        
60 These methods are Structured Analysis (Yourdon, 1989, p.631, Elevator Problem) and Object-Oriented Analysis 
(Booch, 1998, p.448, Traffic Management System). The language is the UML (Bennett et al., 2002, p.149, Agate 
Ltd Case). 
61 Cambell and others stated their process as “after discussing prose requirements (informal English requirements 
document) with project engineers, we created an initial model…. (UML class diagram and state diagram) (p.271)” 
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Table 6: UML Modelling Process-Agate Ltd Case-Requirements List 

No. Requirement Use Case(s) 

12 To maintain staff records for creative and 

administrative staff 

Add a new member of staff 

13. To maintain details of staff grades and the pay for 

those grades. 

Add anew staff grade; Change 

the rate for a staff grade 

After some unspecified steps, Figure 39 is produced.  

Add a new staff
member

Add a new staff
grade

Staff Management

Accountant
Change the rate
for a staff grade

Change the grade
for a staff member

Calculate staff
bonuses

 

Figure 39: UML Use Case Diagram's (Adapted from (Bennett et al., 2002, p.150-151, Figure 

A2.1)) 

Because the above diagram expresses the requirements insufficiently, the following 

informal English descriptions (Table 7, Table 8) are used. 

Table 7: UML Use Case Diagram-Actors Description (Adapted from (Bennett et al., p.150) 

Actor Description 

Accountant The accountant works in the Accounts departments and is responsible 

for the major resourcing issues for campaigns including staffing and 

related financial matters. 

Table 8: UML Use Case Diagram-Use Case Description (Adapted from (Bennett et al., 2002) 

p.151) 

Use Case Description 
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Add a 

new staff 

member 

When a new member of staff joins Agate, his or her details are recorded. He 

or she is assigned a staff number, and the start date is entered. Start date 

defaults to today’s date. The starting grade is entered. 

Add a 

new staff 

grade 

Occasionally a new grade for a member of staff must be added. The name of 

the grade is entered. At the same time, the rate for that grade and the rate 

start date are entered; the date defaults to today’s date. 

The modelling process goes from informal English requirements descriptions (Table 6) to a 

use case diagram (Figure 39) and descriptions (Table 7, Table 8). The process has the 

following problems: 

1. Firstly, there is at least one discrepancy between the original requirements and the 

use case diagrams. The modelling of requirement No. 12 is as follows: 

Table 9: an Example of Discrepancy between UML Diagrams 

Informal English Requirements 

Descriptions 

To maintain staff records for 

Use Case 

creative and administrative 

staff 

Add a new staff
member

Staff Management

Accountant  
Descriptions When a new member of staff

What the use case specifies is not what the original requirements descriptions states (

 joins Agate, his or her 

details are recorded. He or she is assigned a staff 

number, and the start date is entered. Start date defaults 

to today’s date. The starting grade is entered. 

Figure 

40). I noticed that the original informal specifications state the requirement is to maintain staff 

records for creative and administrative staff. However, in the use case and the use case 

descriptions, the descriptions become a new member of staff. The discrepancy between these 

two descriptions might be caused by the authors’ negligence. However, without rigorous, 

traceable, and checkable process to guide the specification process, it is difficult to assure this 

negligence would not occur when we model an Air Traffic Control System, and it is difficult 

to verify whether it occurs. 
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Agate Ltd

Board of Directors

Network
Support Technicians

Accounts

Accountant

Accounts Clerks
Credit Controller

Purchasing Assistants

Administration

Office Manager

Receptionists
Personal Assistants

Clerk/Typists
Filing Clerks

Secretaries

Creative
Account Managers * 4

Photographers
Graphic Designers

Editors
Audio Technician

Copy Writers

Resource Librarian

Computing
Computer Manager

Original Requirements: 12 To maintain staff records for creative and administrative staff. (p.150)

Agate Ltd

Board of Directors

Network
Support Technicians

Accounts

Accountant

Accounts Clerks
Credit Controller

Purchasing Assistants

Administration

Office Manager

Receptionists
Personal Assistants

Clerk/Typists
Filing Clerks

Secretaries

Creative
Account Managers * 4

Photographers
Graphic Designers

Editors
Audio Technician

Copy Writers

Resource Librarian

Computing
Computer Manager

Use Case Model: Add a new staff member: When a new member of staff joins Agate,
his or her details are recorded. He or she is assigned
a staff number....

vs.

Add a new staff
member

Staff Management

Accountant

 

Figure 40: Evidence of Inconsistency between Use Case Diagram and Original Requirements 

(Compiled from (Bennett et al., ) p.150-151) 

2. Secondly, the process of specifying the use case descriptions cannot easily be traced 

back to the original requirements. The informal English descriptions are “to maintain 

staff records for creative and administrative staff”. The use case descriptions are:  

“When a new member of staff joins Agate, his or her details are recorded. He or 

she is assigned a staff number, and the start date is entered. Start date defaults to 

today’s date. The starting grade is entered.”  

It is unclear how the engineers derive the use case descriptions from the original 

informal requirements because the use case descriptions are unspecified in the 

original English descriptions (p.84-87).  

3. Thirdly, the ambiguities and incompleteness in the original requirements are not 
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detected. What information the record should contain is not specified in this original 

requirement “to maintain staff records…”. However, in the use case description, it 

becomes that the system should record his/her details. I still cannot see what 

“details” the system should record. If what information should be recorded is not 

specified, how can we fit the new information system into the business environment 

that produces information needs? For example, do we need to record a staff 

member’s nationality, or do we need to model a staff member’s height or weight? 

The answer should be given when we build the requirements specification because 

only the customers have the final say as to what information is needed in this case. 

4. Finally, the critical functions are unspecified.  I am concerned whether the system 

should allow the accountants to delete staff records. The original requirements do not 

specify whether the accountants can delete a customer’s record. Most likely, the 

requirements are incomplete. If the system should allow the accountants to delete 

staff records, which type of accountants (there are three types: credit controller, 

accounts clerks, and purchasing assistants.) have the right to do so because deletion 

of a record, to us, is a critical behavior. In the use case model (Figure 39), I did not 

find these use cases. However, in the authors’ implementations, the system does 

allow the deletion of records.  

This Agate Ltd example shows that the use case specification is loosely defined, 

uncheckable, and untraceable. The loose modeling process is also observed in other 

investigated UML modeling methods and structured analysis (Yourdon, 1989, p.631-652, the 

Elevator Problem) (D’Souza & Wills, 1999, 1999, p.270-273, the Adaptive Cruise Control) 

(Holt, 2001, p.226-227, the ‘Publicise’ example).  

Specification Properties-Integrated View 
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Campaign
Manager :Client :Campaign :Advert

newAd:Advert

getName()
listCampaigns()

listAdverts()

addNewAdvert()

*getCampaign
Details()

*getAdvert
Details()

Advert()

Sequence Diagram for Add a new advert to a campaign

NotAssigned

AssignedCampaign

exit/removeStaffcon
tact;client.assignStaf

fContact()

CampaignStaff

exit/removeStaff();
campaign.removeSta

ff()

NotCampaignStaff

Ex-employ ee

after [1 year]
/archive()

leaveEmployment

removeStaff()
/campaign.removeStaff()

assignStaff()
/campaign.assignStaff()

removeStaffContact()
/client.assignStaffContact()

assignStaffContact()
/client.assignStaffContact()

Employed

/assignNewStaffGrade()

Initial statechart for StaffMember

Context: Client
    Operation specification: getName
    Operation intent: return the client name.
    Operation signature: Client::getName()
                                 self.name
    logic description (pre- and post-conditions):

pre : self-->exists
post: result = self.name

    Other operations called: none
    Events transmitted to other objects: none
    Attributes set: none
    Response to exceptions: none defined
    Non-functional requirements: none defined

    Operation specification: listCampaigns
    Operation intent: return a list of campaigns for a client.
    Operation signature: Client::listCampaigns()titles:String[ ]
    logic description (pre- and post-conditions):

pre : self-->exists
post: result = self.Campaign->collect(title)

    Other operations called: Campaign.getCampaignDetails
    Events transmitted to other objects: none
    Attributes set: none
    Response to exceptions: none defined
    Non-functional requirements: none defined

Operation Specification

 

Figure 41: an Example of UML Specification Results (Adapted from (Bennett et al., 2002)) 

Although researchers intend to provide an integrated view to UML specifications (Egyed & 

Medvidovic, 1999) and diagrams  of structured analysis (Yourdon, 1989), no investigated 

diagrammatic specifications provide such a view. For example, in the Agate Ltd case, the 

results of the requirements analysis includes sequence diagrams, state charts, and operation 

specifications (Figure 41). It is unclear how these diagrams can be integrated together. Instead, 

each diagram provides a view to one aspect of the requirements. Moreover, Egyed and 

Medvidovic proposed a framework to integrate UML diagrams (Egyed & Medvidovic, 1999). 

The framework maps UML diagrams to a common representation (C2) and then integrates 

them together. Because of the heterogeneous nature and the loosely defined semantics of 

UML diagrams, even if the C2 specifications are produced, the relationships between C2 

specifications and UML diagrams could still be difficult to be traced and to be verified. 

On the other hand, although Yourdon’s structured analysis addresses the integrated view 
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issue, it provides only twenty-two rules to verify the relationships between different models 

(Figure 42). These rules are used to verify the model integrity. For example, the rule to verify 

the data dictionary against the dataflow diagram and process specification is that each entry in 

the data dictionary must be referred by a process specification, or a DFD, or another data 

dictionary entry (Yourdon, 1989, p.280). An integrated requirements model should be 

consistent against this rule. However, this way of verifying the quality of the integrated 

requirements assures only those quality properties specified in rules. It cannot verify domain-

knowledge-dependent integrity issues. For example, it cannot verify whether a control bubble 

in the data flow has associated with more than one state-transition diagrams as its process 

specification. Only inspectors can verify this issue. However, to do so, the inspectors need to 

interpret the data flow diagram. The inspectors then need to remember the interpreted 

requirements or take notes, and compare them against the process specifications. That is to 

say, the inspectors need to integrate the requirements in their heads, which is impractical for a 

large system’s requirements because of the inspectors’ psychological limits (see Section 2.6.1, 

p.33).   

Dataflow Diagram

Data DictionaryProcess Specification

ER Diagram

State Transition
Diagram

3 rules

3 rules

3 rules 1 rule1 rule

2 rules2 rules

3 rules

3 rules

1 rule

 

Figure 42: Model Integration of Structured Analysis (Summarized from (Yourdon, 1989, p.275-

287)) 

3.6.3 Formal-Textual Notations 

Various formal-textural notations have been developed (Abrial, 1996; Duke & Rose, 2000; 

Hoare, 2004; Net, 2005; Prowell & Poore., 2003). Formal representations, like other logical 

Representation and Analysis Advantages 
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and mathematical models, may be understandable, concise, precise, and rigorous. They also 

provide methods for reasoning, for manipulating expressions, for providing properties from 

and about expressions, and for obtaining new results from known ones. This reasoning can be 

done without knowing or caring what the symbols being manipulated mean (Gries & 

Schneider, 1993, p.2-3). In addition, if a formal semantics is available, those temporal 

properties of requirements can be verified automatically by using model checkers (Sreemani 

& Atlee, 1996). The second reason of using formal notations is more concerned with the 

confidence to the developed system. The impression of rigorous and preciseness of formal 

representations is melded into our evaluation systems. Most of the literature (including those 

criticizing formal representations.) tell us that formal representations are unambiguous, 

difficult to write, and not understandable (Berry et al., 2003, p.7). This provides an illusion to 

customers. To them, it looks like that formal reasoning guarantees the preciseness and 

rigorousness, and consequently leads to quality. This is not always the case.62 

All investigated formal notations lack the phonetic system and the lexicon system of 

English. Formal notations are often used to represent predicates and their relationships. The 

lack of a lexicon means to use a formal notation to specify requirements, I have to import a 

lexicon to refer to the entities, activities, and properties. The importing is done by defining 

classes (Object Z, (Duke & Rose, 2000) p.4 Credit-Card Bank Accounts), defining events and 

processes (CSP (Hoare, 2004) p.2-3 Vending Machine), and defining machines (B  (Abrial, 

1996) p.338 Client Machine). Therefore, the above four formal notations can be described as 

building a formal model on the English lexicon system. This implies a formal specification 

method should detect lexicon defects of English. However, no methods investigated do so. 

Expressive Power 

The formal notations investigated completely exclude the representation defects and use-

From Informal to Formal 

                                                        
62 I have explained the reasons previously. Here I recapture them. There are three reasons. First, Godel proved the 
incompleteness of a formal system (in Heijenoort, 1967). It means we cannot derive all valid propositions for a 
logical system. Second, when we develop software, complete formality is impossible to achieve (Kneuper, 1997, 
p.383). Kneuper further quoted Naur’s expositions: What will be argued here is that in reality the meaning of any 
expression in formal mode depends entirely on a context which can only be described informally, the meaning of 
the formal mode having being introduced by means of informal statements (Naur, 1982, p.439).Third, the 
meanings and referents of the formal model and the meanings and referents of the informal English model are 
never proved to be identical. Therefore, even if the formal model possessed those claimed properties, the informal 
English model is still not proved to possess the quality. 
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related defects. They build the formal specifications from the informal requirements 

specifications. However, none addresses the ambiguities and vagueness in informal 

requirements documents and all exclude the defects that could be introduced in the process 

when they build the formal specifications.63 

The formal specifications investigated are textual and are sequentially organized. No 

integrated and visually structured view of the requirements is provided.

Specification Properties-Integrated View and Formal Semantics 

64

To sum up this section, in order to narrow the knowledge gap, ideally the notation used to 

specify the formal requirements should have enough expressive power to capture 

requirements, have a rigorous, traceable, and checkable process to specify the requirements 

formally, produce an integrated view, and have formal semantics. These four features are used 

to evaluate conventional diagrammatic notations and formal notations. However, conventional 

notations investigated possess only some of these features. Diagrammatic notations are good 

at structuring relationships. Formal notations build logical completeness, consistency, and 

correctness into the specification. However, none has an independent lexicon. Instead, all use 

the English lexicon without detecting lexicon defects. Moreover, no method has a rigorous, 

traceable, and checkable process to specify the requirements diagrammatically or formally. In 

addition, although researchers intend to provide integrated views, they do not appear to 

achieve it. Finally, researchers have tried to attach formal semantics to UML diagrams, the 

efforts, while fruitful, produce formal semantics only for some UML diagrams. However, 

formal notations, theoretically, can have formal semantics. If they can be converted to a 

Kripke structure (Clarke, 1999, p.14), model checkers should be applicable.  

 Because the 

topological relationships in the requirements documents are unstructured and because of the 

unfamiliarity of formal notations, the inspectors with domain knowledge can hardly detect 

defects in the specifications of large systems. 

                                                        
63 These examples are Object Z (Duke & Rose, 2000) (Credit-Card Bank Accounts, p.4), B (Abrial, 1996) (Client 
Machine, p.338), CSP (Hoare, 2004) (Vending Machine, p.2-3), and BSDM (Prowell’s version of Clean Room) 
(Prowell et al., 2003). 
64 Indeed, formal specifications can show the logic dependency structure. However, the structure is constrained by 
the two-dimension textual structure, and need to be reconstructed in readers’ heads. 
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3.7 Behavior Trees 

This section describes Behavior Trees that have the above notational features. In addition, 

it explains how detecting defects in Behavior Trees specifications can be more effective if a 

detection framework is developed. The research hypothesis is stated at the end. 

3.7.1 Key Ideas 

Behavior Trees is a language used in genetic design that is a system and software 

engineering development method (Dromey, 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2003d, 2003e, 2004, 

2005, 2006; Gonzalez-Perez et al., 2005). The fundamental assumption of Behavior Trees is 

that the representation of knowledge plays a decisive role in system modeling and analysis. 

The key ideas behind Behavior Trees are:  

- Behavior Trees can be used formally to represent individual requirements, and later on 

these individual requirements can be integrated to provide a formal integrated view of 

the original requirements. 

- When translating from the natural language requirements to Behavior Trees 

specifications, the goals are to preserve the original intention, not to change the 

vocabulary or add anything or leave anything out.  

Before explaining the benefits of the key ideas for defect detection activities, I firstly 

introduce the notations and processes of Behavior Trees. 

3.7.2 Notation 

Figure 43 shows Behavior Trees’ key notation elements. 
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Component-State    Label                   Semantics

tag COMPONENT
[ State ] Internal State

Indicates that the component
has realized the particular
internal state. Passes control
when state is realized

tag
COMPONENT

[Attribute :=
Value]

Attribute - State Indicates that the component
will assign a value to one of
its attributes.

tag COMPONENT
?? WHEN-State ?? WHEN  - State

Indicates that the component
will only pass control when and
if the event WHEN-state happens

tag COMPONENT
< Dataflow-State >

Data-out State
Indicates that when the
component has realized the
state it will pass the data to
the component that receives the flow

tag COMPONENT
? IF-State ?

IF - State
Indicates that the component
will only pass control if If-state
is TRUE

System - State
The system component,
System-Name realizes the
state "State" and then passes
control to its output

tag System-Name
[ State ]

tag COMPONENT
> Dataflow-State <

Data-in State
Indicates that when the
component has realized the
state it will receive the data from
the component that sends the flow

tag
COMPONENT

???when or if-State??? Guard State
Indicates that when or if the
component has realized the
state it will pass the data to
the component that receives the flow

 

Figure 43: Behavior Trees Notation – Key Elements (Adapted from (Dromey, 2003e)) 

Node is a Behavior Trees type. A node includes a component, and a behavior or a property. 

Semantic types of behavior divide nodes into different state types. The key state types are 

internal state, attribute state, if state, when state, data out state, and system state. “Realize” is 

a critical concept. When a state is realized, it means the state component is in the state 

indicated by the behavior. Moreover, the component should dispatch control to its child nodes. 

How a component should dispatch controls are specified by Behavior Trees control 

dispatching logic. When a node gets control from its parent node, the node’s component starts 

realizing the behavior.  

Figure 44 gives an example of using Behavior Trees to specify, “The early warning system 

receives a signal from an external sensor.” In the first node, the component is an external 

sensor; the behavior is to send a signal. “??...??” means it is an event node. The informal 

interpretation to the meaning is when external sensor sends a signal. When the node realized 

the state, that is to say, the external sensor sends a signal, the node passes control to its child 

node. When the child node gets the control, the component should realize its behavior, which 

means the early warning system receives the signal. 
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s1 External_Sensor
??< Signal >??

s1 Early_Warning_System
> Signal <  

Figure 44: an Example of Behavior Trees Notation 

3.7.3 Process 

Behavior Trees modeling process has three key steps: translation, integration, and 

projection (Figure 45). 

Translation
English
Requirements
Documents

3.2.3.
4

??
[establish uplink/downlink

si te-SCS connection]

SCS
[upload data pac kets{all} ]

SCS
[forwarded data

pac kets{all} ]
uplink si te

[replaced data
packets{bad}{all}]

3.2.3.
4

uplink si te
??<TC_ac k_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
>TC_ac k_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
[c omplete data
transmission]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
??<TC_ack_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
[TC_ack_msg:received]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
?Transmit Data

Transaction {valid}?

3.2.3.
4

SCS
<TC_ack_msg>

3.2.3.
4

GCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
?PB_ack_msg:

cancelled?

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
[ignore TC_cmd_msg]

Behavior Trees
(Composition Trees
Structure Trees,
& Behaviour Trees)

Integration
3.3. 1
TG 3

S CS
[ loo k up ent ri es {u pli nk

and downl ink sit es} ]

i n B/ L Lo okup Table

3. 3.1
T G3. 2

SCS
?? Found upl ink sit es??

SCS
??N OT:  F ound downl ink

sit es??

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
[ pre par e

TSC AN_a ck_msg]

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
<pr epar e

TS CA N_ack_m sg>

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
<pr epar e

TS CA N_ack_m sg>

3.3 .1
TG 3. 2

S CS
??N OT:  F ound upli nk

si tes? ?
S CS

??NO T:  Fo und downl ink
si tes? ?

3.3 .1
TG 3. 2

S CS
[pr epa re

TS CA N_ack_m sg]

3. 3. 1
TG3 .2

SC S
??NO T:  Fo und u pli nk

si tes??
SC S

??Found  dow nli nk si te s??

3. 3. 1
TG3 .2

SC S
[ pr epar e

TSC AN _ack_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2

SC S
>HR _cmd_ msg<

3.2 .2. 1
MG 2. 2
@@

SC S
[R ecei ved H R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 1
M G2. 1

S CS
[ Enabl e: r ecei ve  m essages]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2
@@

SC S | |
[ man age satel lit es

tr ansac ti on]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2

GC S
<HR _cmd _msg>

3. 2.2. 1
M G2. 1

S CS  | |
!N OT:  rec eive me ssage

\{ HR _cm d_msg }!

3 .2 . 2 .3

M G 6 .4

@ @

S C S

[ p ro c e s s e d  H R _ c m d _ m s g ]

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

G CS
<FR _cm d_m sg>

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
>FR _cm d_m sg<

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
[ FR _cm d_msg  r ecei ved]

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
[  pro cess F R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2. 2.2
M G4

S CS
?? reor bi t sat elli te {S CS }??

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
? ? st abil ize

sat ell it e{ SCS }? ?

3. 2.2. 2
M G4

S CS
? ? r eor bi t satel li te{ SC S} ??

S CS
[st abil ize sat ell it e{S CS }]

3.2 .2. 2
MG 4

SC S
??st abil ize sat elli te {S CS }??

SC S
[  r eor bit  satel li te{ SC S} ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

GC S
< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
[R eceived  FR _cm d_msg ]

3. 2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
?man age satel lit es

tr ansa cti on{ acti ve} ?

3 .2. 2. 2
MG 4
@@

SC S
[a ccept FR _cm d_msg ]

+ SCS
[ re ject  F R_cm d_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
[pr epar e FA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
<  F A_ack_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

GC S
>FA _ack_m sg<

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

SC S
[E xe cuted  FR _cm d_msg ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

GC S
[ r eceived  FA _ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

GC S
? F A_ack_m sg. stat us code

= 2?

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5
@ @

Syst em
! r esta rt  !

3 .2. 2. 3
MG 6.2

??
[r eent er  B /L Tabl e Ent ri es ]*

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 2

SC S
[ pr ocess HR_cm d_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 3

SC S
?ma nage satel li tes

t ran sacti on{ act ive} ?

3 .2 . 2 .1

M G 2 .3

@@

SC S
[acc ept HR _cmd _msg]

+ SC S
[ r ejec t HR_ cmd_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 3

SC S
[ pr epar e HA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 3

SC S
<  H A_ack_m sg>

3.2 .2. 1
MG 3

GC S
>H A_ack_m sg<

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6

G CS
<BR _cm d_msg >

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6

SC S
>BR _cm d_msg <

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6
@@

S CS
[  r ecei ved B R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 3
M G6. 1

S CS
?an entr y in  B /L Tabl e?

3. 2.2 .3
M G6. 1

S CS
?Repl ace ent ry { cur re nt} ?

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 4

SC S
?m anage sate lli tes

t r ansact ion{ act ive} ?

+ SC S
[ r eject  BR_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 4

S CS
[ accept  B R_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

S C S

[ p re p a r e  B A _ a c k _ m s g ]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

S C S

< B A _ a c k _ m s g >

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

G C S

> B A _ a c k _ m s g <

3. 2.2 .3
M G6

S CS
[  pro cess B R_cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
[t er mi nate  " M anage

Sat elli te "
Tr ansact ion{ cur r ent }]

3.3. 1
TG 2

G CS
??<TG _cm d_m sg>??

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
>TG _cm d_m sg<

3.3. 1
TG 2
@@

S CS
[ r ecei ved TG _cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
[ ini ti ali ze "Tr ansm i t Dat a"

Tr ansact ion]
: >

@@
specif i ed c ustom er  da ta
tr ansm issi on ti me slo t

3.3. 1
SC S

[ end mai nt enance ti me  sl ot ]

+
G CS

[B A_ac k_msg. sta tus code
=  ]

+
G CS

[ FA_ack_ msg. sta tus code
=]

+ GC S
[ m aint enance  t im e sl ot end]

+ GC S
<M T_cm d_m sg>

+ SCS
>M T_cm d_m sg<

+
S CS

[ MT_cm d_m sg : r ecei ve d]

+ S CS
<M A_ ack_m sg>

+ G CS
>M A_ ack_m sg<

+ G CS
[ MA _ack_m sg :  re ceived]

3 .2 . 2 .3

M G 6 . 3

S C S

[ s p e c ify  u p li n k- d o w n l in k  p a ir ]

: > fo r  s e r v ic i n g

1

3.2 .3.
5

GC S
??t er mi nat e Tr ansm it  Dat a

tr ansac ti on{ cur ren t} ??

3.2 .3.
5

GC S
< TE_cm d_m sg>

+ GC S
[i nit ial  S tat e]

3. 2. 1
I N1

GC S
? ?ini ti ali ze SCS ??

3. 2. 1 GCS
<IN _cm d_msg >

3. 2. 1
I N1

G CS
?? ini ti ali ze S CS ??

GSE
??r espond to syst em er r or? ?

3. 2. 1
G CS

< IN _cm d_msg>

3.2 .1
I N1

GC S
<I N_cm d_m sg>

3.2 .1
I N1

SC S
??>I N_cm d_m sg<??

3.2 .1
IN1

GC S
??r espo nde to system

er ro r??

+
@@

SC S
[ IN _cm d_msg  : r eceived]

3. 2. 1
@@

SCS  | |
[i ni ti ali ze d]

S CS
[ usable]

3. 2. 1
I N2

SC S ||
[ pr epar e I NA _ack_m sg]

3. 2. 1
I N2

S CS
<I NA _ack_m sg>

3. 2. 1
I N2

G CS
>I NA _ack_m sg<

3. 2. 2.3
M G6 .2

??| |
[m ake ta ble entr i es]

: > c omm uni cati on sit es
{ act ive} *

3.2. 2
p2

SC S
[ pr ocess MG _cm d_msg ]

3 .2. 2
p2

SC S
[i nit ial ized  m anage sat elli te s

tr ansac ti on]

:> t im e slot
[m ai ntena nce]

3.2 .2
p2

G CS  | |
?? <MG _cm d_m sg>??

3.2. 2
p2

@@
SC S

> MG _cm d_m sg<

3 .3. 3.
2

D G2
SCS

< >dat a p ackets< >

3 .3. 3.
2

D G2
dow nli nk si te

>dat a p ackets<

3 .3. 3.
2

D G2
upl ink sit e

? ?<dat a p ackets> ??

3 .3. 3.
2

D G2

upl ink/ dow nli nk si te- scs
connect ion

[ NOT : mad e]

: > cust om er st atl lit e data si te2

3 .2. 3.
4

SCS
[ upl oad data packe ts{ all }]

SCS
[f or war ded dat a
pac kets{ all } ]

3 .2. 3.
4TC1

upl ink si te
[ com plet e d ata
tr ansm issi on]
upl ink si te

[ r eplace d da ta
packet s{b ad} {al l} ]

3.2 .3.
4TC 1

SC S
>TC _ack_m sg<

3.2 .3.
4TC 1

u pli nk si te
? ?<TC _ack_m sg>??

3.2 .3.
4

SC S
[ TC_ ack_msg :r ecei ved]

3.2 .3.
4TC 1

SC S
?Tr ansm it  D at a

Tr ansact ion  { vali d} ?

3. 2. 3.
4

S CS
< TC_ac k_msg>

3. 2. 3.
4

G CS
> TC_ac k_msg<

3. 2.3 .
4TC 3

SC S
?P B_ac k_msg:

ca ncell ed?

3. 2.3 .
4TC 3

SC S
[ ign ore  TC _cm d_msg ]

3. 2.3.
2

do wnli nk sit e
?? r ead DI ??

3.3. 3.
2

DI 2

upl ink/ dow nli nk si te -scs
connec ti on

[m ade]

: > cust om er  st atl li te dat a si te
2

3. 3.3 .
2D I 2

upli nk si te
<UG _ack_m sg>

d ownli nk sit e
<D G_ack_m sg>

upli nk si te
??NO T:

<UB _ack_m sg>??
d ownli nk sit e

??NO T:
<DB _ack_m sg>??

GC S
??N OT: <TE _cm d_msg >??

3. 3.3.
2DI 23

u pli nk si te
? ?<DI >??

3. 3.3.
2D I 3

SC S
<>DI <>

3. 3.3.
2D I 3

do wnli nk sit e
>DI <

3. 3.3.
2D I 3

SC S
?Tr ansm i t Dat a

T ran sacti on{ vali d} ?

+
@ @

d ownl ink sit e
[ DI : r ecei ve d]

3. 2. 3.
2

downl ink sit e
[p rep are  P B_ack_m sg]

3. 2.3 .
2

d ownl ink sit e
??N OT:  r ead D I??

3. 2. 3.
2

downl ink sit e
< PB_a ck_msg >

3. 2.3 .
2

??
A seri ous pr oblem - what  if
the  dow nli nk si te  send s

the PB _ack_m sg, and just
r ight  b efor e th at the  S CS

ch anged it s st ate  bec ause
the cust ome r' s t im e slot  i s

f in ished.

3. 2. 3.
2

S CS
?" Tr ansmi t Da ta"
Tr ansac ti on ?

3. 2. 3.
2

S CS
> PB_a ck_msg < + S CS

[r eje ct PB _ack_m sg ]

3 .2. 3.
2PB3

S CS
< PB_a ck_msg >

3 .2. 3.
2PB3

upl ink sit e
> PB_a ck_msg <

3 .2. 3.
2PB3

S CS
[ r equest  da ta packet

r eplacem ent ]

3 .2. 3.
2PB5

SCS
[P B_ack_m sg:  r ece ived]

3 .2. 3.
2PB5

SCS
[  t r ack PB_a ck_msg]

3. 2.3.
2PB 5

upli nk si te
??  r epl aced bad packet ??

3. 2. 3.
2P B5

upli nk sit e
?? NOT :  r epl aced bad

pac ket??

@ @

3.3. 1
TG 3.1

SCS
??Found upl i nk s i tes??

SCS
??F ound dow nli nk s i tes??

3. 3. 3.2 dow nli nk s i t e
>TG _cmd_m sg<

+
@@

dow nli nk s i t e
[D G_ack_m sg r ecei ved]

3. 3. 1
D B1

dow nli nk sit e
? ?NO T: r eceive dat a:

r eady? ?

+ dow nli nk sit e
<DB _ack_m sg>

+ SC S
>DB _ack_m sg<

3. 3. 1
D B3

SC S
[" Tr ansm it  D ata "

Tr ansa cti on {val id} ]

+
SC S

[ r eject  DB_ ack_m sg]
3. 3. 1
DB1

@ @

SC S
[ DG _ack_m sg: r ecei ve d]

3. 3. 1
DB2

SC S
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3. 3. 1
DB2

SC S
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com m unica ti on t im e slot ]
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+
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SC S
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3. 3.1
U B3

SC S
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SCS
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3. 3.1
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SCS
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3. 3.1
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SCS
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S CS
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3.3 .1
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S CS
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3.3 .1
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G CS
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3. 3.1
U B1

up lin k si te
??N OT:  re ceive dat a:

r eady??

+
up lin k si te

<UB _ack_m sg>

+
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SC S
>UB _ack_m sg<

+
SC S

[ r ejec t UB_ ack_msg  ]

3. 3.1
TG3. 1

TG _cmd_m sg
[ specif y downl ink s it e]

dow nli nk s i t e
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3. 3.1
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SC S
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Figure 45: Behavior Trees Modelling Process – Key Steps 

The first step translates English requirements descriptions one at a time into Requirements 

Behavior Trees. The primary principle of translation is to preserve the original meanings and 

vocabulary of the English descriptions as completely as possible. The second step integrates 

the translated Requirements Behavior Trees. The result is an integrated view to requirements. 

Multiple views of different aspects of the system then can be projected out from the Integrated 

Behavior Tree.  

I use an example to illustrate the modeling process and to show how defects can be 

detected in the process. The example specifies and analyzes an early warning system (Harel & 

Politi,1998). The informal English description of the system is as follows: 

Table 10:Original Requirements Descriptions of the Early Warning System 

1. The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor. 

2. When the sensor is connected, the EWS processes the signal and checks if the 

resulting value is within a specified range.  

3. If the value of the processed signal is out of range, the system issues a warning 

message on the operator display and posts an alarm.  
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4. If the operator does not respond to this warning within a given time interval, the 

system prints a fault message on a printing facility and stops monitoring the 

signal. 

5. The range limits are set by the operator. 

6. The system becomes ready to start monitoring the signal only after the range 

limits are set.   

7. The limits can be redefined after an out-of-range situation has been detected or 

after the operator has deliberately stopped the monitoring. 

The translation process could be recorded in a table – translation-tracing table. Each 

translation-tracing table records the translation of one requirement. The table records the 

corresponding Behavior Tree’s identifier of each English syntactic construct. It also records 

the Behavior Tree type of the syntactic construct and the function of the identifier in a 

Behavior Tree node. After the Behavior Tree tool is developed fully, the information of the 

translation-tracing tables should be recorded and maintained by the tool. Consequently, the 

currently lengthy paper-based records can be simplified.  

Translation 

Table 11 is an example of using translation-tracing table to translate the first requirements.  

S1: The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor. 

Table 11: Translation-Tracing Table of the First Requirement of Early Warning System 

Requirements Identifier Type 

The EWS Early_Warning_System Component 

Receives >…< Behavior 

A signal   Signal Message/Data 

From an external sensor External_Sensor Component 

In this table, the column of “Requirements” records each syntactic construct of English 

requirements description. For example, “The EWS” is a subject of the requirements. In the 

Behavior Tree specification, its identifier is “Early_Warning_System” that is declared as a 

component.  

In the translation process, Behavior Tree grammar helps identify defects. In the above 

declaration, “Signal” is declared as a message/data. Behavior Tree grammar requires that the 

declaration of a message’s data fields, the data type of each field, and the data range of each 
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field.65

Here, I translate the information in the above table (

 This is a defect of incompleteness. In order to correct this defect, we have to consult 

the customers.  

Table 11) as a Behavior Tree node.  

S1 EWS
> Signal <

 

Figure 46: Translation of Requirement 1 

This node does not specify which component will send a signal to the early warning system. 

The original requirements specify that the signal is received from an external sensor. This 

implies that under certain conditions, the external signal will send a signal to the early 

warning system. Therefore, I use another node specifying that the external sensor sends a 

signal to the early warning system. The plus sign in the tag part of the node indicates that the 

node is not in the original requirements instead it is only implied.  

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??  

Figure 47: Correction of Requirement 1 

Then I connect these two nodes by establishing a sequential order relationship between 

them. The result is: 

S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

 

In the above specification, “??...??” indicates the node is an event node. An event node will 

pass control to its child node when it realized its state. It means when the external sensor 

sends the signal, the early warning system shall be in a state of “receiving signal”. The arrow 

in the figure means an unspecified period of time passing.  

By using the same translation process, I translate the second requirement into a 

Requirements Behavior Tree (Figure 48).  

                                                        
65 Some may argue that at this stage, I should not request the specification of the data fields, the data type of each 
field, and the data range of each field. I do not share this opinion. I believe that the best place of identifying the 
information needs relating to the problem domain is in the requirements elicitation and specification phase where 
customers who need the information are available.  
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S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 External_SENSOR
??? Connected ???

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S2. When the sensor is connected, the EWS processes
the signal and checks if the resulting value is within
a specified range.

 

Figure 48: Requirements Behavior Trees of the Second Requirement of the Early Warning 

System 

In this translation process, I identified three potential defects. The meaning of “processed” 

is vague. By compiling a list of vague and ambiguous verbs, this potential defect could be 

detected automatically. Moreover, the data fields and format of the specified range is not 

provided. This violates Behavior Trees grammar in terms of the data and message. Finally, 

the root node of the Requirements Behavior Tree translated is a guard node that is indicated 

by “???...???”. This violates Behavior Trees grammar and means that the original 

requirements do not specify when the event could happen. 

Using the same process, I translated the remaining five requirements into Requirements 

Behavior Trees (Figure 49). 
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S3
+

EWS
< Warning_Message>

S3
+

Operator_Display
> Warning_Message <

S3 Operator_Display
<< Warning_Message >>

S3
+

EWS
[ Alarm[ Posted] ]

S3
+

EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S3
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S5 Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S5
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S5
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <

S5
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S6
+

EWS
[ Signal[Monitored ]]

S6
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S7
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S7
+

Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S7
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S7
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <

S7
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S7
+

EWS
[Signal[Not_Monitored]]

S7
+

Operator_Display
?? Monitoring[Stopped] ??

S7
+

Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S7
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S7
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <

S7
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S7
+

EWS
[ Signal[Monitored ]]

S3. If the value of the processed signal is out of range,
the system issues a warning message on the operator
display and posts an alarm.

Defects:
1. "system" is  a synonym of "EWS".
2. The warning message's data fields, the data type of each field,
and the data range of each field are not specified.
3. The order relationship between "issues a warning message on
the operator display" and "posts an alarm" is not specified.

S5. The range limits are set by the operator.

Defects:
1. "range limits" is a synonym of "range".

S6. The system becomes ready to start monitoring
the signal only after the range limits are set.

Defects:
1. "system" is a synonym of "EWS".
2. Which component will set the range limits at what time?

S7. The limits can be redefined after an out-of-range situation
has been detected or after the operator has deliberately stopped
the monitoring.

Defects:
1. "limits" is a synonym of "range".
2. "deliberately" is ambiguous.
3. "out of range situation" is a synonym of "signal out of range".

S4 Operator_Display
? NOT(Responded)?

S4
+

Timer
?? Time_Interval ??

S4
+

Operator_Display
<< Warning_Message >>

S4
+

Operator_Display
?? [Responded ] ??

S4
+

EWS
< Fault_Message >

S4 Printing_Facility
<<> Fault_Message <>>

S4
+

EWS
[Signal[Not_Monitored]]

S4. If the operator does not respond to this warning within a
given time interval, the system prints a fault message on a
printing facility and stops monitoring the signal.

Defects:
1. "system" is a synonym of "EWS".
2. "Warning" is a synonym of "warning message".
3. The warning message's data fields, the data type of each field,
and the data range of each field are not specified.
4. The details of time interval are not specified.
5. The order relationship between the "stop monitoring"
and "print message" is not specified.
6. Which component will give the time interval at what time?  

Figure 49: Requirements Behavior Trees of the Early Warning System 

I first integrate Requirements Behavior Trees 1 and 2 together (

Integration 

Figure 50).  
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S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 External_SENSOR
??? Connected ???

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

Integration

S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

Event node as head node.1

Incomplete state node2

Incorrect event node

After correction

 

Figure 50: Integration of Requirement Behavior Trees 1 and 2 of the Early Warning System 

In the integration process, I found three defects. In S1, the root node is an event node. 

According to Behavior Tree grammar, this is a defect because it means the tree does not 

specify when the event can occur. In this case, it means it does not specify when the external 

sensor will send a signal to the early warning system. This requirement is not specified in the 

original requirements description (Table 10, p.97). I assume that after the external sensor and 

the early warning system are connected with each other, the external sensor will send a signal. 

The second problem is that the original requirements specify that after the operator connects 

the external sensor to the early warning system, it will process the signal. However, after 

comparing these two Requirements Behavior Trees (RBTs), I assume the correct condition 

should be that the early warning system received the signal. Finally, according to Behavior 

Tree grammar, when a component is in a state of receiving data, the subsequent state of the 

component should be the component received that data. Therefore, Requirements Behavior 

Tree 1 is incomplete.  

After the integration of Requirements Behavior Trees 1 and 2, I integrate the third 

Requirements Behavior Tree (Figure 51).  
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S3
+

EWS
< Warning_Message>

S3
+

Operator_Display
> Warning_Message <

S3 Operator_Display
<< Warning_Message >>

S3
+

EWS
[ Alarm[ Posted] ]

S3
+

EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S3
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

Integration

S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S3
+

EWS
< Warning_Message>

S3
+

Operator_Display
> Warning_Message <

S3 Operator_Display
<< Warning_Message >>

S3
+

EWS
[ Alarm[ Posted] ]

 

Figure 51: Integration of Requirements Behavior Tree 1, 2, and 3 of the Early Warning System 

Now I integrate Requirements Behavior Trees 4. Again, because the root node of 

Requirements Behavior Tree 4 is an event node, I identify a defect of incompleteness. After 

correcting the problem, I get the Integrated Behavior Trees as shown in Figure 52.  
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S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S3
+

EWS
< Warning_Message>

S3
+

Operator_Display
> Warning_Message <

S3
+

EWS
[ Alarm[ Posted] ]

S4 Operator_Display
? NOT(Responded)?

S4
+

Timer
?? Time_Interval ??

S4
+

Operator_Display
<< Warning_Message >>

S4
+

Operator_Display
?? [Responded ] ??

S4
+

EWS
< Fault_Message >

S4 Printing_Facility
<<> Fault_Message <>>

S4
+

EWS
[Signal[Not_Monitored]]

Note:
1. <<...>> means screen output.
2. <<>...<>> means receive
message then output it to
display device.

 

Figure 52: Integration of Requirements Behavior Trees 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Early Warning 

System 

When I intend to integrate Requirements Behavior Tree 5 into the above tree Figure 52, I 

found that I cannot do so. Consequently, I look to integrate it with Requirements Behavior 

Trees 6 (Figure 54). In the integration process, I also find that requirement 6 does not specify 

when the early warning system will set the range. I assume that the event that triggers this 

state is that the operator sets range.66

                                                        
66 The assumptions I make would normally need to be resolved with customers/domain experts.  
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S5 Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S5
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S5
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <

S5
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S6
+

EWS
[ Signal[Monitored ]]

S5 Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S5
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S5
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <

S5
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

S6
+

EWS
[ Signal[Monitored ]]

S6
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

Integrating

 

Figure 53: Integration of Requirements Behavior Trees 5 and 6 of the Early Warning System 

Then I integrate the last Requirements Behavior Trees (Figure 54).  

S5 Operator_Display
>> Range_Limits <<

S5
+

Operator_Display
< Range_Limits >

S5
+

EWS
> Range_Limits <
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Figure 54: Integration of Requirements Behavior Trees 1 – 6 of the Early Warning System 

When I integrated the above requirements Behavior Trees, I found that S6: the EWS 

monitored the signal is not syntactically equivalent to S1: if the external sensor is connected. 

In addition, the original requirements do not specify that they are sequential. However, in 

order to integrate them together I assume that they are sequential, which means that after the 

EWS started monitoring the signal and if the external sensor is connected to the EWS, the 

external sensor will send signal to the EWS.  
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Now I integrate the two Integrated Behavior Trees together (Figure 55). 
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Figure 55: Integration of Multiple Occurrence Behavior Trees 

In the above Integrated Behavior Trees, the requirement 7 does not specify when the 

operator can stop the early warning system from monitoring the signal. In this example, I 

assume that the operator can do so whenever the early warning system is in a monitoring 

signal state. It means the operator can do so in the above fifteen places.  

We need to inspect this Integrated Behavior Trees against Behavior Tree grammar. By 

Behavior Trees Grammar Check 
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doing so, I found the following defects (Figure 56).  
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Figure 56: Behavior Trees Grammar Defects in the Integrated Behavior Trees of the Early 

Warning System 

I found the following defects violating Behavior Trees grammar.  
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1. Incomplete Precondition. This means that the requirements do not specify when the 

operator can connect the external sensor to the early warning system. I correct this 

defect by assuming that when the external sensor and the early warning system are not 

connected, the operator can connect the external sensor to the early warning system.  

2. Incomplete condition enumeration. The requirements specification specify that the 

precondition for the external sensor sending signal to the early warning system is when 

the early warning system is ready to monitor the signal. However, the precondition is 

incomplete for the early warning system to receive the signal, the external sensor 

should have been connected to it. I correct this defect by assuming that the 

precondition for the external sensor to send signal to the early warning system is when 

the early warning system is connected to it. 

3. Missing Reversion. This means that after the early warning system stops monitoring 

the signal and then after the operator sets the range, the requirements do not specify 

which event will happen. I correct this defect by assuming that after the early warning 

system stops monitoring, the early warning system will be ready to monitor the signal. 

4. Missing Reversion. This means that the requirements do not specify what will happen 

when the early warning system tested that the signal is in the range. I correct this defect 

by assuming that after the early warning system tested that the signal is in the range, 

the early warning system will be in a state of monitoring the signal. 

5. Competing Event: This means that the requirements do not specify the order 

relationship between the thread of operator display reads in the range limits and the 

timer counts the interval. Consequently, if the time interval is short and while the 

operator display has not finished reading in the range limits, the early warning system 

could stop the operator display from reading in the range limits. 

6. Missing Reversion. This means that after the early warning system sets the range, the 

requirements do not specify which event will happen. I correct this defect by assuming 

that after the early warning system stops monitoring, the early warning system will be 

ready to monitor the signal. 

7. Missing Reversion. This means that after the early warning system stops monitoring 

the signal, the requirements do not specify which event will happen. I correct this 
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defect by assuming that after the early warning system stops monitoring, the operator 

must push a start button. When the start button is pushed, the early warning system will 

start monitoring the signal. 

By combining these corrections into the tree, I produce the Integrated Behavior Tree as 

Figure 55 shows.  
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Figure 57: Integrated Behavior Trees of the Early Warning System without Behavior Trees 

Grammar Defects 
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3.7.4 Defect Types and Behavior Trees 

The previous subsection illustrates how I can use Behavior Trees to specify requirements. 

It also shows how defects could be detected in the process. This subsection addresses how this 

process and the Integrated Behavior Trees benefit defect detection activities.  

Rigorous translation can detect ambiguities and vagueness in English descriptions. 

Conventionally, the ambiguities and vagueness are: 

From Informal to Formal 

. omitted (UML, CSP, B, Z, Cleanroom),  

. intended to be detected with a question as “3. Are there other interpretations of this 

requirement that the implementer might make based upon the way the 

requirement/functional specification is defined ((Basili et al., 2005), test.pdf, p.1)”, 

or   

. are detected with some unorganized instantiations of ambiguities (“all”, “TBD”, 

“process”).  

Unlike conventional methods, Behavior Trees translate informal requirements documents. 

The translation process enforces the disambiguation and clarification of structural ambiguities. 

The following is an example of ambiguous requirements. 

Original English Descriptions 

The SSS should be capable of pressurizing the crew module up to two psid through the 

cabin hatch and

  Analysis 

 venting the crew module through onboard valves while on the launch pad and 

after crew ingress and cabin hatch closeout  (Administration, 1998) (Vol X-Book 1-Revision 

M 98, p.3-32). 

This sentence has at least four different interpretations. 

Interpretation 1. The SSS should be capable of venting the crew module…, and then

Interpretation 2. The SSS should be capable of venting the crew module…, and 

 the SSS 

should be capable of pressurizing the crew module up to two psid through the cabin 

hatch.” 

at the same 

time the SSS should be capable of pressurizing the crew module up to two psid through 
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the cabin hatch.” 

Interpretation 3. The SSS should be capable of pressurizing the crew module up to two psid 

through the cabin hatch, and be capable of venting the crew module…in an undetermined 

order

Which interpretation describes what the customers want has to be answered by those who 

have domain knowledge. If rigorous translation process is not used, it is likely that this 

ambiguity will be undetected.  

. 

Instead of directly and implicitly treating the order between “venting crew module” and 

“pressurizing the crew module” as sequential, Behavior Trees requires engineers to clarify the 

order relationship. The rigorous translation narrows the gaps between the requirements of 

English requirements documents and the Behavior Trees specification. 

 

The integration process provides five means for detecting requirements defects. Firstly the 

integration process identifies semantic defects especially inconsistency. Because it is 

impractical to compare each pair of requirements, the key to detect inconsistencies is to know 

which two requirements may be inconsistent. Section 

Integrated View 

2.1.1 (p.9) gives an example of 

inconsistent requirements. These two requirements descriptions appear on page 7 and page 12 

of the original requirements document. Sixteen functional requirements are in between. It 

means engineers need to process sixteen requirements before finding that functional 

requirement 18 is inconsistent with functional requirement 1. Because of the limited 

capability of people’s short-term memory (see Section 2.6.1, p.33), it is unlikely that the 

inspectors will remember details of requirement 1 while inspecting requirements 18. As a 

result, it is likely this inconsistency will be undetected. For requirements documents of large 

systems, identifying the potential inconsistencies is more difficult because of the large number 

of inherently related requirements. 

In order to know which two requirements may be inconsistent, a key is to bring them 

together, which means those requirements related should be represented cohesively. In other 

words, it means the positions of chunks of information should be organized according to the 

strength of their relationships. In the Integrated Behavior Trees and Composition Trees, those 
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requirements closely related are integrated together. Requirements are represented more 

cohesively. In the following example, the inconsistency was identified when I integrate the 

requirement 18 into the Integrated Behavior Tree. Functional requirement 18 should be 

integrated at the same point as requirement 1 is (Figure 58).  

1-1 Video_System
[Initial_State]

1-3 Clerk
??<< Option >>??

1-4 Video_System
[Display Option_Menu]

Video_System
1-5 Main_Menu
<< 1. Rent a Tape >>
<< 2. Return Tapes >>
<< 3. Insert New Customer >>
<< 4. Insert New Video >>
<< 5. Change Customer Data >>
<< 6. Change Video Data >>
<< 7. Delete Customer Data >>
<< 8. Delete Video Data >>
<< 9. Exit >>
>> Option <<

1+1 Video_System
>> Option <<

1+1 Video_System
??[Received Option]??

18-1 Manager
?? <Tape_Bar_Code_IDs> ??

18-3 Video_System
[Delete Video_Inventory_ Record]

18-5 Video_System
<<Deletion_Status_Message>>

18+1 Video_System
>Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

18+2
Video_System

??[Received Tape_Bar_ Code_
IDs]??

i+1 Video_System
???Option = 7???

i+3 Video_System
<<Delete_Customer_Record_Menu>>

i+2 Video_System
[Delete Customer  Record]

1-1 Clerk
?? <Tape_Bar_Code_IDs> ??

Inconsistent

These requirements are integrated before we integrate
functional requirement 18. However, they are not
related to functional requirement 18 as close as

functional requirement 1 does.

 

Figure 58: an Example of Behavior Trees' Effectiveness in Identifying Inconsistency by 

Integration 

The original requirement 18 specifies that only the manager can delete delete a customer’s 

record. However, the requirement 1 shows that the clerk can also delete a customer’s record. 

After the integration, the Behavior Trees Grammar checker should be able to identify this 

inconsistency automatically because the results of the integration violate the atomic nodes 

(Figure 59).  
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Node 2

Node 1

 

Figure 59: the Meaning of atomic nodes 

The meaning of line that connects the two nodes is that after node 1 is realized, control can 

only be passed to node 2. In other words, node 1 and node 2 are atomic. No other branches 

should exist between the two atomic nodes. However, in the previous diagram, the node has 

two child nodes. Therefore, it violates Behavior Trees grammar and shows form pattern that 

could be identified automatically.  

The second means to detect defects is to show incompleteness. If a Requirement Behavior 

Tree cannot be integrated into existing Behavior Trees, it indicates that the requirements are 

incomplete. Figure 60 shows an example.   

S1 EWS
> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

S1
- External_SENSOR

? Connected ?

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 EWS
? Signal[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Signal[Out_of_range] ?

S6
+

EWS
[ Signal[Monitored ]]

S6
+

EWS
[Range_Limits[Set ]]

Integrating

 

Figure 60: an Example of Behavior Trees' Effectiveness in Showing Incompleteness by 

Integration 

In this example, one Requirements Behavior Tree cannot be integrated, which indicates the 

original requirements do not specify when the external sensor can sends a signal to the early 

warning system. In order to correct this defect, I assume that whenever the early warning 

system is connected to the external sensor, the early warning system can send the signal to the 

system. After the correction, I can integrate it into the existing requirements (Figure 57).  

The third means to detect defects enables rigorous and automated analysis of the 
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requirements are possible (Campbell et al., 2002, p.264). Conventionally, the analysis of 

model integrity is done by verifying whether these models are consistent against pre-defined 

rules. Because domain-knowledge-dependent rules are difficult to be specified generally, only 

some specific rules are used to assure the integrity of models. Behavior Trees integrated view 

provides a seamless view of requirements. The requirements are represented with an identical 

notation. Consequently, domain-knowledge-dependent rules can be applied directly on the 

Integrated Behavior Trees.  

Another means assures internal consistency between different views. Because Behavior 

Trees produce the integrated view first, the projected multiple views will have better quality. 

The reason is that the engineers understand the whole before producing the parts. In the 

contrast, if I produce multiple views first, because of the lack of understanding of the whole, 

the decisions of modeling the multiple views are not made based on the whole requirements 

but on part of the requirements or on some aspects of the requirements. Consequently, it is 

possible that those diagrams fail to reflect particular relationships. 

Finally, the Integrated Behavior Trees improve the understandability of requirements. The 

natural language requirements documents are easy to read, but difficult to be understood.67 

Because all requirements are related (Mayall, 1979), an integrated view of requirements is 

critical to understand requirements.68

Figure 61

 Because natural language descriptions are interpreted 

from left to right and from top to bottom, the semantic structure, which reflects the rich 

structures of physical phenomena and of conceptual objects, is constrained by the two-

dimension syntax shape of the descriptions. For example,  gives the English 

requirements description of the early warning system I give before.  

                                                        
67 It should be explicitly pointed out that readability and understandability are two different properties of the 
reading process. Readability means the degree of difficulty interpreting the descriptions. Understandability means 
degree of difficulty forming the pictures of the meanings and be able to use the pictures to assist decision-makings 
and to guide readers’ behaviors. 
68 Shalaer and Mellor considered incompleteness and inconsistency as an inevitable result of the lack of an 
integrated view to requirements (Shlaer et al., 1988, p.4-5). Yourdon also addressed the necessity of having an 
integrated view (Yourdon, 1989, p.276). Egyed and Medvidovic (Egyed et al., 1999) addressed the integration of 
UML diagrams.  
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The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor. When the sensor is connected, the 

EWS processes the signal and checks if the resulting value is within a specified range. If 

the value of the processed signal is out of range,-the system issues a warning message on 

the operator display and posts an alarm. If the operator does not respond to this 

warning-within a given time interval, the system prints a fault message on a printing 

facility and stops monitoring the signal. The range limits are set by the operator. The 

system becomes ready to start monitoring the signal only after the range limits are set.  

The limits can be redefined after an out-of-range situation has been-detected or after the 

operator has deliberately stopped the monitoring.  

Figure 61: an Example of Unstructuralized Requirements (Adapted from (Harel & 

Politi,1998)) 

The requirements structure is obscured in the two-dimension paragraph structure. For 

example, the order relationship between the EWS receiving a signal from an external sensor 

and the sensor being connected is not represented in the textual description. The readers read 

“the EWS receives a signal from an external sensor” before reading “when the sensor is 

connected”. However, the order relationship between them is that the sensor is connected, and 

then the EWS receives a signal from an external sensor. This order relationship is supposed to 

be constructed by readers.  

To realize and to organize the order relationships for the whole requirements descriptions, 

readers have to store the requirements completely and then integrate them in their memory, or 

to use another representation tool to reshape the requirements. For a large system’s 

requirements document, the first solution is impractical because the number of requirements 

will be larger than the capacity of the short-term memory. In practice, the second solution is 

often used. In this way, a diagrammatic notation is used to reshape the requirements. Figure 57 

(p.110) structures the above example. The order of the interactions is structured as a tree. The 

sequence of activities is coded into the position of the diagram. The node at higher position 

occurs before a node at a lower position. Consequently, to read and to understand the 

requirements, it is unnecessary to reason about the sequence in readers’ heads. The syntax 

structure of the diagram guides the interpretation sequence and shows the process structure of 

the requirements. Readers’ understanding (the association of new information with existing 

understanding framework) is guided by the requirements structure. This improves the 
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readability and understandability of requirements. The better readability and understandability 

improves the inspection effectiveness (Figure 57, p.110).  

Because Behavior Trees have formal semantics, the Behavior Trees models can be model- 

checked and simulated (Smith et al., 2004). Consequently, those requirements properties that 

are related to temporal properties of behaviours can be checked automatically.  

Formal semantics 

3.7.5 Hypothesis 

Because Behavior Trees using rigorous translation to narrow the discrepancy between 

informal and formal requirements and because Behavior Trees specify the integrated view 

prior to the multiple views, and because Behavior Trees has formal semantics; I conclude that 

if a detection framework is developed, detecting defects in Behavior Trees specifications will 

be more effective. The objective of this research is to develop such a framework. The 

objective is based on the hypothesis that: 

 if a well-specified defect classification scheme is developed, different types of detectors 

are integrated to detect the defect patterns that suit their capabilities, and processes are 

developed to cover the complete requirements documents lifecycle, then  

the framework will detect more types of defects, will be more repeatable in the results, and 

will be more scalable than other techniques that I have investigated. 

3.8 Summary 

This chapter justifies the research motivation and states the research objectives. The 

literature methods are divided into four types: inspection, automatic detection, model-

checking method, and formal reasoning. By evaluating literature, this chapter reveals in order 

to make progress to solve the early defect detection problem, I still need a defect classification 

scheme that: 

. covers both English requirements documents and formal requirement 

specifications, 

. explicitly specifies and systematically organizes knowledge as quality rules, 
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. characterizes them into defect patterns,  

. and that classifies defect patterns more exhaustively and exclusively.  

We also need a method that defines processes: 

. to regulate the detection activities of different types of detectors,  

. to organize different detectors to detect those defect patterns that suit their 

capabilities, 

. to cover the whole lifecycle of requirements descriptions, 

. and to refine the method by accommodating experiences that are learned from 

misdetections. 

Finally, I also want the effectiveness and efficiency of the detection results to be: 

. repeatable, 

. and scalable. 

In addition, this chapter suggests in order to narrow the knowledge gap, ideally the notation 

used to specify the formal requirements should have enough expressive power to capture 

requirements, have a rigorous, traceable, and checkable process to specify the requirements 

formally, produce an integrated view, and have a formal semantics. However, conventional 

notations that are investigated possess only some of these features. Diagrammatic notations 

are good at structuring relationships. Formal notations build logical completeness, consistency, 

and correctness into the specification. However, none has independent lexicon. Instead, all use 

the English lexicon without detecting lexicon defects. Moreover, no one has a rigorous, 

traceable, and checkable process to specify the requirements diagrammatically or formally. In 

addition, although researchers intend to provide integrated views, no one appears to achieve it. 

Finally, researchers have tried to attach formal semantics to UML diagrams, the efforts, while 

fruitful, produce formal semantics to only some UML diagrams. Formal notations, 

theoretically, can have formal semantics. If they can be converted to Kripke structure, model 

checkers should be applicable to model checkers.  

Moreover, this chapter shows that Behavior Trees have the notational features that help to 

narrow the knowledge gap. Behavior Trees uses a formal diagrammatic notation. 

Requirements are firstly translated into Behavior Tree specifications one at a time. Then 

translated requirements are integrated into an Integrated Behavior Tree. Multiple views of 
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requirements are projected from the Integrated Behavior Trees. The translation is a rigorous, 

traceable, and checkable process at which ambiguities and vagueness of English requirements 

documents can be detected. In addition, the discrepancies between informal and formal 

specifications become narrower. The integration reduces redundancies and detects 

inconsistencies. It also shows incompleteness if a Requirements Behavior Tree cannot be 

integrated. The Integrated Behavior Trees structuralize the requirements and improves the 

understandability of requirements. Thus, customers can inspect the Integrated Behavior Trees 

for heuristic meaning patterns. Finally, because Behavior Trees have formal semantics, model 

checkers can be used to detect logical meaning patterns. 

The knowledge gap and the features of Behavior Trees motivate us to develop a framework 

for early detection of requirements defects. The framework is based on the hypothesis that: 

 If a well-specified defect classification scheme is developed, different types of detectors 

can be integrated to detect the defect patterns that suit their capabilities, and processes are 

developed to cover the complete requirements documents lifecycle, then  

the framework will detect more types of defects, will be more repeatable, and will be more 

scalable than other techniques investigated. 
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Chapter 4  The Framework 

You ask what is the use of classification, arrangement, systemization.  

I answer you: order and simplification are the first steps toward the mastery of a subject 

– the actual enemy is the unknown. 

–Thomas Mann (1875-1955) 

Chapter three hypothesizes that if a detection framework is developed, detecting defects in 

Behavior Trees requirements specifications can be more effective. After presenting a Behavior 

Trees defect classification scheme, this chapter describes such a framework. There are five 

sections. Section one describes the syntactical constructs of English and of Behavior Trees. 

Section two explains how to apply quality rules to each syntactical construct. Section three 

describes defect patterns and the scheme’s structure. Section four presents the framework. 

Section five summarizes this chapter. 

4.1 Syntactical Constructs 

4.1.1 English Syntactical Constructs 

Figure 62 shows the initial structure of the defect classification scheme.  

Behavior Trees Defect Classification Scheme

English Requirements Document

Behavior Trees Requirements Specification

Lexicon

Sentence

Paragraph

 

Figure 62: the Initial Structure of Behavior Trees Defect Classification Scheme 

The English syntactical constructs are lexicon, sentence, and paragraph. The features of a 

paragraph could indicate readability of English requirements document. In this thesis, I do not 

investigate the details of the relationship between paragraphs and the readability. However, in 
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future works, this should be investigated by reviewing the literature in readability studies in 

the field of linguistics. Some works in this field are (Davison & Green, 1988; Kemper, 1988; 

Klare, 1963). 

4.1.2 Behavior Trees Syntactical Constructs69

Before presenting a simplified syntactical structure of Behavior Trees, I use an example to 

show the relevant Behavior Trees syntactical constructs (

 

Figure 63).  This example was 

selected from a case study that I did for the Space Shuttle Flight and Ground System 

Specification (Administration, 1998). 

3.2.1.1.5 Orbiter
[Ascent]

3.2.1.1.5 Space_Shuttle.Main_Engine
[Shutdown]

External_Tank
[Separated]

3.2.1.1.5 Propellants
??Trapped??

in MPS_feed_lines

in Space_Shuttle.Main_Engine

3.2.1.1.5 Orbiter
[Dump Propellants]

English Requirements Description
3.2.1.1.5 Propellant Dump
During ascent after SSME shutdown  and ET separation,
the Orbiter shall be capable of dumping propellants remaining
trapped in the MPS feed lines and main engine

Node

Node SubjectNode Predicate

Node Modifier

Control Flow
Direction

 

Figure 63: An Example Illustrating Behavior Trees Syntactical Constructs 

The syntactical constructs of the example are: 

. Component Identifier – Orbiter, Space_Shuttle.Main_Engine, External_Tank, 

Propellants, MPS_feed_lines.  

. Behavior Identifier – Is_Ascent, Shutdown, Separated, Trapped, Dump. 

. Node – There are four nodes. The figure gives an example of a node. In the example, 

“Orbiter” is a subject. “Is_Ascent” is a predicate. “[…]” is a node modifier that 

                                                        
69 Some contents in this section are from Behavior Trees Notation (Standard) V.05.2. Behavior Trees language is 
composed of  Behavior Trees, Structure Trees, and Composition Trees. This thesis only discusses Behavior Trees. 
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indicates that the node type is a state realization node. A state realization node passes 

control to its child nodes while the subject realizes the predicate.  

. Control flow – The node types and the arrows indicate how control flow should be 

dispatched to child nodes.  

The above example gives an impression of the syntactical types of Behavior Trees. Next, I 

provide a version of Behavior Trees syntactical constructs in Figure 64. This version of 

Behavior Trees syntactical constructs represents my understanding to this notation.  

Behavior Trees Syntactic Structure

Primary Types Nodes Integrated Behavior Trees

Componennt

Behavior

Property

Message/Data

Subject

Predicate

Modifiers

Message/Data Modifier

Component Modifier

Behavior Modifier

Property Modifier

Node Modifier

Spatial Modifier

Temporal Modifier

Performance Modifier
Constraint

Component (Component Modifier)

Behavior (Behavior Modifier) (Component)  (Component Modifier)

Behavior (Behavior Modifier) (Property)  (Property Modifier)

Node Type

Control Flow Disptaching Logic

Event Node

State Realization Node

Decision Flow Dispatching

Sequential Flow Dispatching

Concurrent Flow Dispatching

Selective Flow Dispatching

Triggered Dispatching

Creat a Control

Destroy a Control

Iteration Disptaching

Quantifier

Property

 

Figure 64: a Simplified Version of Behavior Trees Syntax Structure 

The figure shows that Behavior Trees has three concept categories: primitive types, nodes, 

and Integrated Behavior Trees. Primitive types include component, behavior, property, and 

message/data. Nodes are composed from primitive types. A node has a subject and a predicate. 

A subject consists of a component and optionally one or more component modifiers. A 

predicate includes a behavior and optionally one or more components that are the behaved 

objects. The behavior and the behaved component may have their own modifiers.  

Another structure of a predicate is a behavior with a property. Optionally both the behavior 

and the property may have their own modifiers. A node may have various types of modifiers 

used to specify the temporal, spatial, performance, and other properties of the node. By using 

control flow dispatching logic, nodes are composed into an Integrated Behavior Tree that 
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describes when each node should be realized.  

I integrated these constructs into the Behavior Trees defect classification scheme (Figure 

65). 

Behavior Trees Defect Classification Scheme

English Requirements Document
Lexicon

Sentence

Paragraph

Behavior Trees Syntactic Structure

Primary Types Node Integrated Behavior Trees

Componennt

Behavior

Property

Message/Data

Subject

Predicate

Modifiers

Message/Data Modifier

Component Modifier

Behavior Modifier

Property Modifier

Node Modifier

Spatial Modifier

Temporal Modifier

Performance Modifier
Constraint

Component (Component Modifier)

Behavior (Behavior Modifier) (Component)  (Component Modifier)

Behavior (Behavior Modifier) (Property)  (Property Modifier)

Node Type

Control Flow Disptaching Logic

Event Node

State Realization Node

Decision Flow Dispatching

Sequential Flow Dispatching

Concurrent Flow Dispatching

Selective Flow Dispatching

Triggered Dispatching

Creat a Control

Destroy a Control

Iteration Disptaching

Quantifier

Property

Tree Level Modifiers

 

Figure 65: the Behavior Trees Defect Classification Scheme - Syntactical Structure 

This scheme specifies what should be detected. Detectors should detect lexicon, sentence, 

and paragraph in the English requirements documents. They should also detect component, 

behavior, property, message/data, subject of a node, predicate of a node, modifiers of a node, 

and Integrated Behavior Trees. However, at this moment, this scheme only specifies what 

should be detected. It says nothing about which detector should detect what quality aspect of 

each syntactical construct at what time. For example, when detectors check a Behavior Trees 

specification, this scheme informs them to inspect the Integrated Behavior Tree for defects. 

However, it does not inform them what should be inspected in the Integrated Behavior Tree. 

The next section further develops the classification scheme by discussing what quality 

properties each syntactical construct should have. With the quality rules, the scheme will 

instruct the detectors to search for what in which syntactical construct. 

4.2 Syntactical Constructs and Quality Rules 

By exploring rules applicable to each syntactical construct, this section specifies what 
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quality issues the detectors should inspect in syntactical constructs. 

4.2.1 Quality Rules  

The quality rules and their categories have already been discussed previously (see Section 

2.4 Rules, p.18). Figure 66 summarizes the structure of the quality rules that I thought should 

be applied to the previous syntactical constructs. 
Rules

Q1. Rules of Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Use Quality

Q1.C1 Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.1 Subjective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C1.2 Objective Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.2.1. Domain Knowledge Dependent Objective Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.2.2. Domain Knowledge Independent Objective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C2 Semantic Rules

Q1.C2.1  System Property Rules

Q1.C2.1.2  Safety Rules
Q1.C2.1.1  Security Rules

Q1.C2.1.3  Dependability Rules
Q1.C2.1.4  Reliability Rules
Q1.C2.1.5  Other Quality Rules
that are specified in English
requirements documents.

Q1.C1.2.2.2  Satisfaction of Intention

Q1.C2.2.1  Physical Basis of Customers' Intentions
Q1.C2.2.2  Physical Basis of Requirements
Q1.C2.2.3  Intention Satisfaction Rule

Q1.C1.2.2.3 Behavior Trees Temporal Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1 Classical Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.4 Behavior Trees Probability Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.5 Behavior Trees Spatial Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.6 Behavior Trees Condition Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.7 Behavior Trees Aggregation Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.8 Behavior Trees Classification Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.9 Behavior Trees Dependency Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1.1. Logic Completeness
Q1.C1.2.2.1.2. Logic Consistency
Q1.C1.2.2.1.3. Logic Correctness

Q2.C1 Grammar Rules

Q2.C2 Identical Referents

Q2.C3 Rules for Relationship between
Informal English Requirements Documents
and Formal Behavior Trees Specification

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Rules
Q3.C2 Verifiability Related Rules
Q3.C3 Validation Related Rules
Q3.C4 Readability Related Rules
Q3.C5 Understandability Related Rules
Q3.C6 Testability Related Rules

Q2.C3.1 Insufficient Satisfaction
Q2.C3.2 Unnecessary Satisfaction

 

Figure 66: Rule Structure 

4.2.2 Rules for English Syntactical constructs  

The following rules are applied to English syntactical constructs. 

. Grammar rules. 

. Identical referents. 

. Readability related rules. 

I applied the above rules to English syntactical constructs. Figure 67 shows the process for 

applying them to English syntactical constructs.  
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Behavior Trees Defect Pattern Classification Scheme

English Requirements Document

Behavior Trees Requirements Specification

Lexicon

Sentence

Paragraph

Q1. Rules for Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Pragmatic Quality

Q2.C1. Grammar Rules

Q2.C2 Identical Referents

Q3..C4. Readability Related Defects

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Defects

Q1. Rules for Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Pragmatic Quality

Q2.C1. Grammar Rules

Q2.C2 Identical Referents

Q3..C4. Readability Related Defects

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Defects

Q1. Rules for Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Pragmatic Quality

Q3..C4. Readability Related Defects

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Defects

 

Figure 67: Rules for English Syntactical construct 

Although some types of requirements defects are detectable in English requirements 

documents, I prefer to detect them in Behavior Trees requirements specifications because 

Behavior Trees specifications benefit defect detection efforts (see Section 3.7.4, p.111). When 

I detect English requirements documents, representation qualities should be checked. They 

should satisfy the grammar rules of English and identical referents rule. The identical 

referents rule means that each word and each sentence should have identical referents in the 

requirements. 

4.2.3 Rules for Behavior Trees Syntactical constructs  

I only applied parts of the rules to the syntactical constructs of Behavior Trees. Figure 68 

shows the results of my applying classical logic rules (Q1.C1.2.2.1) to Behavior Trees 
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syntactical constructs.  

Behavior Trees Defect Pattern Classification Scheme
English Requirements Document

Behavior Trees Requirements Specification

Primitive Types

Nodes

Integrated Behavior Trees

Component

Behavior

Property

Subject
Predicate
Modifier

Node Type

Tree Modifier

Control Flow Dispatching Logic

Message/Data

Rules
Q1. Rules of Requirements Quality

Q2. Rules of Representation Quality

Q3. Rules of Use Quality

Q1.C1 Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.1 Subjective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C1.2 Objective Pragmatic Rules
Q1.C1.2.1. Domain Knowledge Dependent Objective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2. Domain Knowledge Independent Objective Pragmatic Rules

Q1.C2 Semantic Rules
Q1.C2.1  System Property Rules

Q1.C2.1.2  Safety Rules
Q1.C2.1.1  Security Rules

Q1.C2.1.3  Dependability Rules
Q1.C2.1.4  Reliability Rules
Q1.C2.1.5  Others

Q1.C2.2  Satisfaction of Intention
Q1.C2.2.1  Physical Basis
of Customers' Intentions

Q1.C2.2.2  Physical Basis
of Requirements

Q1.C2.2.3  Intention Satisfaction Rule

Q1.C1.2.2.2 Behavior Trees Temporal Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1 Classical Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.3 Behavior Trees Probability Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.4 Behavior Trees Spatial Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.5 Behavior Trees Condition Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.6 Behavior Trees Aggregation Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.7 Behavior Trees Classification Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.8 Behavior Trees Dependency Logic Rules

Q1.C1.2.2.1.1.  Logic Complete Component

Q1.C1.2.2.1.2. Logic Consistent Component

Q1.C1.2.2.1.3. Logic Correct Component

Q2.C1 Grammar Rules

Q2.C2 Identical Referents
Q2.C3 Rules for Relationship between
Informal English Requirements Documents
and Formal Behavior Trees Specification

Q3.C1 Changeability Related Rules
Q3.C2 Verifiability Related Rules
Q3.C3 Validation Related Rules
Q3.C4 Readability Related Rules
Q3.C5 Understandability Related Rules
Q3.C6 Testability Related Rules

Q2.C3.1 Insufficient Satisfaction
Q2.C3.2 Unnecessary Satisfaction

Component Modifier
Behavior Modifier
Property Modifier
Message/Data Modifier
Node Modifier

 

Figure 68: Part of Behavior Trees Rules 

4.3 Behavior Trees Defect Classification Scheme 

The previous section explains how I can organize knowledge as quality rules. This section 

describes the template that records defect patterns. It also describes the classification scheme 
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that organizes syntactical constructs, quality rules, defects, and defect patterns.  

4.3.1 Defect Pattern Template 

We specify defect patterns following the following defect pattern template. 

Pattern No.: Pattern Name, E.g. Pattern 1: Incomplete Component 

Description: 

. Requirements Description Type: English Requirements Document, or Behavior Trees 

Requirements Specification. 

. Syntactical Construct: Lexicon, Sentence, or Paragraph; Primitive Type, Node, or 

Integrated Behavior Tree. 

. Rule: The quality rule that a syntactical construct shall follow. 

A description example is:  

Description: 

. Requirements Description Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Specification. 

. Syntactical Construct: Component. 

. Rule: A component must have at least one behavior or one property as its element.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form Pattern] 

The syntactical or structural characteristics of the defects should be specified here. 

E.g.: 

In the projected Component Behavior Trees, the length of both the MemberBehaviorList and 

MemberPropertyList is zero. This means there are no behaviors and no properties associated 

with this component.  

Component Identifier

Component Behavior Trees  
[Analysis] 

Why does this pattern indicate a type of defect? Answers should be given here. 

E.g.: 
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In the projected Component Behavior Trees, an identifier is declared as a component. 

However, the identifier does not have any member behaviors and member properties. This 

means that the entity modelled cannot act or be acted on by other entities of the system or by 

entities in the environment.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Here I should specify which detector should follow what process or algorithm to detect the 

pattern at which Behavior Trees specification stage. 

E.g. 

Stage (When) Detector 

(Who) 

Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar 

Checker 

The checker should highlight those identifiers which 

are defined as components and the lengths of whose 

MemberBehaviorList and MemberPropertyList are 

zero i.e. (they are empty lists.). 
 

[Example] 

A pattern example should be given here.  

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

To instantiate the template, I give a Behavior Trees dead lock pattern as an example.  

Description: 

Requirements Document Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Specification. 

Syntactical Construct: Integrated Behavior Trees 

Rule: All nodes in an Integrated Behavior Trees should be reachable. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form Pattern] 
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n1 Component 1
??Behavior 1??

n2 Component 2
[Behavior 2]

n1 Component 1^
??Behavior 1??

 
[Analysis] 

This structure means that whenever component 1 realizes behavior 1, the control must be 

passed to component 2. When component 2 takes the control, it will realize behavior 2. After 

component 2 realizes behavior 2, the control must be passed to component 1. Whenever 

component 1 takes the control, component 1 will realize behavior 1. If I use a state machine 

to represent meaning, the results are: 

n1 Component 1
??Behavior 1?? n2 Component 2

[Behavior 2]

 
[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysing Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Behavior Trees Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this 

structure automatically.  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

s1 User
??Push Reset_Button??

s2 Flight_Control_System
[Reset System_Timer]

s3 User^
??Push Reset_Button??

 
Analysis: When the user pushes the reset button, the flight control system must reset the 

system timer. After the flight control system resets the system timer, the user must push the 

reset button. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Behavior Trees Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this 

structure automatically.  
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4.3.2 The Structure of the Classification Scheme 

The classification scheme specifies syntactical constructs, quality rules, defect type 

(violations), and defect patterns. It was developed by applying the theories presented 

previously (see Section 2.3, p.16; Section 2.4, p.18; and Section 2.5, p.25). I developed the 

quality rules and defect patterns from two bases. The first was the extant literature, especially the 

linguistics literature (Bear & Hobbs, 1988; Empson, 1970; Hobbs, 1977, 1978; Hobbs et al., 1997; 

Lyons, 1977; Zwicky & Sadock, 1975) and that relating to computing linguistics (Berry et al., 

2003; Dowty et al., 1985; James, 1995). For the English requirements descriptions, the detection 

task focused on finding representation defects including ambiguity, inconsistency (polysemy and 

synonym), and ellipsis.  I searched the linguistics literature in an endeavour to elicit the words 

and/or structures that are more likely to lead to the above representation defects. I then classified 

them as defect patterns. The last step was to try these patterns in real-life situations and to find 

real-life examples for each pattern. 

The second basis was the experiments that I did for Behavior Tree models. I had to do case 

studies and ultimately I dealt with more than ten different cases. I collected the defects that I found 

and then characterized them as defect patterns. These defect patterns were subsequently associated 

with the violated quality rules that I developed. According to the type of the representation 

constructs, the quality rules and the defect patterns were linked to the representation constructs.  

Appendix A (p. 254) gives details of the scheme. Figure 69 gives the scheme’s structure.  
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 . English Requirements Documents
    . Lexicon
        . Rule 1. Representation Quality
             . Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Words
                 . Pattern 1. Ambiguous/Vague Nouns
                 . Pattern 2. Ambiguous/Vague Pronouns
                 . Pattern 3. Ambiguous/Vague Verbs
                 . Pattern 4. Ambiguous/Vague Adjectives
                 . Pattern 5. Ambiguous/Vague Adverbs
              . Violation 2. Inconsistency (Polysemy/Synonym)
                 . Pattern 1. Polysemy
                 . Pattern 2. Synonym
    . Sentence
        . Rule 1. Representation Quality
             . Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentences
                 . Pattern 1. Ambiguous/Vague Modifier Attachment-
                   Adjective Attachment
                 . Pattern 2. Ambiguous/Vague Modifier Attachment-
                   Adverb Attachment
                 . Pattern 3. Ambiguous/Vague Modifier Attachment-
                   Pronoun Attachment
                 . Pattern 4. Ambiguous/Vague Modifier Attachment-
                   Relative Clause Attachment
                 . Pattern 5. Ambiguous/Vague
                   Comparison Structures
                 . Pattern 6. Ambiguous/Vague Parallel Structures-
                   Coordinate Attachment
                 . Pattern 7. Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis
                 . Pattern 8. Ellipsis Structure-VP Ellipsis
                 . Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure-Participle Ellipsis
                 . Pattern 10. Ellipsis Structure-Gerund/Infinitive Ellipsis
                 . Pattern 11. Ellipsis Structure-Verbal Noun Ellipsis

 . Behavior Trees Requirements Documents
    . Primitive Types
        . Rule 1. Requirements Quality
             . Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type
                 . Pattern 1. Incomplete Component
                 . Pattern 2. Incomplete Behavior
                 . Pattern 3. Incomplete Property
                 . Pattern 4. Incomplete Message/Data
              . Violation 2. Incorrect Primitive Type
                 . Pattern 1. Incorrect Behavior
    . Node
        . Rule 1. Requirements Quality
             . Violation 1. Incomplete Nodes
                 . Pattern 1. Incomplete Subject Component
                 . Pattern 2. Incomplete Object Component
                 . Pattern 3. Incomplete Behavior Type Distinguisher
                 . Pattern 4. Incomplete Modifier
                 . Pattern 5. Incomplete Tracing Tag
              . Violation 2. Incorrect Nodes
                 . Pattern 1. Incorrect Subject-Predicate
                   Relationship
                . Pattern  2. Incorrect Predicate Behavior-
                   Object Component Relationship
                . Pattern 3. Incorrect Component-Property
                   Relationship
             . Violation 3. Inconsistent Nodes
                 . Pattern 1. Inconsistent Behavior-Object/Componet
                   -Property
        . Rule 2. Pragmatic Quality
             . Violation 1. Inconsistency-Synonym
                 . Pattern 1. Synonymic Node Value
 . Integrated Behavior Trees
        . Rule 1. Requirements Quality
             . Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees
                 . Pattern 1. Event Node as Root
                 . Pattern 2. Incomplete Event Enumeration
                 . Pattern 3. Incomplete State Realization Enumeration
                 . Pattern 4. Incomplete Specification of Order
                   Relationship between Child Nodes
                 . Pattern 5. Incomplete Flow
              . Violation 2. Inconsistent Behavior Trees
                 . Pattern 1. Inconsistent State Realization Nodes
             . Violation 3. Incorrect Behavior Trees
                 . Pattern 1. Incorrect Node Logic Equivalence
             . Violation 4. Deadlock
                 . Pattern 1. Two Mutual Initiation Nodes

 

Figure 69: the Structure of Defect Pattern Classification Scheme 

The scheme specifies defect patterns for the English lexicon and sentences, for Behavior 

Trees primitive types, nodes, and Integrated Behavior Trees. Requirements quality rules are 

not applied on English syntactical constructs because requirements defects can be better 

detected in Behavior Trees requirements specifications. Mostly requirements quality rules are 

applied on Behavior Trees syntactical constructs. Violations of any rule are defects, which are 

characterized as form patterns or meaning patterns. These defect patterns should be detected 

in the Behavior Trees modeling process.  
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4.4 The Framework 

4.4.1 The Framework Structure 

The framework (Figure 70) is an instantiation of the defect detection model that I 

developed (see Figure 2, p.14). I developed this framework by considering the possible 

detection methods that Behavior Trees should use. Firstly, I identified the types of 

requirements descriptions and syntactical structures that Behavior Trees use. Following this, I 

summarized the types of patterns that show up in the defect classification scheme (see Section 

4.3.2, p.130). When the thesis was written, Behavior Trees did not apply all types of detectors 

that were shown in the framework. My perception of the principle involved was that both 

machines and inspectors should be used and it was my belief that it is possible to use a 

grammar checker, form pattern identifier, model checker, and simulator in Behavior Tree 

models. Also, the engineers and customers should be requested to inspect the requirements. 

For each type of detector, a process should be specified. Once the elements of the model were 

mapped to the elements of the Behavior Trees method, the model was refined into the framework. 

The context is the Behavior Trees requirements specification and analysis method. The 

management activities provide an interface between Behavior Trees modelling activities and 

detection activities. The right side includes the detection activities. The detection activities 

answer which detector should follow what process and should use what tools to detect what 

defect patterns in which Behavior Trees modelling step. 
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Translation

English
Requirement
Document

3.2.3.
4

??
[establish uplink/downlink

si te-SCS connection]

SCS
[upload data pac kets{all} ]

SCS
[forwarded data

pac kets{all} ]
uplink si te

[replaced data
packets{bad}{all}]

3.2.3.
4

uplink si te
??<TC_ac k_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
>TC_ac k_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
[c omplete data
transmission]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
??<TC_ack_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
[TC_ack_msg:received]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
?Transmit Data

Transaction {valid}?

3.2.3.
4

SCS
<TC_ack_msg>

3.2.3.
4

GCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
?PB_ack_msg:

cancelled?

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
[ignore TC_cmd_msg]

Behavior Trees
 . Expression
 . Node

Integration

3.3. 1TG 3
S CS[ loo k up ent ri es {u pli nk

and downl ink sit es} ]

i n B/ L Lo okup Table

3. 3.1
T G3. 2

SCS
?? Found upl ink sit es??

SCS??N OT:  F ound downl ink
sit es??

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S[ pre par e
TSC AN_a ck_msg]

3. 3.1TG3. 2

SC S
<pr epar eTS CA N_ack_m sg>

3. 3.1TG3. 2
SC S<pr epar eTS CA N_ack_m sg>

3.3 .1
TG 3. 2

S CS
??N OT:  F ound upli nksi tes? ?

S CS??NO T:  Fo und downl ink
si tes? ?

3.3 .1TG 3. 2
S CS[pr epa re

TS CA N_ack_m sg]

3. 3. 1
TG3 .2

SC S
??NO T:  Fo und u pli nksi tes??

SC S
??Found  dow nli nk si te s??

3. 3. 1TG3 .2
SC S[ pr epar e

TSC AN _ack_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1MG 2. 2 SC S>HR _cmd_ msg<

3.2 .2. 1MG 2. 2
@@

SC S[R ecei ved H R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 1M G2. 1 S CS[ Enabl e: r ecei ve  m essages]

3.2. 2. 1MG 2. 2@@

SC S | |[ man age satel lit estr ansac ti on]

3.2. 2. 1MG 2. 2 GC S<HR _cmd _msg>

3. 2.2. 1M G2. 1
S CS  | |!N OT:  rec eive me ssage\{ HR _cm d_msg }!

3 .2 . 2 .3M G 6 .4@ @

S C S[ p ro c e s s e d  H R _ c m d _ m s g ]

3. 2.2 .2M G4 G CS<FR _cm d_m sg>

3. 2.2 .2M G4 S CS>FR _cm d_m sg<

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
[ FR _cm d_msg  r ecei ved]

3. 2.2 .2M G4 S CS[  pro cess F R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2. 2.2M G4 S CS?? reor bi t sat elli te {S CS }??

3. 2.2 .2M G4

S CS
? ? st abil izesat ell it e{ SCS }? ?

3. 2.2. 2M G4 S CS? ? r eor bi t satel li te{ SC S} ??

S CS[st abil ize sat ell it e{S CS }]

3.2 .2. 2MG 4 SC S??st abil ize sat elli te {S CS }??

SC S[  r eor bit  satel li te{ SC S} ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

GC S
< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2M G 4 SC S< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2M G 4 SC S[R eceived  FR _cm d_msg ]

3. 2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
?man age satel lit estr ansa cti on{ acti ve} ?

3 .2. 2. 2MG 4
@@

SC S
[a ccept FR _cm d_msg ]

+ SCS
[ re ject  F R_cm d_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2M G 4 SC S[pr epar e FA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2M G 4 SC S<  F A_ack_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2M G 4 GC S>FA _ack_m sg<

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

SC S
[E xe cuted  FR _cm d_msg ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

GC S
[ r eceived  FA _ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2M G 5
GC S? F A_ack_m sg. stat us code
= 2?

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5@ @

Syst em
! r esta rt  !

3 .2. 2. 3MG 6.2 ??[r eent er  B /L Tabl e Ent ri es ]*

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 2

SC S
[ pr ocess HR_cm d_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1MG 2. 3
SC S?ma nage satel li test ran sacti on{ act ive} ?

3 .2 . 2 .1M G 2 .3@@

SC S
[acc ept HR _cmd _msg] + SC S[ r ejec t HR_ cmd_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1M G 3 SC S[ pr epar e HA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1M G 3 SC S<  H A_ack_m sg>

3.2 .2. 1MG 3 GC S>H A_ack_m sg<

3. 2.2. 3MG 6 G CS<BR _cm d_msg >

3. 2.2. 3MG 6 SC S>BR _cm d_msg <

3. 2.2. 3MG 6
@@

S CS[  r ecei ved B R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 3M G6. 1 S CS?an entr y in  B /L Tabl e?

3. 2.2 .3
M G6. 1

S CS
?Repl ace ent ry { cur re nt} ?

3 . 2 .2 . 3M G 6 . 4

SC S?m anage sate lli test r ansact ion{ act ive} ?

+ SC S
[ r eject  BR_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 4

S CS
[ accept  B R_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3M G 6 . 5 S C S[ p re p a r e  B A _ a c k _ m s g ]

3 . 2 .2 . 3M G 6 . 5 S C S< B A _ a c k _ m s g >

3 . 2 .2 . 3M G 6 . 5 G C S> B A _ a c k _ m s g <

3. 2.2 .3
M G6

S CS
[  pro cess B R_cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1TG 2

S CS
[t er mi nate  " M anageSat elli te "

Tr ansact ion{ cur r ent }]

3.3. 1TG 2 G CS??<TG _cm d_m sg>??

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
>TG _cm d_m sg<

3.3. 1TG 2
@@

S CS[ r ecei ved TG _cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1TG 2

S CS
[ ini ti ali ze "Tr ansm i t Dat a"Tr ansact ion]

: >
@@

specif i ed c ustom er  da ta
tr ansm issi on ti me slo t

3.3. 1 SC S
[ end mai nt enance ti me  sl ot ]

+ G CS[B A_ac k_msg. sta tus code=  ]

+
G CS

[ FA_ack_ msg. sta tus code=]

+ GC S[ m aint enance  t im e sl ot end]

+ GC S<M T_cm d_m sg>

+ SCS>M T_cm d_m sg<

+ S CS
[ MT_cm d_m sg : r ecei ve d]

+ S CS<M A_ ack_m sg>

+ G CS>M A_ ack_m sg<

+ G CS[ MA _ack_m sg :  re ceived]

3 .2 . 2 .3M G 6 . 3 S C S[ s p e c ify  u p li n k- d o w n l in k  p a ir ]

: > fo r  s e r v ic i n g

1

3.2 .3.5
GC S??t er mi nat e Tr ansm it  Dat a

tr ansac ti on{ cur ren t} ??

3.2 .3.5 GC S< TE_cm d_m sg>

+ GC S[i nit ial  S tat e]

3. 2. 1I N1 GC S? ?ini ti ali ze SCS ??

3. 2. 1 GCS<IN _cm d_msg >

3. 2. 1I N1 G CS?? ini ti ali ze S CS ??

GSE??r espond to syst em er r or? ?

3. 2. 1 G CS
< IN _cm d_msg>

3.2 .1I N1 GC S<I N_cm d_m sg>

3.2 .1I N1 SC S??>I N_cm d_m sg<??

3.2 .1IN1
GC S??r espo nde to systemer ro r??

+
@@

SC S
[ IN _cm d_msg  : r eceived]

3. 2. 1
@@

SCS  | |
[i ni ti ali ze d]

S CS
[ usable]

3. 2. 1
I N2

SC S ||
[ pr epar e I NA _ack_m sg]

3. 2. 1I N2 S CS<I NA _ack_m sg>

3. 2. 1I N2 G CS>I NA _ack_m sg<

3. 2. 2.3
M G6 .2

??| |
[m ake ta ble entr i es]

: > c omm uni cati on sit es
{ act ive} *

3.2. 2p2 SC S[ pr ocess MG _cm d_msg ]

3 .2. 2
p2

SC S[i nit ial ized  m anage sat elli te s
tr ansac ti on]

:> t im e slot[m ai ntena nce]

3.2 .2
p2

G CS  | |
?? <MG _cm d_m sg>??

3.2. 2p2@@
SC S> MG _cm d_m sg<

3 .3. 3.2D G2
SCS< >dat a p ackets< >

3 .3. 3.
2D G2

dow nli nk si te>dat a p ackets<

3 .3. 3.
2D G2

upl ink sit e? ?<dat a p ackets> ??

3 .3. 3.
2D G2

upl ink/ dow nli nk si te- scs
connect ion[ NOT : mad e]

: > cust om er st atl lit e data si te2

3 .2. 3.4 SCS[ upl oad data packe ts{ all }]
SCS

[f or war ded dat apac kets{ all } ]

3 .2. 3.4TC1
upl ink si te[ com plet e d ata

tr ansm issi on]
upl ink si te[ r eplace d da tapacket s{b ad} {al l} ]

3.2 .3.
4TC 1

SC S
>TC _ack_m sg<

3.2 .3.
4TC 1

u pli nk si te
? ?<TC _ack_m sg>??

3.2 .3.4 SC S[ TC_ ack_msg :r ecei ved]

3.2 .3.4TC 1
SC S?Tr ansm it  D at aTr ansact ion  { vali d} ?

3. 2. 3.4 S CS< TC_ac k_msg>

3. 2. 3.4 G CS> TC_ac k_msg<

3. 2.3 .4TC 3

SC S
?P B_ac k_msg:ca ncell ed?

3. 2.3 .4TC 3 SC S[ ign ore  TC _cm d_msg ]

3. 2.3.2 do wnli nk sit e?? r ead DI ??

3.3. 3.2DI 2

upl ink/ dow nli nk si te -scsconnec ti on[m ade]

: > cust om er  st atl li te dat a si te2

3. 3.3 .2D I 2 upli nk si te<UG _ack_m sg>

d ownli nk sit e<D G_ack_m sg>
upli nk si te??NO T:

<UB _ack_m sg>??
d ownli nk sit e??NO T:

<DB _ack_m sg>??
GC S??N OT: <TE _cm d_msg >??

3. 3.3.2DI 23 u pli nk si te? ?<DI >??

3. 3.3.2D I 3 SC S<>DI <>

3. 3.3.2D I 3 do wnli nk sit e>DI <

3. 3.3.2D I 3
SC S?Tr ansm i t Dat a

T ran sacti on{ vali d} ?

+
@ @

d ownl ink sit e
[ DI : r ecei ve d]

3. 2. 3.2 downl ink sit e[p rep are  P B_ack_m sg]

3. 2.3 .2 d ownl ink sit e??N OT:  r ead D I??

3. 2. 3.2 downl ink sit e< PB_a ck_msg >

3. 2.3 .2

??A seri ous pr oblem - what  ifthe  dow nli nk si te  send s
the PB _ack_m sg, and justr ight  b efor e th at the  S CSch anged it s st ate  bec ause
the cust ome r' s t im e slot  i sf in ished.

3. 2. 3.2
S CS?" Tr ansmi t Da ta"Tr ansac ti on ?

3. 2. 3.2 S CS> PB_a ck_msg < + S CS[r eje ct PB _ack_m sg ]

3 .2. 3.2PB3 S CS< PB_a ck_msg >

3 .2. 3.2PB3 upl ink sit e> PB_a ck_msg <

3 .2. 3.2PB3

S CS
[ r equest  da ta packetr eplacem ent ]

3 .2. 3.2PB5 SCS[P B_ack_m sg:  r ece ived]

3 .2. 3.2PB5 SCS[  t r ack PB_a ck_msg]

3. 2.3.2PB 5 upli nk si te??  r epl aced bad packet ??

3. 2. 3.2P B5
upli nk sit e?? NOT :  r epl aced bad
pac ket??

@ @

3.3. 1
TG 3.1

SCS
??Found upl i nk s i tes??

SCS
??F ound dow nli nk s i tes??

3. 3. 3.2 dow nli nk s i t e>TG _cmd_m sg<

+
@@

dow nli nk s i t e
[D G_ack_m sg r ecei ved]

3. 3. 1
D B1

dow nli nk sit e? ?NO T: r eceive dat a:
r eady? ?

+ dow nli nk sit e<DB _ack_m sg>

+ SC S>DB _ack_m sg<

3. 3. 1
D B3

SC S[" Tr ansm it  D ata "
Tr ansa cti on {val id} ]

+ SC S
[ r eject  DB_ ack_m sg]

3. 3. 1
DB1@ @

SC S
[ DG _ack_m sg: r ecei ve d]

3. 3. 1DB2 SC S?? DB_ ack_m sg:r ecei vd??

3. 3. 1
DB2

SC S[ ter m inat e custom er  data
com m unica ti on t im e slot ]

3.3. 1
DB 2

??[r esched ule cust omer
dat a comm uni cat ion ti m eslot ]

3. 3. 1DB2
SC S[ pr epar e

TSC AN_ ack_m sg]
TS CAN _ack_m sg[ st atus code = 1]

3. 3. 1DB2 SC S<TS CAN _ack_m sg>

3. 3. 1DB2 GC S>TS CAN _ack_m sg<

3. 3.1
D G1

dow nli nk si te
??send dat a:  r eady? ?

+ dow nli nk si te< DG _ack_m sg>

+ SCS
> DG _ack_m sg<

3. 3.1D G2@@

SCS[ " Tr ansmi t D ata"Tr ansact io n { vali d} ]

+ SC S[  rej ect  D G_ack_ msg]3.3. 1DG 1 S CS[ DG _ack_m sg:  r ecei ved]

3. 3.1TG3. 1 SC S??<TG _cmd_m sg>??

3. 3.1TG3. 1 TG _cmd_m sg[speci fy upli nk si t e]

upl i nk s i te>TG _cmd_m sg<

3 .3. 3.2 upli nk s i t e>TG _cmd_ msg<

+ upli nk s i te
[ TG_ cmd_m sg : r eceived]

3. 3. 1U G2
SC S[" Tr ansm it  D at a"T ran sacti on {val id} ]

+ S CS[  re ject  U G_ack_ msg ]

3. 3. 1
U G1@@

upli nk si te
??se nd d ata:  r ead y??

+ upli nk si te<UG _ack_m sg>

+
@@

SC S
>UG _ack_m sg<

3.3 .1UG 1 S CS[ UG _ack_m sg:  r ece ived]

3. 3.1
U B3

SC S[ " Tr ansm it  D ata"
Tr ansact io n { vali d} ]

3. 3.1U B3
@@

SCS
[U B_ack_m sg: re ceivd]

3. 3.1U B2 SCS??UB _ack_m sg: rec eivd??

3. 3.1
U B2

SCS
[ t erm i nate cust ome r dat acomm uni cati on ti me  sl ot]

3. 3.1
U B2

??[ re schedule  cust om er
data com mu nicat io n t im eslot ]

3.3 .1UB 2
S CS[pr epa re

TS CA N_ack_m sg]
TSC AN_ac k_msg[ stat us c ode =  0]

3.3 .1UB 2 S CS< TSC AN_ac k_msg>

3.3 .1UB 2 G CS> TSC AN_ac k_msg<

3. 3.1
U B1

up lin k si te
??N OT:  re ceive dat a:r eady??

+ up lin k si te
<UB _ack_m sg>

+
@@

SC S
>UB _ack_m sg<

+ SC S
[ r ejec t UB_ ack_msg  ]

3. 3.1
TG3. 1

TG _cmd_m sg
[ specif y downl ink s it e]

dow nli nk s i t e
>TG _cmd_m sg<

3. 3.1TG3. 1 SC S??<TG _cmd_m sg>??

3. 2.3 .5T E1
cust omer  datatr ansm issi on tim e slot
??expi red? ?

3. 2. 3.5T E1 G CS<TE _cmd _msg>

3. 2. 3.5T E1 SC S>TE _cmd _msg<

3. 2. 3.
5T E2

SC S
[ TE_cm d_m sg:  r ecei ved]

3. 2. 3.
5T E2

SC S
?t ransm i t datatr ansact ion {val id } ?

3.2 .3.
5

SC S[ end Tr ansm it  D ata
Tr ansact ion  { cur r ent} ]

3 .2. 3.
5TE2

S CS
<T E_cm d_m sg>

3 .2. 3.5TE2 G CS>T E_cm d_m sg<

3 .2. 3.5TE2 G CS[ TE_ cmd_ msg:  rec eived]

1 DOOR
[Closed]

3C BUT T ON
[Enabled]

USER

DOOR

LIGHT

BUTTON

OVEN

POWER-TUBE

BEEPER

6 O V E N $
[Id le ]

1 O V E N
{  C ooking } 3C O V E N  ^

{  Open }

7 O VE N
{  T im ed- O ut  }

1 O VE N
[C ooking- F in is hed

2 O VE N
{  E xtr a- M inute }

2 O V E N  ^
[ C ooking  ]

5
O V EN

{ Cooking - S topped
}

6 O V E N $
[O pen]

Analysis Projection

Defect Detection Activities

Defect Classification Scheme
. Form Patterns.
. Meaning Patterns.
  . Logic Meaning Patterns
  . Heuristic Questions.

Detection Process
              Defect Detection Process
. Single Detector Detection Process
  . Grammar Checker Detection Process
  . Form Pattern Identifier Detection Process
  . Model Checker Detection Process
  . Simulator Detection Process
  . Inspection Process
. Integration of Single Detectors
. Management Activity Process

Defect Report

Defect
Report

3.2 .3 .
4

??
[establ ish u pli nk/do wnl ink

si te- SCS c on nec ti on]

SC S
[upl oad  da ta p ac ke ts{ all} ]

SC S
[fo rwar de d da ta

pac kets{al l} ]

upl ink  si te
[ r epl ace d d ata

p acke ts{b ad }{a ll}]

3.2 .3 .
4

upl ink  si te
??< T C_a c k_m sg > ??

3.2 .3 .
4

SC S
> T C_a c k_m sg <

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

up li nk s ite
[co mp lete d ata
t ra n sm iss io n]

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

S CS
> TC _a ck_m sg <

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

up li nk s ite
??< TC _a ck_m sg >? ?

3.2.3 .
4

S CS
[T C _ack _m sg: re cei ve d ]

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

S CS
? Tran sm it  Da ta

Tr ansa ct io n {vali d}?

3 .2 .3.
4

SCS
< TC _a ck_ ms g>

3 .2 .3.
4

G CS
> TC _a ck_ ms g<

3 .2 .3 .
4 T C3

SCS
? PB_a ck_m sg :

ca n cel led ?

3 .2 .3 .
4 T C3

SCS
[i gn ore T C_ cm d_ m sg]

Requirement
Documents

Behavior Trees
 . Integrated
   Behavior
   Trees

Component
Behavior Trees

Management Activities
Defect Detection Management Activities

Refinement Activities
. Refine defect classification scheme
. Refine detection process
. Refine management activities

Initiation Activities
 . Select detector
 . Allocate detection tasks and resources
 . Monitor detection activities

Behavior Trees Modeling
Process

Detectors:
       machines;
           . Grammar Checker
           . Form Pattern Identifier
           . Model Checker
           . Simulator
       human inspectors
           . Engineers
           . Customers

Inputs:
. English Requirement Documents;
. Behavior Trees
  . Translation Tracing Table
  . Expression
  . Node
  . Integrated Behavior Trees
  . Projected Component Behavior Trees
  . Composition Trees
  . Architecture Design

3.2 .3 .
4

??
[establ ish u pli nk/do wnl ink

si te- SCS c on nec ti on]

SC S
[upl oad  da ta p ac ke ts{ all} ]

SC S
[fo rwar de d da ta

pac kets{al l} ]

upl ink  si te
[ r epl ace d d ata

p acke ts{b ad }{a ll}]

3.2 .3 .
4

upl ink  si te
??< T C_a c k_m sg > ??

3.2 .3 .
4

SC S
> T C_a c k_m sg <

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

up li nk s ite
[co mp lete d ata
t ra n sm iss io n]

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

S CS
> TC _a ck_m sg <

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

up li nk s ite
??< TC _a ck_m sg >? ?

3.2.3 .
4

S CS
[T C _ack _m sg: re cei ve d ]

3.2.3 .
4TC 1

S CS
? Tran sm it  Da ta

Tr ansa ct io n {vali d}?

3 .2 .3.
4

SCS
< TC _a ck_ ms g>

3 .2 .3.
4

G CS
> TC _a ck_ ms g<

3 .2 .3 .
4 T C3

SCS
? PB_a ck_m sg :

ca n cel led ?

3 .2 .3 .
4 T C3

SCS
[i gn ore T C_ cm d_ m sg]

 

Figure 70: the Behavior Trees Framework for Early Requirement Defect Detection 

4.4.2 Requirements Descriptions 

The framework detects informal English requirements documents and Behavior Trees 

requirements specifications (Figure 71).  

Translation

Requirements
in English

3.2.3.
4

??
[establish uplink/downlink

si te-SCS connection]

SCS
[upload data pac kets{all} ]

SCS
[forwarded data

pac kets{all} ]
uplink si te

[replaced data
packets{bad}{all}]

3.2.3.
4

uplink si te
??<TC_ac k_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
>TC_ac k_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
[c omplete data
transmission]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC1

uplink site
??<TC_ack_msg>??

3.2.3.
4

SCS
[TC_ack_msg:received]

3.2.3.
4TC1

SCS
?Transmit Data

Transaction {valid}?

3.2.3.
4

SCS
<TC_ack_msg>

3.2.3.
4

GCS
>TC_ack_msg<

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
?PB_ack_msg:

cancelled?

3.2.3.
4TC3

SCS
[ignore TC_cmd_msg]

Requirements
Behavior Trees
(composition trees
& behaviour trees)

Integration

3.3. 1
TG 3

S CS
[ loo k up ent ri es {u pli nk

and downl ink sit es} ]

i n B/ L Lo okup Table

3. 3.1
T G3. 2

SCS
?? Found upl ink sit es??

SCS
??N OT:  F ound downl ink

sit es??

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
[ pre par e

TSC AN_a ck_msg]

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
<pr epar e

TS CA N_ack_m sg>

3. 3.1
TG3. 2

SC S
<pr epar e

TS CA N_ack_m sg>

3.3 .1
TG 3. 2

S CS
??N OT:  F ound upli nk

si tes? ?
S CS

??NO T:  Fo und downl ink
si tes? ?

3.3 .1
TG 3. 2

S CS
[pr epa re

TS CA N_ack_m sg]

3. 3. 1
TG3 .2

SC S
??NO T:  Fo und u pli nk

si tes??
SC S

??Found  dow nli nk si te s??

3. 3. 1
TG3 .2

SC S
[ pr epar e

TSC AN _ack_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2

SC S
>HR _cmd_ msg<

3.2 .2. 1
MG 2. 2
@@

SC S
[R ecei ved H R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 1
M G2. 1

S CS
[ Enabl e: r ecei ve  m essages]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2
@@

SC S | |
[ man age satel lit es

tr ansac ti on]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 2

GC S
<HR _cmd _msg>

3. 2.2. 1
M G2. 1

S CS  | |
!N OT:  rec eive me ssage

\{ HR _cm d_msg }!

3 .2 . 2 .3

M G 6 .4

@ @

S C S

[ p ro c e s s e d  H R _ c m d _ m s g ]

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

G CS
<FR _cm d_m sg>

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
>FR _cm d_m sg<

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
[ FR _cm d_msg  r ecei ved]

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
[  pro cess F R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2. 2.2
M G4

S CS
?? reor bi t sat elli te {S CS }??

3. 2.2 .2
M G4

S CS
? ? st abil ize

sat ell it e{ SCS }? ?

3. 2.2. 2
M G4

S CS
? ? r eor bi t satel li te{ SC S} ??

S CS
[st abil ize sat ell it e{S CS }]

3.2 .2. 2
MG 4

SC S
??st abil ize sat elli te {S CS }??

SC S
[  r eor bit  satel li te{ SC S} ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

GC S
< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
< FR_c md_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
[R eceived  FR _cm d_msg ]

3. 2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
?man age satel lit es

tr ansa cti on{ acti ve} ?

3 .2. 2. 2
MG 4
@@

SC S
[a ccept FR _cm d_msg ]

+ SCS
[ re ject  F R_cm d_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
[pr epar e FA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

SC S
<  F A_ack_m sg>

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 4

GC S
>FA _ack_m sg<

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

SC S
[E xe cuted  FR _cm d_msg ]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

GC S
[ r eceived  FA _ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5

GC S
? F A_ack_m sg. stat us code

= 2?

3 .2. 2. 2
M G 5
@ @

Syst em
! r esta rt  !

3 .2. 2. 3
MG 6.2

??
[r eent er  B /L Tabl e Ent ri es ]*

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 2

SC S
[ pr ocess HR_cm d_m sg]

3.2. 2. 1
MG 2. 3

SC S
?ma nage satel li tes

t ran sacti on{ act ive} ?

3 .2 . 2 .1

M G 2 .3

@@

SC S
[acc ept HR _cmd _msg]

+ SC S
[ r ejec t HR_ cmd_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 3

SC S
[ pr epar e HA_ ack_m sg]

3 .2. 2. 1
M G 3

SC S
<  H A_ack_m sg>

3.2 .2. 1
MG 3

GC S
>H A_ack_m sg<

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6

G CS
<BR _cm d_msg >

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6

SC S
>BR _cm d_msg <

3. 2.2. 3
MG 6
@@

S CS
[  r ecei ved B R_cm d_m sg]

3. 2.2. 3
M G6. 1

S CS
?an entr y in  B /L Tabl e?

3. 2.2 .3
M G6. 1

S CS
?Repl ace ent ry { cur re nt} ?

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 4

SC S
?m anage sate lli tes

t r ansact ion{ act ive} ?

+ SC S
[ r eject  BR_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 4

S CS
[ accept  B R_cm d_m sg]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

S C S

[ p re p a r e  B A _ a c k _ m s g ]

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

S C S

< B A _ a c k _ m s g >

3 . 2 .2 . 3

M G 6 . 5

G C S

> B A _ a c k _ m s g <

3. 2.2 .3
M G6

S CS
[  pro cess B R_cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
[t er mi nate  " M anage

Sat elli te "
Tr ansact ion{ cur r ent }]

3.3. 1
TG 2

G CS
??<TG _cm d_m sg>??

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
>TG _cm d_m sg<

3.3. 1
TG 2
@@

S CS
[ r ecei ved TG _cm d_m sg]

3.3. 1
TG 2

S CS
[ ini ti ali ze "Tr ansm i t Dat a"

Tr ansact ion]
: >

@@
specif i ed c ustom er  da ta
tr ansm issi on ti me slo t

3.3. 1
SC S

[ end mai nt enance ti me  sl ot ]

+
G CS

[B A_ac k_msg. sta tus code
=  ]

+
G CS

[ FA_ack_ msg. sta tus code
=]

+ GC S
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Figure 71: Requirements Descriptions Processed 

The framework checks two types of constructs in English requirements documents: lexicon 

and sentence. And it checks three types of construct in Behavior Tree requirements 
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specifications: primitive types, nodes, and Integrated Behavior Trees.70

4.4.3 Detectors  

 

In this framework, two types of detectors are used (Figure 72). 

Detector:
Behavior Trees Detectors:
       machines
           . Grammar Checker
           . Form Pattern Identifier
           . Model Checker
           . Simulator
       human inspectors
           . Engineers
           . Customers

 

Figure 72: Behavior Trees Detector Types 

The machines should consist of a grammar checker, a form pattern identifier, a model 

checker, and a simulator. The grammar checker should identify grammar defects in English 

requirements documents and in Behavior Trees requirements specifications. It should have 

two grammar checkers. The English grammar defects can be checked with an English 

grammar checker.71

1-1 Push
?? Button ??

 The Behavior Trees grammar checker should be an integrated part of the 

Behavior Trees tools. The tools should check the trees while engineers specify them. The 

Behavior Trees grammar checker checks for violations of Behavior Trees grammar rules. For 

example, the following node as a defect could be identified by the Behavior Trees grammar 

checker.  

 

In this node, the subject component is on the upper line. If “Push” is declared as a behavior, 

this rectangle violates the Behavior Trees grammar rule that the value of the subject 

component field must be an identifier that is declared as a component. 

The form pattern identifier searches for those defect patterns that are syntactically or 

structurally characterized. The identifier searches for the form patterns specified in the defect 
                                                        
70 In future works, other Behavior Trees elements- Composition Trees, Projected Component Behavior Trees, and 
architecture design - can be checked by using the framework with modifications. 
71 This can be done with a standard grammar checker, for example, the grammar checker of the Microsoft Word. 
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classification scheme in English requirement descriptions. In the following requirement 

description, for example, the identifier should highlight those in italics words.  

Performance Requirement 1: 

The completed software system will be user friendly. (Basili et al., 2005, p.13) 

In the above sentence, “completed” and “friendly” are grammatically correct. However, 

“completed” is a past participle and it is in the English Requirements Document – Sentence – 

Rule 1.Representation Quality – Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 

9.Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – p.282. “completed” implies that when certain state is 

realized, for certain purpose, a particular component(s) should or must complete the software 

system. It is uncertain which component(s) will do so. “friendly” is a vague adverb. It is in the 

list of English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Ambiguous and Vague Words – Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 

5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266.  

Figure 73 provides another example. I selected this example from the ABC video system 

(Basili et al., 2005) case study that I did.  

7-1 Bar_Code_Reader
??Enter Tape_Bar_Code_IDs??

7-+1 Video_System
>Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

7-3 Video_System
[Reject Tape 21]

7-2 Video_System
?Tape Number = 21?

7-4 Video_System
<<Error_Message>>

 

Figure 73: an Example of an Incomplete Event Enumeration Defect 

Node 7-2 consists of a conditional expression. The number of child nodes of a conditional 

expression node must be greater than one because if there is only one child node, it means that 

if the condition is satisfied, the control will flow; if the condition is not satisfied, the control 

will stop in that node. In this example, a customer can only rent a maximum of 20 tapes 
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(including 20). If the customer intends to rent more than 20 tapes, the video system will reject 

this tape. However, if the number of tapes rented is not 21, what will the video system do? 

The system’s response is not specified.  

Besides, the model checker identifies the logical meaning patterns of Integrated Behavior 

Trees. Mostly, these patterns are related to temporal properties of the behaviors. The simulator 

allows the customers to experience the interactions between the system and the environment 

before the system actually starts implementation. 

Finally, inspectors detect defects while the modeling is in progress and after the Integrated 

Behavior Trees have been constructed. They are responsible for identifying the heuristic 

meaning patterns. Instead of inspecting the English requirements documents, after the 

machine detection, engineers and customers should inspect the Integrated Behavior Trees. 

They should firstly inspect each node and answer questions related to each type of construct 

(component, behavior, property, message, expression, node, and Integrated Behavior Trees). 

Instead of reading the tree unsystematically, the inspectors need to answer questions that are 

associated with each type of Behavior Trees construct and record their answers on the 

Behavior Trees tool set. By doing so, we ensure that inspectors have checked all the 

constructs. However, now we still cannot be sure that inspectors have checked the construct 

using the appropriate question. Consequently, the answers to each question should be double-

checked and discussed. The detections are initiated and integrated by using the processes 

defined. 

4.4.4 Detection Process 

The detection processes cover three types of activities (Figure 74). For each type of detector, 

a process is defined to detect those defect patterns that suit its capabilities.  
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            Behavior Trees Defect Detection Process

. Single Detector Detection Process
      . Grammar Checker Detection Process
      . Form Pattern Identifier Detection Process
      . Model Checker Detection Process
      . Simulator Detection Process
      . Inspection Process

. Integration of Single Detectors

. Management Activity Process
 

Figure 74: Types of the Framework’s Detection Process 

Figure 75 gives the general detection process for each type of detector, which I thought 

should happen.  

Detector
??Initiated??

Detector
[Detect Construct]

Detector
?Found Defect Patterns?

Detector
[Confirm Defect Patterns]

Detector
[Remove Defects]

Detector
[End Detection]

Manager
[Detection End]

Detector^
??Initiated??  

Figure 75: General Detection Process 

The management activities provide the defect classification scheme and the requirements 

descriptions to the detectors to initiate the detection activities. The detector then needs to 

detect the requirements descriptions.  

Any defect patterns that are identified will be recorded in the defect pattern reports. After 

detection, the engineers should confirm the defect patterns identified with customers. After 

removal of the confirmed defects, the detector should check the construct again to make sure 

no new defect patterns have been introduced. If no defect patterns are identified, the detection 

ends. 

The detection process integrates different detectors to find different types of defects.  The 

second process (Figure 76) defines the steps for detecting defects in an English requirements 

document or a Behavior Trees requirements specification. It uses inspectors and machines to 
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detect different defect patterns and to cover the lifecycle of the requirements documents. 

 

Figure 76: Detection Process of a Requirements Document 

The process is initiated by providing requirements constructs for detection activities. The 

process ends when the constructs have been detected. Three types of detection are used. 

Firstly, the grammar checker is used to check the constructs. The grammar defects should be 

confirmed and removed before the next step. The form pattern identifier is then used to detect 

form patterns. Inspectors/customers who have domain knowledge confirm the results. All 

confirmed defects would be removed by requirements engineers. Before passing the 

constructs to the next detection phase, the grammar checker will check the document again. 

The purpose of the rechecking is to make sure the defect removals do not introduce defects 
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that violate grammar rules or that show form patterns. This process continually is repeated 

until no more form patterns can be found.  

If the construct is an Integrated Behavior Tree, the model checker is then used to detect 

logical meaning patterns. The remaining steps are similar to the steps for a form pattern 

identifier. The only difference is that after each use of the model checker, the process rolls 

back to the use of grammar checker. The reason for doing so is that the defect removals might 

introduce defects that show form patterns. If we did not roll back to the use of static detection 

machines, any new introduced defects might escape notice. The last step is inspection. 

Inspectors are used to detect those defects that are characterized by heuristic questions. The 

steps for inspection are similar to those used by the model checker. 

The third process (Figure 77) describes detection activities after parts of a requirements 

documents have been changed. 

Changed
Requirement
Descriptions

Representation
Constructs
that need
redetection

Process Two

Engineer: Evaluate Affected
Representation Constructs

 

Figure 77: the Redetection Process 

Redetection adds a step before the second process. This step evaluates affected 

representation constructs that need to be detected. These description constructs are the inputs 

that need to be processed in the second process. 

4.4.5 Management Activities 

By observing my actions when I was doing the cases and thinking about the steps of 

coordinating multiple detectors, I thought the framework should include two management 

activities: framework refinement activities, and detection initiation activities. The refinement 
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activities refine the defect classification scheme, the detection process, and the tools. The 

refinement activities (Figure 78) are initiated when missed detections are reported. A missed 

detection of a requirement defect occurs when a system defect is identified which may be 

caused by one or more requirement representation constructs. The representation constructs 

should be located. It is then necessary to specify which rule or rules the constructs violate. It 

is possible to identify new rules that a construct should follow. Once the rules have been 

identified or specified, this representation construct should be characterized as a defect pattern. 

The above steps refine the defect classification scheme. Then the Behavior Trees detection 

processes, detectors, and tools should be specified. 

 

Figure 78: Refinement Activities of the Framework 

The initiation activities (Figure 79) link the detection activities with the Behavior Trees 

modelling and analysis activities. They need to specify the requirements descriptions, the 

representation constructs, the defect patterns, the processes, and the detectors. 
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Behavior Trees Modelling Process
??Detect Defects??

Engineers
[Decide Requirements Description Type]

Engineers
[Decide Representation Construct]

Behavior Tree Development Environment
[Compile Defect Patterns]

Engineers
[Select Detectors]

Engineers
[Select Process]

Engineers
[Initiate Detection Activities]

Engineers
[Behavior Trees Defect Detection Process]  

Figure 79: Initiate the Detection Activities 

The initiation process starts when the Behavior Trees modelling process starts detecting 

defects. When this event happens, the engineers should specify the detection task. This 

includes the specification of the type of requirement description and the type(s) of 

representation construct(s). After that, the tools can compile the defect patterns. The tools 

should also automatically specify the detectors and the processes that should be used to detect 

the defects.  Once the requirements description, the representation constructs, the defect 

patterns, the processes, and the detectors have been specified, the detection process (Figure 75, 

p.137) can be started. 

4.5 Summary  

This chapter presents a framework for early defect detection. A Behavior Trees defect 

classification scheme applies quality rules to English syntactical constructs and to Behavior 

Trees syntactical constructs. The English syntactical constructs are lexicon, sentence and 

paragraph. The Behavior Trees syntactical constructs are primitive type, node, and Integrated 

Behavior Trees. Violations of quality rules are defects. Defects are classified as patterns. 
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Chapter 5  Case Study and Discussion 

 

From its seeming to me – or to everyone – to be so, it doesn’t follow that it is so.  

What we can ask is whether it can make sense to doubt it. 

–Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty 

This chapter evaluates the frameworks proposed. There are five sections. The first section 

describes the evaluation method and the cases that the framework has been applied to. Section 

two presents an example of applying the framework to the requirements descriptions of the 

Microwave Oven System (Shlaer & Mellor, 1992). Section three gives the detection results of 

using the developed defect detection framework on four different cases including the above 

Microwave Oven System. Section four discusses the results. Section five summarizes this 

chapter. 

5.1 Overview of Case Studies 

5.1.1 Four Cases 

The purpose of the evaluation is to show what defects the framework can detect and how it 

differs from other methods. To achieve the purpose, the framework has been applied to four 

textbook cases. These cases are used to demonstrate various methods: 

− the Shlaer and Mellor’s analysis method (Microwave Oven System) (Shlaer et 

& Mellor, 1992),  

− the Cleanroom’s analysis method (Satellite Control System) (Prowell, 1999), 

− the Harel and Politi’s modelling method (Early Warning System) (Harel & 

Politi,1998), and  

− the Perspective-Based Reading techniques (ABC Video System) (Basili et al., 

2005). 

The details of the Early Warning System have been given previously (see subsection 3.7.3, 

p.97). For the Microwave Oven System, I will give the details of applying the framework to it. 
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For the Satellite Control System and the ABC Video System, I only present the detection 

results as well because of the space limits.  

5.1.2 Types of Cases and Discussion Focus 

The above four cases could be divided into two categories. The first category includes the 

Early Warning System, the Microwave Oven system, and the Satellite Control System. These 

three cases are used to illustrate system analysis and specification methods. The 

corresponding analysis approaches focus on presenting how the formal/semi-formal 

specifications could be constructed. Correspondingly, quite often they did not address defect 

detection although the formal/semi-formal specifications often contain more information that 

correct the defects in the informal requirements specification. For example, the requirement 2 

of the early warning system is that R2: when the sensor is connected, the EWS processes the 

signal and checks if the resulting value is within a specific range. One defect of this 

requirement is the incorrect precondition. The requirement specified that the precondition for 

the EWS processes the signal is when the sensor is connected. However, it should be that 

when the EWS received the signal that the sensor sends to the EWS. The Statemate approach 

corrected this defect by specifying: 

Table 12: Statemate Approach's Specification to Process Signal (Harel et al., 1998, p.244) 

Activity: PROCESS_SIGNAL 

Defined in Chart: EWS_ACTIVITIES 

Termination Type: reactive controlled 

Mini-spec: 

  Started/TICK; 

  TICK/ $VALUE := SIGNAL; 

       SAMPLE := COMPUTE($VALUE) ; -- ext. function 

       sc! (TICK, SAMPLING_INTERVAL) 

Implemented by Module: SIGNAL_PROCESSOR 

This specification specifies that the precondition for the EWS to process the signal is 

“started/TICK”. Although this corrected the defect, the approach did not show how this 

precondition was introduced and how this defect was corrected. There are no defect detection 
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activities presented in the approach. The same way of dealing with defects can be found with 

the other two methods (Shlaer and Mellor’s method and the Cleanroom method). 

The second category of cases consists of the ABC Video System’s requirements 

specification. This case is used to illustrate Perspective-Based Reading technique. The 

corresponding method focuses on presenting what defects have been identified.  It did not 

consider the analysis process. 

I present and discuss the defect results for these two types of cases. For the first type, I give 

a list of defects that are found by using Defect detection framework. The reason is that these 

methods do not detect the defects in the informal requirements specification instead some 

defects of the informal requirements specification just do not exist in the formal specification. 

When I discuss the defect results of these cases, I intend to show: 

− What do they do to deal with the defects? 

− How do we deal with the defects? 

− What are the benefits of detecting defects in the modeling process? 

For the second type (the ABC video case), because the defects detected by using 

Perspective-Based Reading are available, I present each requirement’s defects found by 

Perspective-Based Reading and those found by the defect detection framework. When I 

discuss the defect results, I intend to show: 

− What defects each method can find? 

− What are the impacts if a defect is not detected? 

5.2 An Example 

5.2.1 Original Requirements Description 

This section uses a small text book example to illustrate the framework proposed (Shlaer & 

Mellor, 1992). The example’s original English requirements are: 

1. There is a single control button available for the user of the oven. If the oven door is 

closed and you push the button, the oven will cook (that is, energize the power tube) 

for 1 minute. 
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2. If you push the button at any time when the oven is cooking, you get an additional 

minute of cooking time. That is, if you have 40 seconds more cooking time to go and 

you push the button twice, you are set to cook for 2 minutes and 40 seconds. 

3. Pushing the button when the door is open has no effect. 

4. There is a light inside the oven. Any time the oven is cooking, the light must be 

turned on (so that you can peer through the window in the oven’s door and see if your 

food is boiling over). Any time the door is open, the light must be on (so that you can 

see your food or so you have enough light to clean the oven). 

5. You can stop the cooking by opening the door. 

6. If you close the door, the light goes out. This is the normal configuration when 

someone has just placed food inside the oven but has not yet pushed the control 

button. 

7. If the oven times out (cooks until the desired preset time), it turns off both the power 

tube and the light. It then emits a warning beep to tell you that the food is ready 

5.2.2 Summary of Defect Patterns Used 

The defect pattern classification scheme presented in Appendix A is used to check the 

above requirements. To make it easier to go through the example, those defect patterns that 

are activated while I check the above requirements are given in the following table (Table 13). 

Table 13: Patterns Activated while Checking the Microwave Oven System 

Pattern 1 

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – Violation 

2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – Pattern 2.Synonym – p.270  

Pattern 2 

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives – p.261 

Pattern 3 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 

3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 
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Pattern 4 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive Types – 

Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

1.Incomplete Component – p.288 

Pattern 5 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order 

Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

Pattern 6 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – 

Requirements Quality – Incomplete Nodes – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject Component – p.313 

Pattern 7 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 

1.Event Node as Root – p.330 

5.2.3 Translation 

There is a single control button available for the user of the oven. If the oven door is closed 

and you push the button, the oven will cook (that is, energize the power tube) for 1 minute. 

Requirement 1 

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States

R1 Closed

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

R1 USER

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Relations

R1 BUTTON

R1
USER

?? [ Push ] BUTTON
??

-- CONTROL BUTTON

-- YOU

Synonym

Composition

R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition Tree

Behavior Tree

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

States

R1+ Pushed

 

Figure 80: Composition Tree and Behavior Tree of the First Requirement 
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The translation maps each noun/noun phrase and verb/verb phrase to a Behavior Trees type. 

A  Composition Tree is used to record the mapping results (

Discussion 

Figure 80).  

When I specify the composition tree, two synonyms are found (Table 14). This type of 

defect is specified in the defect pattern classification scheme (see Appendix A). They should 

be detected by the form pattern identifier. The identifier should highlight those components 

that have similar behavior identifiers and property identifiers. The inspectors should then 

inspect and decide whether they are synonyms. 

Table 14: Defects Found in Requirement 1 

Pattern Defects Found 

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 

1.Representation Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistency 

(Polysemy and Synonym) – Pattern 2.Synonym – p.270  

R1: USER/YOU 

R1: BUTTON/ CONTROL 

BUTTON 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior 

Trees – Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – 

p.340 

R1: after the user pushes 

the button, the button 

should be pushed and then 

the oven cooks. 

Another defect is that when the user pushes the button, the button should be pushed and 

then the oven cooks. This defect could be detected automatically. The behaviour “push” has 

another component that is acted on, which means it is a relational behaviour. The button that 

is acted on should change its state. Otherwise, the behaviour will have no effect whatsoever. 

Therefore, one child node of USER??[Push]Button?? should have the component “button” as 

its actor. Figure 81 gives an example. When the surveillance radar activated the 

communication channel, the communication channel should be activated. If no child node has 

the communication channel as the actor, it could be that the original requirement is 

incomplete. 

R Component 1
??[Behavior 1] Component 2??

R Component 2
[State Change]

Norm

R SURVEILLANCE_RADAR
??[Activate] COMMUNICATION_CHANNEL??

R COMMUNICATION_CHANNEL
[Activated]

Example

R SURVEILLANCE_RADAR
??[Activate] COMMUNICATION_CHANNEL??

R SIGNAL_TRACING_SYSTEM
[Initiated]

Possible Defect  

Figure 81: the Norm Form and an Example of Relational Behavior 
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If you push the button at any time when the oven is cooking, you get an additional minute 

of cooking time. That is, if you have 40 seconds more cooking time to go and you push the 

button twice, you are set to cook for 2 minutes and 40 seconds. 

Requirement 2 

States

R2 Cooking

R2 OVEN
[Cooking]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States

R1 Closed

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

R1 USER

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Relations

R1 BUTTON

R1
USER

?? [ Push ] BUTTON
??

-- CONTROL
BUTTON

-- YOU
Composition

Composition Tree Behavior Tree
how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

States

R1+ Pushed

R2+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

 

Figure 82: Composition Tree and Behavior Tree of Requirement 2 

 

When I translate the requirement, a defect is identified. The state that triggers the oven to 

cook one minute shall be that the button is pushed instead of the user pushes the button (

Discussion 

Table 

16).  

Table 15: Defects Found in Requirement 2 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization 

Enumeration – p.340 

R2: after the user pushes the 

button, the should be pushed and 

then the oven cooks for one 

minute. 

This defect could be detected automatically as I discussed when I translate of the  

requirement 1.  

   

Pushing the button when the door is open has no effect. 

Requirement 3 
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OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States

R1 Closed
R3 Open

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition

R3: Pushing the button when the door is open has no effect. 

R3 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R3
+

BUTTON
[Pushed]

R3
+

USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

Composition Tree

Behavior Tree
how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Translation

Defect 1

Correction

Defect 2

R3
+

BUTTON
[Not Pushed]

R1 USER

Relations

R1 USER
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

-- YOU

R1 BUTTON

-- CONTROL BUTTON

States

R2 Cooking

States
R2+ Pushed
R3+ Not Pushed

R3
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

R3
No Effect

 

Figure 83: Composition Tree and Behavior Tree of Requirement 3 

When I specify the composition tree, two defects are found (

Discussion 

Table 16). “pushing the 

button” cannot be translated to a Behavior Trees node because the requirement does not 

specify which component/actor will push the button. Moreover “has no effect” cannot be 

translated to a component-behavior form. The meaning of “has no effect” is subject to 

multiple valid interpretations by readers. This defect needs to be resolved by domain expert.  

Table 16: Defects Found in Requirement 3 

Pattern Defects Found 

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – 

Rule 1.Representation Quality – Violation 

1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Ambiguous and 

Vague Adjectives – p.261 

R3: Ambiguous/Vague Adjective. The 

meaning of “has no effect” cannot be 

translated to component-behavior.  

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees 

Requirements Specifications – Node – 

Requirements Quality – Incomplete Nodes – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject Component – 

p.313 

R3: “pushing the button” cannot be 

translated to a Behavior Trees node 

because the requirement does not 

specify which component will push the 

button.  

There is a light inside the oven. Any time the oven is cooking, the light must be turned on 

(so that you can peer through the window in the oven’s door and see if your food is 

boiling over). Any time the door is open, the light must be on (so that you can see your 

Requirement 4 
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food or so you have enough light to clean the oven). 

R4 OVEN
[Cooking]

Behavior Tree

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R4 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R4 LIGHT

States

R4+ On

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States
R1 Closed
R3 Open

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition

Composition Tree

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER

Relations

R1 USER
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

-- YOU

R1 BUTTON

-- CONTROL
BUTTON

States

R2 Cooking

-- DOOR

States
R2
+ Pushed

R3
+ Not Pushed  

Figure 84: Composition Tree and Behavior Tree of Requirement 4 

No additional defects are found when I translate requirement 4.  

Discussion 

You can stop the cooking by opening the door. 

Requirement 5 

R4 LIGHT

States

R4+ On

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States
R1 Closed
R3 Open

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition

Composition Tree

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER

Relations

R1 USER
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

-- YOU

R1 BUTTON

-- CONTROL BUTTON

States

R2 Cooking
R5 Stop Cooking

-- DOOR

R5
+

USER
??[Open]OVEN_DOOR?? Behavior Tree

R5
+

USER
??[Open]OVEN_DOOR??

R5+ OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

States
R2+ Pushed
R3+ Not Pushed

R5+ OVEN
[Stop Cooking]

 

Figure 85: Composition Tree and Behavior Tree of Requirement 5 

When I specify the composition tree, three defects are found (

Discussion 

Table 17). “Opening the 

door” does not specify which component will open the door. Another defect is that it does not 

say directly that it is the “cooking” of the oven that stopped. This type of defect violates the 

Behavior Trees grammar rules and can be detected automatically. Moreover, after the user 

opens the door, the door should be opened and then the oven stops the cooking.  

Table 17: Defects Found in Requirement 5 

Pattern Defects Found 
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Behavior Trees/Composition Trees 

Requirements Specifications – Node – 

Requirements Quality – Incomplete Nodes – 

Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete 

Subject Component – p.313 

R5: “Opening the door” does not specify 

which component will open the door. 

Another defect is that it does not specify 

which component will stop cooking. 

R5: “Stops the cooking” does not specify 

which component will stop the cooking. 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees 

Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality 

– Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization 

Enumeration – p.340 

R5: after the user opens the door, the door 

should be opened and then the oven stops 

the cooking. 

If you close the door, the light goes out. This is the normal configuration when someone has 

just placed food inside the oven but has not yet pushed the control button. 

Requirement 6 

R4 LIGHT

States
R4 On
R6 Out

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States
R1 Closed
R3 Open

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized

Relations

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition

Composition Tree

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER

Relations

R1 USER
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

-- YOU
-- SOMEONE

R1 BUTTON

-- CONTROL BUTTON

States

R2 Cooking
R5 Stop Cooking
R6 Normal Configuration

-- DOOR

R5
+

USER
??[Open]OVEN_DOOR??

Behavior Tree

R6 USER
??[CLOSE]OVEN_DOOR??

R6 USER
??[PLACE]FOOD??

where OVEN

R6 USER
??[CLOSE]OVEN_DOOR??

R6 LIGHT
[Off]

R6 USER
??[PLACE]FOOD??

where OVEN

R6 OVEN
[ Normal Configuration]

States
R2+ Pushed
R3+ Not Pushed

R6+ OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

 

Figure 86: Translation of Requirement 6 

One defect is found when I translate requirement 6 (

Discussion 

Table 18). After the user closes the 

door, the door should be closed and then the light turns off.  

Table 18: Defects Found in Requirement 6 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements R6: after the user closes 
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Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 

3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 

the door, the door should 

be closed and then the 

light turns off. 

If the oven times out (cooks until the desired preset time), it turns off both the power tube and 

the light. It then emits a warning beep to tell you that the food is ready.  

Requirement 7 

R4 LIGHT

States
R4+ On
R6 Out
-- Off

OVEN_SYSTEM
Composition-Tree

R1 OVEN_DOOR

R1 OVEN

States

R1 Closed
R3 Open

R1 POWER_TUBE

States

R1 Energized
R7 Off

Relations

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Composition

Composition Tree
how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER

Relations

R1 USER
?? [ Push ] BUTTON ??

-- YOU
-- SOMEONE

R1 BUTTON

-- CONTROL BUTTON

States

R2 Cooking
R5 Stop Cooking
R6 Normal Configuration
R7 Times Out

-- DOOR

R5
+

USER
??[Open]OVEN_DOOR??

R6 USER
??[CLOSE]OVEN_DOOR??

R6 USER
??[PLACE]FOOD??

wher
e OVEN

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] POWER_TUBE??

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] LIGHT??

R7 OVEN
??[Emit] BEEP??

Defect 3

States
R2+ Pushed
R3+ Not Pushed

Behavior Tree

R7 OVEN
[Times Out]

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] POWER_TUBE?? R7 OVEN

??[Turn Off] LIGHT??

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7+ POWER_TUBE ^
[Off]

R7+ POWER_TUBE
[Off]

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7 OVEN
??[Emit] BEEP??

Defect 1

Defect 2

 

Figure 87: Translation of Requirement 7 

When I specify the Behavior Trees, three defects are found (

Discussion 

Table 19).  

Table 19: Defects Found in Requirement 6 

Pattern Defects Found 

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 

1.Representation Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistency 

(Polysemy and Synonym) – Pattern 2.Synonym – p.270  

R7: Out/Off 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization 

Enumeration – p.340 

R7: after the oven turns off 

the light and the power tube, 

the light and the power tube 

should be turned off. 
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Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of 

Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

R7: What is the order of 

turning off the light and 

turning off the power tube?  

The light being “Out” and being “Off” should refer to the same state. They are synonyms. 

This type of defect should be detected by inspecting the composition tree. The composition 

tree brings the information related together so that it could be easier to identify that they refer 

to the same state of the light. In addition, after the oven turns off the light and the power tube, 

they should be turned off. This type of defect could be detected by automated tools as I 

discussed previously. Finally, the original requirements specify that the oven will turn off both 

the power tube and the light. However, it does not specify the order of turning them off. It 

may lead to the following valid interpretations: 

1. The oven will turn off the power tube, and then

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] POWER_TUBE??

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] LIGHT??

R7+ POWER_TUBE
[Off]

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7 OVEN
[Times Out]

 the oven will turn off the light. The 

Behavior Tree translation of this requirement is: 

 

Figure 88: Behavior Tree Specification of R7 (Sequential Order) 

2. The oven will turn off the light, and then the oven will turn off the power tube. The 

Behavior Tree translation of this requirement is: 
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R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] POWER_TUBE??

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] LIGHT??

R7+ POWER_TUBE
[Off]

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7 OVEN
[Times Out]

 

Figure 89: Behavior Tree Specification of R7 (Sequential Order) 

3. The oven will turn off the power tube and the light concurrently

R7 OVEN
[Times Out]

R7 OVEN
??[Turn Off] POWER_TUBE?? R7 OVEN

??[Turn Off] LIGHT??

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7+ POWER_TUBE ^
[Off]

R7+ POWER_TUBE
[Off]

R7+ LIGHT
[Off]

R7 OVEN
??[Emit] BEEP??

. 

 

Figure 90: Behavior Tree Specification of R7 (Concurrency) 

According to the domain knowledge, I assume that the oven will turn them off concurrently. 

This defect is found when I tried to compose the requirements Behaivor Trees. 

5.2.4 Integration 

After I translate the English requirements descriptions into Behavior Trees, I integrate 

these trees together.  

Figure 91

Integration of R1 and R2 

 shows the results of integrating R1 and R2. Requirements 1 and 2 have no 

equivalent nodes. Based on domain knowledge, I assumed that “OVEN[Cook] one minute” 

implies that the oven is cooking. With this assumption, I can integrate R1 and R2 together.  
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R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /] R2 OVEN

[Cooking]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

Imply

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN ^
[ Cook  /]

R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

 

Figure 91: Integration of R1 and R2 

R3 cannot be integrated with R1 and R2 directly (

Integration of R1, R2, and R3 

Figure 92).  

Cannot integrate R3
with R1 and R2

R3 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R3
+

BUTTON
[Pushed]

R3
+

USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R3
+

BUTTON
[Not Pushed]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN ^
[ Cook  /]

R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

 

Figure 92: Integration of R1, R2, and R3 

This may indicate two scenarios: 
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1. the original requirements descriptions do not specify the requirements in an 

ordered manner. It means that R3 could be integrated with R1 and R2 through 

other translated Requirements Behavior Trees. However, these Requirements 

Behavior Trees are not specified before R3 is specified. It means that those 

requirements related closely do not appear in a sequential order. The readers firstly 

read R1 and R2. Suddenly, R3 appears. R3 has no direct relationship with R1 and 

R2 instead it relates to them through other requirements that have not been 

specified yet. Consequently, it is difficult to form an integrated view of R1, R2, 

and R3.  

2. the original requirements descriptions are incomplete. It means that one or more 

requirements are not specified. These requirements are necessary to relate R3 with 

R1 and R2.  

Figure 93

Integration of R1, R2, R3, and R4 

 shows that R4 could be integrated into multiple places, which means that “OVEN 

[Cooking]LIGHT[On] “ is a constraint that is applicable to the whole tree. I will only 

integrate the global constraints after I integrate all other trees so that the global constraints 

will be applied to all the applicable requirements. Therefore, R4 is not integrated at this stage. 

Global Constraints
that should be applied
after all other
requirements are
integrated

R3 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R3
+

BUTTON
[Pushed]

R3
+

USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R3
+

BUTTON
[Not Pushed]

R4 OVEN
[Cooking]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R4 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN ^
[ Cook  /]

R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

 

Figure 93: Integration of R1, R2, R3, and R4 

Integration of R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 
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Figure 94 shows the integration process of R5. In the integration process, I interpret that R5 

specifies that after the user opens oven door, the oven would stop cooking. However, in R3, 

there is a state of oven door open. According to the domain knowledge, the state of “oven 

door opens” shall follow the state of “user opens oven door”. 

R3 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R3
+

BUTTON
[Pushed]

R3
+

USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R3
+

BUTTON
[Not Pushed]

R5+ OVEN
[Stop Cooking]

R5
+
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??[Open]OVEN_DOOR??

R5+ OVEN_DOOR
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R4 OVEN
[Cooking]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R4 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R3
+

BUTTON
[Pushed]

R3
+

USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R3
+

BUTTON
[Not Pushed]

R5+ OVEN
[Stop Cooking]

R5
+

USER
??[Open]OVEN_DOOR??

R5+ OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R4 OVEN
[Cooking]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R4 OVEN_DOOR
[Open]

R4 LIGHT
[On]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN ^
[ Cook  /]

R1 OVEN_DOOR
[Closed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1+ BUTTON
[Pushed]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

R1 POWER_TUBE
[Energized]

how
[for] One_Minute

R1 OVEN
[ Cook  /]

R1 USER
??[Push]BUTTON??

how
[for] Extra_Minute

R2 OVEN ^
[ Cook  /]

R1 OVEN_DOOR
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Figure 94: Integration of R5 with R1, R2, R3 and R4 

Figure 95

Integration of R6 

 gives the results of integrating R6 with previously integrated trees.  
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Figure 95: Integration of R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, and R6 

Two defects are identified in the integration (Table 20). Firstly, R5 does not specify when 

the user can open oven door. I assume that when the oven door is closed, the user can open 

the oven door. Moreover, it does not specify when the user can place food in the oven. I 

assume that when the oven door is open, the user can put food in the oven. These two trees 

have event nodes as root nodes, which violate Behavior Trees grammar and can be detected 

automatically. 
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Table 20: Defects Found when Integrating R6 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – Event Node as Root – p.330 

R6: When can the user open the 

oven door? 

R6: When can the user place 

foods in the oven? 

The process of integrating R7 is given in 

Integration of R7 

Figure 96.  
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Figure 96: Integration of R7 

One defect is found in the integration process. R7 does not specify when the oven could 

time out. I assume that when the oven is cooking, it could time out.  

Table 21: Defects Found when Integrating R7 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements R7: When can the oven times 
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Specifications – Integrated Behavior Trees Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – Event Node as Root – p.330 

out? 

Now I apply the global constraint R4 on the above Integration Behavior Trees (

Apply Global Constraint R4 

Figure 97). 
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Figure 97: Apply Global Constraints R4 

5.2.5 Inspection of Integrated Behavior Trees 

A leaf node should reverse to one or more node above it. If it does not reverse back, when 

the control flows to the node, the control will stop at that node. Consequently, the system will 

stay at a particular state. When I inspect the tree, three leaf nodes do not reverse to nodes 

above them (

Inspection for Reversion of Leaf Nodes 

Figure 98).   
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Figure 98: Inspect Leaf Node Reversion 

The first is that after the power tube and the light are turned off, the oven will emit a beep. 

The original requirement does not specify what will happen next. I add an additional 

requirement – requirement R8 to specify the subsequent activities. It specifies that after the 

oven emits a beep, the user will open the oven door. When the oven door is open, the light 

will be on. When the oven door is open, the user will take out the food from the oven and then 

the user will close the door. After the door is closed, the light will be off and at the same time 

the oven will be in a normal configuration state.   

The second one is that when the oven is cooking, if the user opens the oven door, the oven 

will stop cooking. The original requirement does not specify what the next step will be after 
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the oven stops the cooking. I assume that after the oven stops the cooking, the user will take 

out the food. After taking out foods from the oven, the user will close the oven door. This will 

link to the requirement 8 that I added. 

The third one is that after the light is off, the oven will be in a normal configuration state. 

This node does not reverse to any nodes above it. After inspecting the tree, I assume that the 

root node of the tree – R1:OVEN_DOOR[Closed] is implied by this leaf node that says the 

oven is closed with food is in it and the light is off. Consequently, I replace the root node with 

the node OVEN[Normal Configuration State]. 

The last one is that while the oven door is open, if the user pushes the button, the button 

will be unpushed. The requirement does not specify what will happen next. I assume that the 

control will flow back to oven door is open.  

Table 22: Defects Found when Inspecting Leaf Nodes 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees 

Requirements Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 

5.Incomplete Flow – p.347  

R7: what will happen after the oven emits a beep? 

R6: what will happen after the oven is in a normal 

configuration state? 

R3: what will happen after the button is 

unpushed? 

R4: what will happen after the oven stops 

cooking? 

This step inspects whether there are event nodes as root nodes. If an event node is a root 

node, it indicates that the precondition when the event can happen is not specified. No 

additional defects are found when I check the integrated Behavior Trees. 

Inspect Root Node 

This step inspects the Integrated Behavior Tree generally and tries to identify any possible 

defects. In practice, customers should be involved to walk through the tree and discuss the 

control flow. For this case, I inspect the tree generally (

General Inspection 

Figure 99).  
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Figure 99: General Inspection 

The general inspection found one defect (Table 23). 

Table 23: Defects Found in General Inspection Stage 

Pattern Defects Found 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees 

Requirements Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality –Violation 

R5: While the oven is in a normal configuration 

state, if the user opens the door, the oven shall not 

stop cooking because it is not cooking at all. 

Consequently, this constraint that whenever the user 
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3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – Pattern 

4.Incorrect Child Node – p.360 

opens the door, the oven stops the cooking is 

incorrect. 

The defect is that requirement 5 specifies that opening the door stops the cooking. However, 

while the oven is in a normal configuration state, if the user opens the door, the oven shall not 

stop cooking because it is not cooking at all. Consequently, this constraint is too weaker and 

can be corrected as while the oven is cooking, if the user opens the oven door, the oven will 

stop cooking.  

5.2.6 A List of Defects Found 

Table 24 summarizes the defects found in the example. 

Table 24: A List of Defects Found 

Pattern Requirement/Detection Stage Defect 

English 

Requirements 

Document – 

Lexicon – Rule 

1.Representation 

Quality – Violation 

2.Inconsistency 

(Polysemy and 

Synonym) – Pattern 

2.Synonym – p.270  

R1: There is a single control button 

available for the user of the oven. If 

the oven door is closed and you push 

the button, the oven will cook (that is, 

energize the power tube) for 1 minute. 

Stage: Translation 

R1: USER/YOU 

R1: BUTTON/ 

CONTROL BUTTON 

R7 If the oven times out (cooks until the 

desired preset time), it turns off both the 

power tube and the light. It then emits a 

warning beep to tell you that the food is 

ready.  

Stage: Translation 

R7: Out/Off 

English 

Requirements 

Document – 

Lexicon – Rule 

1.Representation 

Quality – Violation 

1.Ambiguous and 

Vague Words – 

Ambiguous and 

Pushing the button when the door is 

open has no effect. 

Stage: Translation 

R3: Ambiguous/Vague 

Adjective. The meaning 

of “has no effect” cannot 

be translated to 

component-behavior.  
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Vague Adjectives – 

p.261 

Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees Requirements 

Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete 

State Realization 

Enumeration – p.340 

If you push the button at any time 

when the oven is cooking, you get an 

additional minute of cooking time. 

Stage: Translation 

R2: after the user pushes 

the button, the button 

should be pushed and then 

the oven cooks for one 

minute. 

Pushing the button when the door is 

open has no effect. 

Stage: Translation 

 

R5: after the user opens 

the door, the door should 

be opened and then the 

oven stops the cooking. 

If you close the door, the light goes out. 

This is the normal configuration when 

someone has just placed food inside the 

oven but has not yet pushed the control 

button. 

 

R7 If the oven times out (cooks until the 

desired preset time), it turns off both the 

power tube and the light. It then emits a 

warning beep to tell you that the food is 

ready.  

Stage: Translation 

R7: after the oven turns 

off the light and the power 

tube, the light and the 

power tube should be 

turned off. 

There is a single control button 

available for the user of the oven. If 

the oven door is closed and you push 

the button, the oven will cook (that is, 

energize the power tube) for 1 minute. 

Stage: Translation 

R1: after the user pushes 

the button, the button 

should be pushed and then 

the oven cooks. 

Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees 

Requirements 

Specifications – 

Node – 

Requirements 

Pushing the button when the door is 

open has no effect. 

Stage: Translation 

 

R3: “pushing the button” 

cannot be translated to a 

Behavior Trees node 

because the requirement 

does not specify which 

component will push the 

button. 
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Quality – Incomplete 

Nodes – Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete Nodes 

– Pattern 

1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

You can stop the cooking by opening 

the door. 

Stage: Translation 

R5: “Opening the door” 

does not specify which 

component will open the 

door. Another defect is 

that it does not specify 

which component will 

stop cooking. 

R5: “Stops the cooking” 

does not specify which 

component will stop the 

cooking. 

Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees Requirements 

Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete 

Specification of Order 

Relationships between 

Child Nodes – p.344 

R7 If the oven times out (cooks until the 

desired preset time), it turns off both the 

power tube and the light. It then emits a 

warning beep to tell you that the food is 

ready.  

Stage: Translation 

R7: What is the order of 

turning off the light and 

turning off the power 

tube?  

Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees Requirements 

Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – 

Event Node as Root – 

p.330 

Integration of R6 with others. 

Stage: Integration 

R6: When can the user 

open the oven door? 

 

R6: When can the user 

place foods in the oven? 

Integrating R7 R7: When can the oven 

times out? 
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Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees Requirements 

Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality – Violation 

1.Incomplete 

Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete 

Flow – p.347  

Inspection of Integrated Behavior 

Trees. 

Stage: Inspection 

R7: what will happen 

after the oven emits a 

beep? 

 

R6: what will happen 

after the oven is in a 

normal configuration 

state? 

R3: what will happen 

after the button is 

unpushed? 

R4: what will happen 

after the oven stops 

cooking? 

Behavior 

Trees/Composition 

Trees Requirements 

Specifications – 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees – Rule 

1.Requirements 

Quality –Violation 

3.Incorrect Behavior 

Trees – Pattern 

4.Incorrect Child 

Node – p.360 

Inspection of the Integrated Behavior 

Trees 

Stage: Inspection 

R5: While the oven is in a 

normal configuration 

state, if the user opens the 

door, the oven shall not 

stop cooking because it is 

not cooking at all. 

Consequently, this 

constraint that whenever 

the user opens the door, 

the oven stops the 

cooking is incorrect. 

5.3 Defect Detection Results 

5.3.1 Early Warning System 

The requirements of the Early Warning System have seven sentences. The detection 

process has been presented in 3.7.3, p.97. The following contents of this subsection give each 

requirement firstly and then the defects found in the requirement.  

R1: The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor. 
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 [Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Primitive Types–

Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type–Pattern 4.Incomplete 

Message/Data–p.297 

[Analysis] “Signal” is declared as a message/data. Behavior Tree grammar requires that the 

declaration of a message’s data fields, the data type of each field, and the data range of each 

field. 

[Type] 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated Behavior 

Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

2.Incomplete Event Enumeration–p.332 

[Analysis] 

The original requirements specify that the signal is received from an external sensor. This 

implies that under certain conditions, the external sensor will send a signal to the early 

warning system. 

R2: When the sensor is connected, the EWS processes the signal and checks if the 

resulting value is within a specified range. 
 [Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Primitive Types–

Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type–Pattern 4.Incomplete 

Message/Data–p.297 

[Analysis] “Range” is declared as a message/data.  

[Type] English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–Violation 

1.Ambiguous and Vague Words–Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs–p.259  

[Analysis] The meaning of “process” is vague. 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

1.Event Node as Root–p.330 

[Analysis] How will the sensor be connected at what time?  

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Pattern 2.Incorrect Distribution of Parent Node–

p.357 

[Analysis] The EWS will process the signal after the EWS receives the signal instead of just 

when the sensor is connected. This is so because after it is connected the external sensor may 

not send the signal to the EWS yet. The correct condition for the EWS starting process the 

signal should be that the EWS received the signal. 

 

R3: If the value of the processed signal is out of range, the system issues a warning 
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message on the operator display and
 [Type] 

 posts an alarm. 
English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) –Pattern 2.Synonym–p.270 

[Analysis] “SYSTEM” is a synonym of “EWS”. 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Primitive Types–

Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type–Pattern 4.Incomplete 

Message/Data–p.297 

[Analysis] The warning message’s data field, the data type of each field, and the data range of 

each field are not specified.  

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes–p.344 

[Analysis] The order relationship between “issues a warning message on the operator 

display” and “posts an alarm” is not specified. 

 

R4: If the operator does not respond to this warning within a given time interval, the 

system prints a fault message on a printing facility and stops monitoring the signal. 
 [Type] English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) –Pattern 2.Synonym–p.270 

[Analysis] “WARNING” is a synonym of “WARNING MESSAGE” 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Primitive Types–

Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type–Pattern 4.Incomplete 

Message/Data–p.297 

[Analysis] The warning message’s data field, the data type of each field, and the data range of 

each field are not specified.  

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

1.Event Node as Root–p.330 

[Analysis] When will the operator respond to the warning message? 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes–p.344 

[Analysis] The order relationship between “stop monitoring” and “print message” is not 

specified. 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 
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Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration–p.340 

[Analysis] After the EWS stops monitoring the signal, what will happen? 

 

R5: The range limits are set by the operator. 
 [Type] English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) –Pattern 2.Synonym–p.270 

[Analysis] “RANGE LIMITS” is a synonym of “RANGE”. 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

1.Event Node as Root–p.330 

[Analysis] When the operator can set the range limits? 

 

R6: The system becomes ready to start monitoring the signal only after the range limits 

are set. 
 [Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes–p.344 

[Analysis] The order relationship between “The EWS monitored the signal” and “R1: If the 

external sensor is connected” .is not specified.  

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees–Pattern 

2.Incorrect Distribution of Parent Node–p.357 

[Analysis] “the range limits are set” is a necessary condition for the system becomes ready to 

start monitoring the signal. However, it is insufficient.   

 

R7: The limits can be redefined after an out-of-range situation has been detected or 

after the operator has deliberately stopped the monitoring. 
 [Type] English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) –Pattern 2.Synonym–p.270 

[Analysis] “LIMITS” is a synonym of “RANGE”. 

[Type] English Requirements Document–Lexicon–Rule 1.Representation Quality–Violation 

1.Ambiguous and Vague Words–Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs–p.266 

[Analysis] “DELIBERATELY” is ambiguous. 
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[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes–p.344 

[Analysis] R4 and R7. The requirements do not specify the order relationship between the 

thread of operator display reads in the range limits and the timer counts the interval. (see 

Figure 54, p.105). 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees–Pattern 

2.Incorrect Distribution of Parent Node–p.357 

[Analysis] “  

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

1.Event Node as Root–p.330 

[Analysis] When can the operator stop monitoring the signal? 

[Type] Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications–Integrated 

Behavior Trees–Rule 1.Requirements Quality–Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees–Pattern 

3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration–p.340 

[Analysis] After the EWS sets the range limits, what will happen? (see Figure 54, p.105) 

5.3.2 Microwave Oven System 

The requirements of the Microwave Oven System have seven sentences. A summary of the 

defects has been presented in 5.2.6,p.164 ,. Here, I do not restate the defect list. 

5.3.3 Satellite Control System 

The requirements of the Satellite Control System have sixteen pages (Appendix B. 

COMBIZ Requirements, p.367). A total of 127 defects were found using the framework. 

Table 25: A List of Defects Found in Satellite Control System Requirements 

 [Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 1.Ambiguous and Vague Nouns – p.254 

[Defects] 

<1>. The GCS directs the SCS activities. Does it mean all SCS activities or a 

subset of SCS activities? To get the referents of “SCS activities”, I need to first 
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find the specifications for the SCS activities and then figure out which subset of 

those activities can be directed by GCS? 

<2>. “The satellite and the hardware and software

[Pattern]

 necessary to accept and process 

control messages.” (System boundaries). The references of “hardware and 

software” are vague.  

English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality –

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<3>. “to minimize

<4>. “MG4.1 ”after an HR (satellite health request) has been received 

and 

 the amount of time”(Mission, paragraph 1). It leaves the 

designers interpreting “minimize”. 

processed

<5>. MG5) The SCS shall 

. The meaning of “processed” is vague.  

prepare

<6>. MG6.4) The SCS may receive a BR command message after an HR (satellite 

health request) command message has been received and processed. What’s the 

meaning of “processed”? 

 and send an FA (firing request) 

acknowledgement message to the GCS. The meaning of “processed” is vague. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Pronouns – 

p.258  

[Defects] 

<7>. “IN2) The SCS shall prepare and send to the GCS, an INA (SCS initialized) 

acknowledgment message that

<8>. “MG4 Those commands are used to re-orient or stabilize an SCS satellite.” 

What does “those commands” mean? Does it refer to “FR commands”? If so, I 

may replace the original sentence as “FR command messages are used to re-orbit 

or stabilize an SCS satellite”. Does this mean that more than one FR commands are 

needed to re-orient or stabilize an SCS satellite? 

 the system has been initialized” What’s the referent 

of that? 

<9>. “3.2.3 When that time slot is up, the SCS sets up another link for another 

customer's specified time slot.” “another” can be used to indicate two objects that 

are logically, spatially, or (inclusive) temporally coexisting. Here, shall “another 

link” be a “link”. because the previous link has been killed. 

<10>. “TG3) The SCS shall look up the entries for the uplink and downlink sites in 

the B/L lookup table that are specified in the TG command message.” What’s the 

referent of “that”?  It may refer to “entries”, “uplink sites”, “downlink sites”, or 
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(exclusive) “B/L table”. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 4.Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives – 

p.261 

[Defects] 

<11>. “to ensure the reliable

<12>. “ensure that those assets maintain their 

 throughput of communication packets”. The referent 

of “reliable” is subject to different interpretations. 

proper

<13>. A status code of 2 shall indicate that the B/L table is full. The B/L table is full 

indicates three interpretations. 

 orbit (Requirement 1, 

paragraph 1)”. The meaning of “proper” is vague.  

− Interpretation 1: The B/L update command operation was successful. Before the 

B/L update command operation, the B/L table entry number is 9,998. Because the 

SCS does not find the entry in the B/L table, the SCS append this entry on the B/L 

table. After the SCS appended the entry, the B/L table entry number is 9,999. The 

B/L table is full. 

− Interpretation 2: The B/L update command operation was successful. Before the 

B/L update command operation, the B/L table entry number is 9,999. Because the 

SCS found the entry in the B/L table, the SCS replaced the entry on the B/L table. 

After the SCS replaced the entry, the B/L table entry number is 9,999. The B/L 

table is full. 

− Interpretation 3: The B/L update command operation was unsuccessful. Before 

the B/L update command operation, the B/L table entry number is 9,999. Because 

the SCS does not find the entry in the B/L table, the SCS cannot replace the entry 

on the B/L table. Because the B/L table entry number is 9,999, the SCS cannot 

append the entry. The B/L table entry number is 9,999. The B/L table is full. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266 

[Defects] 

<14>. “a maintenance time slot is always

<15>. “This message will be sent either to 

 performed”. Does it mean “After system 

initialization, a maintenance time slot must be performed?” 

periodically

<16>. “MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only 

 initialize the SCS”(IN1). 

The meaning of “periodically” is vague. 

immediately

<17>. “DI2 (2) neither the uplink or downlink site has recently sent a UB or DB 

 after 

an IN command message. The meaning of “immediately” is vague.  
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message” What is the meaning of “recently”. 

 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<18>. “receives from the system

<19>. “TG3) The SCS shall look up the entries for the uplink and downlink sites in 

the B/L lookup table.” “B/L table” and “B/L lookup table” shall refer to the same 

referent.  

 acknowledgement messages” (System Boundaries). 

“system” and “SCS” shall refer to the same referent. 

<20>. “3.2.2. …MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) 

command message received from the GCS. Receipt of an MG command message by 

the SCS signals the start of a "Manage Satellites" transaction for a specified 

maintenance time slot.”  

… 

“3.2.2… MG2.1) An HR command message shall be the first message received after 

the initiation of each "Manage Satellites" transaction. ” The start of a “Manage 

Satellites” transaction and the initiation of each “Manage Satellites” transaction 

should be synonym. However, I need to consult the customers to get the answer. 

This problem was found in the integration stage.  

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 7.Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis – 

p.280 

[Defects] 

<21>. Time slots are allocated

<22>. MG4.1) The SCS may receive and process an FR command message after an 

HR (satellite health request) 

 for maintenance activities. Which component will 

allocate time slots?  

has been received and processed

<23>. “MG7 the system should be restarted .” What will restart the system? Shall 

the system restart itself?  

. What will use those 

commands to re-orient or stabilize an SCS satellite? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 11.Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun 
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Ellipsis – p.285 

[Defects] 

<24>. Pointing a satellite by executing a firing command or updating

<25>. MG2.1) An HR command message shall be the first message received after 

the 

 the SCS's 

broadcast/location table (Background, paragraph 3). What will point a satellite? What 

will execute a firing command? What will update the SCS’s broadcast/location 

table?  

initiation

<26>. The acknowledgment message shall also contain fuel pressure data. receipt of 

a firing command acknowledgment message….“Receipt” entails “the GCS 

receives a firing command acknowledgement message” that presupposes “the SCS 

sends a firing command acknowledgement message.” 

 of each "Manage Satellites" transaction. Under what conditions, 

when, which component will initialize the “Management Satellites” transaction? 

<27>. “Upon receipt of a DB, the SCS shall prepare and send a TSCAN (time slot 

canceled) command message with a status code of "1" to the GCS.” “Receipt” 

implies that under certain conditions, a component will receive the DB.  

<28>. PB3) Upon receipt of a PB acknowledgement message, the SCS shall forward 

it to the uplink site to request a packet replacement. “Receipt” implies that under 

certain conditions, a component will receive the PB acknowledgement message. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 10.Ellipsis Structure – Gerund/Infinitive 

Ellipsis – p.284 

[Defects] 

<29>. Pointing a satellite by executing a firing command or updating

<30>. “customer's allocated time slot and to minimize the amount of time 

 the SCS's 

broadcast/location table (Background, paragraph 3). What will point a satellite? What 

will execute a firing command? What will update the SCS’s broadcast/location 

table?  

required

<31>. MG1.1) An MG command message shall specify the 

 

for allocation to maintenance time slots.” (Mission, paragraph 1). What will 

require the time? 

planned

<32>. MG2. Satellite health information is requested to aid in 

 maintenance 

time slot duration. It entails that an unknown component under unknown 

conditions will specify a maintenance time slot. 

planning required 

satellite maintenance. It entails that an unknown component under unknown 

conditions will plan satellite maintenance. 
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<33>. MG2. Satellite health information is requested to aid in 

planning required 

<34>. MG2) The SCS shall process each HR (satellite health request) command 

message 

satellite maintenance. It entails that an unknown component 

under unknown conditions will require satellite maintenance. 

received 

<35>. MG5) The SCS shall prepare and send an FA (firing request) 

acknowledgement message to the GCS 

from the GCS. Under what conditions, when, GCS will send an 

HR command message to SCS? 

indicating  the SCS's thruster status 

after executing

<36>. “…3.2.3 another customer's 

 an FR (firing request) command message. What will indicate the 

SCS’s thruster status? What will execute an FR command message.  

specified

<37>. “TG2… the initiation of a "Transmit Data" transaction for a 

 time slot.” What will specify the time 

slot? 

specified

<38>. “TG3.1) If uplink and downlink site entries are found in the B/L table, the 

SCS shall forward the TG command message to the uplink site and the downlink 

sites identified in the TG command message.” It implies under certain conditions, a 

component identifies the uplink site and the downlink sites in the TG command 

message.  

 

customer data transmission time slot.” What will specify the time slot? 

<39>. UB2) The SCS shall terminate a customer data communications time slot for 

rescheduling. Under what condition, what will reschedule the customer data 

communications time slot? 

<40>. “3.3.3.2 Without such a connection, packet uploading and downloading is not 

possible.” “Uploading” and “downloading” entail that under certain conditions, 

when certain event happens, certain component will/shall/may/must upload certain 

object. 

<41>. “PB2) For each bad packet forwarded to the downlink site, the SCS shall 

receive a PB (packet is bad) acknowledgement message.” What will forward a bad 

packet to the downlink site?  

<42>. “PB5) The SCS shall keep track of each bad packet message uploaded.” 

Under what condition, what will upload the bad packet message?  

<43>. “3.2.3.4 after all bad packets sent have been replaced. What will send all bad 

packets?  

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 6.Ambiguous and Vague Parallel 

Structures – Coordinate  Attachement – p.277 
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[Defects] 

<44>. Customers who operate satellite data communication uplink and

<45>. pointing a satellite by executing a firing command 

 downlink 

sites (Background, paragraph 1). There are at least two interpretations: (1) sites 

with attributes of uplink and downlink; and (2) sites with attributes of uplink, and 

sites with attributes of downlink.  

or

<46>. “The SCS is responsible for accepting and processing requests 

 updating the SCS's 

broadcast/location table. This specification has at least two interpretations: (1) 

pointing a satellite by executing a firing command; or pointing a satellite by 

updating the SCS’s broadcast/location table; and (2) pointing a satellite by 

executing a firing command; or updating the SCS’s broadcast/location table.  

and

<47>. “This message will be sent either to periodically initialize the SCS 

  

commands from the GCS and returning acknowledgment messages. (Requirement, 

paragraph 1)” “requests and commands” shall be requests or commands.  

or

<48>. MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only 

 to 

respond to system errors.”(IN1) Here, it shall be “to periodically initialize the SCS, 

or to respond to system errors, or both.” 

immediately after 

an IN command message or

<49>. MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only immediately after 

an IN command message 

 after the completion of a "Transmit Data" transaction. 

The scope of “immediately” is ambiguous. It could be interpreted as: (1) 

immediately after an IN command message or after the completion of a “Transmit 

Data” transaction; or (2) immediately after an IN command message or 

immediately after the completion of a “Transmit Data” transaction.  

or

<50>. “3.2.3 providing the bandwidth and location of the uplink site and the 

downlink site.” This requirement specification has the following interpretations: 

 after the completion of a "Transmit Data" transaction. 

Is “or” exclusive or non-exclusive? 

− Interpretation 1: provide the bandwidth; provide the location of uplink site; and 

provide the location of the downlink site. 

− Interpretation 2: provide the bandwidth; provide the location of the uplink site; 

and provide the downlink site. 

− Interpretation 3: provide the bandwidth; provide the location of (the uplink site 

and the downlink site) 

<51>. “3.2.3 The GCS will inform the SCS when a customer's time slot has 

expired if the customer uplink site has not completed its data packet 

transmission and will instruct the SCS to set up another customer's time slot and 
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associated uplink/downlink site-SCS connection.” It may have the following 

interpretations: 

− Interpretation 1: provide the bandwidth; provide the location of uplink site; and 

provide the location of the downlink site. Interpretation 1: If the customer uplink 

site has not completed its data packet transmission, the GCS will inform the 

SCS when a customer's time slot has expired; and the GCS will instruct the SCS 

to set up another customer's time slot and associated uplink/downlink site-SCS 

connection . 

− Interpretation 2: When a customer’s time slot has expired, the GCS will inform 

the SCS whether the customer uplink site has not completed its data packet 

transmission; and the GCS will instruct the SCS to set up another customer's 

time slot and associated uplink/downlink site-SCS connection . 

− Interpretation 3: When a customer’s time slot has expired, if the customer uplink 

site has not completed its data packet transmission, the GCS will inform the 

SCS; and the GCS will instruct the SCS to set up another customer's time slot 

and associated uplink/downlink site-SCS connection . 

<52>. “TG3.1) If uplink and downlink site entries are found in the B/L table, the 

SCS shall forward the TG command message to the uplink site and the downlink 

sites identified in the TG command message.” What’s the term that is modified by 

“identified”? It may refer to “the uplink site”, to “the downlink site” or both “the 

uplink site and the downlink sites”. 

<53>. “3.2.3.4 After an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established, 

after all planned data packets have been uploaded to the SCS and forwarded, and 

after all bad packets sent have been replaced….” It may have the following 

interpretations: 

− Interpretation 1: after the uplink site has uploaded all planned data packets to 

the SCS and after the uplink site has forwarded all planned data packets. 

− Interpretation 2: after the downlink site has uploaded all planned data packets 

to the SCS and after the uplink site has forwarded all planned data packets. 

− etc. (we may put the order of “upload” and “forward” into consideration. If I 

do so, more interpretations are produced.) 
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[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachment – Adverb Attachement – p.273 

[Defects] 

<54>. “When that time slot is up, the SCS sets up another link for another 

customer's specified time slot.” “another customer's specified time slot” has the 

following interpretations: 

− Interpretation 1: another (customer’s specified time slot) 

− Interpretation 2: (another customer)’s specified time slot. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<55>. “within

<56>. The acknowledgement message shall also contain fuel pressure data. The 

requirements do not specify the range, format, and unit of the fuel pressure data. 

 that customer's allocated time slot” (Mission, paragraph 1). Does it 

include equal to customer’s allocated time slot? In addition, this requirement 

implies a fact that “the throughput of communication packets from uplink to 

downlink satellite date communication sites takes time that cannot be zero.” 

Therefore, the range of the time is (0, customer’s allocated time slot]. 

<57>. MG6 The broadcast/location table must be maintained to ensure that 

customer data transmission site records are kept up to date. What are the fields, 

and structures of the customer data transmission site records?  

<58>. MG6.1) If a BR command message is received and there is already an entry

<59>. MG6.2… 

 

in the B/L table…. What are the fields, and structures of the entry? 

all B/L table entries

[Pattern]

 must be re-entered. Where is the definition of 

the complete set of {B/L table entries}? Unless I found the definition, I cannot find 

all B/L table entries. 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

3.Incomplete Property – p.294 

[Defects] 

<60>. MG2.3) A satellite health request command message will only be accepted by 

the SCS during an active "Manage Satellites" transaction. If the statue (attribute) of 

“Manage Satellite” transaction only has one value “active”, it means all “Manage 

Satellite” transactions will be active. Using Composition Trees could identify this 
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problem efficiently. 

<61>. “MG4.2) An FR command message will only be accepted by the SCS during 

an active "Manage Satellites" transaction.” “Manage Satellite” transaction only has 

one value “active”, it means all “Manage Satellite” transactions will be active. 

<62>. “MG6.1) If a BR command message is received and there is already an entry 

in the B/L table, the current entry will be replaced…” What is the meaning of 

“current” entry? If there is not other type of entry, all entries will be current entries. 

<63>. “TG2 The current "Manage Satellites" transaction shall be terminated when 

the SCS receives a TG command message.” What is the meaning of “current” 

entry? If there is not other type of entry, all entries will be current entries. 

<64>. “UG2) A UG may only be received during a valid "Transmit Data" 

transaction.” It also is a single value attribute of “Transmit Data” transaction. 

<65>. “DI4) A DI may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" 

transaction.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Violation 3.Inconsistent Primitive Type – Pattern 2.Incosistent Message/Data 

Specification – p.306 

[Defects] 

<66>. “accept and process control messages and to receive and forward 

communication packets are included within the boundaries of the SCS.”(System 

boundaries). “requests” and “acknowledgement message” between SCS and uplink 

sites are not described in textual requirements. In addition, the context diagram 

describes the following messages between SCS and downlink sites: {data package, 

acknowledgement message}. The “acknowledgement message” between SCS and 

downlink sites is not described in textual requirements.  

<67>. “3.2.3…(3) send and receive command and acknowledgment messages to 

and from the uplink and downlink sites.” If I compare the descriptions of (3) 

against the context diagram, I will find that in Figure 1 SCS will not receive 

command from the downlink sites. 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Primitive Type – Incorrect 

Relationship – p.304  

[Defects] 

<68>. The composition trees is shown in the following figure (Background, 

paragraph 2). 

/ ownership

1.1.p
2 satellite constellation

1.1.p
2 hardware

1.1.p2 SCS

1.1.p2 satellites

/number {3}

/ownershi
p

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation, SCS}

/satellite
coverage {24 hours}

1.1.p2 satellite

/owner
ship

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation}

/contac
t

window
{8 hours}

/contac
t

window
ground

site

{GCS ground site 1,
CGS ground site 2,
GCS ground site 3}

1.1.p
2 software

1.1.p2 satellites

/number {3}

/ownershi
p

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation, SCS}

/satellite
coverage {24 hours}

1.1.p2 satellite

/owner
ship

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation}

/contac
t

window
{8 hours}

/contac
t

window
ground

site

{GCS ground site 1,
CGS ground site 2,
GCS ground site 3}
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After translating to GSE trees, the three satellites have dual ownership {COMBIZ’ satellite 

constellation, SCS}. What is the compositional relationship between COMBIZ’s satellite 

constellation and SCS? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<69>. “MG1) Receipt of an MG command message by the SCS signals the start

<70>. “MG1.2) … or after the completion of a "Transmit Data" transaction.“. What 

component will complete a “Transmit Data” transaction? 

 of 

a "Manage Satellites" transaction for a specified maintenance time slot.” What 

component will start a “Manage Satellites” transaction for a specified maintenance 

time slot? 

<71>. “MG2. Satellite health information is requested 

<72>. “MG4.1 … after an HR (satellite health request) has been received and 

processed.”. What will receive and process the HR? 

to aid in planning…” Under 

what conditions, what will request the satellite health information? 

<73>. “MG6 The broadcast/location table must be maintained…” What will 

maintain the broadcast/location table? 

<74>. “MG6.2 all B/L table entries must be re-entered

<75>. “TE3) A TE command message may be received only during a valid 

"Transmit Data" transaction.” This is a typical example of the problem that is 

caused by passive voice. In this requirements, both the SCS and the GCS receive 

the TE_cmd_msg. Then in TE3) which component can only receive a TE 

command message during a valid “Transmit Data” transaction? 

.” What component will re-

enter all B/L table entries? 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 3.Incorrect Component-

Property Relationship – p.323 

[Defects] 

<76>. “MG4) A status code of 1 shall indicate that the firing command was 

successful. How can “a firing command” be successful? I may say that “the SCS 

executes a fire command successfully” or I may say, “A fire command was 

executed successfully”.  

<77>. A status code of 2 shall indicate that the firing command was unsuccessful. 

How can “a firing command” be unsuccessful? I may say that “the SCS executes a 

fire command unsuccessfully” or I may say, “A fire command was executed 

unsuccessfully”. 

<78>. “MG7 A status code of 1 shall indicate that the B/L table update command 

was successful.” Can a B/L table update command be successful? It might be the 

B/L table update command operation was successful. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

<79>. “TG3 If each PB message uploaded to the SCS was not canceled by a 

replacement data packet….” How can a replacement data packet cancel a PB 

message uploaded? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 5.Incorrect Behavior – 

Property Relationship – p.326 

[Defects] 

<80>. “3.3.3.2…the SCS may forward the uploaded packets to the downlink site.” 

The SCS must forward the data packet to the downlink site. If I use “may”, it 

means that the SCS is optionally of forwarding the data packet to the downlink 

site. 

<81>. “3.2.3.5 The GCS may terminate the current "Transmit Data" transaction at 

any time.” “At any time” is too strong. Obviously, the GCS cannot terminate the 

current “Transmit Data” transaction if there is no such a transaction. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 
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[Defects] 

<82>. “3.2.3.4 the uplink site may end the "Transmit Data" transaction by sending 

the SCS a TC (transmission completed) acknowledgement message.” The uplink 

site should send a TC (transmission completed) command message to the SCS to 

end the “Transmit Data” transaction.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

<83>. “UB1) The SCS shall receive a UB (uplink bad) acknowledgment message if 

the uplink site is not ready to receive data.” The uplink site should not be ready to 

send data.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – Part 

I6.3Violation 1.Pattern 6.Incomplete Enumeration – p.349  

[Defects] 

<84>. The SCS is the primary interface

<85>. “all ground control system operations and customer data communication 

requirements” (Background, paragraph 2). To recover the referents of this phrase, I 

need to find the place where the complete bag of ground control system operations 

is defined. I also need to find the place where all customer data communication 

requirements are specified. 

 for COMBIZ's satellite bulk data 

transmission customers (Background). What are the other possible interfaces for 

COMBIZ’s statellite bulk data transmission customers ?  

<86>. MG4. Firing commands are prepared to perform orbital corrections such as

<87>. “3.2.3.4 After an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established, 

after all planned data packets have been uploaded.” The referents of “all planned 

data packets” cannot be enumerated or identified exhaustively. Moreover, the 

 to 

re-orient and stabilize a satellite, or to point it to support data transmission. Those 

expressions of “such as …”, “for example…”, “for instance…” establishes 

inheritance relationship between two concepts. The instantiations belong to the 

type of another concept. In here, “to perform orbital corrections” include {to re-

orient satellite, to stabilize a satellite, to point a satellite to support data 

transmission}. Whenever enumeration is used to establish inheritance relationship, 

I shall check the completeness of the definition of the upper concept, in here, the 

upper concept is “to perform orbital corrections”.  
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scope of the referents varies from one transaction to another.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 

[Defects] 

<88>. “MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) command 

message received from the GCS”. This implies that the GCS will send a MG 

command message to the SCS.  

<89>. “PB3) Upon receipt of a PB acknowledgement message, the SCS shall 

forward it to the uplink site to request a packet replacement.” This type of 

behaviours requests the responses of another component. If the response is not 

specified, the requirements are incomplete. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete Flow – p.347 

[Defects] 

<90>. “MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) command 

message received from the GCS”. This implies that the GCS will send a MG 

command message to the SCS.  

<91>. “3.2.3 That is enabled by the GCS's informing

[Pattern]

 the SCS of a customer's time 

slot….” For GCS to inform SCS, the GCS needs to send a message to SCS. 

Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 1.Event Node as Root – p.330  

[Defects] 

<92>. “IN2) The SCS shall prepare and send to the GCS, an INA (SCS initialized) 

acknowledgment message”. What are the preconditions for the SCS to prepare and 

to send to the GSE an INA acknowledgement message?  

<93>. “MG4) The SCS shall process each FR (firing request) command message 

received from the GCS.” What is the precondition for the GCS to send an 

FR_cmd_msg to the SCS? 

<94>. “TG2) The SCS shall receive a TG (customer data transmission time slot go) 

command message from the GCS.” What is the precondition for the GCS to send a 

TG_cmd_msg to the SCS? 

<95>. “MG7) The SCS shall prepare and send a BA (B/L table updated) 

acknowledgment message.” Under what condition will the SCS prepare 
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BA_ack_msg? 

<96>. “TG3) The SCS shall look up the entries for the uplink and downlink sites in the 

B/L lookup table that are specified in the TG command message.“ When will the SCS 

look up the entries?  

<97>. “3.2.3.3. The downlink site shall prepare and send the SCS one PB (packet is 

bad) acknowledgment message for each DI (data packet) it is unable to read.” The 

precondition for the event that the downlink site is unable to read a DI is not 

specified. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects] 

<98>. “MG4 Firing commands are prepared to perform orbital corrections such as 

to re-orient and stabilize a satellite, or

− Interpretation 1: The SCS will use the FR command message to re-orient an 

SCS satellite. 

 to point it to support data transmission.” 

This requirement description could have the following interpretations: 

− Interpretation 2: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite. 

− Interpretation 3: The SCS will use the FR command message to re-orient an 

SCS satellite and then to stabilize the SCS satellite (the same). (sequential order) 

− Interpretation 4: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite and then to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same). (sequential order) 

− Interpretation 5: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite and at the same time to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same). 

(concurrency) 

− Interpretation 6: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite and to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same) in undeterministic order. 

(undeterministic) 

− Interpretation 7: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite and then to re-orient an (the other) SCS satellite. (sequential order) 

(Distributing “an”) 

− Interpretation 8: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 

SCS satellite and at the same time to re-orient an (the other) SCS satellite. 

(concurrency) (Distributing “an”) 

− Interpretation 9: The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an 
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SCS satellite and to re-orient an (another) SCS satellite in undeterministic order. 

(concurrency)(Distributing “an”) 

<99>. “3.2.3.1 Once a maintenance time slot is ended, the SCS is ready to receive 

"Transmit Data" transaction command and acknowledgment messages from the 

GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site.” It doest not specify the orders of 

activities. “to receive "Transmit Data" transaction command and acknowledgment 

messages from the GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site” produces the 

following interpretations. 

− Interpretation 1: to receive “Transmit Data” transaction command from the GCS, 

the uplink site, and the downlink site; and then to receive acknowledgement 

message from the GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site; 

− Interpretation 2: to receive acknowledgement message from the GCS, the uplink 

site, and the downlink site; and then to receive “Transmit Data” transaction 

command from the GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site; 

− Interpretation 3: to receive acknowledgement message from the GCS, the uplink 

site, and the downlink site; and at the same time to receive “Transmit Data” 

transaction command from the GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site. 

− Interpretation 4: to receive to receive “Transmit Data” transaction command 

from the GCS; to receive to receive “Transmit Data” transaction command from 

the uplink site; to receive to receive “Transmit Data” transaction command from 

the downlink site; to receive the acknowledgement message from the GCS; to 

receive the acknowledgement message from the uplink site; and to receive the 

acknowledgement message from the downlink site. 

− Interpretation 5…. To consider the order of the activities in interpretation 4.  

<100>. “3.2.1…IN2) The SCS shall prepare and send to the GCS, an INA (SCS 

initialized) acknowledgment message that the system has been initialized….3.2.2.3 

MG6.2) After the SCS is initialized, table entries are made for all active 

communication sites. If the system is restarted, all B/L table entries must be re-entered. 

These two behaviours/states happen under the precondition of SCS[initialized]. 

What is the order relationship between these two behaviours? I assume it is 

concurrency. This is a good example of using integration to identify the 

incompleteness of requirements that scattered in different places.  

<101>. “TG2) The SCS shall receive a TG (customer data transmission time slot go) 

command message from the GCS. That signals the initiation of a "Transmit Data" 

transaction for a specified customer data transmission time slot. The current "Manage 

Satellites" transaction shall be terminated when the SCS receives a TG command 
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message.”  3.3.1-TG2-SCS[terminate “Manage Satellite” Transaction {current}] 

and 3.3.1-TG2-SCS[initialize “Transmit Data” Transaction for specified customer 

data transmission time slot] have the same precondition of 3.3.1-TG2-

SCS[received: TG_cmd_msg]. When I integrate them, the relationship between 

them is not specified. Are they sequential, concurrent, or undeterministic? I assume 

that they are sequential. If this is sequential, then the requirements 3.3.1-TG2-

SCS[initialize “Transmit Data” Transaction for specified customer data 

transmission time slot]’s precondition is 3.3.1-TG2-SCS[terminate “Manage 

Satellite” Transaction {current}]. 

<102>. “UG1) The SCS shall receive a UG (uplink good) acknowledgment message if 

the uplink site is ready to send data….DG1) The SCS shall receive a DG (downlink 

good) acknowledgment message if the downlink site is ready to receive data.” The 

precondition for the uplink site sending data and that for the downlink site receiving 

data is the same. What is the order relationship between them? 

<103>. “MG2) The SCS shall process each HR (satellite health request) command 

message received from the GCS…. MG2.2) The SCS may receive a satellite health 

request message anytime during a "Manage Satellites" transaction. (Describes order 

during transaction.)” The relationship between these two component/behaviours is 

not specified. I assume that they are sequential. I add this requirement “when the 

SCS accepted the HR_cmd_msg, the SCS will process it. After the SCS sents a 

HA_ack_msg to the GCS, the HR_cmd_msg is processed. 

<104>. “MG6) The SCS shall process each BR (bandwibehaviour treeh/location (B/L) 

table update request) command message received from the GCS. …MG6.4) The SCS 

may receive a BR command message after an HR (satellite health request) command 

message has been received and processed. (Describes order during transaction.)” The 

relationship between these two component/behaviours is not specified. I assume 

that they are sequential. I add this requirement “when the SCS accepted the 

BR_cmd_msg, the SCS will process it. After the SCS sents a BA_ack_msg to the 

GCS, the BR_cmd_msg is processed.” 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<105>. “MG2.3) A satellite health request command message will only

<106>. “UB3) A UB acknowledgement may be received only during a valid "Transmit 

Data" transaction.” What will happen if the uplink site sends a UB_ack_msg to the 

SCS and the SCS is not in valid “Transmit Data” transaction? I assume that the 

SCS will reject the UB_ack_msg. 

 be accepted 

by the SCS during an active "Manage Satellites" transaction. What will happen if a 

satellite health request command message is sent to the SCS when the SCS is not 

in an active “Manage Satellites” transaction? 

<107>. “UG2) A UG may only be received during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction.” 

What will happen if the SCS is not in a valid “Transmit Data” transaction when it 

received a UG?  

<108>. “DG2) A DG may only be received during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction.” 

What will happen if the SCS is not in a valid “Transmit Data” transaction when it 

received a DG?  

<109>. “DI4) A DI may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction.” 

What will happen if the SCS is not in a valid “Transmit Data” transaction when it 

received a DI? 

<110>. The integrated requirement is given in the following figure.  

3.2.3.2 downlink site
< PB_ack_msg>

3.2.3.2
A serious problem-what if the downlink site
sends the PB_ack_msg,and just right before that
the SCS changed its state because the
customer's time slot is finished.

3.2.3.2 SCS
???Transmit Data" Transaction???

3.2.3.2 SCS
> PB_ack_msg < + SCS

[reject PB_ack_msg ]  
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistent Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Inconsistent Trees – p.355 

[Defects] 

<111>. In requirement, the SCS’ responsibilities are specified as “The SCS is 

responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS 

and returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the 

status of the SCS's satellite assets, (2) ensure that those assets maintain their proper 

orbit, and (3) ensure that those assets are properly aligned for bulk data 
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transmission” However, MG1 specifies the SCS’ responsibilities as “The SCS is 

responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS 

and returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the 

status of the SCS's satellites, (2) ensure that the SCS satellites maintain their 

proper orbit, (3) ensure that an SCS satellite is properly aligned (or pointed) to 

support bulk data transmission, and (4) ensure that customer satellite data 

communication sites are registered with the SCS in the bandwidth/location table so 

that an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection can be made”. The forth 

responsibility is not specified in the requirement.  

MG2) The SCS shall process each HR (satellite health request) command message 

received from the GCS. … MG2.3) A satellite health request command 

message will only be accepted

<112>.  “3.2.3.4 After an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established, 

after all planned data packets have been uploaded to the SCS and forwarded, and after 

all bad packets sent have been replaced, the uplink site may end the "Transmit Data" 

transaction”. “3.2.3.1 TC1) After the uplink site has completed its data transmission, 

the SCS shall receive a TC (transmission completed) acknowledgement message from 

the uplink site. The precondition for the uplink site to send an TG acknowledgement 

message is specified in both 3.2.3.4 and 3.2.3.1. However, they are different. This 

problem was found in the integration stage.  

 by the SCS during an active "Manage Satellites" 

transaction. MG2 and MG2.3 cannot be mutually satisfied unless the meaning of 

process only includes prepare HA_ack_msg.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<113>. “MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only immediately after 

an IN command message

<114>. “MG3) The SCS shall prepare and send an HA (satellite health 

acknowledgment) message to the GCS 

 or after the completion of a "Transmit Data" transaction”. 

Literally, what does “after an IN command message” mean? Less literally, it might 

be interpreted as “after the GCS sends an IN command message”. It also can be 

interpreted as “after the SCS receives an IN command message”. 

in response to an HR (satellite health 

request) command message

− Interpretation 1: when the SCS received an HR… 

.” It might be interpreted as: 

− Interpretation 2: when the SCS accepted an HR… 
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− Interpretation 3: when the SCS rejected an HR…. 

These three interpretations can be put under the name of “in response to an HR 

command message”. 

<115>. MG6.4) The SCS may receive a BR command message after an HR (satellite 

health request) command message has been received and processed

<116>. “3.3.3.2 (3) both the uplink and downlink sites have sent the SCS ready 

messages, i.e., the uplink site has sent the SCS an UG   (uplink good) 

acknowledgment message and the downlink site has sent the SCS a DG (downlink 

good) acknowledgment message.” The SCS can only know that the uplink site has 

sent the UG acknowledgement message after the SCS received the UG 

acknowledgement message. Therefore, here, (3) is strong. It needs to be replaced 

by “after the SCS received the UG acknowledgement message”.  

. The meaning 

of “processed” is ambiguous. It is possible that the SCS executed the HR command 

message unsuccessfully. Can the SCS receive the BR command message?  

<117>. “DI2 (3) the GCS has not sent a TE (time slot expired) message to the SCS to 

terminate the current customer data transmission time slot.” The SCS will not 

know whether GCS has sent a TE message or not. What it can know is whether the 

SCS has received a TE message. Therefore, the original requirement is too strong. 

<118>. “UG1) The SCS shall receive a UG (uplink good) acknowledgment message if 

the uplink site is ready to send data.”  When the uplink site is ready to send data, the 

uplink will send a UG acknowledgement message to the SCS, the SCS will not 

receive it unless it is in the valid “Transmit Data” transaction. Therefore, the 

original requirement is too weak.  

<119>. “UG1) The SCS shall receive a UG (uplink good) acknowledgment message if 

the uplink site is ready to send data.” The precondition for the uplink site is incorrect 

because without being informed (received the TC_cmd_msg that is forwarded 

from the SCS), the sites will not know that it is their turn to transmit data. 

Therefore, it shall happen after they receive the TC_com_msg. 

<120>. “Once a maintenance time slot is ended, the SCS is ready to receive "Transmit 

Data" transaction command and acknowledgment messages from the GCS, the uplink 

site, and the downlink site.…TG2) The SCS shall receive a TG (customer data 

transmission time slot go) command message from the GCS. That signals the initiation 

of a "Transmit Data" transaction for a specified customer data transmission time slot.” 

When will the maintenance time slot end? In the satellite management tree, three 

activities are conducted—report satellite health (HR_cmd_msg); maintain orbit 

and direction (FR_cmd_msg); and maintain B/L table (BR_cmd_msg). The order 
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relationship between the “maintain orbit and direction” and the “maintain B/L 

table” is undeterministic (most likely concurrently). What will the system do, if the 

maintenance time slot ends, and the above two activities do not finish? What will 

the SCS do, if one or both of the above activities end unsuccessfully? Obviously, 

the SCS cannot transmit data unless the above three activities are successful. 

Therefore, I assume that the precondition for the GCS??<TC_cmd_msg>?? is not 

SCS[maintenance time slot ends], but when the GCS received all the acknowledge 

message that the above two activities are successful. Therefore, I add the following 

requirements: After the SCS initialized the “Manage satellite” transaction for a 

maintenance time slot, if the GCS received BA_ack_msg, and the GCS received 

FA_ack_msg, and if the BA_ack_msg’s status code is “1”,  the FA_ack_msg’s 

status code is “”, the GCS will end the “Manage Satellite” transaction by sending 

the SCS an MT command message. When the SCS receives the MT command 

message, the SCS will end the “Manage Satellite” transaction for maintenance. 

After the SCS ends the “Manage Satellite” transaction for maintenance, the SCS 

will send an MA acknowledge message to the GCS. After the GCS receives the 

MA acknowledgement message, the GCS can send an TC command message to the 

SCS to start transmitting data.” 

<121>. “UG1) The SCS shall receive a UG (uplink good) acknowledgment message if 

the uplink site is ready to send data.” The precondition for the SCS to receive a UG 

(uplink good) acknowledgment message is too weak. The precondition should be that 

if the uplink site is ready to send data and if the uplink site has received a TG 

command message.  

<122>. “DG1) The SCS shall receive a DG (downlink good) acknowledgment message if 

the downlink site is ready to receive data.” The precondition for the SCS to receive a 

DG (downlink good) acknowledgment message is too weak. The precondition should 

be that if the downlink site is ready to receive data and if the downlink site has 

received a TG command message.  

<123>. “DB1) The SCS shall receive a DB (downlink bad) acknowledgement message if 

the downlink site is not ready to receive data.” The precondition for the SCS to receive 

a DB (downlink bad) acknowledgment message is too weak. The precondition should 

be that if the downlink site is not ready to receive data and if the downlink site has 

received a TG command message.  

<124>. “UB1) The SCS shall receive a UB (uplink bad) acknowledgment message if the 

uplink site is not ready to receive data.” The precondition for the SCS to receive a UB 

(uplink bad) acknowledgment message is too weak. The precondition should be that if 

the uplink site is not ready to receive data and if the uplink site has received a TG 
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command message.  

<125>. “3.2.3.5 The GCS may terminate the current "Transmit Data" transaction at any 

time…” The precondition “at any time” is too strong. What if there is no current 

“Transmit Data” transaction?  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 4.Deadlock – p.364 

[Defects] 

<126>. The Integrated Requirement Behavior Trees are: 

3.2.3.5TE1 customer data transmission time slot
??expired??

3.2.3.5TE1 GCS
<TE_cmd_msg>

3.2.3.5TE1 SCS
>TE_cmd_msg<

3.2.3.5TE2 SCS
[Received TE_cmd_msg]

3.2.3.5TE2 SCS
???transmit data transaction???

3.2.3.5 SCS
[end Transmit Data Transaction]3.2.3.5TE2 SCS

<TE_cmd_msg>

3.2.3.5TE2 GCS
>TE_cmd_msg<

3.2.3.5TE2 GCS
[Received TE_cmd_msg]

Control flow

 
The system will get into a deadlock. The control will flow as the above figure shows. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 1.Redundancy – Pattern 1.Redundant 

Behavior Trees. – p.365  

[Defects] 

<127>. In requirement, the SCS’ responsibilities are specified as “The SCS is 

responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS 

and returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the 

status of the SCS's satellite assets, (2) ensure that those assets maintain their proper  

orbit, and (3) ensure that those assets are properly aligned for bulk data 

transmission” However, MG1 specifies the SCS’ responsibilities as “The SCS is 

responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS 

and returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the 

status of the SCS's satellites, (2) ensure that the SCS satellites maintain their 

proper orbit, (3) ensure that an SCS satellite is properly aligned (or pointed) to 

support bulk data transmission, and (4) ensure that customer satellite data 

communication sites are registered with the SCS in the bandwidth/location table so 
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that an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection can be made”. The forth 

responsibility is not specified in the requirement.  

5.3.4 ABC Video System 

I present the defect results for ABC video system differently. Because the defects found 

using Perspective-Based Reading are available, I present the defects of each requirement. 

 

R1: Functional Requirement 1 

 Description  

In the initial state of the video system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu 

the clerk can choose one of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape  

2. Return tapes  

3. Insert new customer  

4. Insert new video  

5. Change customer data.  

6. Change video data  

7. Delete video  

8. Delete customer  

9. exit  

 Input  

Employee chooses one option.  

 Processing  

Process the selected item  

 Output  

Display the menus for the selected item.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

1 7 FR1 O MI Only clerk functions are listed. How manager 

functions are to be accessed is not clear.  
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Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<1>.  “Functional Requirement 1: In the initial state of the video system the main 

menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one of the following 

options:…. Input: Employee chooses one option”  

Analysis:” Clerk” is a synonym of “employee”. The clerk is an employee. However, 

an employee may not be a clerk. In the ABC video system, both the manager and the 

clerk are employees. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistent Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Inconsistent Trees – p.355 

[Defects] 

<2>. “Functional Requirement 1: Description In the initial state of the video 

system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one 

of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape  

2. Return tapes  

3. Insert new customer  

4. Insert new video  

5. Change customer data.  

6. Change video data  

7. Delete video  

8. Delete customer  

9. exit  

Input: Employee chooses one option. Processing: Process the selected item 

Output: Display the menus for the selected item.” 

Analysis: Display the menus for the selected item” means that each option has 

menus to display. This puts a constraint on the design and the solution. The 

constraint is that “for each selected item, the video system has menus to display”. As 

a result, a video system that when the clerk enters the option “9. Exist”, the video 

system needs to display at least one menu. Instead a video system that exits without 

displaying menus when the clerk enters “9. Exist” does not satisfy this requirement. 
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R2: Functional Requirement 2 

 Description  

The system keeps a video inventory record for each tape given attributes and current 

status of it.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

1 7 FR1 O MI Definition omitted:’ current status’ 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 1.Ambiguous and Vague Nouns – p.254 

[Defects] 

<3>. “Functional Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: What are “attributes”? What is the range of an attribute? 

[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences –Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachement – Pronoun Attachement – p.275 

[Defects] 

<4>. “Functional Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each tape has a unique video inventory record. 

Interpretation 2: All tapes share a unique video inventory record.  

 

R3: Functional Requirement 3 

 Description  

The system keeps a rental transaction record for each customer giving out information 

and currently rented tapes for each customer.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

3 8 FR3 O MI Information required for the transaction record is not 

specified 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
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[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences –Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachement – Pronoun Attachement – p.275 

[Defects] 

<5>. “Functional Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each 

customer.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each customer has a unique rental transaction record. 

Interpretation 2: All customers share a unique rental transaction record.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<6>. “Functional Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each customer. 

Analysis: What information should be given out? 

 

R4: Functional Requirement 4 

 Description  

The customer has his ABC card with him. The account number of a customer is read 

with the bar code reader from the clerk to retrieve rental transaction record.  

 Input  

The account number is entered via bar code from account card.  

 Processing  

Searching rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 
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Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<7>. “Functional Requirement 4:… Process: Searching rental transaction record…. 

“ 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

Interpretation 1: The video system will search the customer account number in a 

rental transaction record. Interpretation 2: The video system will search the 

customers’ rental transaction record in a rental transaction record database.   

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<8>. “Functional Requirement 4: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen?  

 

R5: Functional Requirement 5 

 Description  

The customer doesn't have his ABC card with him. The account number of a 

customer is entered with the keyboard from the clerk to retrieve rental transaction 

record.  

 Input  

The account number is entered with the keyboard  

 Processing  

Searching rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 
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Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<9>. “Functional Requirement 5:… Process: Searching rental transaction 

record….” 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<10>. “Functional Requirement 5: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

 

R6: Functional Requirement 6 

 Description  

Bar code IDs for each tape to be rented are entered  

 Input  

Bar code IDs for each tape are entered with the bar code reader  

 Processing  

Retrieving video inventory record about the tape.  

 Output  

Display video name and rental price. 

 

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

5 9 FR6 O MI Missing sequence information: customer account must 

be entered before tape IDs. 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 
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2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<11>. “Functional Requirement 6:… Process: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape.  

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the retrieving will take place.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<12>. “Functional Requirement 6: … Processing: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape. Output: Display video name and rental price.” 

Analysis: If the video inventory record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the video inventory record is not found, what will be the response? 

 

R7: Functional Requirement 7 

 Description  

The maximal number of tapes that can be rented at one transaction is 20.  

 Input  

Bar code IDs of tape is entered with the bar code reader.  

 Processing  

If this is tape 21 taken, rental is rejected.  

 Output  

Error message is displayed.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

6 9 FR7 C II Inconsistency with general requirements: Page 4 

specifies the maximum number of tapes permitted 

outstanding on rental, not the maximum number of 

tapes that can be rented in a particular transaction.  

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 
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4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<13>. “Functional Requirement 7: Bar code IDs of tape is entered with the bar code 

reader” 

Analysis: What will be the field of the Bar Code IDs? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<14>. “Functional Requirement 7: Error message is displayed” 

Analysis: What are the data fields and structure of the error message? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<15>.  “Functional Requirement 7: … Processing: If this is tape 21 taken, rental is 

rejected.” 

Analysis: If this is tape 21 taken…. What will happen if this is not the 21 taken?  

 

R8: Functional Requirement 8 

 Description  

When all tapes are entered the system computes the total.  

 Input  

Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last tape was entered.  

 Processing  

Computation of the total due. The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other fees and 

current video rental fees.  

 Output  

Total due.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 
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Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Pronouns – 

p.258  

[Defects] 

<16>. “Functional Requirement 8: The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other 

fees and current video rental fees.” 

Analysis: What are the other fees? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<17>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 

Analysis: Which component will press the enter key? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<18>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 

Analysis: Can a tape be entered into the video system? 

 

R9: Functional Requirement 9 

 Description  

The clerk collects the money from the customer and enters the amount into the system.  

 Input  

Amount of money that is given to clerk entered via keyboard.  

 Processing  

Compute change.  

 Output  

Display amount of change.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 
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Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete Flow – p.347 

[Defects] 

<19>. “Functional Requirement 9: The clerk collects the money from the customer 

and enters the amount into the system. “  

Analysis: The requirement implies that the customer will pay the money so that the 

clerk can collect the money.  

R10: Functional Requirement 10 

 Description  

When the clerk presses an ``order complete'' option key (defined by the system) this 

rental is complete and the video inventory file is updated.  

 Input  

Clerk presses the ``order complete'' option key  

 Processing  

Update the video inventory file. Close rental transaction.  

 Output  

Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction file is updated.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<20>. “Functional Requirement 10: Update the video inventory file. 

Analysis: “update” means to renew or to change the original video inventory 

file. Which part of the original video inventory file shall be replaced by what? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 
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Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects]  

<21>. The translated Functional Requirement 10 is  

10-2 Clerk
??Press Key_Option??

10-3 Video_System
[Update Video_Inventory_File] 10-4 Video_System

[Update Rental_Transaction_File]  
Analysis: The following interpretations might be produced: 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the video 

inventory file, and then the video system will update the rental transaction filed. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and then the video system will update the video inventory file. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file 

concurrently. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file in an 

undetermined order. That is to say, when the clerk pressed the option key, the 

video system may update the rental transaction file, and then the video system 

will update the video inventory file; the video system may update the video 

inventory file, and then the rental transaction file; or the video system will 

update the video inventory file and the rental transaction file concurrently. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees –Pattern 

4.Incorrect Child Node – p.360 

[Defects] 

<22>. “Functional Requirement 10: Processing: Update the video inventory file. 

Close rental transaction. Output: Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction 

file is updated.” 

Analysis: The processing only mentioned to close rental transaction. It does not 

mention that the rental transaction file will be updated. Does it imply that closing 

rental transaction will update the rental transaction file? 

 

R11: Functional Requirement 11 

 

 Description  
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After the rental is closed the transaction is stored and printed.  

 Input  

Close the current rental.  

 Processing  

Store rental and print form that the customer has to sign. Return to initial state. Forms 

will be kept on file in the store for one month after the tapes are returned.  

 Output  

Printed form. Initial menu is displayed.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

10 10 FR11 C E Filing of forms is not part of the system and need not be 

specified here. 

11 10 FR11 O MI Information required for printing is not specified.  

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 11.Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun 

Ellipsis – p.285 

[Defects] 

<23>. “Functional Requirement 11: Close the current rental.” 

Analysis: Rental describes the interactions between the customer and the clerk. In here, the 

subject is the video system. The video system, as a computer based system, cannot “close” the 

interactions. I assume here the author means that the video system will close the rental menu. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<24>. “Functional Requirement 11: Store rental” 

Analysis: “Rental” is a verbal noun. The video system is a computer system that 

can only store data. In here, I assume that the video system will store the rental 

data that are captured by the rental menu. However, the rental data’s details are not 

specified.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 
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Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<25>. “Functional Requirement 11: Forms will be kept on file in the store for one 

month after the tapes are returned.” 

Analysis: What will keep the form? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects]  

<26>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Store rental and print form that the customer 

has to sign. 

Analysis: It has the following interpretations: 

− The video system will store the rental data first. Then the video system will print 

the form, and finally the customer signs the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Independent between “store” and “print”, Dependent between “print” and 

“sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”) 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and then the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “store” and “sign”). 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<27>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the customer signed the form, and before the clerk keeps the form in 

a file, what will happen with the form? Where will it be? 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<28>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the form is kept on file for one month, what will happen with the 

form? If it is thrown away, who will be responsible to throw them away? 

 

R12: Functional Requirement 12 

 

 Description  

The video bar code is entered into the system  

 Input  

Bar code of the video.  

 Processing  

Retrieve rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

14 12,13 FR18,FR19 O MI Missing functional requirement: for restricting 

these operations to managers only. 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<29>. “Functional Requirement 12: “bar code of the video”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code IDs”. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 
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<30>. “Functional Requirement 12: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  

Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<31>. “Functional Requirement 12:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the Tape 

Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video system will 

search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<32>. “Functional Requirement 12: Input: Bar code of the video.” 

Analysis: What will enter the tape’s bar code IDs into the video system? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<33>. “Functional Requirement 12: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

R13: Functional Requirement 13 

 Description  

When the rental transaction record is retrieved the record of the video is marked with 

the date of return  

 Input  

Bar code of video rental  

 Processing  

Rental transaction and video inventory record are retrieved. Mark date of return in the 

record.  

 Output  
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Updated video inventory and rental transaction record.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<34>. “Functional Requirement 13: “bar code of the video rental”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video rental” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code 

IDs”. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<35>. “Functional Requirement 13: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  

Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 7.Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis – 

p.280 

[Defects] 

<36>. “Functional Requirement 13: Input: Bar code of the video rental.” 

Analysis: Which component will input the tape’s bar code IDs into the video 

system? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 6.Ambiguous and Vague Parallel 

Structures – Coordinate  Attachement – p.277 

[Defects] 

<37>.  “Functional Requirement 13: Rental transaction and video inventory record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: (1) Rental transaction record 

and video inventory record. (Two different records); and (2) Rental transaction 

and video inventory record (one record). 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 6.Ambiguous and Vague Parallel 

Structures – Coordinate  Attachement – p.277 
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[Defects] 

<38>. “Functional Requirement 13: Updated video inventory and rental transaction 

record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: 

− Updated video inventory and rental transaction record. (There is only one 

record. The name is “video inventory and rental transaction record”.) 

− Updated video inventory, and then updated rental transaction record. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory and at the same time updated rental transaction 

record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory” and 

“rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record, and then updated rental transaction record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record and at the same time updated rental 

transaction record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory 

record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in 

a determined concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and updated video inventory record in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<39>. “Functional Requirement 13:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the 

Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video 

system will search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record 

database. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<40>. “Functional Requirement 13: Mark date of return in the record” 

Analysis: In the translation process, the “date of return” is a data field. In the 

record (which record), neither the video inventory record nor the rental transaction 

record was specified containing such a data field? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<41>. “Functional Requirement 13: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

R14: Functional Requirement 14 

 Description  

If past due amounts are owed, they can be paid at this time; or the clerk can select the 

``order complete'' key which updates the rental with the return date and calculates 

past due fees.  

 Input  

Payment or calculation of past due fees  

 Processing  

Updating rental transaction record. Go to initial state.  
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 Output  

Updated rental transaction file.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

12 11 FR14 O AI Definition omitted: customer’s phone number is also 

necessary for registration. 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<42>. “Functional Requirement 14: updating rental transaction record. 

Analysis: “There are two possible inputs. The processes of the video system are 

different. If the inputs are the amount of payment, the video system shall 

calculate the changes and then display the changes. After that, the video system 

shall go back to the rental transaction record menu. If the input is the option key 

pressed, the video system shall calculate the past due fee and then write the 

paste due fees to the rental transaction record (the customer may only pay part 

of the past due fee). After the video system written the past due fee to the rental 

transaction record and then the date of return to the rental transaction record, 

the video system shall then display the initial menu.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<43>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: Payment”  

Analysis: Because the Video system is a computer based system, its inputs and 

outs can only be those that are typed as message/data. However, payment 

cannot be typed as a message/data. It shall be the payment amount. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<44>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: calculation of past due fees”  

Analysis: The input of the video system cannot be “calculation of past due 

fees”. “calculation” is a verbal noun. It describes interactions or processes. The 
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input of the video system must be a message/data for it is a computer system. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 

[Defects] 

<45>. “Functional Requirement 14: Output: Updated rental transaction file. “  

Analysis: The output of the function shall be both that the rental transaction 

record updated (it also implies that the rental transaction file (rental transaction 

database) is updated). In addition, the video system displayed the initial menu. 

R15: Functional Requirement 15 

 Description  

A new customer wants to rent tapes. The clerk enters all the necessary information, 

prints the bar code for the ABC card and glues it on a blank ABC card. Then this card 

is given to the customer.  

 Input  

Clerk enters the following information: Name, address and credit card information of 

the customer.  

 Processing  

Create a new rental transaction record for customer. The system assigns an account 

number to the customer and prints the bar code. Go to initial state.  

 Output  

Printing of the bar code. Customer can rent tapes.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

13 11 FR15 O MI Input omitted: customer’s phone number is also 

necessary for registration. 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<46>. “Functional Requirement 15: Process 

Analysis: When the clerk enters tape name, tape rental price, and tape bar code 
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IDs, the video system shall receive the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape 

bar code IDs. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<47>. “Functional Requirement 15: “video name”  

Analysis: “Video” is the synonym of “tape”. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<48>. “Functional Requirement 15: Input: A video tape is characterized by the 

following attributes: video name, rental price and tape ID”  

Analysis: The “input” shall be a component inputs the information to the video 

system. However, in here, both the component and the behavior are not 

specified. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects]  

<49>. “Functional Requirement 15: The order relationship between “create video 

inventory record”, “print tape bar code”, and “tape can be rented”. 

Analysis: What are the order relationships between these three behaviors? Are they 

happen concurrently, sequentially, and/or unknown? Specially, what is the order 

relationship between “create a video inventory record” and “print tape bar code”? 

They may have the following interpretations. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will create a video inventory record for the tape, and 

then the video system will print the tape bar code. (sequential, determined, 

dependent). It means if the creation of the video inventory record is 

unsuccessful, the tape bar code will not be printed. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and then the video 

system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (sequential, determined, 

dependent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape bar code, the 

video system will not create the video inventory record. 
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− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and at the same time the 

video system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (concurrently, 

determined, independent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape 

bar code, the video system may still create the video inventory record. In 

addition, if the video system failed to create the video inventory record, the 

video system may still print out the tape bar code. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and in a undetermined 

and unknown order the video system will create a video inventory record for the 

tape. (unknown, undetermined). It means the results may be one of the above 

three. It is unknown which situation will happen. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<50>. “Functional Requirement 15: … Clerk enters the following information: 

Name, address and credit card information of the customer.” 

Analysis: What if a customer does not have a credit card? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 1.Redundancy – Pattern 1.Redundant 

Behavior Trees. – p.365  

[Defects] 

<51>. “Functional Requirement 15: Output: Print a bar code for the tape” 

Analysis: “Print a bar code” shall be part of the process. It shall happen after 

the creation of a video inventory record. 

 

R16: Functional Requirement 16 

 Description  

Before a new tape can be rented all necessary information must be entered. Then a 

bar code is printed and the clerk has to glue it on the video.  

 Input  

A video tape is characterized by the following attributes: video name, rental price and 

tape ID.  
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 Processing 

Create a video inventory record for tape.  

 Output  

Video inventory record produced. Tape can be rented. Print a bar code for the tape.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
None 

 

R17: Functional Requirement 17 

 Description  

The clerk can change the data either of a customer or a video.  

 Input  

Clerk enters new data of either a video or a customer.  

 Processing  

Updating the data in the video inventory file.  

 Output  

Display if the data was changed.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<52>. “Functional Requirement 17: Clerk enters new data of either a video or a 

customer” 

Analysis: “data” is typed as a message/data. What are the fields of the data, and 
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what are the ranges of each field? This is necessary to be cleared because some 

fields of the customer shall not be changeable, for example, the customer IDs. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<53>. “Functional Requirement 17: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 

means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<54>. “Functional Requirement 17: Processing: Updating the data in the video 

inventory file”  

Analysis: The video system shall not update the customer’s data in the video 

inventory record for the customer’s data are not stored in the video inventory 

record instead they are stored in the rental transaction record. This is an 

example of incorrect node (modifier, spatial modifier of a predicate). 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<55>. Functional Requirement 17: Input: Clerk enters new data of either a video or 

a customer” 

Analysis: “Before the video system can process the data, the video system needs to 

input the new data. The process shall not be triggered by the clerk entering the new 

data instead the process is triggered by the video system received the new data.”  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<56>. “Functional Requirement 17: Updating….” 

Analysis: The parent node for video system updating the data shall not be that the 
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clerk’s entering the new data, but shall be that the video system received the new 

data. 

 

R18: Functional Requirement 18 

 Description  

Only managers can delete customers or video.  

 Input  

Manager enters account number of video or customer  

 Processing  

Deleting video or customer  

 Output  

Display if the data was deleted  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

14 12,13 FR18,FR19 O MI Missing functional requirement: for restricting 

these operations to managers only. 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<57>. “Functional Requirement 18: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 

means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 3.Incorrect Component-

Property Relationship – p.323 

[Defects] 

<58>. “Functional Requirement 18: account number of video” 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<59>. “Functional Requirement 18: delete video or customer.”  

Analysis: How can a video or a customer be deleted? Here, it shall be to delete 

the rental transaction record of a customer, or to delete the video inventory 

record of a tape. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete Flow – p.347 

[Defects] 

<60>. “Functional Requirement 18: 

18-1 Manager
 <Tape_Bar_Code_IDs>

18+1 Video_System
 >Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

18+2 Video_System
[Received Tape_Bar_ Code_ IDs]  

Analysis: When the manager enters the tape bar code IDs or the customer 

account number, the video system need to receive the tape bar code IDs or the 

customer account number. After the video system received the tape bar code 

IDs or the customer account number, the video system will delete the video 

inventory record of the tape, or the rental transaction record of the customer. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<61>. “Functional Requirement 18: Deleting video or customer” 

Analysis: Before deleting the rental transaction record of a customer, or the video 

inventory record of a tape, the video system need to search the rental transaction 

file for the rental transaction record, and the video inventory file for the video 

inventory record 

 

R19: Functional Requirement 19 

 Description  

The manager can print daily reports or some statistics  

 Input  
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Manager selects what kind of information he wants to have. He can choose from the 

following list:  

- Daily report  

- lists of customers registered during some time period  

- lists of customers marked bad credit  

- lists of customers with overdue items  

- lists of tapes by status  

- lists of tapes not rented for some number of days  

- number of rentals (by copy, title, type) over some time period  

- number of days rented (by month, year, copy, and title)  

- customer rental histories  

 Processing  

Collecting all data for the requested information and printing of it.  

 Output  

Printed data  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
None 

 

R20: Performance Requirement 1 

 

 Description  

The manager can print daily reports or some statistics  

 Input  

Manager selects what kind of information he wants to have. He can choose from the 

following list:  

- Daily report  
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- lists of customers registered during some time period  

- lists of customers marked bad credit  

- lists of customers with overdue items  

- lists of tapes by status  

- lists of tapes not rented for some number of days  

- number of rentals (by copy, title, type) over some time period  

- number of days rented (by month, year, copy, and title)  

- customer rental histories  

 Processing  

Collecting all data for the requested information and printing of it.  

 Output  

Printed data  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

      

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266 

[Defects] 

<62>. “Performance Requirement 1: “The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: The meaning of “user friendly” is vague. The referents cannot be 

objectively specified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<63>. “Performance Requirement 1: The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: “software system” shall be the synonym of “video system”. 

R21: Performance Requirement 2 

The system will have a quick response time. Typical response times for scanning in a video to 
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be rented will be under 15 seconds. In almost every case the response time will be under five 

minutes, with the possible exception of retrieving archived data from a 8mm backup tape or 

disk.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

15 13 PR2 C MD No previous mention of archiving of data. 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 1.Ambiguous and Vague Nouns – p.254 

[Defects] 

<64>. “Performance Requirement 2: In almost every case…”  

Analysis: The value range of every case must be clearly specified so that this 

performance requirement can be applied and verified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 4.Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives – 

p.261 

[Defects] 

<65>. “Performance Requirement 2: a quick response time” 

Analysis: The referents of “a quick response time” cannot be identified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

6.3Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266 

[Defects] 

<66>. “Performance Requirement 2: “with the possible exception of….” 

Analysis: Does this mean that the retrieving archived data may or may not be 

subject to the constraint of “5 minutes”? 

[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachment – Adverb Attachement – p.273 

[Defects] 

<67>. “Performance Requirement 2: Typical response time for scanning in a video 

to be rented will be…” 

Analysis: the objects that are associated with the video system’s behavior “scan” 

consist of “customer account number” and of “tape bar code IDs”. In here, only the 

response time for scanning a tape bar code IDs is defined. Shall this performance 
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applicable to the scanning of customer’s account number? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<68>. “Performance Requirement 2: under five minutes” 

Analysis: “Does it include five minutes? The border value of the value range of the 

property response time is not specified.” 

 

R22: Other Requirement 1 

The system should run on all common computer-systems.  

Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

16 13 OR1 C AI Meaningless requirement: ‘run on all common 

computer systems’ 

 

Defects Found Using Defect detection framework 
[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences –Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachement – Pronoun Attachement – p.275 

[Defects] 

<69>. “Other Requirement 1: all common computer-systems”  

Analysis: The referents of “all”, “common” cannot be specified. 

5.4 Discussion  

This section discusses the results presented in the previous section. The discussion is 

divided into two sections. One compares the detection results of the framework developed 

with those of analysis methods – Shlaer and Mellor’s analysis method, Statemate method, 

Cleanroom method, and UML method. The other compares the detection results of Defect 

detection framework with those of Perspective-Based Reading.  
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5.4.1 Comparison with Analysis Methods 

5.4.1.1 How Conventional Methods Work 

When the above three conventional modelling methods are used to specify requirements, 

they correct defects implicitly. This means that the defects of the informal requirements 

specifications are corrected in the formal/semi-formal specifications, however, there is no 

process showing how these defects are identified and removed. Figure 100 gives an example. 

R1: The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor.

The Statemate Approach

Data Dictionary
Data-Item:SIGNAL
Defined in Chart: EWS
Data-Type: bit-array 23 downto 0  

Figure 100: an Example of Correcting Defects Implicitly (Compiled from (Harel & Politi,1998)) 

The data type of signal is not specified in the original requirement. However, when the 

Statemate approach specifies the early warning system, the data type is defined as a bit-array 

23 down to 0. There is no place indicating why the data type of signal is bit-array 23 down to 

0 instead of any other types for example 26 down to 1. It seems that the approach does 

recognize that the data type of signal should be specified. However, it does not show how this 

is found and how it is corrected. It seems to be all done by a process that D’Souza and Wills 

called a miracle (D’Souza & Wills, 1999). 

Correcting defects implicitly often loses traceability between the informal requirements 

specification and formal specifications. For example, when the Statemate approach specifies 

requirement 2 of the early warning system, extra information (“sample”) was added to clarify 

the meaning of processing the signal (Figure 101).   
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R2: When the sensor is connected, the EWS processes
the signal and checks if the resulting value is within a
specified range.

The Statemate Approach

Data Dictionary
Data-Item:SAMPLE
Defined in Chart: EWS
Data-Type: integer

Sensor

Process_
Signal> Compare>

EWS Activities

Signal

Sample

 

Figure 101: an Example of Adding Untraceable Information to Correct Defects (Adopted from 

(Harel & Politi,1998) Figure B.3, p.241 and p.248) 

The extra information could be that the EWS processes the signal, and the output of the 

EWS processing the signal is the sample/signal. This requirement was not specified in the 

original requirement and there is no clue where it came from and whether it reflects the need 

of the customers. In addition, the formal/semi-formal requirements specifications contain a lot 

of information that cannot be traced back to the original informal requirements. 

Figure 102 gives another example.  

[Not POWER_ON][POWER_ON]

Module-Chart EWS Model

EWS

OPERATOR

[POWER_ON]

MONITORING

ON>

OFF

Statechart EWS_CONTROL  

Figure 102: an Example of Adding Untraceable Information to Correct Defects (Adopted from 

(Harel & Politi,1998) Figure B.2, p.240 and Figure B.4, p.241) 

The module chart specifies that the operator will power on the early warning system. The 

statechart model specifies when the operator powers on the early warning system, the system 

will get into a monitoring state. Comparing the information with the original requirements, I 

found that the original requirements do not specify that the operator will power on/off the 

early warning system. There is no clue how and when this information gets into the 

specification. 
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Correcting defects implicitly is unrepeatable. Moreover, it is unclear whether the same type 

of defect will be detected in other places.  Because there is no defect detection process and 

defect patterns to guide the correction, the engineers are responsible for identifying and for 

correcting defects while they develop the models. As I discussed previously (see Section 2.6.2, 

p.38), relying on engineers alone to detect defects is unrepeatable because the engineers are 

subject to the influences of environments.  

5.4.1.2 How UML Works  

When UML is used to specify requirements, it corrects defects implicitly and consequently 

traceabilibty between the informal requirements documents and UML models are lost. 

Moreover, correcting defects implicitly is unrepeatable, which means that when different 

people specify the requirements, the defects could remain undetected. I use an example to 

illustrate this.  

Gomaa presented an E-Commerce software product line case study to demonstrate how 

UML can be used to design software product lines. Part of the problem description is: 

…The supplier confirms the order and enters a planned shipping date. As time passes, 

the shipping order is monitored, and both supplier and customer are notified if there is a 

shipping delay. When the order is shipped, the customer is notified. The customer 

acknowledtes when the shipment is received, and the delivery order is updated. After 

receipt of shipment, payment of the invoice is authorized.….((Gomaa, 2005) p.443). 

The above requirements specify the delivery order process and shipment confirmation 

process. Gomaa then adopted a reverse engineering method and drew up a B2B e-commerce 

system (Figure 103). 
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Figure 103: B2B electronic commerce system: use cases (Adopted from (Gomaa, p.444, Figure 

14.1)) 

The original problem description is specified in the two use cases – confirm shipment and 

process delivery order. The author then modelled features of such a system. In feature 

modelling, the author views the requirements of the electronic commerce software product 

line from a reuse perspective (Gomaa, 2005, p.447). The results are shown in the following 

figure.  
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Figure 104: Use cases of the electronic commerce software product line (Adopted from (Gomaa, 

Figure 14.4, p.448 )) 

In the above figure (Figure 104), I found that three extra use cases and two actors are added. 

Gomaa does not describe why these use cases and actors are added. With respect to the 

confirm shipment use case, there is an inconsistency between the two use case specifications. 

In the B2B use case specification, both the customer and the supplier will interact with the 

confirm shipment use case. However, in the following use case diagram, only the supplier 

interacts with the confirm shipment use case.  

In the subsequent communication diagram of the confirm shipment use case, the user 

interacts with the confirm shipment use case again. This has been shown in the Figure 105. 
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S3:Update

 

Figure 105: Communication diagram for the Confirm Shipment use case (Adopted from (Gomaa, 

Figure 14.18, p.466)) 

The above example demostrates again that using UML to specify requirments, the 

traceability between the original requirements and different UML diagrams can get lost. The 

book does not specify why in the use cases of the e-commerce software product line diagram, 

the customer does not interact with the confirm shipment use case and at the same time, the 

customer interacts with the user case in the other two models.  

5.4.1.3 How My Defect detection framework Works 

Compared with the above four conventional methods, the framework proposed is more 

effective for detecting defects relating to multiple requirements. A good example of using 

integration to identify the incompleteness of requirements scattered across a requirements 

document is:   

“3.2.1…IN2) The SCS shall prepare and send to the GCS, an INA (SCS initialized) 

acknowledgment message that the system has been initialized….3.2.2.3 MG6.2) After the 

SCS is initialized, table entries are made for all active communication sites. If the system is 

restarted, all B/L table entries must be re-entered. The Behavior Trees specifications of these 

two requirements are given in Figure 106.  
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3.2.1 SCS
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=

Will these two behaviors happen sequentially,
concurrently, or un-deterministically?

 

Figure 106: Using Behavior Trees to Find Incompleteness across a Requriements Document 

These two behaviours/states happen under the precondition of SCS [initialized]. What is 

the order relationship between these two behaviours? I assume it is concurrency. However, 

probably it should not be. The exact answer can only be given by those who write the original 

requirements document. Therefore, it is important for the stakeholders to validate the 

specification. 

In addition, the framework proposed detects defects explicitly. For example, it is a 

Behavior Tree’s grammar rule to specify the data type of a message/data. Consequently, when 

I declare a signal as a message/data (c.f. Figure 100, p.224), it requested to specify its data 

type. 
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R1: The EWS receives a signal from an external sensor.

The Statemate Approach
No defect was identified.

The defect was corrected imexplicitly.

Data Dictionary
Data-Item:SIGNAL
Defined in Chart: EWS
Data-Type: bit-array 23 downto 0 S1 EWS

> Signal <

S1
+

External_SENSOR
?? < Signal > ??

Statemate Specification

The Behavior Enginnering Approach
A defect was identified.

The defect was corrected explicitly.

Behavior Trees
Specification

S1
+ Signal

Data Type

Bit-Array

Data Range

[0,23]

 

Figure 107: an Example of Correcting Defects Implicitly 

 Because the data type of signal is not specified in the original requirement, it is a defect.  

Moreover, the framework proposed assists in maintaining the traceability between the 

informal requirements specifications and formal specifications. The framework proposed 

declares that the meaning of “process” is ambiguous explicitly. 

R2: When the sensor is connected, the EWS processes
the signal and checks if the resulting value is within a
specified range.

The Statemate Approach
No defect was found. The defect was corrected by adding
the requirement that the EWS processes the signal and generates sample.

Data Dictionary
Data-Item:SAMPLE
Defined in Chart: EWS
Data-Type: integer

Sensor

Process_
Signal> Compare>

EWS Activities

Signal

Sample

The Behavior Engineering Approach
A defect was identified.
The meaning of "process" was clarified explicitly.

S2 EWS
[ Signal[Processed] ]

S2 External_SENSOR
??? Connected ???

S2 EWS
? Sample[In_specified_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
? Sample[Out_of_range] ?

S2
+

EWS
[Sample[Produced]]

 

Figure 108: an Example of Clarifying Ambiguity Explicitly 

Consequently, the customers or the engineers are responsible for clarifying the meaning. If 

an extra requirement needs to be added, it should not only be captured in the formal 

specification, but also in the information specification. By doing so, the traceability between 

the informal and formal requirements is maintained even if defects are corrected.  

Finally, I claim the framework can detect and correct defects more repeatably by different 

translators. Each type of defect is characterized as a defect pattern. For example, the meaning 

of the verb “process” should be made clear. It is likely that the same type of defects will be 

detected in other places of the requirements and in other projects’ requirements. It means the 

detection has the potential for higher levels of repeatable detection by different translators.  
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5.4.2 Comparison with Perspective-Based Reading 

5.4.2.1 Comparison of Defect Detection Results 

5.3.4 presented the defects of the ABC video system found by using Perspective-Based 

Reading and by using the framework proposed. This subsection summarizes the number of 

defects found relating to different types of defects.  

Table 26summaries the number of defects found using Perspective-Based Reading with 

respect to each defect class. 

Table 26: Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading with respect to Each Defect Class 

Defect Class Defect Number 

MI – Missing Information 10 

AI – Ambiguous Information 3 

II – Inconsistent Information 1 

E – Exgtraneous Information 1 

MD – Miscellaneous Defect 1 

Total 16 

To compare the above results with those found by using the framework proposed, I need to 

match the above defect class to that of the defect classification scheme. I match each defect 

class of Perspective-Based Reading (Table 27).  

Table 27: Mapping PBR Defect Class to GSE Defect Classification Scheme 

Perpsective-Based Reading Defect Class GSE Defect Classification Scheme 

MI – Missing Information Incomplete Requirements 

AI – Ambiguous Information Ambiguous Requirements 

II – Inconsistent Information Inconsistent Requirements 

E – Exgtraneous Information Redundant Requirements 

MD – Miscellaneous Defect N/A 

The above mapping is straightforward except for the class of miscellaneous defect. The 

Perspective-Based Reading has a class of miscellaneous defect that is a place holder for all 

those defects that the readers consider not appropriate to be placed into any other class. On 

the other hand, the defect classification scheme does not have this class. Consequently, I need 
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to scrutinize the defect that was classified as miscellaneous defect.  

The defect report of Perspective-Based Reading indicates that this defect is in performance 

requirement 2. 
Def.# Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

15 13 PR2 C MD No previous mention of archiving of data. 

Performance Requirement 2 

The system will have a quick response time. Typical response times for scanning in a video 

to be rented will be under 15 seconds. In almost every case the response time will be under 

five minutes, with the possible exception of retrieving archived data from a 8mm backup tape 

or disk.

It seems to us that this defect is an incomplete requirement (missing information), which 

means the original requirements do not specify when the system will archieve the data. 

Therefore, it is appropriate to classify it as missing information.  

  

After mapping the two defect classification schemes, I can compare the number of defects 

found by them.  
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Figure 109: Comparsion of Defects Found 

The following contents of this subsection will discuss the results shown in the above table.  

This table shows similar defect type distributions for both methods. Both methods found 

more incomplete requirements than any other type of defects. Moreover, they both found 

more ambiguous requirements than inconsistent requirements and redundant requirements.  

Detecting More Defects 

However, Defect detection framework found around nine times more defects than 

Perspective-Based Reading. Individually, the Defect detection framework found more defects 

in each defect category. This might indicate that the Defect detection framework is more 

effective at finding defects.  

Figure 104 (p.238) shows that Perspective-Based Reading did not find any incorrect 

requirements. Compared with PBR, the Defect detection framework has a category – incorrect 

Detecting More Types of Defects 
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requirements. This category consists of those rules that most system shall follow. For example, 

functional requirement 18 states that the manager enters account number of video or customer. 

This requirement is incorrect because a customer has an account number, however a video 

tape only has a bar code number and has no account number. This defect was not found by 

Perspective-Based Reading.  

In the ABC video case, Perspective-Based Reading only inspects the informal English 

requirements documents. It did not inspect formal requirements specifications. Consequently, 

those defects in formal requirements specifications need to be detected by using other 

methods or they will be left without being detected.  

Inspecting both Informal/Formal Requirements Specifications 

Compared with the Perspective-Based Reading, the Defect detection framework inspects 

the informal requirements specifications, the formal specifications, and the process of 

constructing the formal specifications. It provides a broader coverage. 

The Perspective-Based Reading does not show how defects are detected. As discussed 

previously, the inspectors are provided with a list of questions only. The most important 

question, what a defect looks like, is not answered.  

Maintaining Repeatability 

Compared with the Perspective-Based Reading, the framework proposed could detect 

defects more repeatably. The defects are classified and characterized as defect patterns. 

Consequently, the same types of defects could be detected in other projects as well. For 

example, if another system’s requirements has similar defects as shown in the following 

example, it could be detected as well because the GSE grammar requests the engineers to 

specify where the behaviour “search” will happen. These common semantic rules are part of 

the GSE rules that would be checked. Consequently, the defects could be detected repeateably.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – 1.1Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<1>. Functional Requirement 4:… Process: Searching rental transaction 

record…. 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 
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Interpretation 1: The video system will search the customer account number in a 

rental transaction record. Interpretation 2: The video system will search the 

customers’ rental transaction record in a rental transaction record database.   

5.5 Summary 

This chapter presents and discusses the results of four case studies. The framework 

proposed is compared with three requirements analysis methods and with Perspective-Based 

Reading technique. Compared to the Cleanroom method, the Shlaer and Mellor’s method, and 

the Statemate method, the framework proposed could: 

− be more effective to detect defects relating to multiple requirements;  

− detect defects explicitly;  

− maintain the traceability between informal requirements specification and 

formal specification; and 

− improve the defect detection repeatability.  

Compared to the Perspective-Based Reading, the framework proposed could: 

− detect more types of defects;  

− detect defects in both informal requirements specifications and formal 

specifications; and 

− maintain detection repeatability.    
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Chapter 6  Conclusions, Contributions, and 

Future Work  

What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence. 

–Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico – Philosophius 

By comparing the implications against the hypothesis, this chapter uses the analysis results 

of the previous chapter to evaluate the hypothesis and conclude the thesis. It also claims 

contributions and shows possible future work. 

6.1 Hypothesis and Conclusion  

The research hypothesis is that:  

if a well-specified defect classification scheme is developed; different types of detectors 

are integrated to detect the defect patterns that suit their capabilities; and processes are 

developed to cover the complete requirements documents lifecycle;  

then the framework will detect more types of defects; will be more repeatable; and will be 

more scalable than other techniques that I have investigated. 

To compare the findings against the hypothesis, I conclude that detecting defects in the 

Behavior Trees modelling process is effective unless further experiments provide counter 

examples. Moreover, because similar defection effectiveness is achieved in these cases, I 

conclude that the effectiveness is repeatable. However, I did not test the scalability of the 

effectiveness, or the efficiency. Therefore, I conclude that the hypothesis has been partially 

tested and the conclusions are: 

The developed defect classification scheme and the proposed Behavior Trees framework for 

early defect detection detects more types of defects, and the effectiveness is repeatable. 

6.2 Contributions  

The research had made four major contributions. Details of the four claimed major 

contributions are as follows:  
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1. A defect classification scheme was developed. The scheme shows how the defects 

can be characterized as defect patterns. It also shows how the defect patterns can 

be classified according to the quality rules that they violate. These quality rules 

were then associated with the syntactical constructs. Although conventional 

methods that I investigated (Basili et al., 2005; Wilson 1997; Travassos et al, 2002; 

Campbell et al., 2002; Porter et al., 1994) have some form of defect taxonomy, 

these defect taxonomies often did not cover both informal/semi-formal 

requirements descriptions. They also did not characterize defects as defect patterns. 

Finally, the defect classification scheme often omitted the requirements quality 

rules that the defects violate. The defect classification scheme I have developed 

covers both informal English requirements descriptions and Behavior Trees 

specifications. It characterizes defects as defect patterns and associates the defect 

patterns with requirements quality rules.  

2. A defect detection model was also developed. The model offers new insights into 

the problem of early defect detection. Previously, inspections, automated detection, 

model-checking methods, and formal reasoning methods have focused on 

developing techniques to detect defects. No one was found to retreat one step and 

study the detection activities. I did not find a model to describe the elements of and 

the relationships between detection activities. However, I believe many have 

unconsciously realized these tasks. This belief is backed up by the facts that they 

all have a kind of defect taxonomy, implicitly understood processes, and detectors. 

This research has built a model describing the detection activities. This model 

reveals the importance of a defect classification scheme that answers what defect 

patterns are. Unless this is understood, it is possible that research efforts will focus 

on answering how to detect defects because answering this question is more likely 

to produce tangible results. However, this research shows that specifying what 

defects are is a prerequisite to ascertaining how to detect them. 

3. This research further described a quality model for evaluating detection activities. 

Previously, researchers were interested in the numbers of defects detected and the 

severity distributions. This research showed that the goal of early defect detection 
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is the repeatable and scalable effectiveness and efficiency of the detection results. 

In addition, the quality model also evaluated the classification scheme, the 

detection process, and detectors. It revealed that the integration of existing 

detection techniques is one way to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of 

detection. 

4. Finally, the research shows that using the proposed framework to detect 

requirements defects during the Behavior Trees modeling process is more effective, 

and the effectiveness is repeatable. 

6.3 Future Work 

In order to advance the research, studies may be carried out in five directions. 

1. The classification scheme should be expanded to include other syntactical 

constructs of Behavior Trees. Behavior Trees also include Structure Trees and 

Composition Trees. In this research, Composition Trees are not included. However, 

Composition Trees capture the ownership relationship between the primary 

elements of Behavior Trees. They can show up incompleteness of the requirements 

and can show up synonyms. The syntactical constructs of Composition Trees 

should be specified, enabling knowledge relating to system structure and 

composition to be associated with them. This will ensure that the framework is 

able to detect structure defects and composition defects.  

2. To enrich the classification scheme for defect patterns, domain knowledge and 

experiences should be collected and organized systematically, and then specified as 

rules. In the literature, the knowledge engineering field studies the representation, 

organization, and reasoning of knowledge. This work and experience should be 

investigated thoroughly. 

3. The defect patterns should be enriched inductively and deductively. Defect patterns 

are not defects. They indicate defects. Polishing the defect patterns will not only 

identify new defect patterns, but also will increase the precision of the existing 

patterns. Consequently, the polished defect patterns will indicate defects more 
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accurately, and the detection efficiency will be improved.  

4. In addition, a rigorous process should be specified and used. Inspections are the 

only methods effective in defecting defects that violate informal and unorganized 

experiences and knowledge. In this research, only limited work has been done on 

Behavior Trees inspection techniques. Before carrying out further research in this 

area, two problems must be answered: 1) what knowledge shall be used and who 

has the knowledge? 2) How can I be sure that inspectors actually inspect 

requirements using the knowledge? I proposed using cross-examination to ensure 

the second point. However, I are still investigating whether a better solution can be 

found. 

5. Finally, tool support is critical. Tool detection results are efficient and repeatable. 

To form patterns, these results must be scalable as well. A limitation of this 

research is that it only shows the feasibility of using tools to detect patterns. No 

workable tools have been produced.  

Research towards any of the above directions requires funds, time, honesty, patience, and 

intelligence. However, I believe this framework has founded a basis for making real progress 

in the early detection of requirements defects.  
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Appendix A – The Behavior Trees Defect 

Classification Scheme 

This appendix describes the Behavior Trees defect classification scheme. The scheme 

describes which detector should detect what type of defect patterns in which Behavior Trees 

modelling process. 

1. English Requirements Document  

1.1 Lexicon  

Rule 1. Representation Quality  

Representation quality means that the requirements document should communicate the 

requirements accurately. Quality rules for representation quality are discussed in 2.4.4 (p.23). 

Violation 1.  Ambiguous and Vague Words  

Ambiguous words have multiple valid referents. They violate Q2.C2 Identical Referents 

(p.23).72

Pattern 1. Ambiguous and Vague Nouns 

   

Description: 

In an English requirements document, a proper noun is the identifier of an entity. A 

common noun is the identifier of a type of entities. A collective noun is the identifier of a 

                                                        
72 In English requirements documents, uncertain words must be replaced by: 1. a complete list, if the uncertain 
word denotes an incomplete list; 2. a complete decision, if the uncertain word denotes an incomplete decision; 3. 
an accurate probability estimation, if the uncertain word denotes an inaccurate probability estimation; and 4. an 
explicit statement stating it is an uncertain point and needs further investigation, if a fact is unknown or uncertain 
at the time of writing (Berry et al., 2003) (p.21). 
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group of certain entities as a whole. Within the context of the system and its environment, the 

referents of the noun should be checkable via objective experiments or tests. If a noun’s 

referents cannot be uniquely identified, the noun is vague. If a noun’s referents have multiple 

interpretations according to the contexts, the noun is ambiguous.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[A List of Ambiguous and Vague Nouns] 

accessory, activity, attribute, design goal, effect, element, equipment, hardware, information, 

Form Pattern 2. Collective nouns should be highlighted. Collective nouns must be 

clearly and precisely defined (cf. (Deming, 2000), Operational Definitions). The 

referents of a collective noun must be specified with its member entities’ 

identifiers. 

Behavior Trees Detection Process:  
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Form Pattern 1 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The Behavior Trees Development Environment 

highlights these ambiguous and vague nouns. 

Form Pattern 2 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight collective nouns 

and request for the definition. 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9 Shuttle Vehicle Separation – Nominal Mode 

The separation subsystem(s) should provide for shuttle element separation without damage to 

or recontact of the elements

Analysis: 

 during or after nominal mode separation. Damage to the SRB/ET 

connectors on the aft upper struts at the SRB/ET interface during SRB separation after Ascent 

Thrust Vector Control (ATVC) power is deadfaced is acceptable…. 

What does “shuttle element” refer to? A space shuttle has many components. Any one of them 

is an element of the shuttle. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The Behavior Trees Development Environment 

highlights “element”.  

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.2.1.3 Extravehicular Activity (EVA)/Intravehicular Activity (IVA) Operations 

Equipment, expendables, and accessories

Analysis 

 to support EVA/IVA operations, including the 

volume and restraints as required for the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU), to support up 

to three 2-man EVA/IVA operations, should be provided by the Orbiter (Administration, 1998, 

p.3-14). 

“Equipment”, “expendables”, and “accessories” are collective nouns. They must be defined 

by the referents’ identifiers. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The grammar checker should highlight these 

nouns. 

Example 3: 

Requirement Construct: “The system keeps a video inventory record for each tape given 

its attributes

Behavior Trees Detection:  

 and current status.”(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video 96, p.8) 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The grammar checker should highlight 

“attributes”. 

Analysis: What are “attributes”? A video tape can have many attributes – size, weight, length, 

width, color, material, shape, media type, producer, price, content category, year of production, 

and many others. What attributes should be given? 

Correction: Each video inventory record has the following fields: Video ID Code, Video 

Name, Video Type, Video Producer, Releasing Date, Video Length, Video Price, Copies, 

Video Bar Codes, and Current Rental Status. 
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Exemple 4: 

Représentation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9.2 Orbiter/ET Séparation 

Orbiter/ET separation should include: 

a. Fluid line and electrical umbilical disconnect 

b. Retraction of Orbiter umbilical 

c. Structural attachment release 

d. Maneuvering of the Orbiter away from the ET 

e. Closure of the Orbiter aft umbilical doors 

Performance and sequencing of these functions should be initiated and controlled by the 

Orbiter Vehicle. The release hardware

Analysis: 

 should be the responsibility of the Orbiter. 

What are the referents of “release hardware”? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The grammar checker should highlight 

“hardware”. 

Example 5: 

Representation Construct: 

. The software should provide a 99.9999 percent assurance of information privacy (or 

“reliability,” “availability”, or “human safety

. The software should provide 

,” when these terms are undefined). 

accuracy 

Analysis: 

sufficient to support effective flight control(B. W. 

Boehm, 1984, p.129).  

If the referents of these words can be identified, they can only be identified subjectively. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight these words. 

Correction: 

We should consult the customers to correct these defects. 
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Pattern 2. Ambiguous and Vague Pronouns  

Description: 

In English requirements documents, a pronoun refers to a noun. Within the context of the 

system and its environment, the referents of the pronoun should be checkable via objective 

experiments or tests. However, certain pronouns are ambiguous or vague. The readers are 

uncertain about their referents. Ideally, in an English requirements document, a pronoun should be 

replaced with the identifier referred to unless it is defined explicitly.  

Characteristics: 

Indefinite Pronouns:  

[A List of Indefinite Pronouns] 

All, another, any, anybody, anyone, anything, both, each, either, everybody, everyone, 

everything, few, little, many, much, neither, nobody, none, no one, nothing, other, some, 

someone, somebody, something, this, that, these, those 

[A List of Possessive Pronouns] 

Her, hers, his, its, mine, my, our, ours, your, yours, their, theirs 

[A List of Personal Pronouns] 

He, her, him, it, me, she, them, they, us, we, you 

[A List of Quantifiers] 

A, an, all, any, each one 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The Behavior Trees Development Environment 

highlights these words.  

Comments: Ambiguities that are related to pronouns have been studied by linguists (Hobbs, 

1977, 1978)(Bear & Hobbs, 1988, p.237)(Hobbs et al., 1997, p.385) described an anaphora 

with the pronoun “one”. His example is “John revised a paper of his, and Bill revised one too”. 

This phenomenon is generalized to indefinite pronouns.  

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.5.2.2 Contingency Abort Failures 

The following conditions constitute the contingency abort failures: 

a. Loss of thrust from two or three SSME 
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b. SSME TVC Failure(s) 

c. SRB TVC Failure(s) 

d. Premature Orbiter separation 

e. Failure to separate SRB from Orbiter/ET 

f. Any failure/failures

Analysis: 

 which require the initiation of a system abort (Administration, 1998). 

The entry f specifies those failures requiring the initiation of a system abort. I need to 

retrieve the whole specification to identify the referents of these failures.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The Behavior Tree Grammar Checker should 

highlight “any”. 

Correction: Here, the complete set of those failures should replace “any”. 

Pattern 3. Ambiguous and Vague Verbs 

Description: 

In English requirements documents, a verb refers to an activity, a state, or a process; or a 

type of activities, a type of states, or a type of processes. Within the context of the system and 

its environment, the referents of a verb should be checkable via objective experiments or tests. 

However, certain types of verbs are ambiguous or vague. The readers are uncertain about their 

referents. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[A List of Ambiguous and Vague Verbs] 

Charge, complot, degrade, finish, handle, include, maximize, minimize, prepare, process, 

reject, support, update 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier highlights these verbs. 

Comments: 

Buley (Buley, Moore, & Owess, 1988) described some of these verbs. In requirements 
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documents, the word "include" should be replaced by:  

 1) "consists of", if it denotes 'contains', 'possesses', or ' is part of' relationship. 

 2) or "contains as a subset", if it denotes 'subset relationship". (Berry et al., 2003, p.20) 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

7.2.1.4 The Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should respond

7.1.2.5 The Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should 

 to TIPS Users’ requests to 

retrieve the current presentation information of any requested TIPS PLI(s). 

respond to store the updated

Behavior Trees Detection: 

 

scheduling information and display content for particular TIPS PLI(s) (p.13). 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier highlights “respond”. 

Analysis: 

The term “respond” is not clearly defined. Most system reactions or behaviours can be 

counted as “respond”. For example, two possible responses are: 

. If TIPS Users request to retrieve the current presentation of any requested TIPS PLI(s), 

the Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should verify if the users have the authority to 

retrieve the current presentation of any requested TIPS PLI(s). If the users have the 

authority, the Traveltrain TIPS Server Application will retrieve the current presentation of 

any requested TIPS PLI(s). If the users do not have the authority, the Traveltrain TIPS 

Server Application will display

. If TIPS Users request to retrieve the current presentation of any requested TIPS PLI(s), 

the Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should 

 an authorization failure message…. 

retrieve

Example 2:  

 the current presentation of any 

requested TIPS PLI(s)…. 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.3.5 Mission 2(a)  

This is a Direct Insertion Mission. The mission is to deliver a payload launched from KSC 

into a 285 nm circular orbit inclined at 57°. The ascent cargo weight is to be maximized. The 

mission duration should be seven days with a crew size of four. RCS propellants should be 
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loaded full. Standard provisions should be included for personnel and stowed equipment, and 

contingency EVA capability should be provided (Administration, 1998). 

Analysis: 

The requirements description itself does not specify or refer to another description that 

specifies the maximum ascent cargo weight. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight “maximized”. 

Pattern 4. Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives  

Description: 

In English requirements documents, an adjective refers to the value of a property. Within 

the context of the system and its environment, the referents of the adjective should be 

checkable via objective experiments or tests. However, certain adjectives or adjectival phrases 

are ambiguous or vague. The readers are uncertain about their referents. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[A List of Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives and Adjectival Phrases] 

acceptable, accomplish, accuracy, achievable, adequate, adjacent, appropriate, available, 

average, able to, capable of, better, close, coincident, common, correct, critical, easy, in 

excess of, effective, efficient, fast, flexible, future, general, good, graceful, high, infrequent, 

instantaneous, large, less, limited to, many, maximized, maximum, minimum, minimum 

required, modular, most, necessary, normal, nominal, a number of, period, possible, potential, 

practical, privacy, quick, rapid, real-time, reliably, simultaneous, slow, suitable, special, 

steady-state, synchronous, timely, user friendly, up to…, user friendly 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight these words.  

Comments: 

Nouns and pronouns are modified by adjectives. In requirements specifications, these 

adjectives indicate the values of properties. The meanings of these adjectives are often not 

checkable and cannot be defined precisely. Some of the above adjectives are from (Buley et 
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al., 1988; Royer, 1993) (W. M. Wilson, 1999, p.18). The list is by no means being complete. It 

is possible, however, to enrich the list. 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.4.3 Landing Site Support 

…In order to open the payload bay doors or remove “payload bay” payloads at the landing 

sites other than KSC, special

Analysis: 

 Behavior Trees and enclosures are required (Administration, 

1998) (p.3-14). 

What types of “special” ground station equipment and enclosures are required? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier will highlight “special”. 

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.2.11 Pad Stay Time 

The SSS should accommodate the mated vehicle on the launch pad for durations up to 180 

days. Exposure to natural and induced environments for the pad stay time duration should not 

invalidate the design performance or operational capability of the flight vehicle. Operational 

procedures should be used to supplement element design capability, as necessary, to meet the 

natural and induced environments defined in Book 2 (Appendices 10.10 and 10.11). Suitable 

instrumentation will be required during ground operations to monitor conditions that exceed 

the natural environments criteria of Book 2 (Appendix 10.10) to determine the extent 

of potential damage to critical

Analysis: 

 components. (Administration, 1998) 

What are the meanings of “necessary”, “suitable”, “potential”, “critical”? When will it be 

necessary to use the operational procedures to supplement element design capability to meet 

the natural and induced environments? What instrumentation is suitable? What components 

are critical? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight these words. 

Example 3: 

Representation Construct: 

1.3.1.4 Provide Mission Operations Support (FFD 4.0) 

Should include the permission, mission, and post mission operations support and should 

include but not be limited to

a. Mission planning 

 : 

b. Mission profiles 

c. Communications and air traffic control (Administration, 1998). 

Analysis: 

The phrase “limited to…” leaves the possibility open. It indicates that the composition of 

FFD4.0 is incompletely specified. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight the phrase 

“limited to…” 

Example 4: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9.1.1.2 Release System 

The release system should be compatible with the separation sequence specified in Paragraph 

3.2.1.1.9.1.2. Any component disconnect or break wire at release should not induce an 

impulse torque in excess of 700 ft/lb/sec about the SRB Centre of Gravity (CG) at separation 

(Administration, 1998) (p. 3-2073

Analysis: 

). 

Does “in excess of” include 700 ft/lb/sec? When I use "in excess of", I must explicitly 

specify if it is "in excess of and including...", or "in excess of and excluding…". 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

                                                        
73 The page number system of NASA’s Space Shuttle System Flight and Ground System Requirements 
Specification starts from page one in each chapter. For example, page 3-30 means chapter three, page 30. 
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Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight the phrase “in 

excess of…” 

Example 5: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9.1.1.1Separation Flight Control Functions 

Separation flight control functions consist of the Flight Control System (FCS) functions 

necessary to support the separation sequence specified in Paragraph 

3.2.1.1.9.1.2. These should include: 

a. Return of the nozzle of each SRB to a position 0.0 +1.0° [sic] from the SRB centreline in 

the vehicle pitch axis and 1.0 ± 0.6° from the SRB centreline, toward the ET, in the vehicle 

yaw axis. This position should be maintained for at least

Analysis: 

 five seconds after separation 

command issuance (Administration, 1998) (p.3-20). 

 “at least”. Does it include 5 seconds? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight the phrase “at 

least”. 

Example 6: 

Representation Construct: 

. The software should provide interfaces with the appropriate

. The software should be developed in accordance with 

 subsystems. 

good

. The software should provide the 

 development standards. 

necessary

. Computer memory utilization should be optimized to accommodate future growth. 

 processing under all modes of operation. 

. The software should provide a 99.9999 percent assurance of information privacy (or 

“reliability,” “availability”, or “human safety

. The software should provide 

,” when these terms are undefined). 

accuracy sufficient to support effective

. The software should provide 

 flight control. 

real-time

Analysis: 

 response to sales activity queries (B. W. Boehm, 

1984) (p.129). 
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The referents of these words can only be identified subjectively. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight these words. 

Correction: 

Below are some more testable versions of the last two requirements: 

• The software should compute aircraft position within the following degrees: 

±50 feet in the horizontal; 

±20 feet in the vertical 

• The system should respond to  

Type A queries in ≤ 2 seconds; 

Type B queries in ≤ 10 seconds; 

Type C queries in ≤ 2 minutes; 

Where Type A, B, and C queries are defined in detail in the specification. In many cases, 

even these versions will not be sufficiently testable without further definition. For example: 

• Do the terms “±50 feet” or “≤ 2 seconds” refer to root-mean-square performance, 90 

percent confidence limits, or never-to-exceed constraints? 

• Does “response” time include terminal delays, communications delays, or just the 

time involved in computer processing? (B. W. Boehm, 1984) (p.130) 

Comments: 

Thus, it often requires a good deal of added effort to eliminate vagueness and ambiguity 

and make it testable. But such effort is generally well worth while. It would have to be done 

eventually for the test phase anyway, and doing it early eliminates a great deal of expense, 

controversy, and possible bitterness in later stages (B. W. Boehm, 1984) (p.130). 

Example 7: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.4.3 Landing Site Support 
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The Orbiter Vehicle should have the capability and ground support for safe landing from orbit 

in daytime or darkness at the primary or secondary landing site. In addition, a number of

Analysis: 

 

augmented and emergency landing sites will be available throughout the Space Shuttle 

Program as needed to support quick returns from orbit. In order to open the payload bay doors 

or remove “payload bay” payloads at the landing sites other than KSC, special Behavior Trees 

and enclosures are required. 

What is the exact quantity of “a number of”? It might be any natural number. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

The checker will highlight this phrase “a 

number of”. 

Pattern 5. Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs  

Descriptions: 

In English requirements documents, an adverb refers to the value of a property. Within the 

context of the system and its environment, the referents of the adverb should be checkable via 

objective experiments or tests. However, certain adjectives are ambiguous or vague. The 

readers are uncertain about their referents. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[A List of Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs and Adverbial Phrases] 

adequately, almost, also, always, appropriately, approximately, at least, closely, coincidently, 

commonly, correctly, credibly, critically, easily, effectively, efficiently, even, faster, flexibly, 

generally, gracefully, hardly, inadvently, infrequently, instantaneously, just, largely, less, 

merely, modularly, mostly, necessarily, nearly, normally, nominally, only,  periodically, 

possibly, potentially, practically, quickly, rapidly, really, recently, simultaneously, slowly, 

suitably, specially, steadily, timely, to the greatest extent, well, where applicable 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight these words.  

Comments: 
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Verbs, adjectives, and sentences are modified by adverbs. In English requirements 

documents, adverbs indicate aspects such as degree, method, time etc. The meanings of the 

adverbs are of the uncheckable and imprecisely defined. Some of these adverbs are from 

(Berry et al., 2003; Buley et al., 1988). 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.2.9 On-Pad Abort 

The SSS should be capable of recycling [sic] for a launch attempt within approximately

Analysis: 

 24 

hours of the initial launch window for a launch scrub prior to SSME ignition. In case of an 

on-pad abort following SSME ignition, the Shuttle System should be capable of recycling for 

the launch without rollback to the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB). (Administration, 1998) 

How approximately is “approximately”? Will 25 hours be acceptable? How about 26 hours?  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight “approximately”. 

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.2.1.3 Extravehicular Activity (EVA)/Intravehicular Activity (IVA) Operations 

… 

The Space Shuttle should have a crew self-rescue device to be worn by each EVA 

crewmember during all periods when the Orbiter is docked to structure and cannot credibly 

rescue an inadvertently

…(Administration, 1998) 

 detached EVA crewmember. This self-rescue capability should not be 

required on missions in which the ODS-associated contingency EVAs are the only EVAs that 

will be required during the docked phase of the mission. 

Analysis: 

The referents of “credibly” and “inadvertently” cannot be objectively identified. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (when) Detector (who) Process Comment (how) 
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Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight “credibly” and 

“inadvertently”. 

Example 3: 

Representation Construct: 

“7.1.2.7 The Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should periodically

Behavior Trees Detection: 

 update TIPS 

Diagnostic’s application with any events that occurred on TIPS Stations, TIPS PLIs and TIPS 

Operators.” (p.13) 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form pattern identifier The identifier should highlight “periodically”. 

Analysis: 

The referents of “periodically” cannot be precisely identified. 

Correction: 

“7.1.2.7 After an event occurred on TIPS Stations, TIPS PLIs, and/or TIPS Operators, the 

Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should update TIPS Diagnostic’s application. 

Example 4: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1. 2.3.2 Hold after Cryo Loading 

With due consideration to internal subsystems management, the Shuttle System should be 

capable, without recycle [sic], of holding [sic] after MPS propellant loading for at least

Analysis: 

 seven 

hours prior to the initiation of LO2 drainback. Subsequent to the initiation of LO2 drainback, a 

2-minute hold capability, with reduction of vehicle performance capability should exist until 

T-31 seconds (Administration, 1998). 

Does the capability of holding after MPS propellant loading include seven hours?  Or must 

the capability be greater than seven hours? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight “at least”. 

Example 5: 

Representation Construct: 
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3.2.1.1.18 ET Operations 

The Shuttle System should provide the capability for EVA by two crewmen for three periods 

of up to

Analysis: 

 six hours each outside the vehicle…. (Administration, 1998) 

 “up to”. Does it include six hours? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight “up to”. 

Example 6: 

Representation Construct: 

. The software should degrade gracefully

Analysis: 

 under stress (B. W. Boehm, 1984) (p.129).  

If the referents of these words can be identified, they can only be identified subjectively. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight “gracefully”. 

Correction: 

In order to correct this problem, I need to consult the customers.  

Violation 2. Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) 

Inconsistent words are those that fail to maintain an identical relationship between an 

identifier and the referents. Polysemys refers to multiple identifiers for the same referents. 

They violate Q2.C2 (p.23). This means that the readers interpret the meanings of different 

identifiers and get the same understanding of the requirements. Synonyms use the same 

identifier for multiple referents. They violate Q2.C2 (p.23). Both synonyms and polysemy fail 

to maintain an identical relationship between an identifier and its referent. Uncertainty is 

caused by non-unique meaning relationships. 

Pattern 1. Polysemy 

Description: 

Polysemy means a word is used to represent multiple valid referents.  
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Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector(Who)  Process Comment (How) 

Translation Inspector with the 

assistance of Behavior 

Trees Development 

Environment 

The Behavior Trees Development Environment 

should maintain the identifiers declared. The 

inspectors should inspect the identifiers.  

Pattern 2. Synonym 

Description: 

Synonyms are cases when the same referent is denoted by a number of different words. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. In the translated Behavior Trees, if the same behavior identifiers or 

the same property identifiers have different owner component identifiers, These 

component identifiers should be highlighted and checked. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

When two nodes have common values in the predicate 

component field, or predicate property field, and they 

have a different value in the subject component field, 

these two nodes should be highlighted. 

Projected 

Component 

Behavior 

Trees 

Inspection The detection of synonyms with the identifier of 

predicate behaviors or of predicative properties is done 

in the inspection of the projected Component Behavior 

Trees because once I get the Component Behavior 

Trees, the related behaviors and properties are localized. 

Components can be inspected one at a time, or inspected 

by multiple inspectors simultaneously. 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.1.1.1 Flight Vehicle Elements 

The elements of the Shuttle Flight Vehicle shown in Figure 3.1.1.1 should be: 
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a. Orbiter Vehicle 

b. Solid Rocket Booster

c. External Tank (ET) 

 (SRB) 

d. Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) 

Characteristics of these elements are defined in Paragraphs 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, and 

3.3.4, respectively. The Shuttle Flight Vehicle should consist of a Shuttle Vehicle 

Booster 

Analysis: 

(reference Paragraph 6.1.10), one ET, and one Orbiter Vehicle with three SSMEs. 

“Shuttle vehicle booster” and “solid rocket booster” refer to the same referent. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Inspector When the engineers declare them as 

components, they may identify this defect.  

Example 2: 

Requirement Construct: 

In the initial state of the video system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu 

the clerk can choose one of the following options:…Employee

Behavior Trees Detection:  

 chooses one option.(Basili et 

al., 2005) (ABC Video 96, p.7) 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Inspector In the translation process, this synonym is detected in 

the Translation Tracing Table. The component “clerk” 

and the component “employee” both have the 

behavior of choosing options.  

Analysis: The clerk is an employee. However, an employee may not be a clerk. In the ABC 

video system, both the manager and the clerk are employees.  

Correction: To replace “employee” with “clerk” in the original requirement description. 
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1.2 Sentence 

Rule 1. Representation Quality  

Violation 1. Ambiguous and Vague Sentences  

Ambiguous sentences have multiple valid interpretations. They violate Q2.C2, p.23. The 

readers of an ambiguous sentence have multiple interpretations of the requirements. These 

interpretations are not identical. Consequently, the customers’ interpretations may be different 

from those of the designers. Even if the designs are implemented completely, accurately, and 

consistently, the customers’ needs may still be unsatisfied. 

Vague sentences do not have a valid referent. They violate Q2.C2, p.23. The readers cannot 

have an identical interpretation of the sentence. 

Both ambiguous and vague sentences cause uncertainty in the requirements. The readers of 

the requirements descriptions cannot interpret them identically. Consequently, the 

requirements cannot be analysed, changed, tested, and reused.  

Pattern 1. Ambiguous and Vague Modifier Attachement – Adjective 

Attachement 

Description: 

Modifiers modify the subjects, the predicates, and/or the sentence. They allow more precise 

specifications of requirements. The modifiers and the parts of speech modified should have 

identical relationships. However, in some sentence structures, the modifiers can be attached to 

different elements. As a result, the readers may produce multiple interpretations. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. adjective 1 + noun/pronoun 1, noun/pronoun 2, …and/or noun/ 

pronoun 3. When one adjective is used to modify a noun that is part of a parallel 

noun structure such as a list, the adjective may modify the noun that follows the 

adjective, but it may also modify each noun in the parallel structure. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 
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Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight these sentences that 

have parallel noun structure and an adjective before 

the first noun. 

Example 1: 

Requirement Construct: 

“7.1.2, Provide System Alarm information on each TIPS Operator, TIPS Station, TIPS 

Diagnostics applications, PLIs and

Analysis: 

 TIPS Monitors.” (p.13) 

“Each” can be attached to “TIPS Operator”. It can also be attached to “TIPS Operator”, and to 

“TIPS Station”. Consequently, two interpretations are produced. 

Interpretation 1. The Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should provide System 

Alarm information on each TIPS Operator. The Traveltrain TIPS Server 

Application should provide System Alarm information on TIPS Stations, TIPS 

Diagnostics applications, PLIs, and TIPS Monitors. 

Interpretation 2. The Traveltrain TIPS Server Application should provide System 

Alarm information on each TIPS Operator, each TIPS Station, each TIPS 

Diagnostics applications, PLIs, and TIPS Monitors. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this sentence. This 

sentence has the structure “each” + noun 1, noun 2, 

noun 3, noun 4, noun 5.  

Comments: 

This sentence exhibits particular English syntactical characteristics. In a sentence, if “each” 

is used to modify the first element of a parallel structure, this problem may occur. 

Pattern 2. Ambiguous and Vague Modifier Attachment – Adverb 

Attachement  

Description: 

The adverbs modify the predicates, and/or the sentence. They allow more precise 

specifications to requirements. The modifiers and the predicates modified and/or the 
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sentences modified should have identical relationships. However, in some structures, the 

adverbs can be attached to different parts of speech. As a result, the readers may produce 

multiple interpretations. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Verb 1, Verb 2…+ adverb. The adverb must modify the second verb, 

and may modify the first verb as well (Bear & Hobbs, 1988) (p.236). 

Form Pattern 2. adverb verb 1, and verb 2… 

Form Pattern 3. after + noun. This structure is used as an adverbial modifier. 

Behavior Trees Detection Process: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who)  Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight those sentences 

where there are adverbs and the number of modified 

objects is more than one. 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only immediately after an IN command 

message. (Prowell, 1999) (Satellite Control System). 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this sentence. It has a 

parallel predicate structure and an adverb as a 

modifier before the first predicate. 

Analysis: 

The following are valid interpretations. 

Interpretation 1. An MG command message may be received immediately after 

the GCS sends

Interpretation 2. An MG command message may be received immediately after 

the 

 an IN command message.  

SCS receives an IN command message. 
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Pattern 3. Ambiguous and Vague Modifier Attachement – Pronoun 

Attachement 

Description:  

This pattern shows those defects that are related to the quantity relationship between two 

entities. In requirements documents, universal quantifiers must be examined for:  

1. correctness based on domain knowledge because very few universal statements about the 

world have no exceptions (Berry & Kamsties, 2000, 2005) (Berry et al., 2003) (p.21). 

2. structural problems. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. “each/every”+ noun 1+ “has” + “a/an/the” + noun 2. It forms an m: 1 

relationship between the entity that is represented by noun 1 and the entity that is 

represented by noun 2. However, in certain situations, the relationship should be 

a 1:1 relationship.  

Form Pattern 2. “this/that time…” 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight the sentences 

with this syntactical structure. 

Composition Tree Inspector The relationship should be checked. 

Comments: Berry (Berry et al., 2003) (p.21) discussed this type of defect in detail. In 

requirements documents, existential quantifiers must be explicitly specified. The words 

"many" and "few" must be: 

1. replaced with a quantified value. 

2. replaced with an estimated percentage. 

3. or explicitly stated as imprecise (Berry et al., 2003) (p.34). 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Orbiter/ET Separation Sequence 

The Orbiter/ET separation sequence is initiated when MECO initiation, automatic or manual, 

is verified. Following this time, time-sequenced commands are issued to arm all separation 
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subsystem Pyrotechnic Initiator Controllers (PICs) for closure of LH2/LO2 disconnect valves, 

Orbiter/ET electrical deadfacing, umbilical release and retract, and firing of the structural 

release pyrotechnics…. 

Analysis: 

Following “this time”, does it mean “the time when MECO initiation is verified” or “the 

Orbiter/ET separation sequence is initiated”? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight “this time”. 

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: “All

Analysis: The following interpretations are given. 

 persons have a unique national insurance number.” (Berry et 

al., 2003) (p.21) 

Interpretation 1. Each person has his own national insurance number. 

Interpretation 2. All persons share a common unique national insurance number. 

Correction: Each person has a unique national insurance number. (Berry et al., 2003) (p.21) 

Pattern 4. Ambiguous and Vague Modifier Attachement – Relative Clause 

Attachement 

Description: 

Relative clauses can modify nouns. When multiple noun clauses occur in a sentence, 

multiple interpretations of the noun clause that is modified by the relative clause are possible 

(Bear & Hobbs, 1988) (p.236). 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Noun clause 1, noun clause 2,…+ relative clause. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this syntactical 

structure.  
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Pattern 5. Ambiguous and Vague Comparison Structures 

Description: 

In requirements documents, when a comparison uses “than”, it must be checked whether 

the two sides of the "than" are parallel in order to be able to determine unambiguously what 

has being compared. Berry et al. (Berry et al., 2003) (p.48) give more details about this 

pattern category. 

Pattern 6. Ambiguous and Vague Parallel Structures – Coordinate  

Attachement  

Description: 

The parallel structure in different parts of the sentence leads to multiple interpretations of 

the meaning.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. “and/or/not only…but also/either…or/neither…nor/as well 

as/ 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight these conjunction 

words. The omissions should be specified explicitly.  

Comment: 

In requirements documents, the word "and" must be replaced by: 

1. splitting the original sentence into several sentences. 

2. "at the same time", if "and" denotes concurrency of events or actions. 

3. "and then", if "and" denotes temporal order. 

4. "and", if "and" denotes that several conditions are to be met concurrently (Berry et al., 

2003). 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

In addition, this function should include mission equipment installation, removal, 

reconfiguration, or maintenance (Administration, 1998) (p.1-2). 
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Analysis:  

This sentence has four activities – mission equipment installation, mission equipment 

removal, mission equipment reconfiguration, and mission equipment maintenance. "or" 

means this function may contain one, two, three, or four activities.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier should highlight the word 

“or”. 

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.7 Day and Night Operations 

The Shuttle System should have the capability to launch and land the flight vehicle in daylight 

or darkness. The Orbiter should be capable of terminal rendezvous and retrieval of a target, 

under daylight and

Behavior Trees Detection: 

 darkness conditions. The Shuttle System should be capable of supporting 

EVA operations under daylight and darkness conditions (Administration, 1998).  

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Grammar 

Check 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight “and” in a parallel 

structure and engineers should analyse this 

structure. 

Analysis:  The readings of the first sentence are related to two coordinate attachments “to 

launch and land the flight vehicle”, “in daylight or darkness”. The following readings might 

be produced. 

Interpretation 1. to launch the flight vehicle in daylight/darkness, and then to land the 

flight vehicle in daylight/darkness. (“and” means temporal relationship – 

sequential, dependent, determined.) 

Interpretation 2. to launch the flight vehicle in daylight/darkness, and at the same time 

to land the flight vehicle in daylight/darkness. (“and” means temporal 

relationship-concurrency, dependent, determined.) 
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Interpretation 3. to land the flight vehicle in daylight/darkness, and then launch the 

flight vehicle in daylight/darkness. (“and” means temporal relationship – 

sequential, dependent, determined.) 

Interpretation 4. to launch the flight vehicle in daylight/darkness, and land the flight 

vehicle in daylight/darkness. (“and” means enumeration. The temporal 

relationship of the above two activities are unspecified) 

Example 3: (Up to here) 

Representation Construct: 

“If the door is closed and

Behavior Trees Detection: 

 you push the button, the oven will cook for one minute.”(Shlaer & 

Mellor, 1992) (Microwave Oven System Requirements) 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight “and”, “or” in a 

parallel structure and engineers should analyse 

these structures. 

Analysis:  This sentence has the following readings. 

Interpretation 1. When the user closed the door, and then if the user pushed the 

button… (sequential order) 

Interpretation 2. When the user pushed the button, and then if the user closed the 

door… (sequential order) 

Interpretation 3. When the user closed the door, and at the same time if the user 

pushed the button…(concurrency) 

Interpretation 4. When the user closed the door, and then if the user pushed the 

button....; or when the user pushed the button, and then if the user closed the 

door…; or when the user pushed the button, and at the same time if the user 

closed the door…(Indeterminist Behavior Order) 

Correction: “After the user closed the door, and then if the user push the button…” 

Example 4: 

Representation Construct: 

“MG4) The SCS should process each FR (firing request) command message received from 
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the GCS. Those commands are used to re-orient or

Behavior Trees Detection: 

 stabilize an SCS satellite” (Prowell, 

1999)(Satellite Control System) 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight “and”, “or” in a 

parallel structure and engineers should analyse 

these structures. 

Analysis:  This sentence has the following readings. 

Interpretation 1. The SCS will use the FR command message to re-orient an SCS 

satellite. 

Interpretation 2. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite. 

Interpretation 3. The SCS will use the FR command message to re-orient an SCS 

satellite and then to stabilize the SCS satellite (the same). (sequential) 

Interpretation 4. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite and then to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same). (sequential) 

Interpretation 5. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite and at the same time to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same). 

(concurrency) 

Interpretation 6. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite and to re-orient the SCS satellite (the same) in indeterminist order. 

(indeterminist) 

Interpretation 7. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite and then to re-orient an (the other) SCS satellite. (sequential order) 

(Distributing “an”) 

Interpretation 8. The SCS will use the FR command message to stabilize an SCS 

satellite and at the same time to re-orient an (the other) SCS satellite. 

(concurrency) (Distributing “an”) 

Pattern 7. Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis 

Description: 
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Ellipsis is a phenomenon of English descriptions. The omissions of different part of 

speeches are supposed to be recovered by readers. Multiple recoveries are often the results of 

the omissions. Subject ellipsis is the first type of ellipsis structure. These structures omit the 

subject of a sentence. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. passive voice. Passsive voice often omits the subject of the 

predicate. It leaves to the readers to interpret the component of a behaviour. 

Form Pattern 2. In Translated Behavior Trees, the subject field of a rectangle 

is empty. 

Behavior Trees Detection Process: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight a sentence that 

uses passive voice.  

Integration Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight a node that has 

empty subject field. 

Comments: 

Although passive voice is used in daily descriptions, in requirements documents, passive 

voice is not allowed or allowed without omission of the subject of an activity. In literature, 

Buley (Buley et al., 1988) discussed the removal of passive voice. 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.5 Propellant Dump 

During ascent after SSME shutdown and ET separation, the Orbiter should be capable of 

dumping propellants remaining trapped in the MPS feedlines and main engine. Dumping 

through the main engine will be initiated during OMS burn to insertion. Vacuum inerting 

should be performed

Analysis: 

 to minimize residual propellant (Administration, 1998) (p.3-18). 

Under what condition, when what happened, which component will initiate the main 

engine during OMS burn to insertion? Under what condition, when what happened, which 

component/system will perform vacuum inserting? 
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Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight passive voice.  

Pattern 8. Ellipsis Structure – VP Ellipsis  

Description: 

VP ellipsis is those structures that omit verb predicates.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Sub sentence 1, subject + “too/neither/either” 

Form Pattern 2. Subject Predicate + conjunction + subject “do/do it/do so/do 

so too/do the same.” 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight these words.  

Comments: 

The VP of the second sentence is supposed to be understood by reading sentence 1. VP 

Ellipsis is a problem that attracted attentions in natural language processing. Hobbs et al. 

(Jerry R. Hobbs & Kehler, 1997) described a theory of parallelism to analyse VP Ellipsis (and 

other phenomena that can be syntactically represented as parallel structures). They also 

referred to works by Prüst (Prust, 1992) and Asher (Asher, 1993). 

Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis  

Description: 

When participles are used to describe activities, the entity that will act is often omitted. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Present Participle, verb + “-ing” 

Form Pattern 2. Past Participle,  verb + “-ed” 

Behavior Trees Detections: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights these participles. In the 

translation process, these verbs should be replaced 
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with components and behaviors.  

Comments: 

In English grammar, participles can be used to modify both nouns and verbs. It may cause 

ambiguity (Bear & Hobbs, 1988) (p.236). 

Example 1: 

Representation Construct:  

1.3.1.3 Performa Turnaround Maintenance Operations (FFD 3.0) 

Should begin with Orbiter activities just after landing rollout and should include any classified 

data removal, flight personnel egress and transport to the maintenance checkout area for post-

flight safing, deservicing, cargo removal, inspection, post-flight data processing, maintenance, 

repair, refurbishment, payload installation, vehicle premate checkout, and end with the Orbiter 

ready for flight vehicle mating. This function also includes SRB retrieval, transport to the 

refurbishment and checkout area, inspection, repair and refurbishment, and ends with the SRB 

ready for flight vehicle mating

Analysis: 

. In addition, this function should include mission equipment 

installation, removal, reconfiguration, or maintenance. 

Under what condition, when what happened, which component/system will deservice the 

the orbiter? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier highlights “landing”, “classified”, 

“safing”, “deservicing”, “mating”, and 

“processing”. 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier When engineers declare these verbs in the TTT 

as behaviors, the corresponding components 

who behave should be specified.  

Example 2: 

Representation Construct: 

3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Orbiter/ET Separation Sequence 

The Orbiter/ET separation sequence is initiated when MECO initiation, automatic or manual, 
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is verified. Following this time, time-sequenced commands are issued to arm all separation 

subsystem Pyrotechnic Initiator Controllers (PICs) for closure of LH2/LO2 disconnect valves, 

Orbiter/ET electrical deadfacing, umbilical release and retract, and firing of the structural 

release pyrotechnics. Firing

Analysis: 

 of the RCS-Z jets is initiated in the time period between 160 ms 

prior to structural release and structural release. Automatic attitude control will be inhibited 

until sufficient Velocity along the Z-Axis (VZ) is available to ensure separation margins. 

(Note: Manual override and manual attitude control is available at any time after structural 

release except during the automatic attitude control inhibit phase)…. 

Which subsystem is responsible for the following activities: Orbiter/ET electrical 

deadfacing, umbilical release and retract, and firing of the structural release pyrotechnics? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier highlights “following”, 

“deadfacing”, and “firing”. 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier When engineers declare these verbs in the 

TTT as behaviors, the corresponding 

components who behave should be specified.  

Pattern 10. Ellipsis Structure – Gerund/Infinitive Ellipsis  

Description: 

Gerund and infinitive are two forms of verbs. When they are used to describe activities, the 

entity that will act is often omitted.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. gerund 

Form Pattern 2. Infinitive  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight these gerunds and 

infinitives. In the translation process, these verbs 

should be replaced with actors and actions.  
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Pattern 11. Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun Ellipsis  

Description: 

A verbal noun derives from a verb and usually preserves the verb's syntactic features, such 

as transitivity or the capability of taking nominal or verbal complements. A verbal noun is 

often used when the object discussed is an activity, a state, or a process. When I talk about 

them, the entity that acts, is in the state, or does the process is often omitted. This is named as 

verbal noun ellipsis.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[A List of Verbal Nouns] 

checkout, inspection, installation, maintenance, processing, refurbishment, repair, retrieval, 

safing, 

Behavior Trees Detection Process: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight these verbal nouns. In 

the translation process, these verbal nouns should be 

replaced with components and behaviors.  

Example 1: 

Representation Construct: 

…includes SRB (Solid Rocket Booster) retrieval, transport to the refurbishment and checkout 

area, inspection, repair and refurbishment

Analysis: 

.(Administration, 1998) (p.1-2) 

"Inspection" and "retrieval" are examples of verb nouns. Who will retrieve the solid rocket 

booster? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

In the translation, the Behavior Tree Grammar 

checker should highlight those verb nouns – 

“retrieval”, and “inspection”. 

Example 2: 

Requirement Construct: 
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7.5.6.4 Upon completion

Analysis:  

 the updated information will then propagate to the selected TIPS 

PLI and its display will be updated with modified information in real time [TIPS 04, p.18]. 

Under what conditions, when what happened, which component will complete what? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

In the translation, the Behavior Tree Grammar 

checker should highlight “completion”. 

Correction: 

 “If the TIPS Users presses the OK button, the TIPS Operator Application will propagate 

the information to the selected TIPS PLI”. When the selected TIPS PLI receives the 

information, the TIPS PLI will display the information. 

Comments: 

 “Upon completion” is the term that should be expressed with the behaviours of the system. 

Pattern 12. Entailment, Presupposition, and Implication 

Description: 

In linguistic, entailment, presupposition, implications are different. Arguments exist as to 

their definitions. In here, I did not get involved into the discussions. Collectively, this pattern 

includes those descriptions presuppose, entail, or imply other descriptions.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Form Patterns] 

1. An input behavior must match at least one behavior of output. 

2. An output behavior must match at least one behavior of input. 

Behavior Trees Detection Process: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Integration Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight a node whose behavior 

is an input behavior and there is no output behavior 

matching it.  

Example 1: 
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Representation Construct: “MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) 

command message received from the GCS.” 

Analysis: 

“MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) command message 

received from the GCS.” 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Tree 

Grammar Checker 

“Received” is a behavior of input. In Behavior 

Trees specification, the input behavior must match 

an output behavior of another component. 
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2. Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements 

Specifications 

2.1 Primitive Types 

Rule 1. Requirements Quality  

Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type 

In Behavior Trees grammar, there are four primitive types: component, behavior, property, 

and message/data. Each type is defined with a set of data fields. A data field is a set of 

alphabets that are represented following Behavior Trees naming mechanism. If a primitive 

type is declared and initiated, but one of the data field is not initiated, the declaration is 

incomplete. 

Pattern 1. Incomplete Component  

Description: 

A component is a Behavior Trees type of a physical or conceptual entity. In Behavior Trees, 

a component has the structure of: 

component Identifier { 

MemberBehaviorList; 

MemberPropertyList; 

} 

Rule 1. The MemberBehaviorList and the MemberPropertyList of a component cannot both 

be empty. When an entity is modelled, at least one of its property or its activity should be 

specified because if it is modelled only with an identifier, it will not have any relationships 

with other entities. As a result, it cannot act on other entities or be acted by other entities. 

In the Behavior Trees declarations, it means in the projected Component Behavior Trees, 

there is at least one member in the MemberBehaviorList and the MemberPropertyList. 

Characteristics: 
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Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the projected Component Behavior Trees, the length of both the MemberBehaviorList 

and MemberPropertyList is zero. It means there are no behavior and no property with this 

component.  

Component Identifier

Component Behavior Trees  
[Analysis] 

In the projected Component Behavior Trees, an identifier is declared as a component. 

However, the identifier does not have any member behaviors and member properties. It 

means that the modelled entity cannot act or being acted by other entities of the system or 

by entities in the environment.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight those identifiers 

that are declared as component and the 

lengths of the MemberBehaviorList and the 

MemberPropertyList are zero (they are empty 

lists without elements.). 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

 

Pattern 2. Incomplete Behavior  

Description: 

A behavior is a Behavior Trees type of an activity, of an operation, or of a process (proper 

behavior); or a type of activities, of operations, or of processes (common behavior); or some 

activities, operations, processes or combinations of them (collective behavior).  The 
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successful completion of a behavior changes the value of the current state of at least one 

behavior and/or one property. A behavior has the structure of: 

behavior Identifier { 

OwnerComponent;  

BehavedObjectList; 

CurrentStateValue; 

StateValueRange; 

StateValueTransitionPathList; 

BehaviorPropertyList; 

} 

Note: When a component behavior tree is projected, a behavior should specify “under what 

conditions, when what happened, which component will/should/can/may/must do/do not do 

what on where by what method with what performance and result in what?” 

Rule 1. Given a behavior, the OwnerComponent field must be a valid identifier of a 

component in a Behavior Trees model. The OwnerComponent field cannot be empty 

because in physical world, an activity must be performed by an entity. In Behavior Trees, a 

behavior must be performed by a component. 

Rule 2. The StateValueRange of a behavior consists of {Disabled, Enabled, 

Scheduled, Started, Behaving, Suspended, Cancelled, End}. 

Rule 3. The BehavedObjectList of a behavior should not be empty. The 

BehavedObjectList field should not be empty because according to the definition of the 

type behavior (The successful completion of a behavior changes the value of the current 

state of at least one behavior and/or one property). As a result, the BehavedObjectList 

should specify the identifiers of those objects. However, it is possible that an activity 

indicates the state change of the entity that performs the activity. In English, these 

activities are typed as intransitive verb. In Behavior Trees, it is recommended to check if a 

behavior should behave on an object. 

Note: It is possible to model a behavior’s lifecycle in a simpler or more complicated way. It 

means the range of the StateValueRange might be different. It depends on the needs of the 

specification and the definitions to the semantic of the values in the range. In addition, it is 
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possible to establish coexistent relationship between certain properties and different types of 

activities. For example, ditransitive verbs should have at least two objects. These coexistent 

relationships should be regulated by rules. These rules provide more detection power. This 

might be future works. Should I further classify types of behaviors and specify rules to 

regulate each subtype of behaviors. The following are two examples. 

Form Pattern 1. With a screen output, the following things need to be checked: data 

fields, inputs, acceptable events, source, and sink. 

Form Pattern 2. To “request” behavior, …. Whenever a component c1 requests 

something, it will request other component/behaviours happen. If requirements do not include 

them, it is a defect. It can be used to find unspecified requirements. E.g. PB3) Upon receipt of 

a PB acknowledgement message, the SCS should forward it to the uplink site to request a 

packet replacement 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the Translated Behavior Trees, the OwnerComponent field of an identifier that is declared 

as a behavior is empty. It means no component will perform the behavior.  

TT1 ?
Behavior  

[Analysis] 

In the projected Component Behavior Trees, an identifier is declared as a component. 

However, the identifier does not have any member behaviors and member properties. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if the OwnerComponent 

field of an identifier that is declared as behavior is 

empty. 
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the Translated Behavior Trees, the BehavedObjectList field of an identifier that is declared 

as a behavior is empty. It means that this activity will not perform on another entity, activity, 

or property. 

TT1 ?
Behavior ?  

[Analysis] 

This pattern is used to prevent the possible omission of the objects that the activity will 

perform on.  For example, the meanings of “the oven cooks” are different from the meanings 

of “the oven cooks the fish”. The first one indicates only the state of the oven. The second one 

indicates the state of the oven, the state of the fish, and the state of their relationship. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if the 

BehavedObjectList field of an identifier that is 

declared as behavior is empty. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 3. Incomplete Place Modifiers 

[Behavior Trees Form – A List of “Search” Behavior] 
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find, look for, retrieve, search, seek,  

[Analysis] 

Every behavior occurs in some places. In some cases, I are not interested to know where a 

behavior happens. In other cases, it is necessary to specify where a behavior happens. When 

it is necessary, the coexistence relationship between the behavior and the place must be 

verified so that it can be sure that the behavior can happen in that place. A semantic subtype 

of behaviors is “search” behavior. It means that an entity in reality searches something in 

someplace. This type of activities involves three entities at least: the searching entity, the 

searched entity, and the place.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

Translated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Inspector When the integrated nodes are inspected, the 

Behavior Trees Development Environment 

should highlight those nodes whose behaviors 

are in the “search” category. Then the inspector 

needs to verify the spatial relationship 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Construct: 

 Description  

Only managers can delete customers or video.  

 Input  

Manager enters account number of video or customer  

 Processing  

Deleting video or customer  

 Output  

Display if the data was deleted ” (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.12) 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: Manager enters the tape bar code IDs. 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (how) 

Translation Inspector In the translation process, the original sentence 

stated that the tape has another property-account 

number. However, the Behavior Trees 

Development Environment should display the 

available properties of a tape. Among these 

properties, the Tape_Bar_Code_IDs is one. 
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Note: In future works, it might be possible to classify different entities and behaviors and 

establish coexistent relationships between a component and its behaviors and properties. This 

belongs to the data mining, and knowledge engineering field. 

Pattern 3. Incomplete Property  

Description: 

A property is a Behavior Trees type of an attribute of an entity, an activity, or an attribute. A 

property has the structure of: 

property Identifier { 

Owner;  

InitialValue; 

CurrentPropertyValue; 

PropertyValueRange; 

} 

Rule 1. Given a property, the Owner field must be a valid identifier of a Behavior 

Trees model. This is so because in physical world, a property must be an attribute of an 

entity, an activity, a property, or a combination of them. To answer what this property is 

about, in the Behavior Trees model, the owner of the property must be specified. For 

example, it is not enough only to declare a property “colour” without specifying the owner 

of the property “Car”. It is also not enough to declare a property “speed” without 

specifying the owner of the property “Space Shuttle Vehicle”.  

Rule 2. When an identifier is declared as a property, the InitialValue field must be 
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declared. This is so because in physical world, if an entity, an activity, or a property is 

observed, its value is identical. However, if the actual value is unknown at the time of 

modelling, a commonly acceptable value should be given to the property. For example, the 

initial value of the car’s colour might be “white” or “unknown” if I take “unknown” as a 

possibility. The initial value of the space shuttle vehicle’s speed might be zero depending 

on the contexts. 

Rule 3. The PropertyValueRange cannot be a single value if the range is discrete; 

cannot be a value point if the range is continuous. This is so because if the range is discrete 

and if the PropertyValueRange has only one value, this property is an invariant to its owner. 

No actions will be able to change the property to another value. For example, if the 

modelled contexts consist of a car that is red. If I need to model the color property of the 

car, I may have two uses. The first is to change the color to another color. It means the 

range should have other values-blue, black, yellow, etc. The second is to use the color to 

distinguish this car from other cars. It means the range should also have other values so 

that the value can be differentiated from other values. Both ways request the specifications 

of more than one value.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the Translated Behavior Trees, the Owner field of an identifier that is declared as a property 

is empty.  

[Analysis] 

It means in the physical world, the entity, the activity, the property, or the process that this 

property is observed is not modelled.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in 

the Translated Behavior Trees if the 

Owner field of an identifier that is 

declared as a property is empty. 
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

 

Analysis: 

 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the Translated Behavior Trees, the InitialValue field of an identifier that is declared as a 

property is empty. 

[Analysis] 

This means after the system developed, when the system is initializing, the initial value of this 

property is unknown. It is possible for the system to select a value randomly from the 

PropertyValueRange field. However, this way of practice leaves uncertainty in the 

implemented system. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if the InitialValue field 

of an identifier that is declared as a property is 

empty. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 3. Single Value Property 

[Behavior Trees Form] 
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In the Translated Behavior Trees, the PropertyValueRange field of an identifier that is declared 

as a property has only one member if the range is discrete; or has only one value point if the 

range is continue. 

[Analysis] 

It means this property is an invariant and cannot change values. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if the 

PropertyValueRange field of an identifier that is 

declared as a property has only one value. 
 

[Example] 

Representation Construct: 
an active “manage satellite” transaction. 

Analysis: If the state (attribute) of “Manage Satellite” transaction only has one value “active”, it 

means all “Manage Satellite” transactions will be active. If it has more than one value, for example 

“idle” and “inactive”, they should be specified.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector(Who)  Process Comment (How) 

Translation Engineer This is identified when I need to declare 

“active” as a value of a property.  
 

Pattern 4. Incomplete Message/Data  

Description: 

A message is a Behavior Trees type of information. There are two types of messages. The 

information message carries values to destination components. The imperative message 

requests the target components to make changes to property values or behavior state values of 

itself or of another entity. 

message Identifier { 

Source;  

Sink; 

Type; 

ImperativeGoalValues; 
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MessageValues;  

InitialMessageState; 

CurrentMessageState; 

MessageStateRange; 

} 

data Identifier { 

Owner; 

InitialDataValue; 

DataRange; 

Unit; 

} 

1. The Source field and Sink field of a message must be the valid identifiers of 

components in a Behavior Trees model. This is so because in the physical world, 

information flows from one entity (source) to another (sink). These entities should be 

specified in the Behavior Trees model. For example, it is not enough to only specify 

once the “Transmit Data” Command message is received, the satellite control system 

will terminate the manage satellite transaction. If the source of the command message 

is not specified, it is unclear if it is the Ground Control System or it is the uplink site 

that can send the command message.  

2. The MessageValues field cannot be empty. This is so because in the physical world, 

the MessageValues field contains the information that will flow from one entity 

(source) to another (sink). If the MessageValues field is empty, no information flows 

from the source to the sink. For example, it is not enough to only specify once a 

message is received, the satellite control system will terminate the manage satellite 

transaction. In here, the content of the message is not specified, it is unclear when 

what message is received, the satellite control system will terminate the manage 

satellite transaction. This rule has one exception that is when the source and sink have 

bounded to use the empty MessageValues field as a signal.  

3. The Owner field of a data must be the valid identifiers of a Behavior Trees model. The 

identifier cannot be the identifier of the data (It is prohibited from self referencing). 
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This is so because in the physical world, a data is the results of measuring/observing 

an entity, an activity, a process, or a property. They should be specified in the Behavior 

Trees model.  

Rule 4. The DataValueRange cannot be a single value if the range is discrete; cannot 

be a value point if the range is continuous. This is so because if the range is discrete and if 

the DataValueRange has only one value, this data is an invariant to its owner. No actions 

will be able to change the data to another value.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The Source field and Sink field of a message is empty. 

[Analysis] 

It means the source or the sink of the message is not specified. In the physical world, which 

entity will receive the message, or which entity will send the message is not specified.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if The Source field 

and Sink field are empty. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the Translated Behavior Trees, the BehavedObjectList field of an identifier that is declared 

as a behavior is empty. It means that this activity will not perform on another entity, activity, 

or property. 

TT1 ?
Behavior ?  
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[Analysis] 

This pattern is used to prevent the possible omission of the objects that the activity will 

perform on.  For example, the meanings of “the oven cooks” are different from the meanings 

of “the oven cooks the fish”. The first one indicates only the state of the oven. The second one 

indicates the state of the oven, the state of the fish, and the state of their relationship. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight the node in the 

Translated Behavior Trees if the BehavedObjectList 

field of an identifier that is declared as behavior is 

empty. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Violation 2. Incorrect Primitive Type 

Some infeasible physical phenomena can also be identified when a Behaivor Trees model 

is constructed. These phenomenon are captured in the incorrect primitive type category.  

Pattern 1. Incorrect Behavior  

Description: 

The definition and structure of behavior is in Pattern 2.Incomplete Behavior, p.289.  

Rule 1. Given a behavior, the owner component field must be a valid identifier of a 

component. When an activity, a state, or a process is modelled, the entity that acts should 

be a component. This rule is different from the first rule in Pattern 2.Incomplete Behavior, 

p.289. That rule specified that the OwnerComponent field must have an identifier. This 

rule specifies that the identifier must be typed as a component. 

Rule 2. The value of the CurrentStateValue field must be a member of the 

StateValueRange. The CurrentStateValue field models the current state of an activity. It 
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answers if an activity is enabled to be initiated; is initiated; is acting; or has acted. With 

different specification needs, the values of the StateValueRange might be different. For 

example, if it is not necessary to capture the point when the oven starts cooking the fish, 

the StateValueRange may not contain the value of “Start Cooking” instead it may contain 

only two values {Cooking, Idle}. “Cooking” models the physical phenomenon from the 

oven’s door is closed and the power tube is to the power tube is off. If the value of the 

CurrentStateValue field is not a member of the StateValueRange, either the 

StateValueRange is incomplete/incorrect, the value of the CurrentStateValue field is 

incorrect, or both. 

Rule 3. The CurrentStateValue field value changes must follow the path that is 

specified in the StateValueTransitionPathList. The StateValueTransitionPathList specified 

the intended allowable value changes of the CurrentStateValue field. 

Rule 4. The behavior must be able to act on the components/properties that are 

specified in the BehavedObjectList. This is needed because the Behavior Trees model 

describes/prescribes the physical world. The behavioural relationship between an activity 

and the entity that is acted upon should exist or should be feasible to exist in the physical 

world. 

Note: A rule first should regulate the identity of a type, and then should regulate the 

relationships between types. The purpose of the regulations is to maintain the consistency 

between the physical world and the Behavior Trees models. A rule can also be used to 

facilitate the Behavior Trees expressions. However, the second function of a rule should not 

violate the first function. It means a rule first of all should reflect the physical phenomena in 

reality. Logical consistence of rules also reflects our understandings to the physical 

phenomenon in reality. This thesis does not consider metaphysical things. No matter the 

origin, a rule must reflect phenomenon in reality.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Incorrect Behavior Owner 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In a Behavior Trees model, a behavior’s OwnerComponent field is an identifier that is not 

typed as a component. 
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[Analysis] 

Behavior Trees is a component-based modelling method, it is accepted that a behavior is 

performed by a component. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

Translated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should check the type of the 

identifier in the OwnerComponent field. If the 

identifier is not a type of component, the 

checker should highlight the node. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Form Pattern 2. Incorrect Behavior State 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The value of the CurrentStateValue field is not a member of the StateValueRange.  

[Analysis] 

If the value of the CurrentStateValue field is not a member of the StateValueRange, either 

the StateValueRange is incomplete/incorrect, the value of the CurrentStateValue field is 

incorrect, or both. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

the Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight those nodes that 

the CurrentStateValue field has an identifier 

that is not an element of the StateValueRange 

of the behavior.  
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process(How) 

   

Form Pattern 3. Incorrect Behavior State Change 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The CurrentStateValue field value change does not must follow the path that is specified in the 

StateValueTransitionPathList.  

[Analysis] 

This means the Behavior Trees model intends to change the state of the behavior through a 

path that is not intended when I declare the behavior.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight these nodes that an 

order pair of (CurrentStateValue, 

CurrentStateValue’) cannot be identified in the 

StateValueTransitionPathList.   
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Form Pattern 4. Incorrect Behavior-Behaved Component/Property Relationship 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The object component/property of a screen input/output can only be identifiers that are typed 

as message/data. 

[Analysis] 

If the entity is a computer based system, the screen input/output can only be information that 

should be typed as message/data in a Behaivor Trees model. 
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[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Node 

Composition 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight this type defect. 

 

[Example] 

Requirement Description: “Input: calculation of past due fees” [ABC Video 96, p.12] 

Analysis: The input of the video system cannot be “calculation of past due fees”. 

“calculation” is a verbal noun. It describes interactions or processes. The input of the video 

system must be a message/data for it is a computer system. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: “Order Complete” option key pressed 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

TTT Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight this in the 

declaration process. 

Pattern 2. Incorrect Relationship  

Description: 

The definition and structure of behavior is in Pattern 2.Incomplete Behavior, p.289.  

Rule 5. This rule is used in Composition Trees. A component cannot have more than 

one horizontal ownerships except for vertical ownership. Formally, there are A,B, and C 

construct, if B owns A, C owns A if and only if C owns B.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1. Incorrect Ownership 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In a Composition Tree, if the following form exists, it indicates the incorrect ownership. 

X

A

B

Composition

C

...... A

Composition

......  
[Analysis] 
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This is a defect because nature of identify of physical things. In a system, every component has 

a unisque identity. If A is owned by B, and if B is not owned by C, A should not be owned by C. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of Translated 

Composition Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should be able to identify 

this form automatically. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

/ ownership

1.1.p
2 satellite constellation

1.1.p
2 hardware

1.1.p2 SCS

1.1.p2 satellites

/number {3}

/ownershi
p

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation, SCS}

/satellite
coverage {24 hours}

1.1.p2 satellite

/owner
ship

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation}

/contac
t

window
{8 hours}

/contac
t

window
ground

site

{GCS ground site 1,
CGS ground site 2,
GCS ground site 3}

1.1.p
2 software

1.1.p2 satellites

/number {3}

/ownershi
p

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation, SCS}

/satellite
coverage {24 hours}

1.1.p2 satellite

/owner
ship

{COMBIZ's satellite
constellation}

/contac
t

window
{8 hours}

/contac
t

window
ground

site

{GCS ground site 1,
CGS ground site 2,
GCS ground site 3}

 
Analysis: 

After translating to GSE trees, the three satellites have dual ownership {COMBIZ’ satellite 

constellation, SCS}. What is the compositional relationship between COMBIZ’s satellite 

constellation and SCS? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation GSE Grammar Checker The checker should be able to identify this form 

automatically. 
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Violation 3. Inconsistent Primitive Type 

Pattern 1. Inconsistent Data Value  

Description: 

The value of a data must be consistently used.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The value of a unit of a data has more than one value. 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Analysis of 

Composition Tree 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier should highlight the 

unit of a data that has more than one unit. 

Comments: This is different from the synonym because the synonym is related with the 

naming of the same entity, behaviour, property, or message. The inconsistent data value 

means to the same variable, there are more than one values are assigned. 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

3.2.1.1.3.8 Mission 9 

This ISS mission is a direct insertion design to 173 nmi. (Administration, 1998)(p.3-17). 

Analysis: 

In the previous missions, the orbit is measured with “nm”. In this section, it is measured 

with “nmi”. “nm” means nautical mile (=1.8532 kilo meter). “nm” can mean nanometer or 

nautical mile. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: In here, it should be “nm”. It means nautical mile. 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

   

Pattern 2. Incosistent Message/Data Specification 

Description: 

The text specification of message/data and the diagrammatica/tabular specification should be 

consistent.  
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Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1. Cross Inspection of Figure and Texts 

 [Behavior Trees Form] 

When the requirements are inspected, the meaning of the figures and that of texts should be 

consistent. 

[Analysis] 

When engineers specify requirements, texts and figures are often used to represent the 

requirements. Their meaning should not be confilict with each other.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector 

(Who) 

Process Comment (How) 

Translation/Ins

pection 

Inspector The inspectors should answer a question “Does the 

meaning of the figure consistent with that of texts”. 

Comments: Specifying the requirements represented with figures and tables could be a 

direction of future research.  

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

The satellite and the hardware and software necessary to accept and process control 

messages and to receive and forward communication packets are included within the 

boundaries of the SCS. The context diagram for the Satellite Control System is shown in the 

following figure. 
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Analysis: 

The context diagram describes the following messages between SCS and uplink sites: 

{request, data package, acknowledgement message}. “requests” and “acknowledgement 

message” between SCS and uplink sites are not described in textual requirements. In 

addition, the context diagram describes the following messages between SCS and downlink 

sites: {data package, acknowledgement message}. The “acknowledgement message” 

between SCS and downlink sites is not described in textual requirements.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation/In

spection 

Inspector The inspector should inspect this figure and 

compare its meaning against that of the texts. 

2.2 Node 

Rule 1. Requirements Quality  

Violation 1. Incomplete Nodes 

A Behavior Trees node is a compound Behavior Trees type that describes the state of a 

component. The structure of a node is defined as: 

node Identifier { 

TracingTag; 

Subject; 
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Predicate; 

NodeTypeDistinguisher ; 

NodeModifier;   

ParentNodeList; 

ChildNodeList ; 

ChildNodeOrderRelationshipList; 

} 

field Subject { 

SubjectModifier ; 

SubjectComponent ; 

} 

field SubjectModifier { 

ComponentPropertyIdentifier ; 

} 

field SubjectComponent { 

ComponentIdentifier 

} 

field Predicate { 

PredicateModifier; 

PredicateBehavior ; 

} 

field Predicate { 

PredicateModifier; 

PredicativeProperty ; 

} 

field PredicateBehavior { 

BehaviorIdentifier; 

} 

field PredicativeProperty { 

ComponentPropertyIdentifier; 
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} 

field PredicateModifier { 

BehaviorPropertyIdentifier ; 

PropertyPropertyIdentifier; 

} 

field NodeTypeDistinguisher { 

EventNodeDistinguisher ; 

StateRealizationNodeDistinguisher; 

StateRealizationConversiontoEventNodeDistinguisher; 

EventRealizationConversiontoStateNodeDistinguisher; 

} 

value EventNodeDistinguisher { 

??...?? ; 

} 

value StateRealizationNodeDistinguisher { 

[...] ; 

} 

value StateRealizationConversiontoEventNodeDistinguisher { 

??[…]?? ; 

} 

value EventRealizationConversiontoStateNodeDistinguisher { 

[??...??] 

} 

field NodeModifier { 

BehaviorOrderRelationshipDistinguisher ; 

} 

value BehaviorOrderRelationshipDistinguisher { 

ConcurrencyIndicator; 

} 

value ConcurrencyIndicator { 
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|| ; 

} 

Note: More node modifiers may be added. 

 

field ParentNodeList { 

NodeIdentifier ; 

} 

field ChildNodeList { 

NodeIdentifier ; 

} 

field ChildNodeOrderRelationshipList { 

ChildNodeIdentifierPair; 

OrderRelationshipSpecification; 

} 

value ChildNodeIdentifierPair { 

NodeIdentifier1 ; 

NodeIdentifier2 ; 

} 

value OrderRelationshipSpecification { 

DependencyDistinguisher ; 

DeterministicDistinguisher ; 

OrderDistinguisher; 

ConcurrencyHandelingStrategy; 

} 

value DependencyDistinguisher { 

Dependent ; 

Independent ; 

} 

value DeterminisitcDistinguisher { 

Determined ; 
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Undetermined ; 

} 

value OrderDistinguisher { 

Concurrency ; 

Sequential ; 

Unknown 

} 

value ConcurrencyHandelingStrategy { 

Cancel ; 

Suspend ; 

} 

The following rules regulate the composition of a node from the primitive type identifiers. 

They can be used to check the type consistency of a node.  

Rule 1. The value of the SubjectComponent field must be an identifier, and the 

identifier’s type is component. 

Rule 2. The value of the PredicativeProperty field must be the identifier of a value of a 

property.  

Rule 3. The value of the BehaviorIdentifier field of the BehaviorIdentifier must be the 

identifier of a behavior. 

Rule 4. The tag field must have an identifier, and the identifier’s type is a requirement 

number. 

Rule 5. The behavior distinguisher filed must have an identifier, and the identifier’s type 

is a behavior distinguisher.  

Rule 6. The child node ID field of a root node must have at least one identifier, and the 

identifier’s type is a node.  

Rule 7. The father node ID field of a leaf node must have ONE identifier, and the 

identifier’s type is a node.  

Rule 8. The child node ID field of a node that is not a leaf node and not a root node 

must have at least one identifier, and the identifier’s type is a node.  

Rule 9. The father node ID field of a node that is not a leaf node and not a root node 
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must have ONE identifier, and the identifier’s type is a node. 

Pattern 1. Incomplete Subject Component  

Description: 

A message is a Behavior Trees type of information. There are two types of messages. The 

information message carries values to destination components. The imperative message 

requests the target components to make changes to property values or behavior state values of 

itself or of another entity. The subject component field of a node has no identifier (empty); or 

the subject component field has an identifier, however the corresponding English 

representation construct of the identifier cannot be identified in the original English 

requirement descriptions. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the TTT, the subject component field has no identifier. In the translated node, the subject 

component field is empty. 

TT Updated
Video_Inventory_Record

TT Prdicate Field
 

[Analysis] 

In reality, an activity must be acted by an entity. In a Behavior Trees model, a behavior 

must be behaved by a component.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Translated 

Behavior Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar Checker 

The checker should highlight those nodes that 

have no identifiers in the subject component 

field of a node. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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Form Pattern 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the TTT, the subject component field has an identifier, however, the corresponding English 

representation construct has no identifier (It means this identifier is the results of the 

interpreter.). 

[Analysis] 

This means that the component identifier of the node is added by the engineer. In the original 

English requirements descriptions, the name of the component is not specified.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage 

(When) 

Detector 

(Who) 

Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The Behavior Trees Development Environment 

highlights a Behavior Trees node that has no identifier 

in the subject component field. Moreover, a static 

machine highlights a Behavior Trees node that has an 

identifier in the subject component field, however, the 

identifier’s type is not a component..  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Pattern 2. Incomplete Object Component  

Description: 

If a node’s predicate behavior field has an identifier (it means the node says something 

about the component’s behavior instead of property.), the object component field of the node 

must have an identifier, and this identifier is typed as component and the identifier is not the 

same as the identifier in the subject component field of the node.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  
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[Behavior Trees Form] 

A node’s predicate behavior field has an identifier, and the identifier is typed as a behavior. 

The node’s object component field does not have an identifier. 

TT Video_System
UpdatedTT Component

Behavior
 

[Analysis] 

When this form happens, it has two possibilities. The first one is that the behavior is an 

intransitive behaivor that indicates the component’s own state changes. The second one is that 

the original requirements descriptions are incomplete. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights a Behavior Trees node that 

has no identifier in the predicate behavior field and 

the identifier is typed as a behavior. However, the 

object component field of the node does not have 

an identifier that is typed as a component. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Pattern 3. Incomplete Behavior Type Distinguisher 

Description: 

In the Integrated Behavior Trees, the behavior type distinguisher field of a node has no 

identifier. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

A node’s behavior distinguisher field has no identifier. It means in the Integrated Behavior Trees, 

the function of the node is not specified. It is unclear if the node is an event realization node or a 

state realization node. 
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TT 1 Door
[Closed]TT 1 Component 1

[ Behavior 1 Object 1 ]

TT 2 Component 2
 Behavior 2 Object 2 TT 2 User

Push Button
  

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight these nodes that have 

no node type distinguisher-the node type distinguisher 

field is empty. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Pattern 4. Incomplete Modifier  

Description: 

A modifier can be used on a component, a behavior, a property, a node, a tree, an Integrated 

Behavior Trees, and another modifier. The incomplete modifier means that a modifier is not 

specified. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

To a component’s behavior, if one modifier is used on this behavior-object x, this modifier is 

not used on other behavior-object y. Here, the behavior is the same but the object is different. 

The behavior-object y should be highlighted for possible missing modifier.  

[Analysis] 

If an entity acts on another with certain performance constraint, when the entity acts on yet 

another entity without the constraint, I should consider the potential incomplete constraint 

specification. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 
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Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the Translation Process, the identifier should 

highlight these nodes where the potential 

incomplete modifier of the behavior-object y may 

exist. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Performance Requirement 2: 

The system will have a quick response time. Typical response times for scanning in a video to 

be rented will be under 15 seconds. In almost every case the response time will be under five 

minutes, with the possible exception of retrieving archived data from a 8mm backup tape or 

disk (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.13) 

Analysis: 

The objects that are associated with the video system’s behavior “scan” consist of “customer 

account number” and of “tape bar code IDs”. In here, only the response time for scanning a 

tape bar code IDs is defined. Should this performance applicable to the scanning of customer’s 

account number. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: The video system should scan the tape bar code IDs within 15 seconds. The 

video system should scan the customer account number within 15 seconds. 

Note: This example shows the importance of inspecting if the performance of one behavior-

object x is applicable to another behavior-object y because if the requirement specifications 

do not specify that the video system should scan the customer account number within 15 

seconds, the video system will scan the customer account number with 5 minutes. This 

scanning(behavior)-customer account number (object) pair follows in the category that is 

defined in the next sentence – “In almost every case the response time will be under five 

minutes, with the possible exception of retrieving archived data from a 8mm backup tape or 

disk.” 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process(How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the integration Behavior Trees, the performance 

constraint of one behavior-object i should be 

inspected to see if this performance constraint is 

applicable to other behavior-object j. Here, the 

behavior is the same, however, the object of the 

behavior is different. 
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Pattern 5. Incomplete Tracing Tag 

Description: 

The tracing tag field of a node has no identifier. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

A node’s tracing tag field has no identifier. 

Door
[Closed]

Component 1
[ Behavior 1 Object 1 ]

 
[Analysis] 

It means that the node cannot be tracked back to the original English requirements description. 

Two possible reasons may lead to the problem. The first is that the engineers forget to do so. 

The second is that the original English requirements descriptions are incomplete, and then the 

engineers add this node without adding English requirements descriptions. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process Comment (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

These defect patterns should be detected in the 

translation process or by inspecting the translated 

Behavior Trees. The identifier highlights a Behavior 

Trees node that has no identifier in the tracing tag 

field.  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Violation 2. Incorrect Nodes 

The relationship between different node fields must reflect reality.  

Pattern 1. Incorrect Subject-Predicate Relationship  

Description: 
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The referent of a subject must be able to perform the behavior. In addition, a property of a 

component or a behavior must be able to be observed by the component or the behavior. 

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Question] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, can a component have this 

behavior? For example, can a pig fly? Can a component have this property?  

[Analysis] 

The detection of this type of defect pursues to the domain knowledge that stores in inspector’s 

minds.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector 

(Who) 

Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector To each node, the inspector needs to answer 

this question. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Heuristic Question 2.  

[Behavior Trees Question] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, can a behavior be performed by 

this type of component?  

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Heuristic Question 3.  

[Behavior Trees Question] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, will this subject component 

behave on one or more than one of the object component?  

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Comments: In the future works, it might be possible to classify different entities and activities 

and establish coexistent relationships between an entity and its activities and properties. This 

belongs to the data mining, and knowledge engineering field. 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

3.2.1.1.2.1.3 Extravehicular Activity (EVA)/Intravehicular Activity (IVA) Operations 

…. 

The Space Shuttle should have a crew self-rescue device to be worn by each EVA crew 

member during all periods when the Orbiter is docked to structure and cannot credibly rescue 

an inadvertently detached EVA crew member. This self-rescue capability should not be 

required on missions in which the ODS-associated contingency EVAs are the only EVAs that 

will be required during the docked phase of the mission. 

Analysis: 

Can “a” crew self-rescue device be worn by each EVA crew member? Is there a relationship 

between the number of EVA crew members and the number of “crew self-rescue device”? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Example 1: 

Requirements Construct: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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 Description  

When all tapes are entered the system computes the total.  

 Input  

Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last tape was entered.  

 Processing  

Computation of the total due. The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other fees and 

current video rental fees.  

 Output  

Total due. (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.9) 

Behavior Trees Detection: After the translation of each Behavior Trees node, the coexistent 

relationship between the subject component and the predicate behavior should be verified. 

Analysis: “When all tapes are entered…” The system is a software system. How can a clerk 

enter a tape into a software system? Here, it should be after the Bar Code IDs of each tape 

are entered….. 

 

Example 2: 

Requirements Construct: 

S2: Before a customer can use the self-service pumps, the pump must be enabled by the 

attendant. 

s2 customer
] use pump [

s2 Attendant
! enable pump !

s3 Pump
??enabled??

s3 Pump Motor ||
?started?

s3 Pump Motor
[Started]

s3 Pump Clutch ||
[Free]

Sentence 2 Sentence 3  
Analysis: 

“before A customer can use the self-service pumps”. Does it mean that a customer will use 

more than one self-service pump? The component “customer” and “pump” is behaviourally 

related by a behaviour “use”. The relationship between “customer” and “pump” should be 

“one to one” instead of “one to many”. With our commonsense knowledge, I can tell that a 

customer normally will use only one self-service pump. We, however, need to notice that 

when I are reading in other unfamiliar domain, this could be misleading. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Inspector To each node, the inspector needs to answer “can this 

subject component behave one or more than one of the 

object component/property?” 
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Correction: The customer can use a self-service pump. 

Pattern 2. Incorrect Predicate Behavior-Object Component Relationship  

Description: 

In physical world, the coexistent relationship between an activity and an entity must exist. 

In the Behavior Trees Type system, the behavior and the behaved component should reflect 

the coexistent relationship in physical world.  

Characteristics: 

Heruristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

When the inspectors read the Integrated Behavior Trees, the inspectors should ask can this 

behavior perform on this object component.  

[Analysis] 

 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Inspector The inspector should inspect the behavior-object 

component relationship. 

Comments: This coexistent relationship can only be checked by using domain knowledge. 
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

 

Analysis: 

 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Pattern 3. Incorrect Component-Property Relationship  

Description: 

The corresponding property and entity of a property and a component must exist. It means 

that a property is an observable/testable aspect of another thing (entity, activity, attribute or 

predicate). The violation is that a property does not belong to the thing that it declared of 

belonging to. 

Characteristics: 

Heruristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, can this property be 

observed/tested in its owner?  

[Analysis] 

By asking this question, I can identify over constraint defect.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Component 

Behavior  

Trees 

Inspector This incorrect relationship can be detected in the 

projected component Behavior Trees where the 

information of each component is more coherent. 

Analysis of 

Translated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Inspector This incorrect relationship can be detected in the 

Translated Behavior Trees. 

Comments: In future works, it might be possible to classify different entities and behaviors 
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and establish coexistent relationships between a component and its behaviors and properties. 

This belongs to the data mining, and knowledge engineering field. 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

 Description  

Only managers can delete customers or video.  

 Input  

Manager enters account number of video or customer  

 Processing  

Deleting video or customer  

 Output  

Display if the data was deleted ”(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.12) 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 

Correction: Manager enters the tape bar code IDs. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

[Example] 

Requirements Description:  

“When that time slot is up, the SCS sets up another link for another customer's

Analysis:  

 specified time 

slot .” 

First, “another customer's specified time slot” has the following interpretations: 

Interpretation 1. another (customer’s specified time slot) 

Interpretation 2. (another customer)’s specified time slot. 

  Second, if the interpretation 2 is taken, a problem is produced. It is that the SCS sets up 

another link, which is not necessarily for another customer. For example, if there is no other 

customers and at the same time the same customer has data transmission requests, does this 

mean that the SCS will not set up another link for the same customer? 

Correction: Manager enters the tape bar code IDs 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation  The original sentence stated that the tape has another 

property-account number. However, the Behavior Trees 

Development Environment should display the available 

properties of a tape. Among these properties, the 

Tape_Bar_Code_IDs is one. 
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Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Translated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector The inspector should identify this problem. 

Pattern 4. Incorrect Message/Data – Property Relationship  

Description: 

The corresponding property and message/data must exist. It means that a property is an 

observable/testable aspect of a message. The violation is that a property does not belong to the 

message/data that it declared of belonging to. 

Characteristics: 

Incorrect Message/Data – Property Relationshi 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, can this property be 

observed/tested in its message/data?  

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Inspector This incorrect relationship can be detected in the 

translation process while I construct a node.   

Comments: Another place to identify incorrectness is in the projected Component Behavior 

Trees where information of a component or a message is more cohesive.  

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“A status code of 1 shall indicate that the firing command was successful.” (Prowell, 

1999) 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 

Behavior Trees Detection: How can “a firing command” be successful? I may say that “the 

SCS executes a fire command successfully.” If I do so, “successful” becomes a value of a 

property of the node “SCS [Execution FR_cmd_msg]”. Otherwise, it is a value of a property 
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of a message/data FR_cmd_msg. 

Correction: I take the first interpretation as the one intended.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Inspector The inspector should inspect each relationship in the 

Translated Behavior Trees to answer feasibility 

question. 

Pattern 5. Incorrect Behavior – Property Relationship  

Description: 

A behavior has the following modifiers: 

. Owner Component. It means which component can behave this 

behavior.  

. Modified Object. It means the object on which the behavior can 

operate. The object can be a component, or a property’s value.  

. Condition. It means under what conditions this behavior can 

happen. 

. Event. It means when what happened, this behavior shall happen.  

. Mandatory. It means whether this behavior is mandatory. 

. Postcondition. It means what are the conditions after behaving this 

behavior.  

. Temporal Performance. It means how fast this behavior should be 

behaved.  

. Spatial Performance. It means where this behavior should happen.  

. Method. It means what method this behavior should use. 

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Meaning Pattern 1. Incorrect Mandatory Property 

[Behavior Trees Heuristic Meaning Pattern] 

Within the common sense knowledge or domain knowledge, must this behavior occur or is it 

tentative? If it is mandatory, what if the behavior is not performed?  

[Analysis] 

We should specify whether a behavior must happen or may happen so that the system can 
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cover more scenarios.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Inspector This incorrect relationship can be detected in the 

translation process while I construct a node.   

Comments: Another place to identify incorrectness is in the projected Component Behavior 

Trees where information of a component or a message is more cohesive.  

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“the uplink site may upload data packets to the SCS and the SCS may

Analysis: In here, the SCS must forward the data packet to the downlink site. If I use “may”, it 

means that the SCS is optionally of forwarding the data packet to the downlink site. 

 forward the 

uploaded packets to the downlink site. Without such a connection, packet uploading.” 

(Prowell, 1999) 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Inspector The inspector should inspect each relationship in the 

Translated Behavior Trees to answer feasibility 

question. 

Violation 3. Inconsistent Nodes 

Pattern 1. Inconsistent Behavior-Object or Component-Property 

Description: 

A behavior operates on a component’s property or a component. The component must have 

this property or the component must exist. 

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

A behavior operates on a property of an object. This component, however, does not declare 

to have this property.  

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integrated Form Pattern In the Integrated Behavior Trees, the form 
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Behavior Trees Identifier pattern identifier can be used to search this 

pattern 

Comment: Often, this implies that the component does not declare this property (this is an 

incompleteness), or implies that the behavior is operating on the wrong property (this is an 

incorrect behavior-property relationship). 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“Mark date of return in the record.”(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.12) 

Analysis: “mark” means to write the date when the tape is return in the record (video 

inventory record, the rental transaction record, or both.) 

Correction: “The rental transaction record has a date of return field. The range of this field 

is valid date. When the video system found the rental transaction record, the video system 

will write the date of return on the date of return field. The video inventory record has an 

availability field. This field describes how many copies of the tape are available. The range 

of the field is an integer that is greater or equal to zero. When the video system found the 

video inventory record, the video system will add one to the value of the availability field. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation  The “date of return” is a data field. In the record 

(which record), neither the video inventory record nor 

the rental transaction record was specified containing 

such a data field. 

Rule 2. Representation Quality  

 Violation 1. Inconsistency-Synonym  

Pattern 1. Synonymic Node Value 

Description: 

The values of the same field of two nodes cannot be synonyms. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Two nodes that have similar values on the subject component, predicate behavior/predicative 
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property, and object component/property/message/data, but they are not syntactically 

equivalent.  

[Analysis] 

 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration 

Process 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier should highlight those 

nodes that have similar values on the subject and 

predicate, but they are not syntactically equivalent. 

In this case, the form pattern identifier should 

highlight: 

 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Requirement Construct: 

2-n+
1

User
??Push Button??

2-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

Time = Time + 1

2-n2 Button
?? [Pushed] ??

1-n4 Power Tube
[ Energize ]

One Minute

1-n1 Oven Door
[ Closed ]

1-n2 User
?? Push Button ??

1-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

=

5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

4-n3 Light
[On] 6-n1 User

??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light
[Off]

 
Behavior Trees Detection:  

Stage (When) Detector (Who)  Process (How) 

Integration 

Process 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier should highlight those 

nodes that have similar values on the subject and 

predicate, but they are not syntactically equivalent. In 

this case, the form pattern identifier should highlight: 

1-n1 Oven Door
[ Closed ]

5-n1 User
??Open Door??
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Analysis: This defect is introduced in the translation process. Although it has been detected, 

the translator still made this defect 

Correction: It is necessary to go back to the translated Behavior Trees, and to fix the place 

where this defect happens. 

2.3 Integrated Behavior Trees 

Rule 1. Requirements Quality  

Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees  

Pattern 1. Event Node as Root 

Description: 

In physical world, when a system is built, it is expected to know when an entity in the 

environment can act; can be in a state; or can be in certain process. It means in the Behavior 

Trees model, it is expected to know when an event can be enabled to happen. In an Integrated 

Behavior Trees, if an event node is the root of a tree, it means that the tree does not specify 

when this event can be enabled to happen. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 
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An event node is the root of a tree. 

TT1 Component 1
?? Predicate ??

TT2 Node 2

TT3 Node 3
 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern Identifier When I analyse the Integrated Behavior Trees, the 

form pattern identifier highlights those trees in 

which an event node is the root. 
 

[Example] 

Representation Construct: 

5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

4-n3 Light
[On]

6-n1 User
??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light
[Off]

 
Behavior Trees Detection:  

Stage (When) Detector(Who)  Process (How) 

Integration Form pattern identifier In the integration process, the form pattern 

identifier highlights the tree. 

Analysis: When the user can close the door? This event cannot be integrated by identifying a 

state realization node that has the same component-behavior 

Correction: When the door is open, the user can close the door. After the Correction, the tree can 

be integrated as: 
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5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

4-n3 Light
[On] 6-n1 User

??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light
[Off]

 

Pattern 2. Incomplete Event Enumeration 

Description: 

In physical world, when a system is built, it is expected to completely know when an entity 

in the environment or the system is acting; is in certain state; or is in certain process, which 

entities/system should be enabled to act what, to be in what states, or to be in what processes?  

It means in the Behavior Trees model, it is expected to know the complete set of events that 

should be enabled to happen, when a component/the system is in certain state. In an 

Integrated Behavior Trees, the complete set of child nodes of a state realization node should 

be specified.  

Characteristics:  

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The leaf node of a tree does not logically equivalent to a non-leaf node. It means that the 

control flow to this leaf node and no event will be enabled.  
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TT1 Node 1

TT2 Node 2

TT3 Node 3

TT1 Node 1

TT2 Node 2

TT3 Node 3

shall
be
-->

 
[Analysis] 

When the control flows to the leaf node, the control will not flow to other node. After the 

system is developed, one entity will be in the state that is described in the leaf node. The entity 

will stay in that state. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should verify that each leaf node has at 

least one logically equivalent nodes that are not leaf 

nodes.  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

2-n+
1

User (2)
??Push Button??

2-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

Time = Time + 1

2-n2 Button
?? [Pushed] ??

1-n4 Power Tube
[ Energize ]

One Minute

1-n2 User || (0)
?? Push Button ??

1-n3 Oven
??[ Cook ]?? =

4-n3 Light
[ On ]

5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

4-n3 Light ||(0)
[On] 6-n1 User ||(2)

??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light ||(1)
[Off]

3-n2 User
??[ Push Button ]??

3-n3 Button
[ Release ]

3-n2 User ||(1)
?? Push Button ??

7-n1 Oven || (0)
??Time-out??

7-n2 Light ||(02)
[Off] 7-n3 Power-Tube ||(00)

[Off] 7-n4 Beeper||(01)
<Sound>

5-n1 User || (1)
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

+ Oven
[Idle]

 
Analysis: 

It is found that in real life cases, whenever the oven is idle, the user can push the button. If I 

take this as a fact, I also need to specify the order relationship between the event “User??Open 

Door??” and the event User??Push Button??. I assume that they can happen concurrently; 

however, when they happen at exactly the same time User??Open Door?? has higher priority. 

The User??Push Button?? will be cancelled 

 Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Correction: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern Identifier It is identified by firstly the Behavior Trees 

Development Environment enumerates all events 

after the event of Oven[Idle]; and secondly 

customers or those with domain knowledge 

exclude them one after the other.  
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1-n2
U

ser || (1)
?? Push Button ??

5-n1
U

ser ||(0)
??O

pen D
oor??

5-n2
D

oor
??[O

pen ]??

4-n3
Light ||(0)

[O
n]

6-n1
U

ser ||(2)
??C

lose D
oor??

6-n2
D

oor
??[C

losed ]??

6-n3
Light ||(1)

[O
ff]

3-n2
U

ser
??[ Push Button ]??

3-n3
Button

[ R
elease ]

3-n2
U

ser ||(1)
?? Push Button ??

+
O

ven
[Idle]

2-n+
1

U
ser (2)

??Push Button??

2-n3
O

ven
[ C

ook ]

Tim
e = Tim

e + 1

2-n2
Button

?? [Pushed] ??

1-n4
Pow

er Tube
[ Energize ]

O
ne M

inute
1-n3

O
ven

??[ C
ook ]??

=

4-n3
Light
[ O

n ]
5-n1

U
ser || (1)

??O
pen D

oor??

5-n2
D

oor
??[O

pen ]??

5-n3
O

ven
??[C

ook Finished]??

7-n1
O

ven || (0)
??Tim

e-out??

7-n2
Light ||(02)

[O
ff]

7-n3
Pow

er-Tube ||(00)
[O

ff]
7-n4

B
eeper||(01)
<Sound>
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light ||)0(
[Off]

 
Analysis: 

When the door is closed, the light is off. After that, what will be the oven’s state? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process(how) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

 

Correction: When the door is closed, the light is off and then the oven is idle. 

6-n1 User ||(2)
??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light ||)0(
??[Off]??

+ Oven
[Idle]

 
Comments: To add the state realization node of “Oven[Idle]”, it is also necessary to convert 

the node 6-n3 from a state realization node to an event node. 

Form Pattern 2.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

A state realization node does not have one or more event nodes as its child nodes. It means 

that in reality, when the state is realized, certain events can happen. However, in the 

specification, these events are not captured.  

TT1 Component 1
[....]

TT i Component i
[...] TT j Component j

[...]...
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[Analysis] 

When the control flows to the state realization node, the control will not flow to other node 

because there is no event node triggering the control to flow. After the system is developed, 

one entity will be in the state that is described in the state realization node. The entity will stay 

in that state. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight the structure. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Form Pattern 3.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

A conditional expression that is indicated by ?...? has only one child node. This means that 

the system will only respond to one possibility of the condition. 

TT1 Component 1
Node Type Distinguisher ?...? Node Type Distinguisher

TT2 Node 2
 

[Analysis] 

A conditional expression justifies if the condition is true, then the control will flow (If the 

child nodes are event nodes, they will be enabled. If the child nodes are state realization 

nodes, they will be initiated.). If the condition is not true, then what will the component do? 

Will it wait? Consequently, if a conditional expression is used, the child node number will 

be greater than one.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight those nodes with a 

conditional expression in the predicate position and 

the number of child nodes is one. 
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[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“If this is tape 21 taken, the rental is rejected.” (Basili et al., 2005)(ABC Video, p.9) 

7-n1 Bar_Code_Reader
??Enter Tape_Bar_Code_IDs??

7-n+1 Video_System
>Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

7-n3 Video_System
??[Reject Tape 21]??

7-n2 Video_System
[?Tape Number = 21?]

7-n4 Video_System
<<Error_Message>>

 
Analysis: 

If this is tape 21 taken…. What will happen if this is not the 21 taken? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: If this is tape 21 taken, the rental is rejected. If this is not the tape 21 taken, the 

Video System will record this tape into the rental transaction record. 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should highlight this structure. 

Form Pattern 4. Incomplete Responses to Query Behaviors 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Query behaviors are a semantic category of behaviors. They describe the behavior of checking 

the states of one or more components, and then based on the query results, the component 

takes actions. 

[A List of Query Behaviors] 

verify 
 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

The Behavior Trees 

form pattern identifier 

The identifier should highlight those nodes that 

have query behaviors and the number of child 
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Behavior 

Trees 

nodes is less than the number of possible states 

of the queried components.  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

3.2.1.1.
9.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??[VerifyMain_Engine[CutOff]]?

?  
Analysis: 

When the option is nine, what will the video system do? Obviously, the video system should 

exist. However, it is not specified in the original requirements description. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: 

3.2.1.1.
9.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verified

Main_Engine[CutOff]]??
+

Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verified

Main_Engine[On]]??

+ Main_Engine
??Cut-off.Automatic??

+ Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verification Failed]??

3.2.1.1.
9.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??[VerifyMain_Engine[CutOff]]?

?

?+?+
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integrated 

Behavior Tree 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

Now, it is detected by inspecting the Integrated Behavior 

Trees. However, it is possible for the Behavior Trees 

Development Environment to check this defect. The 

option 9 is in the range of the option. As a result, the 

video system should response to each possible value of 

the option. However, there is no node to respond when 

the option is equal to nine. 

Heuristic Question 1. Incomplete Responses to Potential Failure of a Behavior 

[Question] 

To critical behaviors, ideally to all behaviors, a question that should always to be asked is 

“what if the behavior does not successful?” 

[Analysis] 

Ideally to every node, this question should be addressed so that the design can reduce the 

uncertainty introduced by the unexpected errors or failures of a behavior. It means in the 

Integrated Behavior Trees, a node is false. If it is asked in the design stage, nature is going to 

give this situation to the system and its users because nothing is infallible including this.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 
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Stage (When) Detector 

(Who) 

Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspection The inspectors are supposed to answer this question to 

each node, if no budge, to critical nodes that are 

pointed by the customers. The answers should be 

recorded in the Behavior Trees Development 

Environment. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“Clerk enters the following information: Name, address and credit card information of the 

customer(Basili et al., 2005)(ABC Video). 

Analysis: 

What if a customer does not have a credit card? 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process(How) 

Analysis of 

the Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Inspector-Engineer The question “what if…not” is applied to this 

requirements description, and it is identified that if 

the customer does not have a credit card, the 

requirements document do not specify the 

response of the system. 

Pattern 3. Incomplete State Realization Enumeration 

Description: 

In physical world, when a system is built, it is expected to completely know when an entity 

in the environment or the system is acting; is in certain state; or is in certain process, which 

entities/system should act what, should be in what states, or should be in what processes?  It 

means in the Behavior Trees model, it is expected to know the complete set of state 

realizations that should be initiated to happen, when an event node is realized. In an 

Integrated Behavior Trees, the complete set of child nodes of an event realization node should 

be specified.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  
[Behavior Trees Form] 
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Given a component x that has a subcomponent y, if an event realization leads to the state 

realization of y, but not the state realization x, it is possible that the requirement specification 

omits the requirement that the event should also lead to the state realization of x. It means that 

the state of a subcomponent is changed, but the component’s state is not changed.  

Component x

Subcomponent y

TT1 Node 1

TT2 Subcomponent y
State s1

Component x
State s2

?

 
[Analysis] 

This pattern captures that in physical world, if a subcomponent realized a state; will the 

component that has this subcomponent realize certain state?  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integrated Behavior Trees Form Pattern Identifier  

Comments: This enforces the precise expression of the states of a compound component with 

its subcomponents’ states.  

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Output: Updated rental transaction file.”(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video, p.12) 

Analysis:  

The output of the function should be both that the rental transaction record updated (it also 

implies that the rental transaction file (rental transaction database) is updated). In addition, the 

video system displayed the initial menu. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: The video system updated the video transaction record. The video system 

displayed the initial menu. 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern Identifier  

Form Pattern 2. Incomplete Enumeration of Behaved Entity 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Given an event node e, if the event’s predicate is a behaviour instead of a property, the 

behavior must have at least one object (a component or a property), each object should be the 

subject component of at least one of the a child nodes of the event. If one object does not 
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appear in the subject component field of at least one of the child node, it is possible that the 

state realization of the object is not specified.  

tracin
g tag

subject component
??behavior object i??

tracin
g tag

object j
[State]

5-1 User
??Close Door??

5-2 Light
[Off]

5+1 Door
[Closed]

 
[Analysis] 

This pattern captures that in physical world, if an entity acts on another entity; both the acting 

entity and the acted entity are affected. Is it necessary to capture that the acted entity is 

affected and may change states? The answers are domain knowledge dependent. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Form pattern 

identifier 

The form pattern identifier should highlights those 

event nodes that has predicate behavior in the 

state, and the object component/property is not 

appear in at least one of the child node’s subject 

component field. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

“Opening the door stops the cooking”  

2-1 User
??Open Door??

2-2 Oven
[Stop Cooking]

 
Analysis: 

When the event “the user opens the door” is responded, the realized state is “Door Open”. 

This is not specified in the original requirements. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: “when the user opens the door, the door is opened.” 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form pattern 

identifier 

The form pattern identifier should identify the  

event node “User??Open Door??” because that 

“Door[Opened]” is not a child node of this 

event. 
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2-1 User
??Open Door??

2-2 Oven
[Stop Cooking]

2+
1

Door
??[Opened]??

 

Form Pattern 3. Incomplete Application of a behavior to the elements of the range of a 

collective noun. 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Given the behavior-behaved object in the form: 

Component
Behavior_identifier Collective Noun Identifier

Component
Behavior_identifier Collective Noun

Identifier.element1

Component
Behavior_identifier Collective Noun

Identifier.element 2

Component
Behavior_identifier Collective Noun

Identifier.element n  
if the number of child nodes is less than the number of the elements of the collective noun, and 

only proper nouns are the behaved objects of the child nodes that have the same behavior identifier 

as the discussed node, the behavior is not applied to each element that is referred by the collective 

noun. 

[Analysis] 

A collective noun refers to a bag of entities. If a behavior applies to a collective noun, it means 

that this behavior applies to each of the referents that are indicated by the collective noun. The 

number of the child nodes should be greater than the number of the elements that are the 

referents of the collective noun. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

the Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Behavior Trees 

Grammar 

Checker. 

In the translation process, the referents of those 

identifiers that are collective identifiers should be 

precisely specified. When I analyse the Integrated 

Behavior Trees, this violation should be identified 
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by the Behavior Trees Grammar Checker. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Display the selected items.(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video ) 

Analysis: 

The referents of the selected items are {Option 1, Option 2, Option 3, Option 4, Option 5, 

Option 6, Option 7, Option 8, Option 9}. In the Integrated Behavior Trees, the number of child 

nodes is eight. The option 9 is not specified.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (when) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated BT Behavior Trees Grammar 

Checker 

The checker highlights this node.  

Pattern 4. Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child 

Nodes 

Description:  

In physical world, when a system is built, it is expected to know the temporal orders 

between activities, states, or processes. It means in the Behavior Trees model, it is expected to 

know the order relationships between nodes.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The child node order relationship list of a node that has more than one child node is empty. In 

the Integration Behavior Trees, the order relationship fields of multiple child nodes are empty. 

TT1 Node 1

TT i Component i ?
State i TT j Component j?

State j  
[Analysis] 

This pattern captures the temporal order relationships of activities, states, processes in the 

physical world. If there are no orders among them, there would be no logic. See. Russell’s 

History of Western Philosophy]. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (when) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight those nodes that have 

more than one child nodes and in which the child node 

order relationship list is either empty, or consist of the 

incomplete enumeration of the combination possibility 

of child nodes (The number may be counted 

automatically). 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

2-n+
1

User
??Push Button??

2-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

Time = Time + 1

2-n2 Button
?? [Pushed] ??

1-n4 Power Tube
[ Energize ]

One Minute

1-n1 Oven Door
[ Closed ]

1-n2 User
?? Push Button ??

1-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

=

5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

4-n3 Light
[On] 6-n1 User

??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light
[Off]

 
Analysis: 

When the door is closed, the light should be off. Because the door is closed, the user is 

enabled to push the button. In the process of being from light on to light off, the user might 

push the button. What the oven should do when this happened? In here, I assume that when 

this happened, the light will be turned off first. After that, there are two choices: one is to 

cancel the event of “user??Push Button??”; and the other is to suspend the event. I select the 

suspension of the event because if I cancelled the event, it means the user needs to wait until 

the light is off and then push the button again. Instead if I suspend the event, it means that user 

only needs to wait until the light is off and then the event will be processed. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Correction: When the door is closed, the light will be off, and at the same time the user can 

push the button. When the light is in the process of off, and the user pushed the button, the 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the integration process, when node 1-n1 and 

node 6-n2 is integrated, the order relationships 

of their child nodes need to be described. This 

relationship is not specified. 
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event of “the user pushed the button” will be suspended and be executed after the light is off. 

2-n+
1

User
??Push Button??

2-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

Time = Time + 1

2-n2 Button
?? [Pushed] ??

1-n4 Power Tube
[ Energize ]

One Minute

1-n2 User || (1)
?? Push Button ??

1-n3 Oven
[ Cook ]

=

5-n1 User
??Open Door??

5-n2 Door
??[Open ]??

5-n3 Oven
??[Cook Finished]??

4-n3 Light
[On] 6-n1 User

??Close Door??

6-n2 Door
??[Closed ]??

6-n3 Light ||(0)
[Off]

 
Comments: 

In here, the identification of the defect is that after the integration of two equivalent nodes, 

if their child nodes’ order relationship is not specified, it is a defect. However, the Correction 

of the defect needs domain knowledge. In this example, I determined that the light being off 

and the user pushes the button can happen concurrently. Then their priority needs to be 

specified, and if one is suspended or is cancelled need to be defined. Only by consulting those 

who have domain knowledge I can specify the order relationship. 

Form Pattern 2.   

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The child node order relationship list of a node that has more than one child node does not 

consist of the complete enumeration of the combination possibility of child nodes.  

TT1 Node 1

TT i Component i ?
State i TT j Component j?

State j  
[Analysis] 

This pattern captures the incomplete specification of the temporal order relationships of 

activities, states, processes in the physical world. If a the temporal order of a pair of child node 
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is not specified, it is uncertain what will happen when they happen at exactly the same time. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior 

Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight those nodes that have 

more than one child nodes and in which the child 

node order relationship list is either empty, or consist 

of the incomplete enumeration of the combination 

possibility of child nodes (The number may be 

counted automatically). 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Pattern 5. Incomplete Flow 

Description:  

In physical world, when an entity, some energy, or information transfers from one 

place/owner to another, it is expected to know the original place/owner, the destination 

place/owner, the tool of transferring, and the transferred entity, emerge, or information. It 

means in the Behavior Trees model, such a transformation is modelled as a flow. In a 

Behavior Trees model, a flow is modelled with its sink, source, the transferred 

component/message/data, and the method of transferring.  It is indicated with 

“<…>”,”>…<”,”<<…>>”,”>>…<<”. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.   

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The source, sink, or the flowed component/message/data is not specified. In the integrated 

Behavior Trees, an output node is not followed with an input node; or an input node does 

not follow an output node.  

[Analysis] 
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[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Functional Requirement 9 

 Description  

The clerk collects the money from the customer and enters the amount into the 

system.  

 Input  

Amount of money that is given to clerk entered via keyboard.  

 Processing  

Compute change.  

 Output  

Display amount of change.(Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video) 

Analysis: 

9-n1 Customer
??<pay money>??

9-n2 Clerk
>collect money<

9-n3 Key Board
??<Money_Amount>??

9-n4 Video_System
??[Compute Change]??

9-n5 Video_System
<<Display Change>>

9-n+1
Video_System

??[Money_Amount
Received]??

Input-output node type
does not match.

 
When the keyboard outputs the money amount, the video system should receive the money 

amount first. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Correction: When the keyboard enters the money amount, the video system will receive the 

money amount 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the inspection of the Integrated Behavior Trees, 

the identifier should highlight those trees that do not 

have matching input node-output node. 

Pattern 6. Incomplete Enumeration 

Description:  

When I specify requirements, physical components are often classified into conceptual 

classes/types. The elements of a class/type should be specified either: 

− using their fundamental characteristics that are sufficiently and necessarily to 

allocate each and every physical components into a class; or 

− enumerating each physical components that is a member of the class.  

In requirements specification practice, the utility of classification is often misused to 

express the vague understandings of the authors. It means a class/type is often used 

in such a way that its member elements cannot be identified exhaustively and 

identically. This will lead to incomplete requirements.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.   

[Behavior Trees Form] 

The following word indicates incomplete enumeration: 

− Primary, all, such as, for example, for instance.  

[Analysis] 

A syntactic construc s is the primary member. “Primary” presupposes the existence of a bag 

of other memebers. Among them, s is the primary. Another one might be “secondary”. I need 
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to find the place where other elements are specified or their fundamental characteristics are 

specified. The place is often unspecified. 

 

Moreover, Those expressions of “such as …”, “for example…”, “for instance…” establishes 

inheritance relationship between two concepts. The instantiations belong to the type of 

another concept. In here, “to perform orbital corrections” include {to re-orient satellite, to 

stabilize a satellite, to point a satellite to support data transmission}. Whenever enumeration 

is used to establish inheritance relationship, I shall check the completeness of the definition of 

the upper concept, in here, the upper concept is “to perform orbital corrections”. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The tool searches the word “primary” and 

registers that the engineers need to find out the 

place where other elements are specified.  
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Functional Requirement 9 The GCS is responsible for the health and maintenance of the 

Satellite Control System (SCS) as well as for scheduling bulk data communication time slots 

for its customers. The SCS is the primary

Analysis: 

 interface for COMBIZ's satellite bulk data 

transmission customers….(Satellite Control System, Background) 

“Primary” presupposes the existence of a bag of interfaces. Among them, SCS is the primary. 

Another one might be “secondary”. I need to find the place where the complete bag of 

interfaces is specified. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The defect should be detected by using the form 

pattern identifier to search the word “primary”. 

Violation 2. Inconsistent Behavior Trees  

Pattern 1. Inconsistent State Realization Nodes 

Description: 

In the Behavior Trees model, it is expected that the trees will be internally consistent. 

Characteristics: 
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Heuristic Question 1. ? 

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Should the child node state follow the father node state? 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   
 

[Example] 

Requirement Construct: 

Functional Requirement 9 

 Description  

When the clerk presses an ``order complete'' option key (defined by the system) this 

rental is complete and the video inventory file is updated.  

 Input  

Clerk presses the ``order complete'' option key  

 Processing  

Update the video inventory file. Close rental transaction.  

 Output  

Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction file is updated.  

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Analysis: “Close rental transaction….Rental transaction file is updated” Does this mean that 

“close rental transaction” will update the rental transaction file? 

Correction: “Update rental transaction file…Rental transaction file is updated.” 

Note: This actually has two defects. The first one is the meaning of “close” and the meaning of 

“update”. The second is the “rental transaction” and the “rental transaction record”. In addition, 

it also has the defect of ambiguous verb-“update”. To make the analysis shorter, I did not count 

them separately.  

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector  

Pattern 2. Inconsistent Child Nodes 

Description: 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern  1. ? 
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[Behavior Trees Form] 

Given two syntactically equal event nodes, if their parent nodes’ identifiers are equivalent, if 

their child nodes are not equivalent, it is possible that the responses to the same event are 

inconsistent. 

Tag Component x
[ State s1] Tag Component x

[ State s1]

Tag Component y
?? State s2?? Tag Component y

?? State s2 ??

Tag Component z
[ State s3 ] Tag Component p

?? State s4 ??
 

[Analysis] 

When the two syntactically equivalent event nodes’ parent nodes are equivalent, it means that 

they happen under the same condition, based on the definitions of the event nodes, they should 

initiate the same state relationship nodes. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier/Inspector 

 

 

[Example] 

Requirement Construct: 

13+1
Video_System

?? Found
Rental_Transaction_Record??

13-2
Video_System

Search
Rental_Transaction_Record

in Rental_Transaction_Record_DB

13-3 Video_System
Search Video_Inventory_Record

in Video_Inventory_Record_DB

13+2 Video_System
Add One Availability

in Video_Inventory_Record

13-5 Video_System
Write Date_of_Return

in Rental_Transaction_Record

13-1 Bar_Code_Reader
<Tape_Bar_Code_IDs>

13+3
Video_System

?? Found
Video_Inventory_Record??

13-6
Video_System

[Updated
Rental_Transaction_Record]

13-7
Video_System

[Updated
Video_Inventory_Record]

13+4
Video_System
?? Not: Found

Rental_Transaction_Record??
13+5

Video_System
?? Not: Found

Video_Inventory_Record??

12
-1

Bar_Code_Reader
??<Tape_Bar_Code_IDs>??

12+
1

Video_System
??>Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<??

12
-2

Video_System
[Search

Rental_Transaction_Record_D
B]

Tape_Bar_Code_IDs

12-3
Video_System

<<Rental_Transaction_Recor
d>>

12+
2

Video_System
<<Error_Message>>

 
Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Analysis: Requirement description 12 and 13 are inconsistent. The requirement description 12 

specified that when the video system is in the return tape mode, if the video system received 

the tape bar code IDs, the video system will search the tape bar code IDs in the rental 

transaction record database. In 13, however, the requirement descriptions specified that when 

the video system is in the return tape mode, if the video system received the tape bar code IDs, 

the video system will search the video inventory record in the video inventory record database 

and at the same the video system will search the rental transaction record in the rental 

transaction record database. The responses of the video system to the event are inconsistent. 

Correction: “We merge these two responses together.” 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (how) 

Integration Behavior Trees 

Grammar 

Checker 

The checker will highlight these two event nodes 

where they are equivalent. It will also show that the 

response of the same component (video system) to the 

same event is different. They child nodes have the 

same subject component identifier, however, the 

predicate behavior identifiers are different. 

Pattern 3. Inconsistent Parent Nodes 

Description: 

The parent nodes, especially conditional nodes, show under what conditions a node can get 

control. If the same node can happen under different conditional parent nodes, it could be that 

the conditional nodes can be integrated together so that the Integrated Behavior Trees could 

be more concise.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern  1. Inconsistent Conditional Parent Nodes.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

Given two syntactically or semantically equal event nodes, if their parent nodes are not 

syntactically or semantically equivalent, it is possible that the responses to the conditional 

nodes are inconsistent. 
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Tag Conditional Node x Tag Conditional Node y

Tag Component y
?? State s2?? Tag Component y

?? State s2 ??

Tag Conditional Node x Tag Conditional Node y
 

[Analysis] 

If an event can happen under different conditions, these conditions should be combined and 

specified cohesively. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier/Inspector 

The form pattern identifier should highlight 

these form patterns. 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Construct: 

An uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established when

     (1) the SCS as received a TG (Customer time slot go) from the GCS; 

: 

     (2) the SCS has forwarded the TG (Customer time slot go) messages to the uplink and 

downlink sites; and 

     (3) both the uplink and downlink sites have sent the SCS ready messages, i.e., the uplink 

site has sent the SCS an UG   (uplink good) acknowledgment message and the downlink site 

has sent the SCS a DG (downlink good) acknowledgment message. 

… 

The following conditions describe a successful uplink/downlink site-SCS connection

     (1) the uplink and downlink sites both sent UG and DG acknowledgment messages, 

respectively, to the SCS; 

: 

     (2) neither the uplink or downlink site has recently sent a UB or DB message; and 

     (3) the GCS has not sent a TE (time slot expired) message to the SCS to terminate the 

current customer data transmission time slot. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
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Analysis: The two descriptions to the conditions are inconsistent. 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (how) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the integration process, if two trees are equivalent, 

either syntactically or semantically, the original 

English descriptions of them are redundant. It implies 

that the English requirements descriptions can be 

restructured to be more concise.  

Pattern 4. Inconsistent Trees 

Description: 

It is possible that two trees are inconsistent. This pattern is used to capture the patterns of 

these trees. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern  1. Inconsistent Trees.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

[Analysis] 

If an event can happen under different conditions, these conditions should be combined and 

specified cohesively. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Inspection After the Component Behavior Trees is projected 

out, the inspector should ask a question  
 

[Example] 

Requirement Description: The paragraph 

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Specification – Integrated Behavior Trees – 

Requirements Quality – Inconsistent Behavior Trees – Inconsistent Trees 

      Analysis: If I compare this paragraph with those in table 6 (in the Satellite Control 

System’s Defect Records), I will find that the forth responsibility of SCS-register the 

customer satellite data communication sites is not in 3.2 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) (More Work) 

Integration Inspection After the Component Behavior Trees is projected 

out, the inspector should ask a question  
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Violation 3. Incorrect Behavior Trees  

Pattern 1. Incorrect Node Logic Equivalence Relationship 

Description: 

Given two nodes, if they are not syntactically equivalent, and if whenever node one is 

realized, node two is realized; and whenever node two is realized, node one is realized, these 

two nodes are logically equivalent. If two nodes violate this rule, they have incorrect node 

logic equivalence relationship. 

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

When a component’s state is expressed with its subcomponents’ states, the inspector should 

answer “Do the subcomponents’ states sufficiently represent the component’s state?” 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration 

process 

. Form pattern 

identifier; 

. Inspector 

The form pattern identifier will display a 

question to the inspector to answer “Do the 

subcomponents’ states sufficiently represent the 

component’s state” 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Description:  

1-3 Oven
[ Cook ]

1-4 Power Tube
[ Energize ]

One Minute
 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector(Who)  Process (How) 

Node 

Integration 

.Form pattern 

identifier 

.Inspector 

The form pattern identifier should highlight that node 1-

4 is not integrated into the tree. These two nodes are 

logically equivalent. The Behavior Trees Development 

Environment should ask the inspector to answer “Is it 

correct that “Whenever the oven cooks, the power tube 

energizes for one minute; and whenever the power tube 
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energizes for one minute, the oven cooks””. It is the 

inspector’s responsibility to find that it is not correct 

that “whenever the power tube energizes for one 

minute, the oven cooks”. The correct one should be that 

“whenever the door is closed, and the power tube 

energizes for one minute, the oven cooks.” 

Analysis:  The correct one should be that whenever the door is closed, and the power tube 

energizes for one minute, the oven cooks. 

Pattern 2. Incorrect Distribution of Parent Node 

Description: 

Given a node that has a collective behavior, another node is its parent node. It is necessary 

to verify that the parent node should be and is applicable to the referred proper behaviors that 

are elements of the collective behavior.  

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Characteristics] 

Given a node, when its component’s state has a collective behavior, the inspector should 

answer “is the parent node applicable to all the proper behaviors of the collective behavior?” 

It means that if this node is an event node, the inspectors should check if the state realization 

node that is the parent node can enable all the proper behaviors that are elements of the 

collective behavior. It also means that if this node is a state realization node, the inspectors 

should check if the event node that is the child node can initiate all the proper behaviors that 

are elements of the collective behavior. 

[Analysis] 

When I wrap a bag of proper behaviors into a collective behavior, I should always check 

whether any operation on the collective behavior is dividable to the proper behaviors that are 

elements of the collective behavior. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspectors The form pattern identifier should 

highlight this structure and prompt this 

question to the inspector. 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Description:  

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Analysis: 

Correction: 

Pattern 3. Incorrect Distribution of Child Node 

Description: 

Given a node that has a collective behavior, a child node is said to be applicable to the node. 

It is necessary to verify that the state realization node should be and is applicable to the 

referred proper behaviors that are elements of the collective behavior.  

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Characteristics] 

Given a node, when its component’s state has a collective behavior, the inspector should 

answer “is the child node applicable to all the proper behaviors of the collective behavior?” 

[Analysis] 

When I wrap a bag of proper behaviors into a collective behavior, I should always check 

whether any operation on the collective behavior is dividable to the proper behaviors that are 

elements of the collective behavior. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees 

Inspectors The form pattern identifier should highlight 

this structure and prompt this question to the 

inspector. 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Description:  
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19+1 Report_Menu
<< 1. Daily Report >>
<< 2. Customers Registered During Some Time Period >>
<< 3. Customers Marked Bad Credit >>
<< 4. Customers with Overdue Items >>
<< 5. Tapes by Status >>
<< 6. Tapes not Rented for Some Number of Days >>
<< 7. Number of Rentals over Some Time Period >>
<< 8. Customer Rental Histories >>
<< 9. Exit >>
>> Option <<

19+2 Manager
??>>Option_Number<<??

19+3 Video_System
??[>>Option_Number<<]??

19+4 Video_System
[Received Option_Number]

19+5 Video_System
??Collect Data??

19+6 Video_System
??[Data Collected]??

19+6 Video_System
??<Data>??

19+7 Video_System_Printer
??[>Data<]??

19+8 Video_System_Printer
[Print Data]

 
Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Inspection of the 

Translated Behavior 

Trees 

Inspector-Engineer The option “9.Exit” does not share the 

same category of responses from the video 

system.  

Analysis:  After the video system received the option, if the option is “9.Exit”, the video 

system does not need to collect data and to print report. 

Correction: After the video system received the option, if the option is “9.Exit”, the video 

system does not need to collect data and to print report. 
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Pattern 4. Incorrect Child Node 

Description: 

Given a node with one or more child nodes, the relationship between each node and its 

child node must be verified.  

Characteristics: 

Form Characteristics 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form Characteristics] 

For most windows based menus, if a menu x is a child menu of another menu y, when menu 

x is closed, the system should often return to menu y that is x’ parent menu. Therefore, if 

when menu x is closed, and it the system did not return to its parent menu-menu y, it is a 

potentially incorrect child node. 

Menu x

.. ... ..

Option

Menu y

.. ... ..

Option

System
??[Option Received]??

System
[Option Received]

System
??Close Menu y??

Menu x

.. ... ..

Option
 

[Analysis] 

These characteristics are from the observation of most today’s window’s based 

programming practice. In the future, if the programming practices are changed, this might 

be taken off from this category.  
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[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

To each parent-child relationship, this 

question should be answered. 
 

[Example] 

Requirement Description:  

14-3 Video_System
[Calculate Change_Amount]

14-7 Video_System
Display Initial_Menu

 (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video) 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight this structure.  

Analysis:  After the video system calculated the changed amount, and then after the video 

system displayed the change amount, the video system should display the return tape menu 

instead of displaying the initial menu. 

Correction: After the video system calculated the changed amount, and then after the video 

system displayed the change amount, the video system should display the return tape menu 

instead of displaying the initial menu. 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Characteristics] 

Given a state realization node, if there are one or more event nodes as its child nodes, the 

inspectors need to answer “can this event happen after the state?”  

[Analysis] 

In some circumstances, the relationships between a node and its child nodes can be 

characterized syntactically/structurally. However, in most cases, the relationships are domain 

knowledge dependent and can only be verified by engineers or customers.  

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees 

Inspectors To each parent-child relationship, this question 

should be answered. 
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[Example] 

Requirement Description:  

6+2

Video_System
[Display

Video_Inventory_Record.Video_Name,
Video_Inventory_Record.Rental_Price

8-2 Clerk
??Press Key_Enter??

 (Basili et al., 2005) (ABC Video) 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

In the integration process, the tree 8-1 cannot be 

integrated into the previously integrated trees. The tree 

will be highlighted by the identifier because the root 

node is an event node 

Analysis:  Originally, the requirement descriptions specified that when the clerk entered tape 

bar code IDs, the clerk will press the enter key. From the video system points of view, the 

video system will not know that if the clerk entered tape bar code IDs. To the video system, 

the video system will know that the clerk pressed the enter key. 

Correction: I assume that when the video system displayed the video inventory record’s 

video name and video price, the clerk can press the enter key. 

Pattern 5. Incorrect Parent Node 

Description: 

In an Integrated Behavior Trees, each child node should follow its parent node feasibly.  

Characteristics: 

Heuristic Question 1.  

[Behavior Trees Heuristic Meaning Pattern] 

To each node except for the root node, I should ask a question – “should this node follow its 

parent node?” This question can be used to identify the incorrect conditions, and incorrect 

events.   

[Analysis] 

Because it is impractical to specify the form pattern previously, I can only answer this question 

by using heuristic questions. However, if the domain knowledge is specified and organized 

better, it could be possible to find some clues to identify this type of pattern. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 
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Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector The inspector should answer this question.  

 

[Example] 

Requirement Description:  

“When that time slot is up, the SCS sets up another link for another customer's specified 

time slot .” (Prowell, 1999)(Satellite Control System) 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector The inspector is supposed to identify this 

problem. 

Analysis:  When that time slot is up, the SCS should end that time slot before setting up another 

link for another customer’s specified time slot. In addition, I suspect that the SCS sets up 

another link that is not necessarily for another customer. For example, if there is no other 

customers and at the same time the same customer has data transmission requests, does this 

mean that the SCS will not set up another link for the same customer? 

[Example] 

Requirement Description: “(3) both the uplink and downlink sites have sent the SCS ready 

messages, i.e., the uplink site has sent the SCS an UG (uplink good) acknowledgment 

message

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Specification – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 2. 

Requirements Quality – Incorrect Behavior Trees – Incorrect Parent Node – Incorrect 

Conditional Node – Strong Precondition Node  

.” (Prowell, 1999)(Satellite Control System) 

Analysis: In here, the SCS justifies the condition. The SCS can only know that the uplink site 

has sent the UG acknowledgement message after the SCS received the UG acknowledgement 

message. However, this is one possibility that the uplink site has sent the SCS an UG 

acknowledgment message and the SCS does not receive it. Under this condition, an 

uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has not been established. Therefore, here, (3) is strong. It 

needs to be replaced by “after the SCS received the UG acknowledgement message”. 

Behavior Trees Detection: 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Inspector The inspector should identify this 

problem. 
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Violation 4. Deadlock  

Pattern 1. Two Mutual Initiation Nodes 

Description: 

If two nodes initiate each other without interruption events, they form a deadlock. They will 

execute in turn and the control will not pass to other nodes. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.   

[Behavior Trees Form] 

n1 Component 1
??[Behavior 1]??

n2 Component 2
??[Behavior 2]??

n1 Component 1
??[Behavior 1]??

 
[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Analysis of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Behavior Trees Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The identifier should highlight the 

Behavior Trees structure. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Analysis: 

Behavior Trees Detection: 
 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 
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Rule 2. Pragmatic Quality  

Violation 1. Redundancy  

Pattern 1. Redundant Behavior Trees 

Description: 

. 

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

In the integration process, if two trees are equivalent, either syntactically or semantically, the 

original English descriptions of them are redundant.  

[Analysis] 

It implies that the English requirements descriptions can be restructured to be more concise. 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Integration Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier should highlight those trees that are 

equivalent, either syntactically or semantically. 

Inspectors, then, should trace them back to the 

English requirements descriptions, and then resolve 

the redundancy. 
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

In requirement, the SCS’ respondibilities are specified as “The SCS is responsible for 

accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS and returning 

acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the status of the SCS's 

satellite assets, (2) ensure that those assets maintain their proper  orbit, and (3) ensure that 

those assets are properly aligned for bulk data transmission”   

 

MG1 specifies the SCS’ responsibilities as “The SCS is responsible for accepting and 

processing requests and commands from the GCS and returning acknowledgment messages 

so that the GCS can (1) understand the status of the SCS's satellites, (2) ensure that the SCS 

satellites maintain their proper orbit, (3) ensure that an SCS satellite is properly aligned (or 

pointed) to support bulk data transmission, and (4) ensure that customer satellite data 
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communication sites are registered with the SCS in the bandwidth/location table so that an 

uplink/downlink site-SCS connection can be made”. (Satellite Control System) 

Behavior Trees Detection:  

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

Translation Form Pattern Identifier The identifier should show that these two 

requirements are the same.  
 

Violation 2. Identifier Inconsistency  

Pattern 1. Synonym  

Description: 

Although synonyms in English requirements documents should be detected in the translation 

process, some may remain undetected until in the Translated Requirements Behavior Trees or 

in the Integrated Requirements Behavior Trees. This category includes these synonyms.  

It should be noticed that these synonyms are different from those in English requirements 

documents because they are the using the different identifiers to represent different 

requirements.  

Characteristics: 

Form Pattern 1.  

[Behavior Trees Form] 

[Analysis] 

[Behavior Trees Detection] 

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   
 

[Example] 

Requirements Description: 

Requirement Construct: 

Behavior Trees Detection:  

Stage (When) Detector (Who) Process (How) 

   

Analysis:  

Correction: 
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Appendix B – The Satellite Control System 

Requirements 

1. COMBIZ Requirements 

I. COMBIZ Satellite Control System Overview  

1. Background 

COMBIZ is a company that provides its internal and external customers with a satellite data 

communications service. COMBIZ's satellite communications assets are managed by a Ground 

Control System (GCS). The GCS is responsible for the health and maintenance of the Satellite 

Control System (SCS) as well as for scheduling bulk data communication time slots for its 

customers. The SCS is the primary interface for COMBIZ's satellite bulk data transmission 

customers who operate satellite data communication uplink and downlink sites. 

 

The COMBIZ's satellite constellation consists of three satellites, each with an 8-hour contact 

window with one of three GCS ground sites. Thus, there is 24-hour satellite coverage to address 

all ground control system operations and customer data communication requirements. The three 

satellites and their hardware and software systems represent the SCS. The three ground control 

sites represent the Ground Control System.  

 

The GCS directs the SCS activities on the basis of pre-scheduled time slots. Time slots are 

allocated for maintenance activities and customer data transmission preparation, e.g., pointing a 

satellite by executing a firing command or updating the SCS's broadcast/location table. Time slots 

are also allocated for customer data transmission. After system initialization, a maintenance time 

slot is always performed, followed by a customer data transmission time slot, followed by another 

maintenance time slot. Maintenance time slots and customer data transmission time slots are 

performed in alternating order. I refer to the activities performed during a maintenance time slot as 

a "Manage Satellites" transaction. I refer to the activities performed during a customer data 
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transmission time slot as a "Transmit Data" transaction. 

  

2. Mission 

The mission of the Satellite Control System is to manage the system's satellite assets to ensure the 

reliable throughput of communication packets from uplink to downlink satellite data 

communication sites within that customer's allotted time slot and to minimize the amount of time 

required for allocation to maintenance time slots. 

3. System Boundaries 

The SCS interfaces with ground control sites and customer satellite data communication (uplink 

and downlink) sites. The SCS receives telemetry and command (T&C) messages from a ground 

control site of the GCS and receives from the system acknowledgement messages as to whether 

the commands sent were successfully executed or not. The SCS also receives communication 

packets from sender communication sites and relays them to receiver communication sites. 

The satellite and the hardware and software necessary to accept and process control messages and 

to receive and forward communication packets are included within the boundaries of the SCS.  

 

Figure 110: Satellite Control System - Context Diagram 

The context diagram for the Satellite Control System is shown in Figure 110. 
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II. Terminology 

1. Introduction 

This section identifies terms used to describe the SCS. 

2. Items 

2.1 Attitude - refers to the satellite's position, with respect to an artificial horizon, in terms of its 

yaw (X), pitch (Y), and roll (Z) coordinates. 

2.2 Bandwibehaviour treeh - is a measure of thoughput, i.e., the number of bytes that can be 

transferred within a given unit of time. Bandwibehaviour treeh is defined in terms of the speed by 

which an uplink site may communicate with a downlink site in terms of KPS (kilobytes per second) 

or MPS (megabytes per second). 

2.3 Data Lock - refers to an event where a satellite data communications site is able to 

upload/download data packets with error rates acceptable to transmit data. 

2.4 Site Location - refers to the geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude) of a satellite data 

communications site. 

2.5 Space Communication Asset - refers to a satellite of the SCS, and any related hardware 

element. 

2.6 Time Slot - a period of time allocated to perform a scheduled activity. For example, a 

maintenance time slot may be allocated five minutes to execute satellite maintenance commands. 

2.7 Uplink/Downlink Site-SCS Connection - refers to the successful connection between a satellite 

data communications site specified as the uplink site to a satellite data communications site 

specified as the downlink site via the SCS.  

3. Acronyms 

General Acronyms :  

B/L Table - Bandwibehaviour treeh/Location Table 

CSDC Site - Customer Satellite Data Communications Site 
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GCS - Ground Control System 

MS Transaction - Manage Satellites Transaction 

SCS - Satellite Control System 

SDC Site - Satellite Data Communications Site 

TD Transaction - Transmit Data Transaction 

SCS Input and Output Mnemonics:  

Inputs:  

IN - Initialize SCS 

MG - Maintenance time slot go 

HR - Satellite health request 

FR - Firing request 

BR - B/L table update request 

TG - Customer time slot go 

UG - Uplink good 

UB - Uplink bad 

DG - Downlink good 

DB - Downlink bad 

DI - Data packet in 

PB - Packet is bad 

TC - Transmission completed 

TE - Time slot expired. 

 

Outputs:  

INA - Initialize SCS acknowledgment 

HA - Satellite health request acknowledgment 

FA - Firing request acknowledgment 

BA - B/L table update acknowledgment 

TGF - Customer time slot go - forwarded 

TSCAN - Customer time slot canceled 

DO - Data packet out 
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PBF - Packet is bad - forwarded 

TEF - Customer time slot expired - forwarded 

TCF - Transmission completed - forwarded. 

 

III. SCS Requirements 

1. Introduction 

This section contains the requirements for the COMBIZ Satellite Control System. These 

requirements were derived from three sources: 

(1) Bruce E. Krell. Developing with Ada: Life Cycle Methods. Bantam Books, New York, New 

York. 1992. 

(2) William C. Cook. "The Wonderful World of Satellites (A Satellite Primer)." 1996. 

http://www.atek.com/satellite/ 

(3) "NASA TDRSS Home Page." 1996. http://www530.gsfs.nasa.gov/tdrss/ 

                                                                                        

2. Satellite Control System Requirements 

The SCS is responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS and 

returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the status of the SCS's 

satellite assets, (2) ensure that those assets maintain their proper orbit, and (3) ensure that those 

assets are properly aligned for bulk data transmission. 

 

2.1 Initialize SCS 

 

Before the SCS can be used, it must be initialized by sending it an IN (initialize SCS) command 

message. 

IN1) The SCS shall receive and execute an IN (initialize SCS) command message from the 
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Ground Control System (GCS). When this message is received, the SCS will be initialized.  

Note: This message will be sent either to periodically initialize the SCS or to respond to system 

errors. 

IN2) The SCS shall prepare and send to the GCS, an INA (SCS initialized) acknowledgment 

message that the system has been initialized. 

  

2.2 Manage Satellites 

The SCS is responsible for accepting and processing requests and commands from the GCS and 

returning acknowledgment messages so that the GCS can (1) understand the status of the SCS's 

satellites, (2) ensure that the SCS satellites maintain their proper orbit, (3) ensure that an SCS 

satellite is properly aligned (or pointed) to support bulk data transmission, and (4) ensure that 

customer satellite data communication sites are registered with the SCS in the bandwibehaviour 

treeh/location table so that an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection can be made. 

 

MG1) The SCS shall process each MG (maintenance time slot go) command message received 

from the GCS. Receipt of an MG command message by the SCS signals the start of a "Manage 

Satellites" transaction for a specified maintenance time slot. 

MG1.1) An MG command message shall specify the planned maintenance time slot duration. 

MG1.2) An MG command message may be received only immediately after an IN command 

message or after the completion of a "Transmit Data" transaction. 

2.2.1 Report Satellite Health 

Satellite health information is requested to aid in planning required satellite maintenance. 

 

MG2) The SCS shall process each HR (satellite health request) command message received from 

the GCS.  

MG2.1) An HR command message shall be the first message received after the initiation of each 

"Manage Satellites" transaction.  

MG2.2) The SCS may receive a satellite health request message anytime during a "Manage 
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Satellites" transaction. (Describes order during transaction.) 

MG2.3) A satellite health request command message will only be accepted by the SCS during an 

active "Manage Satellites" transaction. (Describes condition under which an HR may be received.) 

MG3) The SCS shall prepare and send an HA (satellite health acknowledgment) message to the 

GCS in response to an HR (satellite health request) command message. 

2.2.2 Maintain Orbit and Direction 

Firing commands are prepared to perform orbital corrections such as to re-orient and stabilize a 

satellite, or to point it to support data transmission.  

 

MG4) The SCS shall process each FR (firing request) command message received from the GCS. 

Those commands are used to re-orient or stabilize an SCS satellite. 

MG4.1) The SCS may receive and process an FR command message after an HR (satellite health 

request) has been received and processed. (Describes order during transaction.) 

MG4.2) An FR command message will only be accepted by the SCS during an active "Manage 

Satellites" transaction. (Describes condition under which an FR may be received.) 

MG5) The SCS shall prepare and send an FA (firing request) acknowledgement message to the 

GCS indicating the SCS's thruster status after executing an FR (firing request) command message. 

Each FA acknowledgement message shall contain a status code.  

A status code of 1 shall indicate that the firing command was successful. The acknowledgement 

message shall also contain fuel pressure data. 

 

A status code of 2 shall indicate that the firing command was unsuccessful. The acknowledgment 

message shall also contain fuel pressure data. Receipt of a firing command acknowledgment 

message with a status code of 2 will require a system restart. 

2.2.3 Maintain B/L Table 

 

The broadcast/location table must be maintained to ensure that customer data transmission site 

records are kept up to date.  
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MG6) The SCS shall process each BR (bandwibehaviour treeh/location (B/L) table update request) 

command message received from the GCS.  

MG6.1) If a BR command message is received and there is already an entry in the B/L table, the 

current entry will be replaced. 

MG6.2) After the SCS is initialized, table entries are made for all active communication sites. If 

the system is restarted, all B/L table entries must be re-entered. 

MG6.3) The SCS has the ability to store 9,999 B/L table entries. Only one sender (uplink) and 

receiver (downlink) site pair may be specified for service during a "Transmit Data" transaction. 

MG6.4) The SCS may receive a BR command message after an HR (satellite health request) 

command message has been received and processed. (Describes order during transaction.) 

MG6.5) The SCS will only accept A BR command message SCS during an active "Manage 

Satellites" transaction. (Describes condition under which a BR may be received.) 

MG7) The SCS shall prepare and send a BA (B/L table updated) acknowledgment message to the 

GCS indicating the status of the table update. 

Each acknowledgment message shall contain a status code. 

     A status code of 1 shall indicate that the B/L table update command was successful. 

     A status code of 2 shall indicate that the B/L table is full and that the system should be restarted. 

 

2.3 Transmit Data 

The SCS is responsible for forwarding communication data packets from uplink sites to downlink 

sites. That is enabled by the 

GCS's informing the SCS of a customer's time slot and providing the bandwibehaviour treeh and 

location of the uplink site and the downlink site. During a customer time slot, an uplink site will 

transmit data to a downlink site via the SCS. The GCS will send a TG 

(Customer time slot go) command message to the SCS, to enable the SCS to (1) link an uplink site 

with a downlink site; (2) forward data packets uploaded from an uplink site to a downlink site; and 

(3) send and receive command and acknowledgment messages to and from the uplink and 

downlink sites.  
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The SCS can handle only one customer uplink/downlink session at a time. When that time slot is 

up, the SCS sets up another link for another customer's specified time slot. 

 

The GCS will inform the SCS when a customer's time slot has expired if the customer uplink site 

has not completed its data packet transmission and will instruct the SCS to set up another 

customer's time slot and associated uplink/downlink site-SCS connection. 

2.3.1 Establishing an Uplink/Downlink Site-SCS Connection 

Once a maintenance time slot is ended, the SCS is ready to receive "Transmit Data" transaction 

command and acknowledgment messages from the GCS, the uplink site, and the downlink site. 

TG1) A TG command message shall specify the (1) the uplink site ID, (2) the downlink site ID, 

and (3) the planned time slot duration.  

TG2) The SCS shall receive a TG (customer data transmission time slot go) command message 

from the GCS. That signals the initiation of a "Transmit Data" transaction for a specified customer 

data transmission time slot.  

The current "Manage Satellites" transaction shall be terminated when the SCS receives a TG 

command message. 

TG3) The SCS shall look up the entries for the uplink and downlink sites in the B/L lookup table 

that are specified in the TG command message.  

TG3.1) If uplink and downlink site entries are found in the B/L table, the SCS shall forward the 

TG command message to the uplink site and the downlink sites identified in the TG command 

message.  

TG3.2) If an uplink and/or a downlink site entry is not found in the B/L table, the SCS shall 

prepare and return a TSCAN (time slot canceled) acknowledgment message to the GCS with (1) a 

status code of 2 if the uplink site entry is not found, (2) a status code of 3 if the downlink site entry 

is not found, or (3) a status code of 4 if neither site entry is found.  

Report Site Readiness  

UG1) The SCS shall receive a UG (uplink good) acknowledgment message if the uplink site is 

ready to send data. 
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UG2) A UG may only be received during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction. 

DG1) The SCS shall receive a DG (downlink good) acknowledgment message if the downlink site 

is ready to receive data. 

DG2) A DG may only be received during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction. 

Connection Attempt Failed  

UB1) The SCS shall receive a UB (uplink bad) acknowledgment message if the uplink site is not 

ready to receive data. 

UB2) The SCS shall terminate a customer data communications time slot for rescheduling if it 

receives a UB from the uplink site. Upon receipt of a UB, the SCS shall prepare and send a 

TSCAN (time slot canceled) command message with a status code of "0" to the GCS. 

UB3) A UB acknowledgement may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction. 

DB1) The SCS shall receive a DB (downlink bad) acknowledgement message if the downlink site 

is not ready to receive data. 

DB2) The SCS shall terminate a customer data communications time slot for rescheduling if it 

receives a DB from the downlink site. Upon receipt of a DB, the SCS shall prepare and send a 

TSCAN (time slot canceled) command message with a status code of "1" to the GCS. 

DB3) A DB acknowledgement message may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" 

transaction. 

2.3.2 Uploading and Downloading Data Packets 

Once an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been made between two customer satellite data 

communication sites, the uplink site may upload data packets to the SCS and the SCS may 

forward the uploaded packets to the downlink site. Without such a connection, packet uploading 

and downloading is not possible. 

An uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established when: 

     (1) the SCS as received a TG (Customer time slot go) from the GCS; 

     (2) the SCS has forwarded the TG (Customer time slot go) messages to the uplink and 

downlink sites; and 

     (3) both the uplink and downlink sites have sent the SCS ready messages, i.e., the uplink site 

has sent the SCS an UG   (uplink good) acknowledgment message and the downlink site has sent 
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the SCS a DG (downlink good) acknowledgment  message. 

DI1) A DI (data packet) shall contain the following data: 

     (1) the uplink site ID, i.e., uplink_ID; 

     (2) the downlink site ID, i.e., downlink_ID; 

     (3) packet ID, i.e., packet_ID; and  

     (4) packet data. 

DI2) The SCS shall receive each DI (data packet in) received from the uplink site if a connection 

was successfully established between the uplink and downlink sites and the SCS. 

The following conditions describe a successful uplink/downlink site-SCS connection: 

     (1) the uplink and downlink sites both sent UG and DG acknowledgment messages, 

respectively, to the SCS; 

     (2) neither the uplink or downlink site has recently sent a UB or DB message; and 

     (3) the GCS has not sent a TE (time slot expired) message to the SCS to terminate the current 

customer data transmission time slot. 

DI3) The SCS shall forward each DI (data packet in) received from the uplink site to the downlink 

site.  

DI4) A DI may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction. 

2.3.3 Handling Data Packet Errors 

The downlink site shall prepare and send the SCS one PB (packet is bad) acknowledgment 

message for each DI (data packet) it is unable to read.  

 

If the downlink site can read the data packet, no action is necessary.  

 

PB1) A PB (packet is bad) acknowledgement message shall contain the following data: 

     (1) the uplink site ID, i.e., uplink_ID; 

     (2) the downlink site ID, i.e., downlink_ID; and 

     (3) a packet ID, i.e., packet_ID. 

PB2) For each bad packet forwarded to the downlink site, the SCS shall receive a PB (packet is 

bad) acknowledgement message.  
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PB3) Upon receipt of a PB acknowledgement message, the SCS shall forward it to the uplink site 

to request a packet replacement. 

PB4) A PB message may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction.  

PB5) The SCS shall keep track of each bad packet message uploaded and whether the packet was 

or was not replaced by the uplink site. 

 

2.3.4 Completing a "Transmit Data" Transaction 

 

After an uplink/downlink site-SCS connection has been established, after all planned data packets 

have been uploaded to the SCS and forwarded, and after all bad packets sent have been replaced, 

the uplink site may end the "Transmit Data" transaction by sending the SCS a TC (transmission 

completed) acknowledgement message. 

 

TC1) After the uplink site has completed its data transmission, the SCS shall receive a TC 

(transmission completed) acknowledgement message from the uplink site.  

TC2) Upon receipt of a TC command message, the SCS shall forward it to the GCS. 

TC3) A TC command message may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction.  

If each PB message uploaded to the SCS was not canceled by a replacement data packet, the SCS 

shall ignore the TC command message received from the uplink site because one or more bad 

packets must still be replaced. 

  

2.3.5 Terminating a Current Customer Time Slot 

The GCS may terminate the current "Transmit Data" transaction at any time, by sending the SCS a 

TE (customer time slot expired) command message. When the SCS receives the TE command 

message, it ends the current "Transmit Data" transaction. 

 

TE1) The SCS shall receive a TE (time slot expired) command message from the GCS when a 

customer data transmission time slot has expired.  
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TE2) Upon receipt of a TE command message, the SCS shall forward it to the GCS. 

TE3) A TE command message may be received only during a valid "Transmit Data" transaction. 

3. Assumptions 

1. All hardware interfaces are transparently handled beneath vendor-developed software interfaces. 

2. The SCS will always be capable of being initialized or restarted. Upon successfully restarting, 

the system will return to the GCS an acknowledgment message with a status code of 1.  

 

If a system restart is executed, the GCS will be responsible for communicating to all sender and 

receiver sites that the system was restarted. This is not considered a satellite control system 

function. 

3. The clock is internal to the SCS. 

4. The header information from a bad data packet will always be able to be read, even though the 

data portion of the data packet may not. 

5. The downlink site will send the SCS only one PB (Packet is bad) acknowledgment message for 

each DI (data packet) it is unable to read. It is assumed the downlink site will never send two PB 

acknowledgment messages for the same DI (data packet). If such a case was possible, both PB 

acknowledgment messages received by the SCS would be forwarded to the uplink site, as each PB 

would have been preceded by a DI with an equivalent packet_ID. 

4. SCS Stimuli and Response Summary 

4.1 SCS Stimuli and SCS Responses 

Table 1 describes the SCS Stimuli and their sources. 

                            Table 1: SCS Stimuli 
Source     Stimulus                                            Description 

GCS          IN                                                 Initialize SCS 

GCS          MG                          Initiate "Manage Satellites" transaction, i.e., 

                                                            open maintenance time slot 

GCS          HR                           Send "Satellite Health Request" 

GCS          FR                           Send "Firing Request" 
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GCS          BR                          Send "B/L Table Update Request" 

GCS          TG                          Initiate "Transmit Data" transaction, i.e., open 

                                                 customer data transmission time slot 

UL Site      UG                         Send "Uplink is ready" 

UL Site      UB                         Send "Uplink is not ready" 

DL Site      DG                         Send "Downlink is ready" 

DL Site      DB                         Send "Downlink is not ready" 

UL Site      DI                          Upload "Data Packet", i.e., "data packet in" 

DL Site      PB                          Upload "Bad Data Packet Received" message 

GCS          TC                          Upload "Transmission Completed" acknowledgment 

                                                  Message 

GCS          TE                          Send "Transmit Data" transaction - time slot Expired                                                 

Table 2 describes the SCS Responses and their sources 

Sink Response Description 

GCS INA SCS initialized acknowledgement 

GCS HA Satellite health request 

acknowledgement 

GCS FA(1) Firing request acknowledgment: 

OK=1 

GCS FA(2) Firing request acknowledgement: ERR=2 

GCS BA(1) B/L table update acknowledgment: OK=1 

GCS BA(2) B/L table update acknowledgment: 

TBL FULL=2 

UL & DL SITES TGF Customer "time slot go" command 

Forwarded 

GCS TSCAN(0) Customer "time slot" canceled: 

UL DOES NOT RESPOND 

GCS TSCAN(1) Customer "time slot" canceled: 

DL DOES NOT RESPOND 

GCS TSCAN(2) Customer "time slot" canceled: 

UL NOT FND=2 

GCS TSCAN(3) Customer "time slot" canceled: 

DL NOT FND=3 

GCS TSCAN(4) Customer "time slot" canceled: 

UL/DL NOT FND=4 

DL SITE DO Data packet out 

UL SITE PBF "Bad packet received" message forwarded 

GCS TEF Customer "time slot" expired 

acknowledged 
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GCS TCF "Transmission completed" acknowledgment 

forwarded 

5. References 
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2. A List of Defects Found 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 1.Ambiguous and Vague Nouns – p.254 

[Defects] 

<2>. “Functional Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: What are “attributes”? What is the range of an attribute? 

<3>. “Performance Requirement 2: In almost every case…”  

Analysis: The value range of every case must be clearly specified so that this 

performance requirement can be applied and verified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<4>. “Functional Requirement 10: Update the video inventory file. 

Analysis: “update” means to renew or to change the original video inventory 

file. Which part of the original video inventory file shall be replaced by what? 

<5>. “Functional Requirement 14: updating rental transaction record. 

Analysis: “There are two possible inputs. The processes of the video system are 

different. If the inputs are the amount of payment, the video system shall 

calculate the changes and then display the changes. After that, the video system 

shall go back to the rental transaction record menu. If the input is the option key 

pressed, the video system shall calculate the past due fee and then write the 

paste due fees to the rental transaction record (the customer may only pay part 

of the past due fee). After the video system written the past due fee to the rental 

transaction record and then the date of return to the rental transaction record, 

the video system shall then display the initial menu.” 

<6>. “Functional Requirement 15: Process 
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Analysis: When the clerk enters tape name, tape rental price, and tape bar code 

IDs, the video system shall receive the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape 

bar code IDs. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Pronouns – p.258  

[Defects] 

<7>. “Functional Requirement 8: The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other 

fees and current video rental fees.” 

Analysis: What are the other fees?  

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 4.Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives – p.261 

[Defects] 

<8>. “Performance Requirement 2: a quick response time” 

Analysis: The referents of “a quick response time” cannot be identified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266 

[Defects] 

<9>. “Performance Requirement 1: “The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: The meaning of “user friendly” is vague. The referents cannot be 

objectively specified. 

<10>. “Performance Requirement 2: “with the possible exception of….” 

Analysis: Does this mean that the retrieving archived data may or may not be 

subject to the constraint of “5 minutes”? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<11>.  “Functional Requirement 1: In the initial state of the video system the main 

menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one of the following 

options:…. Input: Employee chooses one option”  

Analysis:“Clerk” is a synonym of “employee”. The clerk is an employee. 

However, an employee may not be a clerk. In the ABC video system, both the 

manager and the clerk are employees.  

<12>.  “Functional Requirement 12: “bar code of the video”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code IDs”. 

<13>.  “Functional Requirement 12: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  
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Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

<14>. “Functional Requirement 13: “bar code of the video rental”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video rental” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code 

IDs”. 

<15>.  “Functional Requirement 13: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  

Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

<16>. “Functional Requirement 15: “video name”  

Analysis: “Video” is the synonym of “tape”. 

<17>. “Performance Requirement 1: The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: “software system” shall be the synonym of “video system” 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 7.Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis – 

p.280 

[Defects] 

<18>. “Function 4: The account number is entered via bar code from account card.”  

Analysis: The bar code of the account card obviously cannot enter the account 

number into the video system for it is a data. The entity that enters the 

customer’s account number into the system has two interpretations. 

Interpretation 1: The clerk enters the customer’s account number into the video 

system. Interpretation 2: The bar code reader enters the customers’ account 

number into the video system.  

<19>. “The account number of a customer is entered with the keyboard from the 

clerk to retrieve rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: The bar code of the account card obviously cannot enter the account 

number into the video system for it is a data. The component that enters the 

customer’s account number into the system has two interpretations. 

Interpretation 1: The clerk enters the customer’s account number into the video 

system. Interpretation 2: The bar code reader enters the customers’ account 

number into the video system.  

<20>. “Functional Requirement 13: Input: Bar code of the video rental.” 

Analysis: Which component will input the tape’s bar code IDs into the video 

system? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 11.Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun 

Ellipsis – p.285 
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[Defects] 

<21>. “Functional Requirement 11: Close the current rental.” 

Analysis: Rental describes the interactions between the customer and the clerk. 

In here, the subject is the video system. The video system, as a computer based 

system, cannot “close” the interactions. I assume here the author means that the 

video system will close the rental menu. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 9.Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – 

p.282 

[Defects] 

<22>.  “When the clerk presses an ``order complete'' option key (defined by the 

system).” 

Analysis: When, for what purpose, what will define the option key? 

<23>. “Peformance Requirement 1: The completed software system will be user -

friendly.”  

Analysis: “completed” indicates that when certain conditions are satisfied, a 

component will complete the video system. Which component will do so? 

<24>. “Peformance Requirement 2: archived data.”  

Analysis: “This implies that under certain conditions, which component 

will/shall/can/may/must archive what data with what performance?” 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 10.Ellipsis Structure – Gerund/Infinitive 

Ellipsis – p.284 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 6.Ambiguous and Vague Parallel 

Structures – Coordinate  Attachement – p.277 

[Defects] 

<25>.  “Functional Requirement 13: Rental transaction and video inventory record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: (1) Rental transaction record 

and video inventory record. (Two different records); and (2) Rental transaction 

and video inventory record (one record). 

<26>.  “Functional Requirement 13: Updated video inventory and rental transaction 

record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: 

− Updated video inventory and rental transaction record. (There is only one 
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record. The name is “video inventory and rental transaction record”.) 

− Updated video inventory, and then updated rental transaction record. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory and at the same time updated rental transaction 

record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory” and 

“rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record, and then updated rental transaction record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record and at the same time updated rental 

transaction record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory 

record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in 

a determined concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and updated video inventory record in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachment – Adverb Attachement – p.273 

[Defects] 

<27>. “Performance Requirement 2: Typical response time for scanning in a video 
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to be rented will be…” 

Analysis: the objects that are associated with the video system’s behavior “scan” 

consist of “customer account number” and of “tape bar code IDs”. In here, only the 

response time for scanning a tape bar code IDs is defined. Shall this performance 

applicable to the scanning of customer’s account number? 

[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences –Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachement – Pronoun Attachement – p.275 

[Defects] 

<28>. “Funcational Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each tape has a unique video inventory record. 

Interpretation 2: All tapes share a unique video inventory record.  

<29>. “Funcational Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each 

customer.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each customer has a unique rental transaction record. 

Interpretation 2: All customers share a unique rental transaction record.  

<30>. “Other Requirement 1: all common computer-systems”  

Analysis: The referents of “all”, “common” cannot be specified. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<31>. “Functional Requirement 4:… Process: Searching rental transaction record…. 

“ 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

Interpretation 1: The video system will search the customer account number in a 

rental transaction record. Interpreation 2: The video system will search the 

customers’ rental transaction record in a rental transaction record database.   

<32>. “Functional Requirement 5:… Process: Searching rental transaction 

record….” 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

<33>. “Functional Requirement 6:… Process: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape.  

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the retrieving will take place.  
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<34>. “Functional Requirement 12:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the Tape 

Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video system will 

search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database.  

<35>. “Functional Requirement 13:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the Tape 

Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video system will 

search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<36>. “Functional Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each customer. 

Analysis: What information should be given out? 

<37>. “Functional Requirement 7: Bar code IDs of tape is entered with the bar code 

reader” 

Analysis: What will be the field of the Bar Code IDs? 

<38>. “Functional Requirement 7: Error message is displayed” 

Analysis: What are the data fields and structure of the error message? 

<39>. “Functional Requirement 11: Store rental” 

Analysis: “Rental” is a verbal noun. The video system is a computer system that 

can only store data. In here, I assume that the video system will store the rental 

data that are captured by the rental menu. However, the rental data’s details are not 

specified.  

<40>. “Functional Requirement 13: Mark date of return in the record” 

Analysis: In the translation process, the “date of return” is a data field. In the 

record (which record), neither the video inventory record nor the rental transaction 

record was specified containing such a data field? 

<41>. “Functional Requirement 17: Clerk enters new data of either a video or a 

customer” 

Analysis: “data” is typed as a message/data. What are the fields of the data, and 

what are the ranges of each field? This is necessary to be cleared because some 

fields of the customer shall not be changeable, for example, the customer IDs. 

<42>. “Functional Requirement 17: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 
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means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

<43>. “Functional Requirement 18: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 

means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

<44>. “Performance Requirement 2: under 15 seconds” 

Analysis: “under five minutes" 

<45>. “Performance Requirement 2: under five minutes” 

Analysis: “Does it include five minutes? The border value of the value range of the 

property response time is not specified.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

3.Incomplete Property – p.294 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Violation 3.Inconsistent Primitive Type – Pattern 2.Incosistent Message/Data 

Specification – p.306 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Primitive Type – Incorrect 

Relationship – p.304  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<46>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 

Analysis: Which component will press the enter key? 

<47>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 

Analysis: Can a tape be entered into the video system? 

<48>. “Functional Requirement 11: Forms will be kept on file in the store for one 
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month after the tapes are returned.” 

Analysis: What will keep the form? 

<49>. “Functional Requirement 12: Input: Bar code of the video.” 

Analysis: What will enter the tape’s bar code IDs into the video system? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 3.Incorrect Component-

Property Relationship – p.323 

[Defects] 

<50>. “Functional Requirement 18: account number of video” 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 5.Incorrect Behavior – 

Property Relationship – p.326 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<51>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: Payment”  

Analysis: Because the Video system is a computer based system, its inputs and 

outs can only be those that are typed as message/data. However, payment 

cannot be typed as a message/data. It shall be the payment amount. 

<52>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: calculation of past due fees”  

Analysis: The input of the video system cannot be “calculation of past due 

fees”. “calculation” is a verbal noun. It describes interactions or processes. The 

input of the video system must be a message/data for it is a computer system. 

<53>. “Functional Requirement 15: Input: A video tape is characterized by the 

following attributes: video name, rental price and tape ID”  

Analysis: The “input” shall be a component inputs the information to the video 

system. However, in here, both the component and the behavior are not 

specified. 

<54>. “Functional Requirement 17: Processing: Updating the data in the video 
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inventory file”  

Analysis: The video system shall not update the customer’s data in the video 

inventory record for the customer’s data are not stored in the video inventory 

record instead they are stored in the rental transaction record. This is an 

example of incorrect node (modifier, spatial modifier of a predicate). 

<55>. “Functional Requirement 18: delete video or customer.”  

Analysis: How can a video or a customer be deleted? Here, it shall be to delete 

the rental transaction record of a customer, or to delete the video inventory 

record of a tape. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 6.Incomplete Enumeration – p.349  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 

[Defects] 

<56>. “Functional Requirement 14: Output: Updated rental transaction file. “  

Analysis: The output of the function shall be both that the rental transaction record 

updated (it also implies that the rental transaction file (rental transaction database) 

is updated). In addition, the video system displayed the initial menu.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 6.Incomplete Enumeration – p.349  

[Defects] 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete Flow – p.347 

[Defects] 

<57>. “Functional Requirement 9: The clerk collects the money from the customer 

and enters the amount into the system. “  

Analysis: The requirement implies that the customer will pay the money so that the 

clerk can collect the money.  

<58>. “Functional Requirement 18: 

18-1 Manager
 <Tape_Bar_Code_IDs>

18+1 Video_System
 >Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

18+2 Video_System
[Received Tape_Bar_ Code_ IDs]  

Analysis: When the manager enters the tape bar code IDs or the customer account 

number, the video system need to receive the tape bar code IDs or the customer 

account number. After the video system received the tape bar code IDs or the 

customer account number, the video system will delete the video inventory record 

of the tape, or the rental transaction record of the customer. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 1.Event Node as Root – p.330  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects]  

<59>. The translated Functional Requirement 10 is  

10-2 Clerk
??Press Key_Option??

10-3 Video_System
[Update Video_Inventory_File] 10-4 Video_System

[Update Rental_Transaction_File]  
Analysis: The following interpretations might be produced: 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the video 

inventory file, and then the video system will update the rental transaction filed. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and then the video system will update the video inventory file. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file 
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concurrently. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file in an 

undetermined order. That is to say, when the clerk pressed the option key, the 

video system may update the rental transaction file, and then the video system 

will update the video inventory file; the video system may update the video 

inventory file, and then the rental transaction file; or the video system will 

update the video inventory file and the rental transaction file concurrently. 

<60>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Store rental and print form that the customer 

has to sign. 

Analysis: It has the following interpretations: 

− The video system will store the rental data first. Then the video system will print 

the form, and finally the customer signs the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Independent between “store” and “print”, Dependent between “print” and 

“sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”) 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and then the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “store” and “sign”). 

<61>. “Functional Requirement 15: The order relationship between “create video 

inventory record”, “print tape bar code”, and “tape can be rented”. 

Analysis: What are the order relationships between these three behaviors? Are they 

happen concurrently, sequentially, and/or unknown? Specially, what is the order 

relationship between “create a video inventory record” and “print tape bar code”? 

They may have the following interpretations. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will create a video inventory record for the tape, and 

then the video system will print the tape bar code. (sequential, determined, 
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dependent). It means if the creation of the video inventory record is 

unsuccessful, the tape bar code will not be printed. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and then the video 

system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (sequential, determined, 

dependent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape bar code, the 

video system will not create the video inventory record. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and at the same time the 

video system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (concurrently, 

determined, independent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape 

bar code, the video system may still create the video inventory record. In 

addition, if the video system failed to create the video inventory record, the 

video system may still print out the tape bar code. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and in a undetermined 

and unknown order the video system will create a video inventory record for the 

tape. (unknown, undetermined). It means the results may be one of the above 

three. It is unknown which situation will happen. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<62>. “Functional Requirement 4: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen.  

<63>. “Functional Requirement 5: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen.  

<64>. “Functional Requirement 6: … Processing: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape. Output: Display video name and rental price.” 

Analysis: If the video inventory record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the video inventory record is not found, what will be the response? 

<65>. “Functional Requirement 7: … Processing: If this is tape 21 taken, rental is 
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rejected.” 

Analysis: If this is tape 21 taken…. What will happen if this is not the 21 taken?  

<66>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the customer signed the form, and before the clerk keeps the form in 

a file, what will happen with the form? Where will it be? 

<67>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the form is kept on file for one month, what will happen with the 

form? If it is thrown away, who will be responsible to throw them away? 

<68>. “Functional Requirement 12: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

<69>. “Functional Requirement 13: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

<70>. “Functional Requirement 15: … Clerk enters the following information: 

Name, address and credit card information of the customer.” 

Analysis: What if a customer does not have a credit card? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistent Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Inconsistent Trees – p.355 

[Defects] 

<71>. “Functional Requirement 1: Description In the initial state of the video 

system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one 

of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape  

2. Return tapes  

3. Insert new customer  

4. Insert new video  

5. Change customer data.  

6. Change video data  

7. Delete video  

8. Delete customer  
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9. exit  

Input: Employeechooses one option. Processing: Process the selected item 

Output:Display the menus for the selected item.” 

Analysis: Display the menus for the selected item” means that each option has 

menus to display. This puts a constraint on the design and the solution. The 

constraint is that “for each selected item, the video system has menus to 

display”. As a result, a video system that when the clerk enters the option “9. 

Exist”, the video system needs to display at least one menu. Instead a video 

system that exits without displaying menus when the clerk enters “9. Exist” 

does not satisfy this requirement. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<72>. Functional Requirement 17: Input: Clerk enters new data of either a video or 

a customer” 

Analysis: “Before the video system can process the data, the video system need to 

input the new data. The process shall not be triggered by the clerk entering the new 

data instead the process is triggered by the video system received the new data.” 

<73>. “Functional Requirement 17: Updating….” 

Analysis: The parent node for video system updating the data shall not be that the 

clerk’s entering the new data, but shall be that the video system received the new 

data. 

<74>. “Functional Requirement 18: Deleting video or customer” 

Analysis: Before deleting the rental transaction record of a customer, or the video 

inventory record of a tape, the video system need to search the rental transaction 

file for the rental transaction record, and the video inventory file for the video 

inventory record 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees –Pattern 

4.Incorrect Child Node – p.360 

[Defects] 

<75>. “Functional Requirement 10: Processing: Update the video inventory file. 

Close rental transaction. Output: Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction 

file is updated.” 

Analysis: The processing only mentioned to close rental transaction. It does not 
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mention that the rental transaction file will be updated. Does it imply that closing 

rental transaction will update the rental transaction file? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 4.Deadlock – p.364 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 1.Redundancy – Pattern 1.Redundant 

Behavior Trees. – p.365  

[Defects] 

<76>. “Functional Requirement 15: Output: Print a bar code for the tape” 

Analysis: “Print a bar code” shall be part of the process. It shall happen after 

the creation of a video inventory record. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 2.Identifier Inconsistency – Pattern 

1.Synonym – p.1 

[Defects] 

Appendix C – Requirements for ABC Video 

System 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose  

Translation Table 28 Purpose 

 [Requirements] 

This document presents the requirements specification for an automated video tracking and 

reporting system for ABC Video. These requirements represent the understanding of the 

system based on interviews with and documents provided by ABC Video management. The 

purpose of this document, then, is threefold:  

1. To demonstrate to the management of ABC Video that the requirements engineer has 

correctly understood ABC Videos system requirements.  

2. To elicit feedback from the ABC Video management regarding the understanding of the 
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system, and in particular, to serve as a basis of agreement on the precise problem to be solved.  

3. And finally, to serve as a guide during system design. 

1.2 Scope  

Translation Table 29 Purpose 

 [Requirements] 

This document focuses primarily on the requirements for an automated video tracking and 

reporting system. As such, requirements for other aspects of ABC Video's operations are for 

the most part beyond the scope of this document. However, this document also specifies 

requirements for each entity external to the system which must interface with the automated 

video tracking and reporting system.  

1.3 Definitions, Acronyms, Abbreviations 

Translation Table 30 Definitions, Acronyms, Abbreviations 

 [Requirements] 
 Customer A person who has an account and will be renting video cassettes at ABC Video  

 Account A customer's record of membership that permits transactions, such as rentals  

 Rentables Video tapes that can be rented. In future this may also be games, CDs, etc.  

 Form Receipt for each transaction  

 PC This term refers to the computer that will process all transactions.  

 ABC card This is a card each customer gets after he is entered in the system, i.e. has opened an 

account. On this card there is a bar code with an account number that can be read with the bar code 

reader.  

1.4 Overview 

Translation Table 31 Overview 

 [Requirements] 

The remainder of this document is divided into two sections. In section two an informal 

overview of the system is provided based on information provided by ABC Video 

management. Section three presents the functional requirements and performance 

requirements.  
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2 General Descriptions of the ABC Video System 

Translation Table 32  

 [Requirements] 

Customers select at least one video for rental. The maximal number of tapes that a customer 

can have outstanding on rental is 20. The customer's account number is entered to retrieve 

customer data and create an order. Each customer gets an id card from ABC for identification 

purposes. This id card has a bar code that can be read with the bar code reader. Bar code IDs 

for each tape are entered and video information from inventory is displayed. The video 

inventory file is updated. When all tape IDs are entered, the system computes the total bill. 

Money is collected and the amount is entered into the system. Change is computed and 

displayed. The rental transaction is created, printed and stored. The customer signs the rental 

form, takes the tape(s) and leaves.  

 

To return a tape, the video bar code ID is entered into the system. The rental transaction is 

displayed and the tape is marked with the date of return. If past--due amounts are owed they 

can be paid at this time; or the clerk can select an option which updates the rental with the 

return date and calculates pastdue fees. Any outstanding video rentals are displayed with the 

amount due on each tape and a total amount due. Any pastdue amount must be paid before 

new tapes can be rented.  

2.1 Product Perspective  

Translation Table 33  

 [Requirements] 

The system will operate on the PC AT currently owned by ABC Video. The system will 

interface with bar code scanners to simplify rental and return processing, and with printers to 

produce receipts for the customer and ABC Video. All information regarding customers, 

clerks, videos, fees, and rental history information will be stored on the computers.  

2.2 Product Functions 

Translation Table 34  

 [Requirements] 

The system will operate on the PC AT currently owned by ABC Video. The system will 
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interface with bar code scanners to simplify rental and return processing, and with printers to 

produce receipts for the customer and ABC Video. All information regarding customers, 

clerks, videos, fees, and rental history information will be stored on the computers.  

The system will automate the day to day operations of ABC Video. The system will allow for 

quick and convenient rental, return, and payment processing, automatically tracking the status 

of every item in ABC Video's inventory. Future enhancements will include:  

 Customer queries regarding the availability of videos will be easy to answer.  

 Warnings to customers when they rerent a video will be accomplished automatically.  

 Statistics such as the total cash flow and total tapes rented will be automatically tab-

ulated each business day. 

In addition to facilitating the day to day operations of ABC Video, the system will manage a 

variety of information useful to management. The system will store information on each ABC 

Video customer, and will contain records of all past rental transactions. 

2.3 User Characteristics 

Translation Table 35  

 [Requirements] 

The system will be used by ABC Video management, clerks, and indirectly by customers. 

From the point of view of the system, clerks and managers are identical. Some system oper-

ations are only accessible to managers (such as printing daily reports) and are protected by 

password.  

Clerks do not need to have any expert knowledge of computers, but will need to become 

familiar with the software procedures for rentals and returns. Managers should be familiar 

with all system capabilities, including setting fee schedules, doing reports and maintaining 

customer and video information. Customers do not need to have any knowledge of the 

system, but will be expected to bring their ABC card.  

2.4 Constraints and Assumptions 

Translation Table 36  

 [Requirements] 

Startup Assumptions  

 ABC Video will upgrade the computer hardware as is necessary for the system, 

including the purchase of scanning equipment, cash drawers, a tape drive, and 

upgrading the hard disks if necessary. 
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 The initial entry of the video inventory is beyond the scope of this specification.  

 

Other Constraints and Assumptions  

 All customers and rental items must be registered with the system. 

 For every rental item there must be an applicable fee schedule. 

 Customers must have a valid credit card or be able to make a deposit in cash or by 

check in order to register.  

 Customers must have a phone number and address.  

 Customers are required to settle their entire bill upon payment. Partial payments are 

not allowed.  

 Rented items are associated with only a single rental period. For example, at one time 

one does not have the option of renting the same video for either one or for two days.  

 Returns must be completed prior to doing the end of day reports in order to be 

included in that day's reports.  

 The computer hardware maintains the correct date.  

 Payment will be accepted in the form of cash, check, and credit card.  

 If processing fails, an error condition should be reported.  

3 Requirements 

3.1 Functional Requirements  

This is a list of the functional requirements the system should satisfy. The functional require-

ments are presented in the following way:  

Description: A description of the specific requirement  

Input: A description of the inputs that the software system gets  

Processing: A description of what the software system should do with the input.  

Output: A description of the response /new state of the software system.  

The input, processing and output sections are only specified when needed.  

3.1.0 General Requirements  

Functional Requirement 1 

 Description  
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In the initial state of the video system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu 

the clerk can choose one of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape  

2. Return tapes  

3. Insert new customer  

4. Insert new video  

5. Change customer data.  

6. Change video data  

7. Delete video  

8. Delete customer  

9. exit  

 Input  

Employee chooses one option.  

 Processing  

Process the selected item  

 Output  

Display the menus for the selected item.  

  

Functional Requirement 2 

 Description  

The system keeps a video inventory record for each tape given attributes and current 

status of it.  

Functional Requirement 3 

 Description  

The system keeps a rental transaction record for each customer giving out information 

and currently rented tapes for each customer.  
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3.1.1 Requirements for Renting a Tape 

Functional Requirement 4 

 Description  

The customer has his ABC card with him. The account number of a customer is read 

with the bar code reader from the clerk to retrieve rental transaction record.  

 Input  

The account number is entered via bar code from account card.  

 Processing  

Searching rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Functional Requirement 5 

 Description  

The customer doesn't have his ABC card with him. The account number of a 

customer is entered with the keyboard from the clerk to retrieve rental transaction 

record.  

 Input  

The account number is entered with the keyboard  

 Processing  

Searching rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Functional Requirement 6 

 Description  

Bar code IDs for each tape to be rented are entered  

 Input  

Bar code IDs for each tape are entered with the bar code reader  
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 Processing  

Retrieving video inventory record about the tape.  

 Output  

Display video name and rental price. 

Functional Requirement 7 

 Description  

The maximal number of tapes that can be rented at one transaction is 20.  

 Input  

Bar code IDs of tape is entered with the bar code reader.  

 Processing  

If this is tape 21 taken, rental is rejected.  

 Output  

Error message is displayed.  

Functional Requirement 8 

 Description  

When all tapes are entered the system computes the total.  

 Input  

Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last tape was entered.  

 Processing  

Computation of the total due. The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other fees and 

current video rental fees.  

 Output  

Total due.  

Functional Requirement 9 

 Description  

The clerk collects the money from the customer and enters the amount into the system.  

 Input  

Amount of money that is given to clerk entered via keyboard.  
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 Processing  

Compute change.  

 Output  

Display amount of change.  

Functional Requirement 10 

 Description  

When the clerk presses an ``order complete'' option key (defined by the system) this 

rental is complete and the video inventory file is updated.  

 Input  

Clerk presses the ``order complete'' option key  

 Processing  

Update the video inventory file. Close rental transaction.  

 Output  

Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction file is updated.  

Functional Requirement 11 

 Description  

After the rental is closed the transaction is stored and printed.  

 Input  

Close the current rental.  

 Processing  

Store rental and print form that the customer has to sign. Return to initial state. Forms 

will be kept on file in the store for one month after the tapes are returned.  

 Output  

Printed form. Initial menu is displayed.  

3.1.2 Requirements for Returning a Tape 

Functional Requirement 12 

 Description  
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The video bar code is entered into the system  

 Input  

Bar code of the video.  

 Processing  

Retrieve rental transaction record.  

 Output  

Display rental transaction record.  

Functional Requirement 13 

 Description  

When the rental transaction record is retrieved the record of the video is marked with 

the date of return  

 Input  

Bar code of video rental  

 Processing  

Rental transaction and video inventory record are retrieved. Mark date of return in the 

record.  

 Output  

Updated video inventory and rental transaction record.  

Functional Requirement 14 

 Description  

If past due amounts are owed, they can be paid at this time; or the clerk can select the 

``order complete'' key which updates the rental with the return date and calculates 

past due fees.  

 Input  

Payment or calculation of past due fees  

 Processing  

Updating rental transaction record. Go to initial state.  

 Output  
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Updated rental transaction file.  

3.1.3 Requirements for Entering a New Customer 

Functional Requirement 15 

 Description  

A new customer wants to rent tapes. The clerk enters all the necessary information, 

prints the bar code for the ABC card and glues it on a blank ABC card. Then this card 

is given to the customer.  

 Input  

Clerk enters the following information: Name, address and credit card information of 

the customer.  

 Processing  

Create a new rental transaction record for customer. The system assigns an account 

number to the customer and prints the bar code. Go to initial state.  

 Output  

Printing of the bar code. Customer can rent tapes.  

3.1.4 Requirements for Entering a New Video 

Functional Requirement 16 

 Description  

Before a new tape can be rented all necessary information must be entered. Then a 

bar code is printed and the clerk has to glue it on the video.  

 Input  

A video tape is characterized by the following attributes: video name, rental price and 

tape ID.  

 Processing 

Create a video inventory record for tape.  

 Output  

Video inventory record produced. Tape can be rented. Print a bar code for the tape.  
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Functional Requirement 17 

 Description  

The clerk can change the data either of a customer or a video.  

 Input  

Clerk enters new data of either a video or a customer.  

 Processing  

Updating the data in the video inventory file.  

 Output  

Display if the data was changed.  

3.1.5 Requirements for Functions for Managers 

Functional Requirement 18 

 Description  

Only managers can delete customers or video.  

 Input  

Manager enters account number of video or customer  

 Processing  

Deleting video or customer  

 Output  

Display if the data was deleted  

Functional Requirement 19 

 Description  

The manager can print daily reports or some statistics  

 Input  

Manager selects what kind of information he wants to have. He can choose from the 

following list:  

- Daily report  

- lists of customers registered during some time period  
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- lists of customers marked bad credit  

- lists of customers with overdue items  

- lists of tapes by status  

- lists of tapes not rented for some number of days  

- number of rentals (by copy, title, type) over some time period  

- number of days rented (by month, year, copy, and title)  

- customer rental histories  

 Processing  

Collecting all data for the requested information and printing of it.  

 Output  

Printed data  

3.2 External Interface Requirements 

3.2.1 User Interfaces  

3.2.2 Hardware Interfaces 

3.3 Performance Requirements 

Performance Requirements 1 

The completed software system will be user friendly.  

Performance Requirements 2 

The system will have a quick response time. Typical response times for scanning in a video to 

be rented will be under 15 seconds. In almost every case the response time will be under five 

minutes, with the possible exception of retrieving archived data from a 8mm backup tape or 

disk.  
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3.4 Other Requirements  

Requirement 1 

The system should run on all common computer-systems.  

2. A List of Defects Found by Perspective-Based 

Reading 

Table 37 gives the defects found using Perspective-Based Reading (ABC Video).  

Table 37: A List of Defects Found Using Perspective-Based Reading 

Def. # Page Req.# O/C Class Description 

1 7 FR1 O MI Only clerk functions are listed. How manager 

functions are to be accessed is not clear.  

2 8 FR2 O MI Definition omitted:’current status’ 

3 8 FR3 O MI Information required for the transaction record is not 

specified 

4 8 - O MI Missing functional requirement: for handling error 

cases in account lookups. 

5 9 FR6 O MI Missing sequence information: customer account must 

be entered before tape IDs. 

6 9 FR7 C II Incosistency with general requirements: Page 4 

specifies the maximum number of tapes permitted 

outstanding on rental, not the maximum number of 

tapes that can be rented in a particular transaction.  

7 9 - O MI Missing functional requirement: for cancelling 

transactions. 

8 10 FR10 O MI Definition omitted: ‘order-complete option key’ 

9 10 FR10 O AI Definition omitted: ‘update’ 

10 10 FR11 C E Filing of forms is not part of the system and need not 

be specified here. 

11 10 FR11 O MI Information required for printing is not specified.  

12 11 FR14 O AI Definition omitted: customer’s phone number is also 
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necessary for registration. 

13 11 FR15 O MI Input omitted: customer’s phone number is also 

necessary for registration. 

14 12,1

3 

FR18

,FR1

9 

O MI Missing functional requirement: for restricting these 

operations to managers only. 

15 13 PR2 C MD No previous mention of archiving of data. 

16 13 OR1 C AI Meaningless requirement: ‘run on all common 

computer systems’ 

3. A List of Defects Found by Defect detection 

framework 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 1.Ambiguous and Vague Nouns – p.254 

[Defects] 

<1>. “Functional Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: What are “attributes”? What is the range of an attribute? 

<2>. “Performance Requirement 2: In almost every case…”  

Analysis: The value range of every case must be clearly specified so that this 

performance requirement can be applied and verified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Verbs – p.259 

[Defects] 

<3>. “Functional Requirement 10: Update the video inventory file. 

Analysis: “update” means to renew or to change the original video inventory 

file. Which part of the original video inventory file shall be replaced by what? 

<4>. “Functional Requirement 14: updating rental transaction record. 

Analysis: “There are two possible inputs. The processes of the video system are 

different. If the inputs are the amount of payment, the video system shall 

calculate the changes and then display the changes. After that, the video system 

shall go back to the rental transaction record menu. If the input is the option key 

pressed, the video system shall calculate the past due fee and then write the 

paste due fees to the rental transaction record (the customer may only pay part 
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of the past due fee). After the video system written the past due fee to the rental 

transaction record and then the date of return to the rental transaction record, 

the video system shall then display the initial menu.” 

<5>. “Functional Requirement 15: Process 

Analysis: When the clerk enters tape name, tape rental price, and tape bar code 

IDs, the video system shall receive the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape 

bar code IDs. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Pronouns – p.258  

[Defects] 

<6>. “Functional Requirement 8: The total is the sum of the past- due fees, other 

fees and current video rental fees.” 

Analysis: What are the other fees?  

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 4.Ambiguous and Vague Adjectives – p.261 

[Defects] 

<7>. “Performance Requirement 2: a quick response time” 

Analysis: The referents of “a quick response time” cannot be identified. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Words – Pattern 5.Ambiguous and Vague Adverbs – p.266 

[Defects] 

<8>. “Performance Requirement 1: “The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: The meaning of “user friendly” is vague. The referents cannot be 

objectively specified. 

<9>. “Performance Requirement 2: “with the possible exception of….” 

Analysis: Does this mean that the retrieving archived data may or may not be 

subject to the constraint of “5 minutes”? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Lexicon – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 2.Inconsistency (Polysemy and Synonym) – p.269 

[Defects] 

<10>.  “Functional Requirement 1: In the initial state of the video system the main 

menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one of the following 

options:…. Input: Employee chooses one option”  

Analysis:“Clerk” is a synonym of “employee”. The clerk is an employee. 

However, an employee may not be a clerk. In the ABC video system, both the 
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manager and the clerk are employees.  

<11>.  “Functional Requirement 12: “bar code of the video”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code IDs”. 

<12>.  “Functional Requirement 12: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  

Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

<13>. “Functional Requirement 13: “bar code of the video rental”  

Analysis: “Bar code of the video rental” shall be the synonym of “tape bar code 

IDs”. 

<14>.  “Functional Requirement 13: “Retrieve rental transaction record”  

Analysis: “Retrieve” shall be synonym of “search”. 

<15>. “Functional Requirement 15: “video name”  

Analysis: “Video” is the synonym of “tape”. 

<16>. “Performance Requirement 1: The completed software system will be user -

friendly.” 

Analysis: “software system” shall be the synonym of “video system” 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 7.Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis – 

p.280 

[Defects] 

<17>. “Function 4: The account number is entered via bar code from account card.”  

Analysis: The bar code of the account card obviously cannot enter the account 

number into the video system for it is a data. The entity that enters the 

customer’s account number into the system has two interpretations. 

Interpretation 1: The clerk enters the customer’s account number into the video 

system. Interpretation 2: The bar code reader enters the customers’ account 

number into the video system.  

<18>. “The account number of a customer is entered with the keyboard from the 

clerk to retrieve rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: The bar code of the account card obviously cannot enter the account 

number into the video system for it is a data. The component that enters the 

customer’s account number into the system has two interpretations. 

Interpretation 1: The clerk enters the customer’s account number into the video 

system. Interpretation 2: The bar code reader enters the customers’ account 

number into the video system.  

<19>. “Functional Requirement 13: Input: Bar code of the video rental.” 

Analysis: Which component will input the tape’s bar code IDs into the video 
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system? 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 11.Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun 

Ellipsis – p.285 

[Defects] 

<20>. “Functional Requirement 11: Close the current rental.” 

Analysis: Rental describes the interactions between the customer and the clerk. 

In here, the subject is the video system. The video system, as a computer based 

system, cannot “close” the interactions. I assume here the author means that the 

video system will close the rental menu. 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 9.Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – 

p.282 

[Defects] 

<21>.  “When the clerk presses an ``order complete'' option key (defined by the 

system).” 

Analysis: When, for what purpose, what will define the option key? 

<22>. “Peformance Requirement 1: The completed software system will be user -

friendly.”  

Analysis: “completed” indicates that when certain conditions are satisfied, a 

component will complete the video system. Which component will do so? 

<23>. “Peformance Requirement 2: archived data.”  

Analysis: “This implies that under certain conditions, which component 

will/shall/can/may/must archive what data with what performance?” 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 10.Ellipsis Structure – Gerund/Infinitive 

Ellipsis – p.284 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 6.Ambiguous and Vague Parallel 

Structures – Coordinate  Attachement – p.277 

[Defects] 

<24>.  “Functional Requirement 13: Rental transaction and video inventory record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: (1) Rental transaction record 

and video inventory record. (Two different records); and (2) Rental transaction 
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and video inventory record (one record). 

<25>.  “Functional Requirement 13: Updated video inventory and rental transaction 

record” 

Analysis: This has the following interpretations: 

− Updated video inventory and rental transaction record. (There is only one 

record. The name is “video inventory and rental transaction record”.) 

− Updated video inventory, and then updated rental transaction record. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory and at the same time updated rental transaction 

record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory” and 

“rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory. (There 

are two records. The names are “video inventory” and “rental transaction 

record”. The video system updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record, and then updated rental transaction record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated video inventory record and at the same time updated rental 

transaction record. (There are two records. The names are “video inventory 

record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system updated them in 

a determined concurrent order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory record. 

(There are two records. The names are “video inventory record” and “rental 

transaction record”. The video system updated them in a determined 

sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and updated video inventory record in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 

− Updated rental transaction record, and then updated video inventory in an 

undetermined order. (There are two records. The names are “video 

inventory record” and “rental transaction record”. The video system 

updated them in a determined sequential order.) 
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[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences – Pattern 2.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachment – Adverb Attachement – p.273 

[Defects] 

<26>. “Performance Requirement 2: Typical response time for scanning in a video 

to be rented will be…” 

Analysis: the objects that are associated with the video system’s behavior “scan” 

consist of “customer account number” and of “tape bar code IDs”. In here, only the 

response time for scanning a tape bar code IDs is defined. Shall this performance 

applicable to the scanning of customer’s account number? 

[Pattern] English Requirements Document – Sentence – Rule 1.Representation Quality – 

Violation 1.Ambiguous and Vague Sentences –Pattern 3.Ambiguous and Vague Modifier 

Attachement – Pronoun Attachement – p.275 

[Defects] 

<27>. “Funcational Requirement 2: The system keeps a video inventory record for 

each tape given attributes and current status of it.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each tape has a unique video inventory record. 

Interpretation 2: All tapes share a unique video inventory record.  

<28>. “Funcational Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each 

customer.”  

Analysis: Interpretation 1: Each customer has a unique rental transaction record. 

Interpretation 2: All customers share a unique rental transaction record.  

<29>. “Other Requirement 1: all common computer-systems”  

Analysis: The referents of “all”, “common” cannot be specified. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

2.Incomplete Behavior – p.289 

[Defects] 

<30>. “Functional Requirement 4:… Process: Searching rental transaction record…. 

“ 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

Interpretation 1: The video system will search the customer account number in a 

rental transaction record. Interpreation 2: The video system will search the 

customers’ rental transaction record in a rental transaction record database.   

<31>. “Functional Requirement 5:… Process: Searching rental transaction 
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record….” 

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the searching will happen. 

<32>. “Functional Requirement 6:… Process: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape.  

Analysis: The requirement does not specify where the retrieving will take place.  

<33>. “Functional Requirement 12:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the Tape 

Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video system will 

search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database.  

<34>. “Functional Requirement 13:… Searching rental transaction record“ 

Analysis: The sentence has two readings: (1) The video system will search the Tape 

Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. (2) and The video system will 

search the Tape Bar Code IDs in a rental transaction record database. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

4.Incomplete Message/Data – p.297 

[Defects] 

<35>. “Functional Requirement 3: The system keeps a rental transaction record for 

each customer giving out information and currently rented tapes for each customer. 

Analysis: What information should be given out? 

<36>. “Functional Requirement 7: Bar code IDs of tape is entered with the bar code 

reader” 

Analysis: What will be the field of the Bar Code IDs? 

<37>. “Functional Requirement 7: Error message is displayed” 

Analysis: What are the data fields and structure of the error message? 

<38>. “Functional Requirement 11: Store rental” 

Analysis: “Rental” is a verbal noun. The video system is a computer system that 

can only store data. In here, I assume that the video system will store the rental 

data that are captured by the rental menu. However, the rental data’s details are not 

specified.  

<39>. “Functional Requirement 13: Mark date of return in the record” 

Analysis: In the translation process, the “date of return” is a data field. In the 

record (which record), neither the video inventory record nor the rental transaction 

record was specified containing such a data field? 

<40>. “Functional Requirement 17: Clerk enters new data of either a video or a 

customer” 
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Analysis: “data” is typed as a message/data. What are the fields of the data, and 

what are the ranges of each field? This is necessary to be cleared because some 

fields of the customer shall not be changeable, for example, the customer IDs. 

<41>. “Functional Requirement 17: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 

means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

<42>. “Functional Requirement 18: Output. Display if the data was changed” 

Analysis: “Display” is a semantic category of “output”. To a computer system, it 

means screen output. The object of the “display” shall be typed as a message/data. 

Here, “if the data was changed” specifies what the message/data inform. It, 

however, does not specify the structure of the message.” 

<43>. “Performance Requirement 2: under 15 seconds” 

Analysis: “under five minutes" 

<44>. “Performance Requirement 2: under five minutes” 

Analysis: “Does it include five minutes? The border value of the value range of the 

property response time is not specified.” 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 

3.Incomplete Property – p.294 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Violation 3.Inconsistent Primitive Type – Pattern 2.Incosistent Message/Data 

Specification – p.306 

[Defects]  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Primitive 

Types – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Primitive Type – Incorrect 

Relationship – p.304  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Nodes – Pattern 1.Incomplete Subject 

Component – p.313 

[Defects] 

<45>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 
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Analysis: Which component will press the enter key? 

<46>. “Functional Requirement 8: Enter--key is pressed on keyboard after the last 

tape was entered.” 

Analysis: Can a tape be entered into the video system? 

<47>. “Functional Requirement 11: Forms will be kept on file in the store for one 

month after the tapes are returned.” 

Analysis: What will keep the form? 

<48>. “Functional Requirement 12: Input: Bar code of the video.” 

Analysis: What will enter the tape’s bar code IDs into the video system? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 3.Incorrect Component-

Property Relationship – p.323 

[Defects] 

<49>. “Functional Requirement 18: account number of video” 

Analysis: The tape does not have an account number. It has a bar code IDs. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 5.Incorrect Behavior – 

Property Relationship – p.326 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 2.Incorrect Predicate 

Behavior-Object Component Relationship – p.322 

[Defects] 

<50>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: Payment”  

Analysis: Because the Video system is a computer based system, its inputs and 

outs can only be those that are typed as message/data. However, payment 

cannot be typed as a message/data. It shall be the payment amount. 

<51>. “Functional Requirement 14: Input: calculation of past due fees”  

Analysis: The input of the video system cannot be “calculation of past due 

fees”. “calculation” is a verbal noun. It describes interactions or processes. The 

input of the video system must be a message/data for it is a computer system. 

<52>. “Functional Requirement 15: Input: A video tape is characterized by the 
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following attributes: video name, rental price and tape ID”  

Analysis: The “input” shall be a component inputs the information to the video 

system. However, in here, both the component and the behavior are not 

specified. 

<53>. “Functional Requirement 17: Processing: Updating the data in the video 

inventory file”  

Analysis: The video system shall not update the customer’s data in the video 

inventory record for the customer’s data are not stored in the video inventory 

record instead they are stored in the rental transaction record. This is an 

example of incorrect node (modifier, spatial modifier of a predicate). 

<54>. “Functional Requirement 18: delete video or customer.”  

Analysis: How can a video or a customer be deleted? Here, it shall be to delete 

the rental transaction record of a customer, or to delete the video inventory 

record of a tape. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Node – Rule 

1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Incorrect Nodes – Pattern 1.Incorrect Subject-Predicate 

Relationship – p.318 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 6.Incomplete Enumeration – p.349  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 3.Incomplete State Realization Enumeration – p.340 

[Defects] 

<55>. “Functional Requirement 14: Output: Updated rental transaction file. “  

Analysis: The output of the function shall be both that the rental transaction record 

updated (it also implies that the rental transaction file (rental transaction database) 

is updated). In addition, the video system displayed the initial menu.  

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 6.Incomplete Enumeration – p.349  

[Defects] 
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[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incomplete Flow – p.347 

[Defects] 

<56>. “Functional Requirement 9: The clerk collects the money from the customer 

and enters the amount into the system. “  

Analysis: The requirement implies that the customer will pay the money so that the 

clerk can collect the money.  

<57>. “Functional Requirement 18: 

18-1 Manager
 <Tape_Bar_Code_IDs>

18+1 Video_System
 >Tape_Bar_Code_IDs<

18+2 Video_System
[Received Tape_Bar_ Code_ IDs]  

Analysis: When the manager enters the tape bar code IDs or the customer account 

number, the video system need to receive the tape bar code IDs or the customer 

account number. After the video system received the tape bar code IDs or the 

customer account number, the video system will delete the video inventory record 

of the tape, or the rental transaction record of the customer. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 1.Event Node as Root – p.330  

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes – p.344 

[Defects]  

<58>. The translated Functional Requirement 10 is  

10-2 Clerk
??Press Key_Option??

10-3 Video_System
[Update Video_Inventory_File] 10-4 Video_System

[Update Rental_Transaction_File]  
Analysis: The following interpretations might be produced: 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the video 

inventory file, and then the video system will update the rental transaction filed. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and then the video system will update the video inventory file. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file 
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concurrently. 

− When the clerk pressed the option key, the video system will update the rental 

transaction file, and the video system will update the video inventory file in an 

undetermined order. That is to say, when the clerk pressed the option key, the 

video system may update the rental transaction file, and then the video system 

will update the video inventory file; the video system may update the video 

inventory file, and then the rental transaction file; or the video system will 

update the video inventory file and the rental transaction file concurrently. 

<59>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Store rental and print form that the customer 

has to sign. 

Analysis: It has the following interpretations: 

− The video system will store the rental data first. Then the video system will print 

the form, and finally the customer signs the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Independent between “store” and “print”, Dependent between “print” and 

“sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”). 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and at the same time the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) 

(Concurrent, Determined, Independent between “store” and “sign”) 

− The video system will print the form first. Then the video system will store the 

rental data, and then the customer will sign the form. (Sequential, Determined, 

Dependent between “print” and “store”, “print” and “sign”) (Sequential, 

Determined, Dependent between “store” and “sign”). 

<60>. “Functional Requirement 15: The order relationship between “create video 

inventory record”, “print tape bar code”, and “tape can be rented”. 

Analysis: What are the order relationships between these three behaviors? Are they 

happen concurrently, sequentially, and/or unknown? Specially, what is the order 

relationship between “create a video inventory record” and “print tape bar code”? 

They may have the following interpretations. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will create a video inventory record for the tape, and 

then the video system will print the tape bar code. (sequential, determined, 
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dependent). It means if the creation of the video inventory record is 

unsuccessful, the tape bar code will not be printed. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and then the video 

system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (sequential, determined, 

dependent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape bar code, the 

video system will not create the video inventory record. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and at the same time the 

video system will create a video inventory record for the tape. (concurrently, 

determined, independent). It means if the video system failed to print the tape 

bar code, the video system may still create the video inventory record. In 

addition, if the video system failed to create the video inventory record, the 

video system may still print out the tape bar code. 

− After the video system received the tape name, tape rental prices, and tape bar 

code IDs, the video system will print the tape bar code, and in a undetermined 

and unknown order the video system will create a video inventory record for the 

tape. (unknown, undetermined). It means the results may be one of the above 

three. It is unknown which situation will happen. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 1.Incomplete Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 2.Incomplete Event Enumeration – p.332  

[Defects] 

<61>. “Functional Requirement 4: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen.  

<62>. “Functional Requirement 5: … Processing: Searching rental transaction 

record. Output: Display rental transaction record.  

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen.  

<63>. “Functional Requirement 6: … Processing: Retrieving video inventory record 

about the tape. Output: Display video name and rental price.” 

Analysis: If the video inventory record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the video inventory record is not found, what will be the response? 

<64>. “Functional Requirement 7: … Processing: If this is tape 21 taken, rental is 
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rejected.” 

Analysis: If this is tape 21 taken…. What will happen if this is not the 21 taken?  

<65>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the customer signed the form, and before the clerk keeps the form in 

a file, what will happen with the form? Where will it be? 

<66>. “Functional Requirement 11: … Forms will be kept on file in the store for 

one month after the tapes are returned” 

Analysis: After the form is kept on file for one month, what will happen with the 

form? If it is thrown away, who will be responsible to throw them away? 

<67>. “Functional Requirement 12: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

<68>. “Functional Requirement 13: … Searching rental transaction record. Display 

rental transaction record.” 

Analysis: If the rental transaction record is found, the video system will display it. 

However, if the customer’s rental transaction record is not found, what will happen? 

<69>. “Functional Requirement 15: … Clerk enters the following information: 

Name, address and credit card information of the customer.” 

Analysis: What if a customer does not have a credit card? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 2.Inconsistent Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 4.Inconsistent Trees – p.355 

[Defects] 

<70>. “Functional Requirement 1: Description In the initial state of the video 

system the main menu is displayed. From the main menu the clerk can choose one 

of the following options:  

1. Rent a tape  

2. Return tapes  

3. Insert new customer  

4. Insert new video  

5. Change customer data.  

6. Change video data  

7. Delete video  

8. Delete customer  
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9. exit  

Input: Employeechooses one option. Processing: Process the selected item 

Output:Display the menus for the selected item.” 

Analysis: Display the menus for the selected item” means that each option has 

menus to display. This puts a constraint on the design and the solution. The 

constraint is that “for each selected item, the video system has menus to 

display”. As a result, a video system that when the clerk enters the option “9. 

Exist”, the video system needs to display at least one menu. Instead a video 

system that exits without displaying menus when the clerk enters “9. Exist” 

does not satisfy this requirement. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees – 

Pattern 5.Incorrect Parent Node – p.362 

[Defects] 

<71>. Functional Requirement 17: Input: Clerk enters new data of either a video or 

a customer” 

Analysis: “Before the video system can process the data, the video system need to 

input the new data. The process shall not be triggered by the clerk entering the new 

data instead the process is triggered by the video system received the new data.” 

<72>. “Functional Requirement 17: Updating….” 

Analysis: The parent node for video system updating the data shall not be that the 

clerk’s entering the new data, but shall be that the video system received the new 

data. 

<73>. “Functional Requirement 18: Deleting video or customer” 

Analysis: Before deleting the rental transaction record of a customer, or the video 

inventory record of a tape, the video system need to search the rental transaction 

file for the rental transaction record, and the video inventory file for the video 

inventory record 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 3.Incorrect Behavior Trees –Pattern 

4.Incorrect Child Node – p.360 

[Defects] 

<74>. “Functional Requirement 10: Processing: Update the video inventory file. 

Close rental transaction. Output: Video inventory file is updated. Rental transaction 

file is updated.” 

Analysis: The processing only mentioned to close rental transaction. It does not 
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mention that the rental transaction file will be updated. Does it imply that closing 

rental transaction will update the rental transaction file? 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 1.Requirements Quality – Violation 4.Deadlock – p.364 

[Defects] 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 1.Redundancy – Pattern 1.Redundant 

Behavior Trees. – p.365  

[Defects] 

<75>. “Functional Requirement 15: Output: Print a bar code for the tape” 

Analysis: “Print a bar code” shall be part of the process. It shall happen after 

the creation of a video inventory record. 

[Pattern]Behavior Trees/Composition Trees Requirements Specifications – Integrated 

Behavior Trees – Rule 2.Pragmatic Quality – Violation 2.Identifier Inconsistency – Pattern 

1.Synonym – p.1 

[Defects] 

Appendix D – The Shuttle Separation Example 

D.1 Defect Records 

Defect 1.  

Description: The Orbiter/ET separation sequence is initiated. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Représentation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 7. Ellipsis – Subject Ellipsis – Form 

Pattern 1. Passive Voice 

Analysis: When will component initiate the Orbiter/ET separation sequence?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  

When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the passive 

voice. 

Correction: The space shuttle system will initiate the Orbiter/ET separation sequence. 

Defect 2.  

Description: when MECO initiation, automatic or manual, is verified. 
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Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 7. Ellipsis – Subject Ellipsis – Form 

Pattern 1. Passive Voice 

Analysis: When will component verify the MECO initiation automatically or manually?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the passive 

voice. 

Correction: when the space shuttle system verified the MECO initiation automatically or 

manually. 

Defect 3.  

Description: Following this time…. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Lexicon – Rule 1. Representation Quality – 

Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Words – Pattern 2. Ambiguous/Vague Pronouns – Form 

Pattern 1. Indefinite Pronouns 

Analysis: Following which time? In the previous sentence, two interpretations are produced: 

Interpretation 1. Following the time when the space shuttle system verified manually or 

automatically the MECO initiation… 

Interpretation 2. Following the time when the space shuttle system initiated the Orbiter/ET 

separation sequence…. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the passive 

voice. 

Correction: I assume the second interpretation is what the customers expected.  

Defect 4.  

Description: Following this time…. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – 

Form Pattern 1. Present Participles 

Analysis: Which component will follow the time when the space shuttle system initiated the 

Orbiter/ET separation sequence? 
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Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the present 

participle. 

Correction: I assume the space shuttle system will follow this time when the space shuttle 

system initiated the Orbiter/ET separation sequence. 

Defect 5.   

Description: time-sequenced commands are issued to arm all separation subsystem…. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 7. Ellipsis – Subject Ellipsis – Form 

Pattern 1. Passive Voice 

Analysis: Which component will issue the time-sequenced commands to arm all separation 

subsystem…. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the passive voice. 

Correction: I assume the space shuttle system will issue the time-sequenced commands to 

arm all separation subsystem….  

Defect 6.  

Description: time- sequenced commands are issued to arm all separation subsystem…. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Lexicon – Rule 1. Representation Quality – 

Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Word – Pattern 2. Ambiguous/Vague Pronouns – Form Pattern 

3. Quantifiers.  

Analysis: Because in the document, the separation subsystem is not specified, here the 

referents of “all” separation subsystems are vague. If it is specified in another document, a 

cross reference link must be provided.  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights “all”. 

Note: For more discussion about “all”, please refer to (Berry et al., 2003). 

Defect 7.  

Description: for closure of LH2/LO2 disconnect valves,… 
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Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 11. Ellipsis Structure – Verbal Noun 

Ellipsis – Form Pattern 1. A List of Verbal Nouns  

Analysis: Under what conditions, when what happened, which component will close the 

LH2/LO2 disconnect valves?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern Identifier The identifier highlights “closure”. 

Correction: The Pyrotechnic Initiator Controllers (PICs) will close the LH2/LO2 disconnect 

valves. 

Defect 8.  

Description: Orbiter/ET electrical dead facing,… 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – 

Form Pattern 1. Present Participle Ellipsis 

Analysis: Which component will deadface the Orbiter/ET electrical?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the present participle 

“deadfacing”. 

Correction: The Pyrotechnic Initiator Controllers will deadface the Orbiter/ET electrical. 

Defect 9.  

Description: firing of the structural release pyrotechnics…. 

Defect Type: English Requirements Documents – Sentence – Rule 1. Representation Quality 

– Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentence – Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure – Participle Ellipsis – 

Form Pattern 1. Present Participle Ellipsis 

Analysis: Which component will fire the structural release pyrotechnics?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier highlights the present participle 

“firing”. 

Correction: I assume that the Pyrotechnic Initiator controllers will fire the structural release 

pyrotechnics. 
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Defect 10.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.

9.2.2
Space_Shuttle_System

??[VerifyMain_Engine[CutOff]]?
?  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 2. Incomplete Event 

Enumeration – Form Pattern 4. Incomplete Responses to Query Behaviors. 

Analysis: When the space shuttle system verifies if the main engine has cut off, the possible 

results are three: the main engine has cut off; the main engine has not cut off; or the main 

engine’s cutoff state is not checkable. The space shuttle should respond to the three potential 

results. However, in the original English requirements descriptions, the responses to the later 

two situations are not specified. Consequently, when: 

- the space shuttle system verified that the main engine has not cut off, the space shuttle’s 

behavior is unspecified. 

- the space shuttle system verified that the main engine’s cut off state is not checkable, the 

space shuttle’s behavior is unspecified. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Analysis of the 

Integrated Behavior 

Trees 

Who: Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights the 

pattern. 

Correction: 

3.2.1.1.
9.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verified

Main_Engine[CutOff]]??
+

Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verified

Main_Engine[On]]??

+ Main_Engine
??Cut-off.Automatic??

+ Space_Shuttle_System
??[Verification Failed]??

3.2.1.1.
9.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??[VerifyMain_Engine[CutOff]]?

?

?+?+
 

Defect 11.  

Description: 

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Space_Shuttle_System
??Issue Command 1??

+ Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[>Command 1<]??

 

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 3. Incomplete Flow 
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– Form Pattern 1. Incomplete Sink 

Analysis: When the space shuttle system issues a command, which component will receive 

the command?  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Analysis 

of Integrated 

Behavior Trees 

Who: Form 

Pattern 

Identifier 

“Issue” as a verb is semantically classified in the message 

sending category. The identifier highlights the structure 

where the message source is not followed with a message 

sink behavior. 

Correction: I assume that the Pyrotechnic Initiator controllers will receive the command. 

Defect 12.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Space_Shuttle_System
??Issue Command 1??

 

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Primitive Type – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 4. Incomplete 

Message/Data – Form Pattern 1.   

Analysis: In Behavior Trees specification, a message/data needs to specify the message’s 

contents and identifier. This information is not specified in the original English requirements 

documents. As a result, it is unknown which command will be issued. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

“Command 1” is declared as a message/data. The 

corresponding fields of are not specified. 

Defect 13.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Close LH2/LO2- Disconnect_Valves]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 1. Event Node as 

Root Node.   

Analysis: When will the pyrotechnic initiator controller close the LH2/LO2 disconnect valves? 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form 

Pattern 

The form pattern identifier highlights this structure 

for the root node is an event node. 
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Identifier 

Correction: 

+ Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Received Command 1]??

3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Close LH2/LO2- Disconnect_Valves]??

 

Defect 14.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Close LH2/LO2- Disconnect_Valves]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality –  Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 3. Incomplete State 

Realization Enumeration – Form Pattern 2. Incomplete Enumeration of Behaved Entity 

Analysis: When the pyrotechnic initiator controller closes the LH2/LO2 disconnect valves, 

the LH2/LO2 disconnect valves will be closed.  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The identifier will highlight this 

structure. 

Correction: 

3.2.1.1.9.2.
2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Close LH2/LO2- Disconnect_Valves]??

+ LH2/LO2-Disconnect_Valves
[Closed]

 

Defect 15.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9.2.2 Space_Shuttle_System

??Issue Command 2??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Primitive Type – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 4. Incomplete 

Message/Data – Form Pattern 1.   

Analysis: In Behavior Trees specification, a message/data needs to specify the message’s 

contents and identifier. This information is not specified in the original English requirements 

documents. As a result, it is unknown which command will be issued. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Who: Form Pattern “Command 2” is declared as a message/data. The 
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Translation Identifier corresponding fields of are not specified. 

Defect 16.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Deadface Orbiter/ET
Electrical]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 1. Event Node as 

Root Node.   

Analysis: When will the pyrotechnic initiator controller deadface the Orbiter/ET electrical? 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Integration 

Process 

Who: Form 

Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this structure 

for the root node is an event node. 

Correction: 

+ Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Received Command 2]??

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Deadface Orbiter/ET

Electrical]??  

Defect 17.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Deadface Orbiter/ET
Electrical]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality –  Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 3. Incomplete State 

Realization Enumeration – Form Pattern 2. Incomplete Enumeration of Behaved Entity 

Analysis: When the pyrotechnic initiator controller deadfaced the Orbiter/ET electrical, the 

orbiter/Et electrical will be deadfaced.  

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this 

structure for the root node is an event 

node. 

Correction: 

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Deadface Orbiter/ET

Electrical]??

+ Oribter/ET_Electrical
[Deadfaced]
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Defect 18.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Space_Shuttle_System
??Issue Command 3??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Primitive Type – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 4. Incomplete 

Message/Data – Form Pattern 1.   

Analysis: In Behavior Trees specification, a message/data needs to specify the message’s 

contents and identifier. This information is not specified in the original English requirements 

documents. As a result, it is unknown which command will be issued. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form 

Pattern Identifier 

“Command 3” is declared as a message/data. The 

corresponding fields of are not specified. 

Defect 19.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Release Umbilicall]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 1. Event Node as 

Root Node.   

Analysis: When will the pyrotechnic initiator controller release the umbilical? 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this structure 

for the root node is an event node. 

Correction: 

+ Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Received Command 3]??

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Release Umbilicall]??  

Defect 20.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Release Umbilicall]??

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Retract Umbilicall]??

 

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 4. Incomplete 

Specification of Order Relationship between Child Nodes 
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Analysis: What are the order relationship between the Pyrotechnic initiator controller release 

and retract the umbilical? The following possible interpretations are produced. 

Interpretation 1. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will release the umbilical, and 

then

Interpretation 2. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will retract the umbilical, 

 the PICs will retract the umbilical. (Sequential, Dependent) 

and 

then

Interpretation 3. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will release the umbilical, 

 the PICs will release the umbilical. (Sequential, Dependent) 

and 

at the same time

Interpretation 4. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will release the umbilical, 

 the PICs will retract the umbilical. (concurrency, Dependent) 

and 

at random orders 

If I combine the description that “time-sequenced commands are issued to arm all separation 

subsystem.” 

the PICs will retract the umbilical. (Undetermined, Dependent) 

Interpretation 5. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will release the umbilical. And 

then

Interpretation 6. When the PICs received command 3, the PICs will retract the umbilical. 

 the space shuttle will issue command 4. When the PICs received command 4, the 

PICs will retract the umbilical. (Sequential, Dependent) 

And 

then

Behavior Trees Detection:  

 the space shuttle will issue command 4. When the PICs received command 4, the 

PICs will release the umbilical. (Sequential, Dependent) 

When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this 

structure. 

Correction: I assume the first interpretation is what NASA intended. 

 

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Release Umbilicall]??

+ Umbilical
[Released]

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Retract Umbilicall]??

+ Umbilical
[Retracted]

 

Defect 21.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9

.2.2
Space_Shuttle_System
??Issue Command 4??  
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Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Primitive Type – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type – Pattern 4. Incomplete 

Message/Data – Form Pattern 1.   

Analysis: In Behavior Trees specification, a message/data needs to specify the message’s 

contents and identifier. This information is not specified in the original English requirements 

documents. As a result, it is unknown which command will be issued. 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: 

Translation 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

“Command 4” is declared as a message/data. The 

corresponding fields of are not specified. 

Defect 22.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9.

2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Fire
Structural_Release_Pyrotechnics]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 1. Event Node as 

Root Node.   

Analysis: When the pyrotechnic initiator controller will fire the structural release 

pyrotechnics? 

Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form 

Pattern Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this 

structure for the root node is an event node. 

Correction: 

+ Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Received Command 4]??

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Fire

Structural_Release_Pyrotechnic
s]??  

Defect 23.  

Description: 
3.2.1.1.9.

2.2
Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller

??[Fire
Structural_Release_Pyrotechnics]??  

Defect Type: Behavior Trees Requirements Documents – Integrated Behavior Trees – Rule 1. 

Requirements Quality – Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees – Pattern 3. Incomplete State 

Realization Enumeration – Form Pattern 2. Incomplete Enumeration of Behaved Entity 

Analysis: When the pyrotechnic initiator controller fires the structural release pyrotechnics, 

the structural release pyrotechnics will be fired.  
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Behavior Trees Detection:  
When: Integration 

Process 

Who: Form Pattern 

Identifier 

The form pattern identifier highlights this 

structure for the root node is an event node. 

Correction: 

3.2.1.1.9
.2.2

Pyrotechnic_Initiator_Controller
??[Fire

Structural_Release_Pyrotechnic
s]??

+
Structural_Release_Pyrotechnic

s
[Fired]  

C.2 Defect Data 

Requirements Document Type Distribution 

Requirements Document Type Number 

English Requirements Document 9 

Behavior Trees Requirements Specification 14 

Total 23 

Representation Construct Distribution 

English Representation Construct Number 

Lexicon 2 

Sentence 7 

Primitive Types 4 

Integrated Behavior Trees 10 

Total 23 

Rule Distribution 

Rules Number 

Rule 1: Representation Quality 9 

Rule 2: Requirements Quality 14 

Total 23 

Violation Distribution 

Violation Type Number 

Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Words 2 

Violation 1. Ambiguous/Vague Sentences 7 

Violation 1. Incomplete Primitive Type 3 

Violation 3. Inconsistent Primitive Type 1 

Violation 1. Incomplete Behavior Trees 10 

Total 23 

Pattern Distribution 

Pattern Name Number 
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Pattern 2. Ambiguous/Vague Pronouns 2 

Pattern 7. Ellipsis Structure-Subject Ellipsis 3 

Pattern 9. Ellipsis Structure-Participle Ellipsis 3 

Pattern 11. Ellipsis Structure-Verbal Noun Ellipsis 1 

Pattern 1. Event Node as Root 4 

Pattern 2. Incomplete Event Enumeration 1 

Pattern 3. Incomplete State Realization Enumeration 3 

Pattern 4. Incomplete Message/Data 4 

Pattern 4. Incomplete Specification of Order Relationships between Child Nodes 1 

Pattern 5. Incomplete Flow 1 

Total 23 

Detection Stage Distribution 

Stage Name Number 

Translation 13 

Integration 8 

Analysis of Integrated Behavior Trees 2 

Total 23 
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